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1
Politicizationof taxation and
state–society reciprocity in Africa
Anne Mette Kjær, Marianne S. Ulriksen, and Ane Karoline Bak

1.1 Introduction

On 12 June 12 2014, the Ugandan Minister of Finance, Planning and Eco-
nomic Development held her annual budget speech and, to the surprise of
many, announced the annulment of VAT exemptions on input supply for
agriculture, such as machinery, tools, seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides. The
measure caused uproar among many civil society organizations who consid-
ered it harmful to agricultural productivity and to the poorest farmers. A civil
society umbrella association (CSBAG) then organized a broad-based protest
against the measure that immediately caught the media’s attention and was
debated in several news outlets. CSBAG initiated a petition and collected
more than a million signatures. The farmers’ associations had not really
raised their voice, but they soon joined the protests organized by CSBAG,
and together the associations created a petition to parliament.When the news
reached the president, he was quoted in the media as saying: ‘It is very sad
that some people passed behind me and included those taxes into our bud-
get. This is counterproductive and I Museveni who has been championing
the growth of rural income through agriculture across the country cannot
again be the one to put those taxes’. The president and the parliament then
overruled theMinistry of Finance’s decision to terminate the exemptions (see
Chapter 7 in this volume for full references).

This example is a case of what we call micro-level revenue bargaining,
which is an instance of implicit or explicit negotiations related to revenue
provision between individual or groups of revenue providers and the ruling
elite (or representatives hereof ). The case represents one of several patterns of
revenue bargaining found in this volume: here, the bargaining process is trig-
gered by a decision in a line ministry (in this case the Ministry of Finance),
followed by substantial mobilization and protest by groups in society, and

Anne Mette Kjær, Marianne S. Ulriksen, and Ane Karoline Bak, Politicization of taxation and state–society reciprocity in Africa.
In: The Politics of Revenue Bargaining in Africa. Edited by: Anne Mette Kjær, Marianne S. Ulriksen, and Ane Karoline Bak,
Oxford University Press. © Oxford University Press (2024). DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192868787.003.0001
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then politically overruled. In this case, as in many others, the bargaining
process ends in (the continuation of ) tax exemptions. We argue that this out-
come represents a micro-level fiscal contract defined as explicit or implicit
agreements between ruling elites (or representatives thereof ) and individu-
als or groups of revenue providers related to revenue provision. While not
an agreement concerning an exchange of taxes for goods or services, it is still
an agreement in which the bargaining parties recognize their mutuality and
interdependence. Tax exemptions may seem a poor choice from a revenue
mobilization perspective, but they accommodate the demands of the farmers
and the political concerns of Ugandan politicians. This tension between fiscal
and political interests is at the heart of this book. Throughout the chapters, we
present micro-level instances of revenue bargaining across five African coun-
tries to explore how and under what conditions revenue bargaining emerges,
evolves, and leads to fiscal contracts.

Our theoretical framework (Figure 1.1) informs the case studies presented
in the empirical chapters, Chapters 3–12. The bottom part of the framework
illustrates how the revenue-bargaining processes unfold at the micro level.
As we theorize in Chapter 2, whether and when revenue bargaining leads to
micro-level fiscal contracts is conditioned by what triggered the bargaining,
how andwhere the bargaining processes unfold, and in particular the relative
bargaining positions of revenue providers vis-à-vis ruling elites.

We focus on the micro level to gain a nuanced and in-depth understand-
ing of the politics of revenue bargaining. However, micro-level instances of
revenue bargaining are formed bymacro-level contexts and havemacro-level
implications (top part of Figure 1.1). Thus, we situate the microcosmoses of
revenue bargaining within countries’ political contexts, that is, the political
settlements. The political settlement approach helps to disaggregate state and
societal actors and to pay attention to revenue providers’ resources and bar-
gaining power within contexts dominated by informal clientelistic relations
in resource-constrained economies. The political dynamics at play across
the cases show, among other things, that ruling elites (i.e. individuals who
have either formal or informal positions of governing power) often accept
tax exemptions in order to maintain their positions of power. We assess
whether the micro-level fiscal contracts entail some level of responsiveness
and repeated interactions between the ruling elite or representatives hereof
and revenue providers; what we term state–society reciprocity. Many of the
case studies show that governments prove willing to negotiate with rev-
enue providers—from big business to informal sector workers—and make
concessions, although these are often in the form of reduced tax payments.



Political settlement

Holding power of state and
societal actors

Trigger

Actions, events or changes
in circumstances that
prompt negotiations

Relative bargaining positions

Revenue providers' organizational
and fiscal importance vis-a-vis

ruling elites

Revenue bargaining

Direct or indirect negotiations
between ruling elites and revenue

providers related to revenue
provision

Micro-level fiscal contract

Agreements between individual or
groups of revenue providers and
ruling elites related to revenue

provision 

State-society reciprocity

Responsive and repeated interaction
between state and societal

actors around policy

Macro-level

Micro-level

Figure 1.1 The bookʼs theoretical framework.
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While the concessions given by governments do not amount to increased
political accountability or improvements in public service delivery, our
empirical case studies show that negotiations can prompt responsiveness and
repeated engagements. In some cases, these engagements became institution-
alizedwithin the formal state structures, thereby having the potential tomove
beyond informal processes of policymaking. Consequently, in this book, we
contribute to knowledge about when and how expanding revenue mobi-
lization may prompt institutionalization of state–society interactions around
taxation.

In the following, we begin by describing the increased focus on domestic
revenue mobilization, its effect on the politicization of taxation, and whether
current research has found signs of the emergence of fiscal social contracts.
Second, we look back at the early contributions on taxation and on state–
society relations in Africa and argue that political changes since the 1990s
have fertilized the grounds for a link between taxation and state–society reci-
procity. Third, we outline our theoretical contributions to the fiscal contract
and the political settlement theories (top part of Figure 1.1). Finally, we set the
stage for studying revenue bargaining by presenting our comparative design,
which includes case studies in Tanzania, Uganda,Mozambique, Senegal, and
Togo. Chapter 2 will then detail the theoretical framework (bottom part of
Figure 1.1), explain the methodological approach, and briefly introduce the
empirical chapters in the volume.

1.2 Expanding taxation, politicizing taxation

Since the turn of the new millennium, the focus on the importance of
domestic revenue mobilization in low or lower-middle income countries
has increased immensely among academics, governments, and develop-
ment practitioners alike. This is most importantly explained by increasing
demands for the financing of development and public goods provision such
as improved public infrastructure and better public services in health, educa-
tion, and social protection (IMF, 2018; UN, 2021). The UN’s ambitious Sus-
tainable Development Goals (SDGs), agreed upon by all member states, are
a manifestation of these demands and serve to reinforce the need for devel-
opment financing, beyond what can be achieved by overseas development
assistance (ODA).

While total net ODA has effectively increased in absolute terms in recent
years, even reaching its highest-ever point (USD 162 billion) in 2020, it still
only constitutes a very small proportion of the estimated amount needed to
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finance the SDGs, around USD 2.5 trillion (Doumbia and Lauridsen, 2019;
Winckler Andersen and Therkildsen, 2019). The UN has acknowledged this
critical gap in the financing of the SDGs, which led to the formulation of
the Addis Ababa Action Agenda in 2015, and with it the intention to inte-
grate financing into the work of reaching the SDGs. A designated UN Tax
Committee was established to support, in particular, developing countries in
strengthening tax systems and domestic revenue mobilization (see e.g. UN,
2021).

Increasing debt burdens have further heightened the pressure on govern-
ments to expand domestic revenue mobilization to balance debt stocks (Bak,
Jeppesen, and Kjær, 2021; Smith, 2021; OECD, 2021), a demand which has
become even more pronounced since the COVID-19 pandemic.

Attention to domestic revenue mobilization has increased and, since the
turn of the millennium, so too has tax revenue across Africa. According to
the IMF (2018), total revenue, excluding grants, increased from an average
of 14% of GDP in the 1990s to about 18% in 2016, while total tax revenues
increased from 11 to 15% in the same period (Moore, Prichard, and Fjeld-
stad, 2018, 32). The same trend is found in several newly developed datasets
(UNU-WIDER, 2021; Cogneau et al., 2021; Jerven, 2022) which have sought
to improve both data quality and measurement validity, as well as to bolster
avenues for comparison of revenue trends across time and space. Albers and
Suesse (2022) carefully calculate real tax revenue per capita from 1900 up
until the present. They find that for the average African country, taxation has
increased since the 1960s, but took a large jump at the turn of themillennium.
Cogneau et al. (2021) find that in former French colonies, tax per GDP has
increased by 5.9 percentage points of GDP between independence and today.
They find that this increase is largely explained by natural resource revenue,
but other researchers argue that the increase follows a rise in the capacity to
tax society more broadly (Jerven et al., 2022; Moore, 2021). Many so-called
modern taxes such as personal and company income taxation, and property
taxes had already been introduced in colonial times (Genschel and Seelkopf,
2022). Beyond a sustained period of economic growth in the 2000s, recent
expansions in domestic revenue mobilization can be explained at least partly
by growing capacity in tax administrations, new technological opportuni-
ties, the adoption of tax instruments that target and accommodate challenges
posed by the globalized economy, and the economic structures and realities
on the ground (Moore, 2021).

The expectation among academics, donors, and development practition-
ers alike is that taxation could be the source of a ‘healthy’ conflict between
citizens, bureaucrats, and politicians, and between state and society more
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broadly (Moore, 2004; Bräutigam, 2008; Prichard, 2015; Lucas, 2017). As
individuals feel a higher fiscal burden, they could be expected to make
demands for a return in the form of improved public goods and services
and more political accountability from state actors. In theory, states will then
seek to accommodate these demands because it is less administratively and
politically costly to tax people if they are themselves more willing to pay.
Over time, such interactions around taxation have been theorized to cre-
ate an exchange-based macro-level fiscal social contract, whereby the state
delivers public goods and services in return for tax compliance and revenue
(Levi, 1988; Bräutigam, Moore, and Fjeldstad, 2008; Moore, Prichard, and
Fjeldstad, 2018; Bak, 2019).

Looking across the continent, taxation has been source of some conflict,
as individuals and taxpayers have reacted to new or increased taxes. To high-
light a few examples from recent years: several African countries have sought
to tax social media, which met with strong popular reactions in, for example,
Uganda (Reuters, 2018) and Benin (Okunoye, 2019); or to tax mobile money
transactions, which took people to the streets in Ghana and Tanzania in 2021
(The East African, 2021; BBC, 2022). In Kenya, the removal of VAT exemp-
tions for fuel led to strikes and widespread protests on social media and in
the streets in September 2018 (Miriri, 2018); and in Ethiopia, small business
owners shut their businesses to protest against a tax hike (Africanews, 2017).

Such protests over specific taxes spur revenue bargaining between revenue
providers and state actors, but they relatively rarely revolve around a new
demand for public service delivery and accountability in exchange for the tax.
Rather, the demand is that the proposed change in taxation is not adopted.
The protests are sometimes successful in prompting governments to respond.
In Benin, for example, the social media tax was never adopted; in Kenya the
suggested VAT rate on fuel was halved from 16 to 8%; and in Ethiopia, the
tax hike was abolished.

Tax grievances sometimes coincide with larger grievances and dissatis-
factions with government. One oft-cited case from the 1990s is the protests
against increases in VAT in Ghana, which led to large-scale anti-government
protests (Prichard, 2015, ch. 3). In the 2017 case of Ethiopia, the so-called
tax hike protests evolved into anti-government protests in Oromia state,
largely explained by the Oromo people’s already strained relations with the
national government (Dahir, 2017). However, such cases are rare and the
circumstances often quite specific, as in Oromia.

Summing up, there are signs of politicization of taxation in the wake of
increasing domestic revenue mobilization on the African continent. But it is
not clear what this politicization implies for the expectation of the emergence
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of fiscal social contracts between state and society, especially ones centred on
the exchange of taxes for political accountability and public service delivery.

1.3 Signs of fiscal social contracts?

During the past two decades, the scholarly literature on taxation and fiscal
contracts has grown immensely, seeking to answer whether taxation leads
to fiscal social contracts and whether it has positive so-called governance
dividends (Moore, 2004; 2015) such as political accountability and represen-
tation. It is fairly established that, on the macro level and across continents,
higher taxation levels are positively correlated with certain political out-
comes. Taxation has been linked statistically to levels of democracy (Ross,
2004; Baskaran, 2014), the quality of governance (Baskaran and Bigsten,
2013; Broms, 2015), and vertical accountability (Dom, 2018). Survey-based
research examining the behavioural effects of taxation upon the individuals
paying taxes have also found positive effects on various measures of political
engagement or accountability demands (Paler, 2013; Broms, 2015; Sjursen,
2018). However, as Dom (2018, 31) notes, the observations of an average
correlation on the macro level tells us little about whether and how taxation
relates to such political outcomes in individual countries. Nor do individual-
level survey experiments translate into implications about the potential for
societal and political changes.

While it seems that taxation may have some effects on political outcomes,
there are few signs of macro-level exchange-based fiscal social contracts
whereby improved public service delivery is provided in return for tax
payments (Moore, Prichard, and Fjeldstad, 2018, Guimaraes, Duca, and
Ndlovu, 2018; Fjeldstad and Therkildsen, 2020). As Fjeldstad and Therk-
ildsen (2020, 38) state, ‘we do not know of any major political deals
(fiscal contracts) in recent years involving an increase in broad-based
taxes in exchange for the provision of public services (education, health,
roads, etc.)’.

There is also a large strand of qualitative case-based research that aims to
further explore the effects of taxation on political outcomes and state–society
relations (Rakner and Gloppen, 2003; Eubank, 2012; Jibao and Prichard,
2015; Prichard, 2015; Rakner, 2017; Gatt and Owen, 2018; Goodfellow and
Owen, 2018; Bak, 2019; Schneider, 2020).Most of this research demonstrates
that taxation can prompt state–society interactions. However, they remain
isolated case studies with few or no cross-country comparisons, and they
do not systematically disaggregate the causal mechanisms between taxation
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and its political outcomes. One notable exception is Prichard’s (2015) study
of tax bargaining across the diverse political contexts of Ghana, Kenya, and
Ethiopia. He finds that taxation can lead to changes in public service provi-
sion, tax policy, and administration and expansions in accountability, and he
goes some way towards theorizing when governments’ tax initiatives lead to
tax bargaining, focusing on a limited set of institutional conditions.

The scholarly interest has been mainly focused on broad-based exchanges
of taxation in return for something. As Prichard himself later observed
(2019, 9), much of the original fiscal contract literature on the macro level
has studied large, relatively dramatic shifts in tax collection and accordingly
fiscal contracts. Perhaps we have been looking in the wrong places? There
is growing evidence that changes in taxation do lead to revenue bargaining
around tax policies, but as shown above, rarely at themacro level. Bargaining
is confined to specific groups of taxpayers or to specific instances of tax reform
or reactions to changes in tax administration. AsMoore, Prichard, and Fjeld-
stad (2018, 182) have rightly argued, we need to explore not somuchwhether
macro-level fiscal contracts are emerging, but rather ‘what kinds of tax bar-
gains are likely in different contexts’. Incremental yet significant changes and
political effects are also likely to unfold at the micro level, where individuals
or groups negotiate with state actors over taxes.

A critical and more recent strand of the literature has stressed the impor-
tance of contextualizing taxation to understand its effects below the macro
level (Fjeldstad, 2001; Kjær, 2009; Bodea and Lebas, 2016; Broms, 2017;
Prichard and van den Boogaard, 2017; Meagher, 2018; Bak, 2019; van den
Boogaard, Prichard, Beach, andMohiuddin, 2021). Specifically, this research
shows that whether or not societal actors engage with state actors around
tax-related issues is conditioned by their capacity for collective action, tax-
collection methods, the presence of community-based service, and social
circumstances such as gender, ethnic identity, and patronage ties. Local poli-
tics and societal structures condition the effects of taxation but, importantly,
are also shaped, disrupted, or reinforced by taxation. Thus, when observing
the effects of increases in taxation on state–society relations and political out-
comes, we need to pay attention to the effects on social and political power
structures.

Therefore, this book embeds the analysis of revenue bargaining within a
theoretical framework cognisant ofmacro- andmicro-level power structures.
This implies that as we study revenue bargaining at the micro level, we pay
particular attention to how the power positions of revenue providers vis-à-
vis ruling elites shape the processes and potential outcomes. We heed Mick
Moore’s advice, and ‘go beyond the initial reactions to taxation of each type
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of actor and take into account the ways in which they then interact, whether
conflictual, cooperatively, or in more complex ways’ (Moore, 2007, 16). This
enables us to observe how negotiations related to revenue provision result
from and feed into existing power structures, and thereby we can determine
whether and when suchmoments could indeed be termed reciprocal interac-
tion around taxation. We gain a deeper understanding of the potential effects
of taxation on state–society reciprocity and, in turn, a new perspective on the
implications of the recent increased politicization of taxation in Africa.

In the following, we further develop our understanding of state–society
reciprocity and how it relates to taxation. We present a broader and older
literature on state–society relations and disengagement in Africa and relate
this to recent political progress on the continent. We argue that, in a context
of regular elections, increased political competition, and strengthened civil
society, the stage may be set for state–society reciprocity to develop through
revenue bargaining.

1.4 Taxation and state–society reciprocity in Africa

The idea that expansions in taxation in less democratic developing countries
could cause accountability and state–society engagement originates from
European state-building experiences. The comparative historical accounts
by Levi (1988) unfold the idea that taxation involves some kind of bar-
gained exchanges between states and their citizens. Drawing specifically
on the emergence of institutionalized representation and accountability in
Britain and juxtaposing rentier states with fiscal states, Moore (2004) devel-
oped the proposition of a governance dividend of taxation in contemporary
developing countries. Building on these seminal works, the edited volume
by Bräutigam, Fjeldstad, and Moore (2008) cemented the potential links
between taxation and the development of political institutions and state-
building in developing countries through both theoretical and empirical
chapters. Since then, the fiscal contract literature has flourished.

An older literature on state–society relations, state-building, and devel-
opment in Africa had in fact touched on similar issues, although with a
less systematic focus on taxation (Ekeh, 1975; Hyden, 1983; Rothchild and
Chazan, 1988; Migdal, 1988; Boone, 1992; Bratton and Hyden, 1992; Guyer,
1992;Harbeson, Rothchild, andChazan, 1994). In this literature, the concept
of reciprocity featured centrally in the analysis of the African state. The state
was often described as being detached from society, as citizens would with-
draw fromoften repressive state actions. InVictor Azarya’s (1988)words, they
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would ‘disengage’ from the state, seeking survival in the reciprocal relations
existing in alternative realms. Such alternative realms have been defined in
slightly different ways and given a variety of labels, including the ‘economy
of affection’ (Hyden, 1983) or in Peter Ekeh’s (1975) term ‘the primordial
realm’. Ekeh famously argued that real reciprocity existed in the primordial
realm rather than in the formal ‘civic realm’. In the former, citizens felt that
their contributions, given in the form of tribute, time, labour, and loyalty,
were truly reciprocated. They were willing to invest in the primordial realm
because they recognized that here they had duties as well as rights.

Within this literature, Hyden (1980; 1983) formulated a negative link
between taxation and reciprocity. Based on the concept of ‘the peasant
mode of production’, he argued that the peasant economy with its limited
technological advances and widespread subsistence production did not give
grounds for the state to grow structural or functional roots in society. Rulers
could not tax surplus production, which would emerge only out of produc-
tivity increases, and instead, they had to demand tributes from the existing
stock. Consequently, taxation was seen as an imposition and the state an
intruder, coercive in nature. Rather than opting fully into the formal system,
peasants preferred to have an exit option and would therefore always keep
one leg in the informal ‘economy of affection’. Any taxation-induced reci-
procity between state and society became difficult, precisely because genuine
reciprocity effectively only existed within the economy of affection.

Hyden’s contribution was criticized for exaggerating the extent to which
peasants were able to exit the system (Bates, 1981), and it was questioned
whether customary relations could indeed be reciprocal given the nature of
highly hierarchical socio-economic structures. For example, René Lemarc-
hand argued that reciprocationmay arise as much from the fear of retaliation
as from a ‘structurally induced form of altruism’ (1989, 38–40).

In a later contribution on concepts in the study of politics in Africa, Hyden
(1992, 9f ) develops his understanding of reciprocity, on which we rely here.
He argues that state–society relations do not rest merely on immediate quid
pro quo exchanges, and that we should bring into the analysis the concept
of reciprocity. While reciprocity has much in common with exchange, it dif-
fers first and foremost in that it constitutes a continuous relationship, which
is based as much on expectations of behaviour as it is on actual behaviour.
Reciprocity requires broader agreement and a consensual underpinning.
Examining how revenue bargaining and the politics thereof influence state–
society reciprocity thus allows us to identify different and more nuanced
effects of taxation and revenue bargaining than simple exchanges of taxation
for public services and accountability.
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As is evident from the thriving fiscal contract literature, Hyden’s focus on
the relationship between taxation and reciprocity remains relevant; however,
there are reasons to subscribe to a more positive perspective than that which
prevailed in the 1980s.

1.4.1 Fertilized ground for state–society reciprocity?

Since the publication of these important contributions on state–society rela-
tions in Africa in the 1980s and 1990s, the political and economic contexts
have changed significantly, with implications for the dynamics of state–
society reciprocity. Subsequent generations of political science research have
highlighted, among other things, the significance of increased political com-
petition and a strengthened civil society. This changed context may have
fertilized the ground for the emergence of revenue bargaining as ‘healthy’
interactions between states and their citizens, which in turn build state–
societal reciprocity.

Many African countries experienced democratic openings during the
1990s and with them a political competition that caused optimism for the
development of state–society reciprocity (Bratton and van de Walle, 1997).
Was this positive expectation realized? Fromoneperspective, it can be argued
that progress towards democratic consolidation has been disappointing, as
most African regimes did not fully democratize. Indeed, recent scholarly
contributions on African politics highlight the stability of hybrid regimes
where formal democratic institutions, such as elections, parliaments, and
courts, coexist with authoritarian features such as the concentration of power
in the president who often prolongs term limits or uses the parliament
as a rubber stamp in de facto one-party systems, and repressive practices
which infringe on political rights and civil freedoms (Cheeseman and Klaas,
2018; Bleck and van de Walle, 2019. On the other hand, after several hun-
dred competitive elections over the last thirty years, the holding of elections
has become the ‘default option of politics’ (Bleck and van de Walle, 2019,
6), and elections have caused changes to African politics as citizens have
become voters with expectations and hopes of better lives (Bratton and
Logan, 2006). Bleck and van de Walle (2019, 20–22) argue that elections
are political moments of ‘heightened citizenship’ and can have both posi-
tive as well as negative implications. They might promote exclusionary and
demagogic politics as much as they can also promote responsiveness on the
part of the government. Generally, the turn to regular competitive elections
has implied ‘an unprecedented explosion in political participation’ (ibid, 22),
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which is (as stressed byPrichard, 2015) an important precondition of revenue
bargaining.

Elections, even if not free and fair, have caused African governments to
promise and sometimes deliver public goods (Stasavage, 2005). However,
taxation is rarely central in election campaigning. Bleck and van de Walle
(2019) report that public services often appear as topics in election cam-
paigns; however, they do notmention any debate about the financing of these
services or indeed any issues related to tax (Bleck and van de Walle, 2019,
chapter 6). To the best of our knowledge, there have been just a few recent
examples of tax-related issues being raised during elections (see e.g. Rakner,
2017). In Tanzania and Uganda, the unpopular poll taxes were abolished in
connection with national elections (Fjeldstad and Therkildsen, 2008; Kjær
and Therkildsen, 2013). Elections could offer new windows of opportunity
for revenue bargaining and reciprocity.

During the periodwhen elections have become institutionalized, civil soci-
ety activism has been strengthened too. This could provide a mechanism for
citizen engagement with the state around revenue bargaining, both during
and between elections. Though some observers of African politics point to
shrinking civic space in some countries in very recent years (Smidt, 2018;
HRW, 2019; Musila, 2019),¹ civil society organizations (CSOs) are in many
countries in a stronger position vis-à-vis the state than they were prior to
the 1990s. There have been improvements in civil rights and political lib-
erties, even if there are still restrictions (i.e. on liberties). Lindberg (2006)
showed that repeatedmulti-party elections, even if not free and fair, did serve
to expand civil liberties, which hasmeantmore room for citizens to raise their
voices, also between elections. Tripp (2017) observes that, in spite of restric-
tions in the 2000s and 2010s, CSOs continue to operate but have shifted their
orientation. According to Tripp, CSOs have found new ways to claim auton-
omy and new types of movements have surfaced, such as stronger women’s
organizations and LGBTQ movements.

Focusing on civil society activism around taxation, several international
CSOs—such as Oxfam, ActionAid, and Tax Justice Network Africa—have
invested in putting taxation on the political agenda by supporting capacity-
building and promoting fiscal education and tax justice. These civil society
organizations play a pivotal role in tax debates with analyses of existing tax
policies and support for protests over unpopular taxes (Sharp, Sweet, and
Rocha Menocal, 2019). Interest groups such as trade unions and business

¹ See also the Africa report of the CIVICUS monitor assessing the conditions for civil society: https://
findings2021.monitor.civicus.org/africa.html.

https://findings2021.monitor.civicus.org/africa.html
https://findings2021.monitor.civicus.org/africa.html
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associations also find space to negotiate with governments, although with
varying success. Bräutigam et al. (2002) found that the business sector in
Mauritius was able to build a strong coalition with government to promote
economic growth, whereas such coalitions failed to establish themselves in
Zambia and Zimbabwe. Whitfield et al. (2015) also present several cases
of successful industrial policies characterized by mutual interests between
organized industry sector actors and the ruling elite. CSOs and interest
groups play a role in most of the cases of revenue bargaining explored in
this book.

The political progress on the African continent in terms of increased polit-
ical competition and civil society participation gives reason to revisit older
insights on state–society relations. The politicization of taxation following
two decades of expansion of domestic revenue mobilization is likely to have
an effect on these relations. We have not seen signs of exchange-based fis-
cal social contracts, and therefore we should look below the macro level.
However, to do so we need a framework that theorizes processes of revenue
bargaining at the micro level while remaining cognisant of political power
structures.

1.5 Towards a theoretical frameworkof revenue
bargaining in Africa

The literatures on taxation and on state–society relations give plenty of rea-
sons to look closer at the politics of revenue bargaining in Africa. However,
so far, the fiscal contract literature has not developed a conceptual and theo-
retical foundation for doing so. Therefore, we build a theoretical framework
that draws on the fiscal contract theory and combine it with an important
body of research within the study of state–society relations in Africa, namely
the political settlement literature. In combining these approaches, we add a
systematic view of politics to the fiscal contract theory while integrating a
nuanced revenue dimension to the political settlement literature. Since both
literatures have primarily focused on the macro level, a major contribution
of this book is our endeavour to improve the conceptualization of the key
theoretical concepts of these approaches and to operationalize them to facil-
itate micro-level analyses of revenue bargaining. In the following, we briefly
discuss these contributions to the two literatures. Thereafter, we elaborate on
our comparative design that sets the stage for the empirical case studies pre-
sented in Chapters 3–12. Our theoretical framework is developed in detail in
Chapter 2.
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The fiscal contract literature has long focused largely on the macro level
and on the expectations of the potential governance dividends of taxation.
With the recognition that this stylized relationship is difficult to find in
contemporary state-building, there have been important efforts to nuance
and condition the expectations by highlighting important contextual factors
(Fjeldstad, 2001; Kjær, 2009; Prichard, 2015; Bodea and Lebas, 2016; Broms,
2017; Meagher, 2018; Prichard and van den Boogaard, 2017; Bak, 2019).
A few studies focus on the preconditions and processes of revenue bar-
gaining (Prichard, 2015; van den Boogaard et al., 2021); others focus on
links between the contributions and influence of specific groups of revenue
providers (Timmons, 2005; Castañeda, 2017; Fairfield, 2019); and still others
emphasize that power structures condition some taxpayers’ capacity to bar-
gain over revenue (Prichard and van den Boogaard, 2017; Fairfield, 2017;
Meagher, 2018). To the best of our knowledge, none has studied systemat-
ically and comparatively cases of micro-level revenue bargaining between
specific groups of revenue providers and the state. Consequently, we know
little about the political dynamics of revenue bargaining in Africa.

This book contributes to the fiscal contract literature by theorizing the
political, organizational, and economic importance of individual or groups
of revenue providers and by applying this theoretical framework in analyses
of the processes and outcomes of revenue bargaining. To provide a system-
atic analysis of the politics of revenue bargaining, we draw on the political
settlement approach to theorize and observe the relative bargaining power
of revenue providers vis-à-vis ruling elites (or representatives thereof ) (elab-
orated in Chapter 2). Across this book’s empirical chapters, the authors apply
the concept of relative bargaining power in analyses of instances of revenue
bargaining in order to explain the conditions under which revenue bargain-
ing leads negotiating parties to enter into micro-level fiscal contracts, and to
understand what such fiscal contracts look like.

The point of departure for the political settlement approach is that an
understanding of the basic socio-economic power structures in a society is
instrumental for the analysis of how political economy factors affect the for-
mulation and implementation of policies as well as their institutional and
social outcomes. The approach insists on going beyond formal institutional
categories such as regime type and instead focusing on the power relations
that underpin political institutions (Khan, 2005; 2017). A political settlement
is defined not as a pact or agreement, but as ‘the combination of the structure
of power and institutions at the level of a society that is mutually “com-
patible” and also “sustainable” in terms of economic and political viability’
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(Khan, 2017, 20). This definition directs our attention to powerful organiza-
tions and actors. If political institutions do not align with the most powerful
actors’ interests, they are not sustainable. To understand this potential mis-
alignment, the political settlement approach disaggregates state and societal
actors and applies the concept of holding power. Holding power refers to ‘the
capability of an individual or group to engage and “hold out” in conflicts’
(Khan, 2010, 6). Holding power is based on income and wealth as well as
historically rooted capacities of different groups to organize (Khan, 2010, 1).
An organization with holding power can be a group of business elites, a
strong religious community, an ethnic or regional group, or a chief and his
followers. Ruling elites would need the support of the most powerful orga-
nizations and actors in order to maintain the coalition that holds them in
power. The political settlement approach with its focus on organizational
power has proven effective in explaining, for example, variations in indus-
trial policies across sectors (Whitfield et al., 2015), regional differences in the
allocation of education spending (Abdulai and Hickey, 2016), differences in
petroleum governance (Hickey et al., 2015), and various countries’ paths of
learning reforms in education with a focus on why it is easier to enrol pupils
than achieve learning outcomes (Hickey and Hossain, 2019).

While holding power has been the starting point of many of these studies,
there has arguably been less focus on the sources of such power. Moreover,
even if the financing of the political settlements is an important dimension of
power (Behuria, Buur, and Gray, 2017, 513), the power that actors can hold
as potential revenue providers has received little attention. In this book, we
contribute to the political settlement literature by elaborating and empha-
sizing the revenue dimension of societal actors’ holding power. At the micro
level, we theorize individual and groups of revenue providers’ holding power
in relation to state actors, the impact on their relative bargaining positions,
and how this shapes the processes and outcomes of revenue bargaining.

We combine and adapt the fiscal contract and the political settlement theo-
ries to study revenue bargaining at themicro level. The theoretical framework
(see Chapter 2) allows us to explore in depth the triggers of bargaining pro-
cesses and how these processes unfold, including how and where state actors
and revenue providers interact, the strategies they apply, how their rela-
tive bargaining positions change, and if and when they reach an agreement
(whether a fiscal contract or not). The theoretical framework is applied in the
ten empirical chapters’ case studies of revenue bargaining across our five case
countries. Together, we contend that these case studies of state–society nego-
tiations around revenue provision represent a microcosmos of macro-level
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state–society relations, and hence illustrate the nature and dynamics not only
of revenue bargaining but also of state–society reciprocity in Africa.

1.6 Setting the stage: Thepolitical economyof the case
countries

This book studies the politics of revenue bargaining in five African coun-
tries: Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania, Togo, and Uganda. As a group, these
countries reflect the region south of the Sahara desertquite well. They are all
characterized by a mix of capitalist production and subsistence agriculture,
and they can all be categorized as hybrid regimes where formal democratic
institutions coexist with authoritarian features such as the concentration of
executive power and infringement of political rights and civil freedoms, to
varying degrees. The study of the countries in this group enables us to pro-
vide nuanced answers to this book’s research question while also providing a
comparative foundation that allows us to make claims generalizable to most
relatively stable low- and lower middle-income African countries.

In this section, we present data on the economic and political structures
of our case countries and, in more detail, the characteristics of their politi-
cal settlements. This presentation sets the stage for a brief discussion of the
macro-level conditions of revenue bargaining in the countries.

1.6.1 Macro-level economic and political conditions
for revenue bargaining

The fiscal conditions of our case countries, along with those of the average
African country, have changed on two dimensions over the last decades: the
level of total tax revenue has increased, while revenue from external grants
has decreased. This can be seen in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.

Figure 1.2 shows the development in total tax revenue over the last four
decades. In the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s, tax revenues in our case
countries were below average (south of the Sahara) and generally fluctuated,
in Uganda and Mozambique as a result of conflicts, and in Togo, Tanzania,
and Senegal due to political instability. Since the 1990s, however, there has
been a clear trend of a steady increase in tax revenues. Today, the countries are
at their highest level of tax revenue as share of GDP since the late 1980s. Note
that this is during a time where the economies have grown, implying that the
increase of tax revenue in absolute terms is significant. The large jumps in
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Mozambique’s tax revenue in 2013, 2017, and 2019 are largely explained by
large one-off winnings from capital gains taxation of asset sales in the extrac-
tive industry (IMF, 2016, 20; 2020, 14). Most recently, the fall in revenue
between 2019 and 2020 in the countries where data are available indicates a
clear impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the economies (Fjeldstad and
Therkildsen, 2020).

The other essential change is that the countries have become less aid
dependent. This is shown in Figure 1.3. Throughout the period displayed in
the graph, the level of grants, measured as share per GDP, is highly volatile,
but since the change of the millennium the tendency, with some variation,
is relatively clear: the countries are generally less aid dependent and are thus
in need of expanding domestic revenue. Following the fiscal contract the-
ory, these two significant changes (rising domestic revenues and declining
aid dependence) would lead to the expectation of a fiscal impetus to revenue
bargaining.

Upon examination, the economic structures of the five case countries
appear typical of low- or lower-middle-income countries (see Table 1.1). The
five countries’ GDPs per capita range from USD 587 (Mozambique) to USD
1,585 (Senegal), which are all below the average in sub-SaharanAfrica ofUSD
1,656. They also score below average on the Human Development Index,
and the proportion of the population living below the USD 1.90 poverty line
ranges from 38.5% to 63.7%, with only Senegal below the sub-Saharan Africa
average. None of the countries benefit from large, stable flows of extractive
natural resource rents.

The economies in all five countries are still dominated by agriculture.
While the sector only accounts for about one quarter or less of overall
economic output, agriculture provides livelihoods for the large majority of
the countries’ populations. Agriculture thus constitutes between 30 (Sene-
gal) and 72% (Uganda) of total employment. Agricultural productivity, as
shown by cereal yields in kilogrammes per hectare, is low, between 835 kg
and 2 tonnes, on average almost half of the average yields for South Asia
(Abraham and Pingali, 2020, 186). Subsistence agricultural production is
widespread and informal commercial sectors are large.

From a political settlement perspective, this suggests that the level of cap-
italist development is limited, and therefore that a capitalist class of any
significant size or influence will be limited. Consequently, the political set-
tlements in our case countries are mainly clientelist rather than capitalist, a
feature which characterizes all poor countries (Khan, 2010). This also means
that few organized societal groups are able to create wealth outside access to
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rent opportunities nurtured through their relationships with political elites
(Khan, 2010, 54–55; Hickey and Hossain, 2019, 26).

Ultimately, the lack of economic transformation, together with the conse-
quent absence of a capitalist class, implies that substantial structural barriers
to expanding the tax base remain in all our five case countries. This has
implications for the politics of revenue bargaining and taxation. Under the
conditions of a small tax base, the national budget is similarly constrained.
This makes it difficult to secure political stability through the reallocation
of domestic revenue to powerful groups (Khan, 2010). Instead, distribu-
tion of resources and access to rents must happen off budget and through
clientelist or other informal networks. In clientelist settlements like our case
countries, building a stable ruling coalition requires that elites balance and
accommodate powerful factions, and this is likely to manifest in whether
and how revenue bargaining emerges. Furthermore, the holding power of
the individual and groups of revenue providers vis-à-vis the ruling elite will
be significant for the kind of outcomes that result from such bargaining.

Table 1.2 presents the scores of our case countries on a number of political
features that have been found to condition where and howwe expect revenue
bargaining to occur (Moore, 2004; Prichard, 2015; van den Boogaard et al.,
2021). All five countries have institutionalized regular elections, which pro-
vide one possible political channel through which societal actors can engage
state actors over tax policies. The quality of the elections and the openness of
the political space do vary between the countries. Senegal stands out among
the cases as themost democratic with the highest level of political rights, civil
liberties, government effectiveness, and political stability, but a look beyond
these indicators leaves little doubt that Senegal still falls within the category of
a hybrid regime with strong executive power, politicization of the judiciary,
and instances of violent repression, together with strong clientelist networks
permeating democratic institutions (Dumont and Kanté, 2019; Kohnert and
Marfaing, 2019; Kelly, 2020). At the other end of the scale, Uganda should
undoubtedly be considered an electoral autocracy, but there is still mean-
ingful political competition, and political rights and civil liberties are not
considerably worse affected than in Tanzania.

1.6.2 The political settlements of our case countries

The political indicators only tell part of the story. To understand the political
space for revenue bargaining and specifically the contextual conditions of
bargaining power of different revenue providers vis-à-vis the ruling elites, we



Table 1.1 Economic indicators

Senegal Mozambique Togo Tanzania Uganda SSA (sub-Saharan
Africa) averageg

GDP per capitaa 1,381.6 598.8 630.8 1,071.4 894.5 1,656.1
HDIb 0.512 0.456 0.515 0.529 0.544 0.547
Poverty head count under USD 1.90
(share of population)c

38.5 % (2011) 63.7 % (2014) 51.1 % (2015) 49.4 % (2017) 41.3 % (2016) 42.3 %
(2014)

Employment in agriculture (share of total
employment)d

30.1% 70.2% 32.4% 65.1% 72.1% 52.9%

Cereal yield (kg per hectare)e 1301.9 835.1 1145.6 1568.3 2049.5 1445.2
Natural resource income (share of GDP)f 0.016 % 0.04 %∗ 0.014 %∗∗ 0.015 %∗ 0.007 % 0.029 %

a Year: 2019 (constant 2015 USD), from World Bank national accounts data, and OECD National Accounts data files.
b Year: 2019, index from 0–1, from Human Development Report Office, 2020.
c Respective years in parentheses, from World Bank, Development Research Group. Data are based on primary household survey data obtained from government statistical
agencies and World Bank country departments.
d Year: 2019, from International Labour Organization, ILOSTAT database. Data retrieved on 29 January 29 2021.
e Year: 2018, from Food and Agriculture Organization, electronic files and website.
f Year: 2015–2020 (average of period), from UNU-WIDER Government Revenue Dataset. Version 2021. https://doi.org/10.35188/UNU-WIDER/GRD-2021. Indicator:
Non-tax Revenue. Average of non-tax revenue between 2015 and 2020 is made by own calculation. ∗Missing data from 2020. ∗∗Missing data from 2019–2020.
g WDI’s definition of sub-Saharan Africa (excluding high income).

https://doi.org/10.35188/UNU-WIDER/GRD-2021
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Table 1.2 Political indicators

Senegal Mozambique Togo Tanzania Uganda

Electoral
democracya

0.75 0.37 0.42 0.41 0.31

Political rightsb 29 14 15 12 11
Civil libertiesb 39 29 27 22 23
Government
effectivenessc

0.01 −0.72 −0.69 −0.77 −0.58

Political stabilityc −0.02 −1.16 −0.92 −0.41 −0.69
Nature of Political
Settlementd

Strong
dominant

Weak
dominant

Strong
dominant

Vulnerable
authoritarian

Competitive
clientelist

Source:
a Year: 2021, index 0–1, from Nazifa Alizada, Rowan Cole, Lisa Gastaldi, Sandra Grahn, Sebastian
Hellmeier, Palina Kolvani, Jean Lachapelle, Anna Lührmann, Seraphine F. Maerz, Shreeya Pillai, and
Staffan I. Lindberg. 2021. Autocratization Turns Viral. Democracy Report 2021. University of
Gothenburg: V-Dem Institute.
b Year: 2022, index 0–100, from Freedom House Score. Countries and Territories. 2022. https://
freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores.
c Year: 2020, index from −2.5 to +2.5, from World Government Indicators http://info.worldbank.org/
governance/wgi/Home/Reports.
d Year 2018, Categorization from the ESID data, except for Togo (lacking in ESID), which is based on
secondary sources.

need to take as our point of departure the case countries’ political settlements
(see also bottom of Table 1.2).

In the following, we briefly present the political settlement typology and
use it both to introduce the typical features of our case countries’ political set-
tlements, and to outline where they differ. Each chapter considers (implicitly
or explicitly) how individual or specific groups of revenue providers involved
in instances of revenue bargaining are positioned in relation to the ruling
coalition and the ruling elites.

We follow the original political settlement typology as introduced by Khan
(2010, 55). This typology has been discussed and further elaborated by oth-
ers (e.g. Whitfield et al., 2015; Hickey and Kelsall, 2020; Schulz and Kelsall,
2021), work which we draw on in what follows when categorizing our case
countries.² Khan’s typological categorization follows two steps. The first is
to distinguish between capitalist and clientelist settlements. As discussed,
all our case countries fall into the latter of these two categories: Clientelist

² Particularly, we draw on the Political Settlements (PolSett) dataset (Schulz and Kelsall, 2021), devel-
oped by the Effective States and Inclusive Development (ESID) programme based in Manchester, which
categorizes countries in terms of their political settlement based on expert surveys and their openly avail-
able detailed descriptions. The original Khan typology has subsequently been subject tomuch discussion,
but for our purposes here (to characterize different settlement and therefore to emphasize the diversity of
the countries in which case studies are carried out), it suffices.

https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores
https://freedomhouse.org/countries/freedom-world/scores
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/Home/Reports
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/Home/Reports
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settlements are characterized by the fact that ‘significant holding power
is based on sources outside the incomes generated by formal institutions’
(Khan, 2010, 53). While formal institutions such as property rights or reg-
ular elections will be in place, they are rarely enforced, because they are at
odds with the interests of powerful groups. When this is the case, there is a
mismatch between formal institutions and how politics work informally.

The second step in Khan’s typology is to categorize different types of clien-
telist settlement. To this end, Khan (2010, 64–65) distinguishes between the
horizontal and the vertical distribution of power. The horizontal distribution
of power refers to ‘the power of excluded factions, relative to the ruling coali-
tion’. Some ruling elites can create a broad-based coalition which includes
many powerful factions, while others cannot. In the latter case, if excluded
factions are strong, the ruling coalition is more vulnerable. The vertical dis-
tribution of power distinguishes between higher- and lower-level factions
within the ruling coalition. Lower-level factions are the ones who mobilize
support in local constituencies, and their source of holding power depends
largely on how much support they can mobilize for the ruling coalition. The
stronger the lower-level factions, the more the ruling elite will have to attend
to their interests in order to keep them within the ruling coalition.

Between the vertical andhorizontal power dimensions, there are four types
of clientelist settlement: (1) Strong lower-level as well as strong excluded fac-
tions imply competitive clientelism, where competition between factions is
strong. (2) Strong lower-level combined with weak excluded factions imply
weak-dominant party coalitions, in which the dominant party is not threat-
ened by excluded factions but where the strong lower-level factions have
the power, for example, to block policy implementation or to achieve good
access to rents. (3) Where both lower-level and excluded factions are weak,
the coalition is strong-dominant, meets little resistance, and the ruling elite is
fairly free to implement the policies it pleases. (4) Finally, when lower-level
factions are weak and excluded factions are strong, the political settlement
is characterized by a vulnerable authoritarian coalition, which enjoys some
enforcement capacity but suffers from instability because it has to resort to
repression of excluded factions.

Within this typology, Uganda can be categorized as competitive clien-
telist (Schulz and Kelsall, 2021). Primarily as a result of the colonial borders,
the country has since independence been characterized by many differ-
ent regional, religious, ethnic, and socio-economic cleavages. In the south
there were relatively strong centralized kingdoms with a history of conflicts
between them, and north of the river Nile there were smaller chiefdoms
belonging to different ethnic groups (e.g. the Alur in West Nile closer to
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Sudan and the Karamojong closer to Kenya) (Karugire, 1996; Reid, 2017,
118). These cleavages made for a fragmented political settlement, that is, a
balance of power that had many competing groups and factions. In such
a fragmented political settlement, it is always difficult to construct a sta-
ble ruling coalition with factions that provide reliable and lasting support
for the ruling elite (Kjær, 2015; Whitfield et al., 2015). Several early post-
independence leaders in Uganda struggled to create durable coalitions, but
since the National Resistance Army (NRA) and its leader, Yoweri Museveni,
won a guerrilla war in 1986, the coalition has been relatively durable even
if its composition has changed character over the years, with fragmentation
and increasing competition between factions. A key driver of the increased
fragmentation was the introduction of multi-party elections in 2006 and the
simultaneous lifting of presidential term limits. Elections and the introduc-
tion of NRMparty primaries have served to increase the power of lower-level
factions (Kjær and Katuusiihmeh, 2021). At the same time, power is more
dispersed among the elites, and although there is a powerful circle around
the president, the military seems more fragmented (Reuss and Titeca, 2017).
During the latest elections, opposition candidates have been able to mobi-
lize substantial support (Khisa, Vokes, and Wilkins, 2021). So, even if it is
strongly authoritarian and with the exercise of power personalized around
the president, the fragmentation and competition between factions gives
Uganda the categorization of competitive clientelist. For revenue bargain-
ing, Uganda’s competitive clientelism means that elites will be incentivized
to give in to demands from powerful factions to a higher extent than in a
strong-dominant party settlement. Chapters 7 (by Kjær and Arinanye) and
8 (by Ngabirano) focus on revenue bargaining with, respectively, Uganda’s
agricultural sector and multinational companies in the petroleum sector. In
Chapter 9, Khisa, Msami, and Therkildsen examine campaign financing and
revenue bargaining in both Uganda and Tanzania.
Tanzania is categorized by the PolSett dataset as vulnerable authoritar-

ian with rather strong excluded factions and weak lower-level factions (see
Table 1.2). This labelling shows a significant change from the Julius Nyerere
period when power was more concentrated with much fewer powerful
excluded factions. For a long period after Nyerere’s retirement, the coali-
tion became more fragmented, especially during the Jakaya Kikwete years
(Therkildsen and Bourgoin, 2012; Kelsall, 2018). However, this changed
when the CCM party had to elect a new chairman in 2015. Factional com-
petition within the party led to an internal party split, whereby the central
figure Edward Lowassa broke away to the opposition party Chadema tak-
ing with him both financial and political power (Kelsall, 2018, 18). The
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new party chairman JohnMagufuli understood the need to control excluded
factions and centralize power in the party. In vulnerable authoritarian set-
tlements, the expectation is that the government should be able to enforce
some policies and, for example, could expand their tax effort without having
to compromise for less in specific instances of revenue bargaining. How-
ever, several chapters in this book provide grounds for questioning whether
this is the case for the politics of taxation. It should be noted that field-
work for the chapter contributions was done under the now late Magufuli’s
presidency. After two years in power, it is evident that the ruling coali-
tion has changed with the new president Samia Suluhu Hassan, allowing
for more political opposition and rejuggling the coalition so as to exclude
some of Magufuli’s supporters. It is still early to assess the implications of
this change. In Chapter 3, Edslev Jacobsen focuses on revenue bargaining in
the urban informal sector in Dar es Salaam, while Chapters 5 (by Ulriksen,
Katera, and Msami) and 6 (by Fjeldstad and Rakner) examine the negoti-
ation processes around various tax reforms in Tanzania. Lastly, in Chapter
11, Ulriksen, Myamba, and George study bargaining between the Tanzanian
government and international aid agencies around the financing of a cash
transfer programme.
Senegal is categorized as strong-dominant with weak excluded factions,

weak lower-level factions, and concentrated power in the leadership. There
has been little change in the political ruling elite over the years despite Sene-
gal’s two political turnovers: in both cases, the new incumbents had served
with the former regimes. Nevertheless, around elections marking the end of
a president’s two terms (in 2000 and in 2012), momentary fragmentation of
the ruling coalition occurred, and political competition opened in the fight
around succession. In 2000, political competition was in part facilitated by
the fact that structural adjustment programmes and reduced domestic rev-
enue constrained Abdou Diouf ’s abilities to maintain the ruling coalition
through buying the support of, amongst others, important religious groups
(Diop and Diouf, 1990; Koter, 2021). In 2012, Abdoulaye Wade’s attempt at
securing an unconstitutional third term was countered by a strong popu-
lar movement and a united opposition. Following both elections, the new
incumbents succeeded in reconsolidating the ruling coalitions and ensur-
ing stability in the political settlement by clientelist means (Mbow, 2008;
Kelly, 2012; Dumont and Kanté, 2019). These bouts of more competitive
clientelism and subsequent reconsolidation are important for understanding
the revenue bargaining with revenue providers in the informal economy and
their brokers as well as the evolution of informal sector taxation in Senegal,
as discussed by Bak in Chapter 12.
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Mozambique’s political settlement is characterized as weak-dominant
with strong lower-level factions but weak excluded factions. The current
Mozambican coalition has its roots in the peace deals that ended the long-
running civil war between the FRELIMO and the RENAMO resistance. The
FRELIMO strategy was a mix of co-opting and dividing RENAMO factions,
and this strategy has generally been deemed successful (Vines, 2018; Buur
and Salimo, 2018). Under the Guebuza presidency (2005–2012), the coali-
tion became strong-dominant, as Guebuza strengthened control over the
party, relying on a powerful narrative of ‘national unity’ (Macuane, Buur, and
Monjane, 2017). However, even if the regime is authoritarian and repressive,
control of lower-level factions has weakened somewhat during the recent
Nyusi leadership. One driver was the local elections in 2018, which served to
strengthen the importance of these factions. In Chapter 4, von Schiller exam-
ines the implications of the relations between local and central governments
for revenue bargaining in Mozambique.
Togo is not included in the ESID’s PolSett dataset, but from our own anal-

ysis (Beach, 2018; Chapter 10), we categorize the political settlement in Togo
as strong-dominant with weak excluded factions and rather weak lower-level
factions. President Faure Gnassingbé has chosen a strategy of co-optation
of the leaders of other political parties, and like his father before him, has
often resorted to brutal oppression to ensure that electoral results lean in his
favour. His father, Eyadéma Gnassingbé, came to power in a coup in 1967
and ruled as a dictator for 38 years. Eyadéma did face a national conference
in 1991, which introduced space for political competition and opposition
voices; however, he removed term limits shortly thereafter. Faure further
manipulated the electoral system to favour his well-organized party, UNIR
(l’Union pour la République). The party, dominated by his people theKabiyé,
holds the majority of seats in parliament despite representing a lower pro-
portion of the population. There are four main ethnic groups in Togo: the
Ewe (andMinas), the Kabiye, theMoba, and the Kotokoli and Tem. The Ewe
people live along the more economically advantaged coast in the south and
dominate in both the civil service and commercial sectors, while the pres-
ident’s clan dominates the military and law enforcement in Togo (Beach,
2018). In recent years, there has been increasing pressure for more demo-
cratic modes of governing, including the possibility of decentralizing and
devolving some power. However, there has been no effective political open-
ing so far. InChapter 10, Beach describes two instances of revenue bargaining
in rural and urban Togo.

The five case countries of this book have all seen an expansion in domes-
tic revenue mobilization during the last two decades that, like elsewhere,
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has prompted many instances of revenue bargaining. Some of these are
the focus of the case studies in this book. Our case countries are typi-
cal of lower-income countries in Africa, with economies largely not having
undergone economic structural transformation, with a limited tax base,
and with the ruling elites’ continuous need to maintain their ruling coali-
tions through distribution of resources and access to rents. The case studies
set in these five countries provide new knowledge on when and how rev-
enue bargaining emerges, evolves, and leads to fiscal contracts in clientelist
political settlements across different degrees of ruling coalition fragmen-
tation. Together, our case countries provide a foundation for comparative
and generalizable observations of the politics of revenue bargaining in
Africa.

1.7 Conclusion

Domestic revenue mobilization has been increasing in Africa, and taxation
has become more politicized since the turn of the millennium. However,
there seem to be few signs of exchange-based fiscal social contracts emerg-
ing at the macro level, where citizens pay taxes in return for public service
delivery and accountability. Nevertheless, recent developments in terms of
increased political competition and civil society participation offer grounds
for revisiting older insights about the potential role of taxation in state–
society relations. Perhaps we have been looking in the wrong places for the
political effects of taxation.

Revenue bargaining, that is, negotiations related to revenue provision,
arguably happens on the micro level between, on the one side, individual
or groups of revenue providers and, on the other side, state actors or ruling
elites. However, systematic and comparative research onmicro-level revenue
bargaining in Africa remains limited. This book attends to this gap and seeks
to deepen our knowledge and understanding of the dynamics and politics of
revenue bargaining in Africa.

In doing so, this book contributes to two key literatures in the studies of
African politics: the fiscal contract literature and the political settlement lit-
erature. In combining these approaches, we add a systematic view of politics
to the fiscal contract theory while integrating a nuanced revenue dimension
to the political settlement theory. Furthermore, a major contribution of this
book is to operationalize these two primarily macro-level theories to facili-
tate micro-level analyses of revenue bargaining. The theoretical framework
is elaborated in more detail in Chapter 2. The book then explores instances
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of revenue bargaining in five case countries spread across Southern, Eastern
and Western Africa. Together, the case studies presented in Chapters 3–12
provide a strong empirical foundation for making comparative and general-
izable observations of the politics of revenue bargaining in Africa. Chapter
13 presents these concluding observations.
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2
Unpacking revenuebargaining
Triggers, processes, and outcomes

Marianne S. Ulriksen, Ane Karoline Bak, and Anne Mette Kjær

2.1 Introduction

In the introductory chapter, we offered an overview of the fiscal contract lit-
erature and argued that there is a need for more knowledge about the extent
to which increased revenue mobilization leads to revenue bargaining and
potentials for state–society reciprocity. In particular, we need to study sys-
tematically the micro-level politics of revenue bargaining, and to this end,
we need to theorize and study the fiscal and political importance that revenue
provides. This chapter therefore develops a theoretical framework (see also
Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1) to help us answer our research question, namely how
and under what conditions revenue bargaining emerges, evolves, and leads
to fiscal contracts.

We begin by defining the main theoretical concept of revenue bargain-
ing and distinguish it from that of fiscal contracts. Second, integrating fiscal
contract theory and the political settlement approach, we disaggregate the
concept of bargaining power, add the dimension of revenue providers’ fiscal
importance, and theorize how it influences their relative bargaining position
vis-à-vis ruling elites. Thereafter, we discuss how revenue providers, given
their relative bargaining position, can influence policy and when revenue
providers and ruling elites are able to reach agreements in the form of fiscal
contracts. Finally, we discuss potential triggers of revenue bargaining, that is,
the events or actors that kick-start revenue bargaining. The theoretical frame-
work that we develop here is applied in this volume’s empirical Chapters
3–12 that analysemicro-level instances of revenue bargaining in our five case
countries: Uganda, Tanzania, Togo, Mozambique, and Senegal (discussed in
Chapter 1). We end this chapter with a brief discussion of the methodology
applied across the contributions in this volume, followed by an introduction
to each of the empirical chapters.
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2.2 The concepts of revenuebargaining and fiscal
contract

In this book, we define revenue bargaining as implicit or explicit negotia-
tions related to revenue provision between individual or groups of revenue
providers and ruling elites (or representatives hereof ). This definition dif-
fers from that of former literature in two ways. First, it delimits bargaining to
the process of negotiation and distinguishes it from the potential outcome. In
the fiscal contract literature, the process of revenue bargaining has often been
implied and hence conflated with the outcome in the form of a contract (Bak
2019, 53). Earlier definitions have thus described revenue bargaining as ‘the
exchange of revenues (for the state) for institutionalized influence over pub-
lic policy (for citizens)’ (Moore, 2008, 36, emphasis added). We stress that
revenue bargaining happens, in principle, prior to the exchange or, as we
focus on, an agreement related to revenue provision. With our definition, we
avoid the semantic and possibly analytical conflation of revenue bargaining
(processes) with bargains (the potential outcomes, e.g. in the form of fiscal
contracts). Second, we use the term revenue rather than tax bargaining (as
employed, e.g., by Prichard, 2015 and van den Boogaard et al., 2021) because
it, per definition, includes other sorts of income sources that are not strictly
taxes, such as various sorts of levies, fees, royalties, or development aid. As
Wilson Prichard (2019, 7) has argued, ‘a narrow focus in legally defined taxes
will exclude large parts of how governance and services are actually financed
in Africa’.

As a research object, revenue bargaining can be difficult to observe. As
Moore (2008, 37–38) suggests, bargaining includes:

[a] wide range of types of (political) exchange, ranging from explicit haggling (ʻIf
you do this, I will do thatʼ) to indirect, strategic, anticipatory interaction (ʻLet us
announce more public spending on health now, in the hope that Parliament will
be ready to accept an increase in VAT rates next yearʼ).

Revenue bargaining can be direct and observable, such as when Ghana-
ians in 1999 protested against the 2.5% increase in the VAT rate and the
government reacted by earmarking the won revenue the Ghana Education
Fund (Prichard, 2015). In line with Moore’s description, we emphasize that
revenue bargaining will also—and perhaps more often—be indirect, with
no observable negotiation involving two parties with distinct interests. This
was the case with the abolition of informal sector personal taxes in Uganda
and Tanzania around election time (Kjær and Therkildsen, 2013). Here, the
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governments abolished taxes because they were unpopular, and given that
opposition candidates campaigned against them, the rulers would not risk
losing rural votes by insisting the taxes remain. The ruling elites thus antic-
ipated a loss of votes to the opposition, and the policy of abolishing the tax
was based more on a perception than on a direct bargain with taxpayers.

Hence, revenue bargaining could happen anywhere and anytime; as
protests in the streets over new taxes, as op-eds in newspapers pushing for
new taxes, at campaignmeetings, during closed conversations inMPs’ offices,
as a part of legislative reform process, and at the market floor between ven-
dors and tax collectors. The instances of revenue bargaining analysed in this
book span the spectrum and allow us to make comparative observations
about when and where revenue bargaining is likely to take place and how
these conditions shape the outcomes.

Across the chapters of this book, revenue bargaining includes a range
of stakeholders. A revenue provider is any actor who contributes funds to
the public budget including individual taxpayers, sector groups, local elites,
multinational companies, and even international donors. On the state side,
we see the involvement of heads of state, members of the government, and
politicians elected for national or local offices, as well as bureaucrats. Some
of these may be members of the ruling elite, that is, individuals who hold
formal or informal positions of political power, and others who may not.
For example, a cabinet minister can hold a formal position but might not
be a member of the ruling elite given lack of political influence. On the other
hand, a personmay be a close adviser to the president but without any formal
position of power.

Our definition of revenue bargaining is broad in the sense that negotiation
simply must ‘relate to revenue provision’. Thereby, we recognize that rev-
enue bargaining may not only concern positive exchanges of taxation for a
return but may also result in revenue foregone (Moore, 2015). This includes
situations that can be difficult to categorize as cases of revenue bargaining
because there might not be a tax in place or a tax could have been abol-
ished, such as in Kampala, Uganda where boda bodas, the motorbike taxis,
have been exempted because they constitute an important support group for
the ruling elite (Goodfellow, 2015). Judith Tendler (2002) called this type of
arrangement ‘the devil’s deal’—you vote for me and I will not tax you—while
Holland (2016) terms intentional non-enforcement of laws for the sake of
maximizing votes ‘forbearance’. Other powerful groups may be able to avoid
paying tax by influencing members of the government to get exemptions.
Such exemptions have perceivable consequences for policy and fiscal out-
comes. For example, the granting of tax exemptions reduces the overall tax
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take and hence impedes the provision of public services. The influence of
powerful groups may also result in the ruling elite prioritizing the provision
of club goods, for example power supply for a specific industry rather than,
say, countrywide rural electrification programmes. Thus, specific instances of
revenue bargaining can result in micro-level contracts that are counterpro-
ductive to the macro-level achievement of accountability and broad-based
development.

To deepen the understanding of when revenue bargaining leads to micro-
level fiscal contracts, the two must be conceptually and empirically distin-
guishable. Where revenue bargaining denotes the processes of implicit or
explicit negotiations, fiscal contracts are the potential outcomes of these pro-
cesses; they occur in cases where the involved parties are able to reach an
agreement or compromise.

In the literature on taxation and governance, the fiscal contract has most
often been associated with a loose conception of a ‘healthy’, broad-based
exchange relationship between state and society inwhich taxes are exchanged
for public goods and political accountability (Moore, 2004; 2008;Martin and
Prasad, 2014). Since the analytical interest of this book is revenue bargaining
at the micro level, including its potential outcomes, we need a fiscal contract
understanding on the same analytical level. Levi (1988) andTimmons (2005)
represent a strand of the fiscal contract literature that describes micro-level
fiscal relations between state and revenue providers. They both argue that
governments strike different bargains with different groups of actors. Specif-
ically, Levi (1988, 12) suggests that in a country, several (fiscal) contracts
can exist in parallel, comprising the different deals a ruler enters into with
different groups of societal actors in order to stay in power. Such micro-
level fiscal contracts denote direct exchanges between a (group of ) revenue
provider(s) and the ruling elite, and it allows us to capture the immediate
outcomes of micro-level instances of revenue bargaining. Specifically, we
define micro-level fiscal contracts as explicit or implicit agreements between
ruling elites (or representatives hereof ) and either individual or a group of rev-
enue providers related to revenue provision. Four points of elaborations are in
order.

First, themicro-level fiscal contract does not have to be a balanced compro-
mise in absolute terms that materializes in an equal exchange (Hyden, 1992).
The agreement can manifest itself as much in mutual recognition and com-
mitment as in material terms (Hyden, 1992; see also Levi and Sacks, 2009).
Second, the contribution by revenue providers can take many forms. The
contribution can be formal, public (most often tax) payments, supporting the
ruling elite via the national budget, or informal, private payments to ruling
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elites, for example in the form of campaign financing rather than through
state coffers. Third, the ruling elite side of the contract could include posi-
tive actions, such as goods or service provision, or negative actions including
non-decisions, forbearance, and ‘devil’s deal’ (Tendler, 2002; Holland, 2016;
Piracha andMoore, 2016). In other words, positive or negative does not refer
to a value judgement but rather to positively delivering a public service or
negatively refraining from taxing and/or delivering. Here, our understanding
of the fiscal contract differs from both Levi (1988) and Timmons (2005), who
only consider exchanges of revenue for benefits or political influence. Fourth,
the contract does not have to be in line with the initial proposal. Theoreti-
cally, the implication could be larger as well as smaller revenue mobilization
by the government. Given the economic and political contexts (as theorized
in detail below), agreements are, however, more likely to involve a compro-
mise of a lower tax burden for the revenue provider and therefore less revenue
mobilization by the government. Whether formal or informal contributions,
positive or negative actions, or an agreement of lower tax payments, the
agreements constitute contractual relations between ruling elites and revenue
providers with implications for the shape of the tax system, fiscal outcomes,
and for state–society reciprocity.

While a case study approach does enable one to get closer to the often
difficult-to-observe attributes of an explicit or implicit agreement, mutual
recognition, and commitment, it is not an easy task. We suggest several
observable implications of micro-level fiscal contracts. One is an exchange.
Evidence of an exchange related to revenue provision, whether positive or
negative, can be taken at least as an indication of a micro-level fiscal con-
tract. Another approach is to identify when revenue bargaining ends and
inquire why it ended and what happened after it did so. Further, a fiscal con-
tract can be implied from contract parties’ expressions of expectations of and
commitment to each other.

Whereas fiscal contracts are always preceded by revenue bargaining, rev-
enue bargaining does not always end in agreement and a fiscal contract. They
might end in non-exchanges. To illustrate different non-contractual out-
comes, we can draw on recent efforts to levy a tax on social media across the
African continent. In Benin, the government’s proposal to tax certain types of
social media prompted widespread mobilization of social media users, both
online under the hashtag #TaxePasMesMo (‘Don’t Tax My MegaBytes’) and
taking to the streets (Okunoye, 2019). In response, the President withdrew
the tax. In Uganda, the social media tax was also met with protests; however,
here the government ignored the opposition and went ahead with the taxes
without committing to a return. Both cases constitute instances of revenue
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bargaining that did not lead to fiscal contracts, though in two different ways.
In the Beninese case, the tax was withdrawn and thus no exchange estab-
lished. The Ugandan case is, at face value, a case of coercive taxation without
an exchange. However, in reaction, many Ugandans decided to quit the tar-
geted internet services (or use VPNs). To the extent that this is seen as tax
resistance, one could argue that the revenue bargaining is ongoing.

Ultimately, whether a micro-level fiscal contract is present or not is an
empirical question, and this book’s empirical chapters provide illustrations
of the many kinds of fiscal contracts to which revenue bargaining might lead.
Analysing under which conditions micro-level fiscal contracts emerge is an
instrumental means to determining the implications of the politicization of
taxation.

2.3 Thepolitics of bargaining

Having distinguished between the concepts of revenue bargaining and fis-
cal contracts, we also need to be able to see how power relations affect the
bargaining processes. Political settlement theory offers a tool to grasp the
relative bargaining power of revenue actors. A political settlement refers to
the distribution of power among groups and institutions in a society based
on which the ruling elites create coalitions of different key political factions
(Khan, 2010;Whitfield et al., 2015). Ruling coalitions aremaintained, and the
ruling elites’ hold on power secured, by giving powerful groups or factions
in society access to rents such as government contracts, land rights, or tax
exemptions (North et al., 2013; Kjær, 2015; Bak and Therkildsen, 2022). The
holding power of these groups or individuals refers to their ability to engage
in and survive conflicts and, by implication, to impose their interests on other
groups or the state.

In the following, we first discuss the power of the ruling elite and revenue
providers, respectively. Subsequently, as actual bargaining power must be
understood as a relational concept whereby the two parties engage in negoti-
ations, we further elaborate on the relative bargaining positions of the ruling
elite and revenue providers. The model of bargaining positions emphasizes
that negotiating parties go into the bargaining process from a certain posi-
tion within the political settlement. From the outset, the groups have certain
resources and holding power that may put them on either a better, a weaker,
or an equal footing with respect to those on the other side of the bargain-
ing table. Initial bargaining positions, even if they change along the way, may
thus matter for the fiscal contract outcomes.
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2.3.1 The bargaining power of ruling elites

Literature on African politics tends to view ruling elites as rather autonomous
policymakers because, as they often deal with weak political opposition par-
ties and civil society organizations, they are rarely constrained in making
policy decisions (van deWalle, 2001). However, rulers do not act in isolation;
they are responsive to the groups with strong holding power, whose support
they need in order to remain in power (Khan, 2010; North et al., 2013). The
power of the ruling elite depends on the political, economic, and administra-
tive resources in the ruling elite’s possession (Levi, 1988, 19), which again are
derived from the political settlement.

Ruling elites are politically resourceful if factions opposing them are not
strong—and if lower-level factions supporting the ruling elite are weak,
merely complying and supporting rather than acting as veto-players from
within (see Khan, 2010; Whitfield et al., 2015). On the other hand, ruling
elites are less powerful when such factions are strong and therefore need
to be accommodated. Hence, decisions to increase revenue can be polit-
ically costly if taxes target important constituents. A political settlement
perspective shows that given the need to maintain legitimacy and support,
rulers may not be able to maximize revenue, as is often assumed. This fol-
lows Levi’s (1988, 10) argument that rulers’ ability to maximize revenue is
constrained by their need for supportive constituents. Further, as Fjeldstad
and Therkildsen (2020, 39) point out, while macro-level agreements around
some level of redistribution from rich to poor through taxation is rare in
West and East Africa, some kind of redistribution does occur as rulers dis-
tribute resources in exchange for political loyalty to maintain stable ruling
coalitions.

With regard to economic resources, the availability of non-tax revenue such
as aid or natural resource revenues can change the autonomy of the ruling
elite, simply because they depend less on domestic taxpayers and can afford
to disregard their interests. Although, as regards aid, ruling elites instead
become dependent on aid agencies (Ulriksen 2013). Aid dependency weak-
ens the bargaining power of the ruling elites vis-à-vis donors whereas the
availability of incomes from extractives would strengthen bargaining power
towards taxpayers and donors alike (ibid.). Related to economic resources are
also the costs of bargaining, including the costs of acquiring information, of
the actual bargaining, and of subsequently implementing the policy resulting
from the bargain (Levi, 1988, 27). Such costs will also influence ruling elites’
bargaining power.
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Finally, the administrative resources of the ruling elite matter too. Well-
educated and adequately paid public employees are more likely to have the
analytical capacity, information, and knowledge needed to be in a strong
bargaining position vis-à-vis the taxpayers. In poor countries, states usually
do not have strong capacity. However, although low-income countries often
have weak state capacity, pockets of effectiveness in the state bureaucracy
can be built with political support (Evans, 1995). A common definition of
pockets of effectiveness is that they are organizations that are reasonably
effective in carrying out their functions despite operating in an environment
in which most agencies are ineffective and subject to serious corruption,
patronage, etc. (Leonard, 2010, 91; Roll, 2014, 1). Administrative resources
are largely a function of the political incentives that ruling elites have to
strengthen certain agencies in an environment in which good governance
across the board is not possible (Grindle, 2004; Khan, 2012). Moreover,
agencies such as revenue authorities might also generate their own orga-
nizational interests that may not align with those of the political elites. For
example, if politicians abolish taxes (as in the ‘devil’s deal’), this can run
counter to the revenue authority’s interest in meeting their set revenue
targets. Therefore, at times, increased administrative resources may not
strengthen the ruling elite’s bargaining power.

2.3.2 The bargaining power of revenue providers

Neither the political settlement approach nor the fiscal contract theory has
systematically theorized the bargaining power of revenue providers vis-à-vis
ruling elites or the sources hereof. Specifically, with focus on macro-level fis-
cal social contracts in the literature (as discussed in Chapter 1), there has
been a tendency to treat taxpayers as one entity.

The seminal contribution of Jeffrey Timmons (2005) succeeded in taking
the theory a step further by disaggregating taxpayers into groups. He sug-
gested that governments are likely to motivate compliance to the groups they
are most dependent on for tax contributions through compensating poli-
cies that most directly address taxpayers’ interests. Distinguishing between
groups of taxpayers and seeing them as powerful given their (potential)
financial contributions has also been studied in Africa, where an important
observation is that powerful groupsmay be able to strike deals to be exempted
from paying tax (Tendler, 2002;Moore, 2015). For example, in producemar-
kets in northern Ghana, the daily fees that are supposed to be levied on all
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sellers are sometimes not collected from the larger traders (Prichard and van
den Boogaard, 2017).

We follow this line of research and disaggregate the taxpayers into indi-
vidual and groups of revenue providers. Drawing on the political settlement
approach and the concept of holding power—that is, the ability to impose
one’s interests on other groups or the state—we theorize and distinguish
between different sources of bargaining power of revenue providers vis-à-
vis the ruling elite. According to Khan (2010, 63), holding power is partly
based on income and wealth but also on the historically rooted capacities
of different groups to organize. In the political settlement literature, the
latter has been used to explain variations in policy outcomes across coun-
tries, and within countries across sectors. Though financing is important for
understanding political settlements (Behuria et al., 2017, 513), the bargain-
ing power that actors hold based on their potential revenue contributions has
been overlooked. We argue that to understand the politics of revenue bar-
gaining, it is necessary to add a fiscal dimension to the concept of bargaining
power.

Accordingly, we theorize two dimensions of revenue provider bargaining
power. One dimension is related to fiscal importance: revenue providers are
individuals, groups, or organizations who provide finances that enable the
ruling elite to maintain its position of power and the state to function. Thus,
revenue providers hold some bargaining power in a strictly fiscal sense by
way of contributing to the national budget, enabling broader public goods
provision. This is in line with how Timmons (2005) operationalizes taxpay-
ers’ fiscal importance. Revenue providers can also hold bargaining power by
providing direct, often informal, sometimes covert, payments to the ruling
elite that can be used strategically to buy support and legitimacy. Formal con-
tributions are made to government coffers and/or towards public goods such
as tax payments or aid to government-run programmes. These are important
for the ruling elite to sustain general public provisions for the population.
Informal contributions can be smaller, but are strategically important as such
funds can be used directly to maintain power and legitimacy, for example
for political campaigning or to buy individual or club goods (e.g. tax-exempt
payments) in return for political support.

The second dimension of bargaining power refers mainly to the revenue
provider’s organizational importance, that is, the ability to mobilize political
support through organizational capacity, knowledge, and networks vital for
the ruling elite’s ability to maintain the ruling coalition (Khan, 2010; Whit-
field et al., 2015). Organizational importance implies that revenue providers
are important to the ruling coalition because they have an ability to grant
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political legitimacy to the ruling elite. For instance, groups can be supportive
of government policies in parliament (MPs), they can use coercive measures
against opponents (members of the army), or they can portray the ruling
elite in a positive light (journalists and news reporters). Further, religious or
traditional leaders can helpmaintain stability and/ormobilize voters, and cit-
izens can, on occasion, challenge the ruling elite’s position in power through
their ability to vote. Importantly, the organizational importance of revenue
providers relies onwhether the ruling elite perceives them to be of importance
for its political survival.

Additionally, collective action may be a source of bargaining power. Trade
unions may organize and push for policy influence through strong mobiliza-
tion and collective action. Such mobilization matters for the maintenance
of the ruling coalition only to the extent that the ruling elite finds that the
unions can provide essential financial and political support, or conversely
can potentially threaten stability and the elite’s legitimacy. Although we argue
that collective action can be distinct from fiscal and non-economic power,
the ability to mobilize does tend to enhance revenue providers’ ability to bar-
gain with the ruling elite. For instance, scattered and unorganized farmers
are not likely to promote their interests as effectively as an organized urban
sector (Bates, 1981). Individual negotiations with the government may be
more desirable from the perspective of each individual industrialist, but the
interests of the industry as such are likely to be better promoted through an
organization.

2.3.3 Relative bargaining positions

So far, we have discussed the bargaining power of the ruling elite and that of
(actual or potential) revenue providers. We have argued that the ruling elite
has political, economic, and administrative resources at its disposal, while the
bargaining power of revenue providers can be analysed along two dimen-
sions: their fiscal and their organizational importance within the overall
political settlement.

As we focus on the ruling elite’s engagement with revenue providers, we
suggest that it is useful to consider what the relative bargaining positions of
the revenue providers vis-à-vis the ruling elite would look like at the begin-
ning of the bargaining process. Do they stand in a strong or weak position
relative to the ruling elite, or might the two parties have relatively equal bar-
gaining power? The initial bargaining positions of the revenue providersmay
matter for their ability to negotiate as well as for the strategies they pursue.
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Therefore, determining these at the outset of analysis will help to understand
andperhaps to explainwhy a process of revenue bargaining unfolds as it does.
Subsequently, revenue providers’ bargaining power and, with it, their rela-
tive bargaining positions may change during negotiations. This is discussed
in detail shortly.

We illustrate the relative bargaining positions of revenue providers and the
ruling elite in Table 2.1 based on the two dimensions of bargaining power of
revenue providers. In scenario 1, the revenue providers (individually or as
a group) provide large or strategic (actual or potential) funds and are also
of such organizational importance to the ruling elite that they stand in a
very strong bargaining position. An example here could be the exemption
on import duties for cars for public servants in Tanzania. Despite the Tanza-
nian government’s step to remove many exemptions in the taxation system,
the benefits for public servants have not been touched—arguably because the
large group of public officials is an important political constituency for the
ruling elite (Msami et al., 2022).

The mirror image of scenario 1 is scenario 4 where revenue providers
are of little organizational importance and provide only small/unimportant
contributions. An example could be the income taxation on formal sec-
tor workers. Typically, they do not constitute essential political support
as the urban middle class is small and often votes against the ruling elite
anyway, and economically, they typically do not contribute to the ruling
coalition or make up a large part of the total collected domestic revenue.
They are, therefore, taxed relatively hard but do not receive much in the
form of a return, and as they are not organized in one group, they are
unlikely to enter into revenue bargaining. Another example could be small

Table 2.1 The relative bargaining positions of the ruling elite and revenue providers
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or medium-sized foreign companies that may be relatively easy to tax and
not of political significance.

Scenarios 2 and 3 illustrate situations where the ruling elite and revenue
providers may have relatively equal bargaining power. In scenario 2, the rev-
enue providers (can) contribute large or strategically important funds but
are of little organizational importance to the ruling elite. An example here
could be the removal of VAT exemptions for the tourism sector in Tanza-
nia, which is one of the largest contributors to the country’s economy but is
of limited political relevance to the ruling elite (Chapter 5 in this volume). In
scenario 3, the relationship is the reverse: revenue providers are of high orga-
nizational importance but of low fiscal importance. For example, in Uganda,
south-western dairy farmers constitute an important lower-level faction of
the ruling coalition. They thus have considerable organizational power but
are of less fiscal importance to the ruling elite (Kjær, 2015).

Table 2.1 presents ideal-type scenarios, and obviously there are no straight-
forward categorizations in reality. There can, for example, be overlaps
between the ruling elites and revenue providers because politicians are often
also businesspersons (Tangri and Mwenda, 2013; 2019). Influential cabinet
members or individuals who are close to the inner circle around the president
own companies for which they receive favourable conditions. Under such
circumstances, it is not possible to distinguish between the ruling elite and
revenue providers. Nevertheless, the typology is useful in reminding us that
any bargaining process will start with the parties holding certain resources
and power that affect the nature of the negotiations, whether they occur at
all, and what the eventual outcome will be if they do.

Having outlined the initial bargaining positions, we emphasize that these
can change in the bargaining process. Bargaining power andpositions change
as actors enter into new alliances, apply different strategies, or draw on differ-
ent kinds of resources to promote their interests in the revenue bargaining.
One example is how the bargaining power of rural poll taxpayers in relation
to the ruling elite was strengthened due to the institutionalization of elec-
tions in Uganda and Tanzania, which led to the abolition of poll taxes in
both countries (Fjeldstad and Therkildsen, 2008). In Uganda, the so-called
graduated tax (GT) was in effect until 2005, when it was abolished prior
to the 2006 parliamentary and presidential elections. The GT was the only
countrywide effort to tax the informal sector broadly (Kjær, 2009). Even if
the GT was set at a very low rate, it offered a significant source of income
for local governments but did not contribute as such to the government
budget. Furthermore, subsistence farmers were not organizationally impor-
tant, and therefore, initially, the relative bargaining position of the ruling
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elite was strong (scenario 4 in Table 2.1). Then, in the political context of
competitive elections, rural voters came to be seen as more significant to
the ruling elite, who could not ignore claims by the opposition that the GT
was unpopular and unfair. This strengthening of rural voters happened with
the introduction of the first elections under the 1995 constitution and was
subsequently strengthened in the 2006 elections, Uganda’s first multi-party
elections. The importance of GT payers as voters thus increased (mov-
ing to scenario 3), illustrating how the group of otherwise small taxpayers
gained political leverage vis-à-vis the ruling elite given their significance as
voters.

Relative bargaining power may also change during a bargaining process as
a result of the various strategies revenue actors apply. If revenue providers
manage to act collectively and enter strategic alliances with other organiza-
tions, they build up their organizational power andmay have a better chance
of influencing the ruling elites. Alternatively, if they find a way to access
the president or someone in his inner circle personally, they may be able
to enhance their bargaining position. Generally, it matters in which arena
the revenue providers choose to promote their interests. Typically, articles in
the news media are not as influential as direct access to the president. The
strategies applied and the arenas accessed will reflect the relative resources
of revenue actors. Many of the empirical chapters in this volume explore
the changing strategies, alliances, and resources of parties to the bargaining
process. In the concluding chapter, we summarize these findings, empha-
size comparative observations, and draw up cross-case patterns related to the
political dynamics of revenue bargaining in Africa.

2.4 Triggers

Finally, we should address what may trigger a revenue-bargaining process
(see also Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). The fiscal contract literature has, so far,
mainly focused on why states in Africa seek to expand taxation (as also dis-
cussed inChapter 1) and, in turn, underwhich conditions changed tax efforts
lead to revenue bargaining (e.g. Prichard, 2015; van den Boogaard et al.,
2021). There is little systematic research on the immediate triggers of micro-
level revenue-bargaining processes beyond government initiatives to reform
tax policies. The empirical chapters in this book show that revenue bargain-
ing can be set off bymany different kinds of triggers including actions, events,
and changes in circumstances.
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The focus on expansion of domestic revenue mobilization as a trigger
of state–society interactions originates in the European state-building expe-
riences. Non-democratic rulers introduced new taxes in order to mobilize
resources to win wars, and in return, they needed to provide openings
for political representation (Schumpeter, 1991; Tilly, 1992). Negotiations
over revenue in African countries operate in a post-colonial political con-
text characterized by the absence of inter-state war, hybrid institutions, and
economies in which the majority remains employed in low-technology sub-
sistence agriculture (Jackson and Rosberg, 1982; van de Walle, 2001; Moore,
2004; Bräutigam, 2008; North et al., 2013). Thus, revenue pressure and the
drive to collect revenue in Africa come from many factors other than inter-
state war. One such factor is rulers’ need to maintain political stability in a
situation of what Doner et al. (2005) call ‘systematic vulnerability’. Systemic
vulnerability is present under a combination of resource scarcity, perceived
threats to the ruling elite, and the need for resources to maintain political
stability.While systemic vulnerability ismore expedient in a situation charac-
terized by external security threats, vulnerabilities can also arise from a fiscal
crisis, a decline in foreign aid, or a shortage of opportunities to take up loans.

Many African elites have experienced rising political costs of staying in
power. Most African countries have institutionalized, regular, and relatively
free and fair elections (Bleck and van de Walle, 2018). Elections offer an
impetus to collect revenue to win votes through public service provision
(Stasavage, 2005). Running election campaigns is also costly, so incumbent
ruling elitesmaywant to raise revenue for their campaign purposes, although
the converse scenario is also plausible, namely that elections lead to declin-
ing revenue as exemptions may be granted in return for support (Bak and
Therkildsen, 2022). Elections may also offer the opportunity for a tax to be
politicized, as happened with the informal sector taxes in Uganda and Tan-
zania (Kjær and Therkildsen, 2013). Finally, and less directly connected to
elections, threats from, and needs to offer side payments to, important groups
(within or outside the ruling coalition) could instigate a sense of vulnerability
and hence motivate the ruling elite to search for revenue (Donor et al., 2005;
Whitfield et al., 2015).

Summing up, ruling elites in Africa do experience revenue pressure,
which is an important driver in governments’ move to increase resource
mobilization. However, given that most African states are economically
vulnerable, their fiscal need is constant, though it may be latent. Therefore,
it alone cannot explain the emergence of revenue bargaining. To broaden
our knowledge hereof, we need to look for the immediate factors that trigger
revenue bargaining.
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Such factors could include actions by state actors including government
officials, local politicians, and tax administration employees, such as an
announcement or an adoption of a new tax. But not all attempts to increase
taxation leads to revenue bargaining. Therefore, some empirical chapters
explore the conditions under which this is more likely to happen. Triggers
could also be events such as elections or a change in circumstances that ren-
der an already implemented tax the sudden focal point of revenue bargaining.
The tax administration may begin to enforce a tax policy hitherto left unim-
plemented. Citizens may receive new information about the taxes they pay
or learn about a corruption scandal, prompting a resistance towards paying
taxes. Similarly, the entry of civil society organizations promoting human
rights and tax awareness could trigger a bargaining process. These are just
a few of the broad variety of triggers and conditions under which revenue
bargaining emerges that are explored in this book’s empirical chapters.

2.5 Thebookʼsmethodological approach
and introduction to chapters

The theoretical framework presented and discussed in this chapter has as
its point of departure the political settlement and fiscal contract literatures,
and is based on a synthesis of the two. However, the purpose has not been
to build a comprehensive theory of the politics of revenue bargaining to be
tested in the book’s case countries. Instead, we take an iterative approach to
our inquiries.Wehave conceptualized key notions and theorized to the extent
possible a priori. The theory, the concepts, and the theoretical framework
were then continuously revisited and discussed in light of emerging find-
ings at workshops of the Political Settlement and Revenue Bargains in Africa
Project, and at conferences, including a designatedEuropeanConsortium for
Political Research joint session in Cyprus, where contributors were present.
Within this collaboratively developed framework, the book’s chapters take
an explorative approach to uncover new empirical knowledge of the politics
and dynamics of revenue bargaining, which in turn allows us to deepen our
understanding hereof and to build amicro-level theoretical foundation of the
fiscal contract theory.

To develop a comprehensive understanding of the politics of revenue bar-
gaining at the micro level, we argue that it is imperative to study a large
variation of cases. The book includes both cases where revenue bargaining
does unfold and cases where revenue bargaining could have been expected
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but did not occur. Different chapters focus on different aspects of revenue
bargaining in their case studies; these include whether and when revenue
providers mobilize, whether they are able to get state actors to negotiate,
how the bargaining evolves, or what the outcome is. One example is study-
ing how differences in bargaining power between different groups of revenue
providers influence the outcome of their revenue bargainingwith state actors.
This is done in Chapter 7 where the bargaining power of agricultural sector
actors in Uganda differs depending on their position in relation to the ruling
coalition and whether they are able to join forces with other organizations.
Another example focuses on instances of collective action prompted by tax-
related grievances and whether these actually lead to revenue bargaining, as
inChapter 3where informal women traders inDar es Salaam, Tanzania, even
when organized felt unable to influence whether they were taxed or if they
received a return. A third example is whether and how the presence of third
parties influences the processes and outcomes of different cases of revenue
bargaining which is the focus of Chapter 10 in which local chiefs in Togo
play a large role in the bargaining processes between revenue officials and
taxpayers. Most of the cases have been selected based on an understanding of
the contextual conditions of the revenue-bargaining instances, which in turn
helps us to understand and explain variations in the processes and outcomes.

All the book’s contributions build on extensive field research, includ-
ing interviews with concerned revenue providers, relevant state actors, and
experts. Some draw as well on participant observation data (Chapters 3 and
10), original survey data (Chapters 4 and 9), or data from primary and sec-
ondary sources such as news articles, reports, and legal texts (Chapters 5, 6,
7, 8, 11, and 12). Based on extensive empirical knowledge of the cases com-
bined with original collected data, the authors present the cases of revenue
bargaining in qualitative narratives of different forms. This is an instrumen-
tal means of uncovering the dynamics of revenue bargaining, how positions
and relations of power may change, and whether and under what conditions
instances of revenue bargaining lead to some sort of agreement in the form
of a (micro-level) fiscal contract.

Employing the explorative approach has meant that some case studies are
so-called negative cases of fiscal contracts where revenue bargaining occurs
but does not lead to an agreement between revenue providers and the ruling
elite. To mention one, revenue bargaining between the Tanzanian govern-
ment and international aid agencies does not lead to an agreement around
payment of the social protection programme (Chapter 11). Such a negative
case is helpful, methodologically, to rule out spurious causes, and empirically
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it appears to serve as initial engagements, which in some cases shape or
directly lead to future revenue bargaining and build reciprocity.

We now briefly introduce the empirical Chapters 3–12 of this book.
InChapter 3, Ane Edslev Jacobsen draws on extensive field research among

informal women traders in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Edslev Jacobsen finds
that even if these women are taxed and do experience tax-related grievances,
they very often do not act collectively because of their already marginalized
position. Only with the aid of an NGO are they able to organize and initiate
a dialogue with local government actors.

In Chapter 4, Armin von Schiller examines what may lead to revenue bar-
gaining between Mozambican municipalities and their citizens, based on
original interview data. He finds that revenue pressure plays a large role and
that opposition municipalities face stronger revenue pressure than others
because of the unpredictability of central transfers. This incentivizes them
to bargain with citizens over revenue in consensual rather than conflictual
ways.

In Chapter 5,Marianne S. Ulriksen, JamalMsami, and Lucas Katera exam-
ine four different instances of revenue bargaining in Tanzania, based on
in-depth interviews with key actors. In their analysis, they focus on the dif-
ferent arenas of bargaining and the strategies employed by the negotiating
parties. They find that revenue providers can succeed in getting the gov-
ernment to concede to lower tax payments, particularly when bargaining is
moved to arenas that enable the building of structured, repeated, and trusted
relationships.

In Chapter 6, Lise Rakner andOdd-Helge Fjeldstad examine the 2014 VAT
Act reform in Tanzania and the role of lobbying in the bargaining process,
based on document analysis and original interviews with involved parties.
They find, among other things, that by creating alliances, business associa-
tions and other lobby groups worked purposefully andmanaged to shape the
VAT act in accordance with their own interests.

In Chapter 7, Anne Mette Kjær and Clayton Arinanye present findings on
seven instances of bargaining concerning Uganda’s agricultural sector. Based
on extensive field observations, interviews, and policy documents, they show
that agricultural sector actors succeed more when they protest against taxes
than when they try to lobby for improved service delivery. In the former case,
it is easier for them to ally with other actors and easier for the ruling elite to
give concessions.

In Chapter 8, Dan Ngabirano examines revenue bargaining in the judicial
arena in his study of how the Ugandan government took a multinational oil
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company to court. The government won and the corporationwasmade liable
to pay a large sumof capital gains tax. Based on an analysis of legal documents
combinedwith interviews,Ngabirano’s chapter shows that revenue providers
who we know to be economically important for the ruling elites have a weak
bargaining position because they are not politically important.

In Chapter 9, Moses Khisa, Jamal Msami, and Ole Therkildsen examine
the connection between campaign financing and tax exemptions in Uganda
and Tanzania through original survey data and interviews. They argue that
campaign finance gives donors of such finance more bargaining power than
tax paying does.

InChapter 10, Rachel Beach examines two instances of revenue bargaining
in Togo based on extensive fieldwork and participatory observation within
the Togolese revenue authority. She finds that a third party’s intervention
can bolster as well as invert the bargaining power and position of the revenue
authorities in important ways.

In Chapter 11, Marianne S. Ulriksen, Flora Myamba, and Constantine
George explore the revenue-bargaining process between the international
aid agencies—the current revenue providers of Tanzania’s cash transfer
programme—and the Tanzanian government. They pay particular attention
to the preferences of negotiating parties and how the parties seek tomaximize
their own interests in the negotiations, and they find that even if the interna-
tional aid agencies provide substantial revenue, the agencies are unable to
fully impose their preferred interests on the Tanzanian government.

In Chapter 12, the book’s final empirical chapter, Ane Karoline Bak offers a
historical analysis of revenue bargaining between the Senegalese ruling elites
and the informal commercial sector. Bak finds that the evolution in taxation
of the sector can be explained in part by the relative bargaining positions that
shift over time depending on the composition of the ruling coalition and the
changing bargaining power of the revenue providers and, in particular, of
their broker UNACOIS.

The chapters all draw on the theoretical framework developed and out-
lined in this chapter to examine instances of revenue bargaining. Though the
book’s chapters focus on different parts of the revenue-bargaining processes,
they do overlap inmultiple ways, allowing comparative and cross-case, cross-
sector, and cross-country observations to bemade.When relevant and possi-
ble, cross-chapter comparisons are referenced in the respective chapters. Not
least given the shared theoretical framework, we are able to draw out with
confidence some broadly generalizable patterns in the conclusion (Chapter
13). Beyond that, the concluding chapter discusses comprehensively the
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collective answers that the chapters provide to our research question of how
and under what conditions revenue bargaining emerges, evolves, and leads
to fiscal contracts.

2.6 Conclusion

Over the past two decades, domestic revenue mobilization has been expand-
ing and taxation has become politicized across Africa. Concurrently, a liter-
ature studying the political outcomes of taxation has blossomed, but found
few signs of the expected exchange-based fiscal social contracts between state
and society. Despite the proliferation of fiscal contract research, the dynam-
ics and politics of revenue bargaining remain undertheorized. As discussed
in Chapter 1, we therefore need to develop a theoretical framework that helps
us move from the macro to the micro level and allows us to embed the analy-
sis of revenue bargaining within the economic and political power structures.
It has been the purpose of this chapter to present a theoretical framework that
allows us to study the politics of revenue bargaining through case studies of
micro-level instances hereof.

This theoretical framework is based on the existing fiscal contract theory
and the political settlement approach and provides two major contributions.
First, the framework contributes to the fiscal contract literature by defining
and unpacking the concept of revenue bargaining and, importantly, dis-
tinguishing it from its potential outcome: micro-level fiscal contracts. This
allows us to separate processes from outcomes, and analyse the conditions
that shape each of them as well as their relationship. Second, the frame-
work facilitates bringing politics into the analysis of revenue bargaining. We
theorize that both revenue providers’ organizational importance and their
fiscal importance for ruling elites determine the strength of their bargaining
positions. We include a heuristic device to identify bargaining parties’ ini-
tial bargaining position as a point of departure for exploring how and under
what conditions revenue providers are able to promote their demands in
negotiations related to revenue provision.

Equipped with this theoretical framework, the empirical chapters that fol-
low take an explorative approach to understanding processes of revenue
bargaining. Besides examining the role of power, the empirical chapters also
go beyond the common studies of revenue bargaining by paying attention
to the actual immediate triggers besides the fairly static revenue pressure, as
well as leaving the imaginary bargaining table behind and going to where
instances of revenue bargaining actually take place.
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3
Wepay,weact?
Conditions for collective action among informal women
traders in urban Tanzania

Ane Edslev Jacobsen

3.1 Introduction

Since 2000, there has been a growing informalization, urbanization, and fem-
inization of the national economies in many developing countries (Chant
and Pedwell, 2008; Johnston-Anumonwo andDoane, 2011; Joshi et al., 2014;
International Labour Office, 2014). Elucidating how these developments
shape not only taxation as a practice but also revenue bargaining and state–
society relations is key to our continued understanding of political economy.
Correspondingly, this chapter investigates when andwhy revenue bargaining
emerges—and when it does not—in the informal, gendered context of urban
Tanzania. Focusing on the initial phase of a revenue-bargaining process,
the chapter studies whether taxation spurs collective action among urban,
informal women market traders—a group of small-scale, intersectionally
disadvantaged revenue providers—in Dar es Salaam.

Based on fiscal contract theory, taxation may cause grievances among rev-
enue providers, which in turn can prompt them to engage in collective action
to make reciprocal demands on the government (Prichard, 2015, 254). How-
ever, this initial, micro-level phase of the bargaining process linking taxation
to collective action is somewhat undertheorized (see Chapters 1 and 2 of this
volume; Meagher, 2018). Therefore, this chapter first investigates what role
taxation plays in revenue providers’ motivation to engage in collective action
at themicro level. Specifically, I investigate whether two tax-related economic
grievances—economic hardship and lack of reciprocity—can motivate col-
lective action. Second, the chapter elaborates on and theorizes what consti-
tutes revenue provider capacity for collective action and what influences the
capacity to act. Here, I investigate variations in and sources of relational and
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organizational capacity among the women traders—one of the least powerful
population groups, tending to have low levels of capacity for collective action
(Chen et al., 2002; Clark, 2010; Lindell, 2010a;Meagher, 2010b; Brown et al.,
2010; Gallien and van den Boogaard, 2020).

Integrating revenue provider motivation and capacity into the revenue-
bargaining framework contributes to our understanding of what happens at
the micro level early in the process, before revenue bargaining has materi-
alized, and thus explores mechanisms and conditions under which revenue
bargaining emerges.

3.2 Taxation and collective action in an informal,
gendered context

This chapter adopts a broad definition of taxation to capture all revenue
provider payments that contribute to the financing of local and central gov-
ernance (van den Boogaard et al., 2019). Formal taxation includes formally
labelled taxes as well as user fees to the central or local government, and
informal taxation encompasses payments outside of formal laws to state or
non-state actors contributing to financing public goods or broader state or
non-state governance functions (van den Boogaard et al., 2019, 266). Even
in the informal economy, people are charged with numerous formal and
informal payments, by both state and non-state actors (Prud’homme, 1992;
Meagher, 2009; Lindell, 2010a; Olken and Singhal, 2011; Joshi et al., 2014).
That is also the case for people in Dar es Salaam who work in informal mar-
ket trading; that is, non-criminal commercial activity dependent on access
to somewhat established public (or privately owned) premises of markets
(Lyons et al., 2009, 5; Brown et al., 2010; Vanek et al., 2015). Market traders
in urban Tanzania pay different forms of levies (ushuru) to the local govern-
ment, and some even pay presumptive tax (colloquially referred to as kodi
ya mapato) to the central government. As such, they are subjected to formal
taxation. Moreover, research shows that people in urban Tanzania are also
subjected to informal taxation by police, local street leaders, or influential
businesspeople (IMED, 2016). As such, informal market traders in Dar es
Salaam are indeed revenue providers.

There has been a long-standing focus on the link between broad-based
taxation and revenue bargaining, fiscal contracts, government account-
ability, and state building (Chapter 1; Moore, 2004; Timmons, 2005;
Bräutigam, 2008; Prichard, 2015). A core argument is that revenue providers,
when taxed, may engage in collective action to pressure power holders to
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Figure 3.1 The role of motivation and capacity in the links between taxation
and collective action.

reciprocate by providing themwith public goods or influence over public pol-
icy. With that, revenue bargaining—and institutional change—may emerge
(Prichard, 2015, 254). Expanding on the micro-level mechanisms underly-
ing this proposition, this chapter argues that taxation can motivate revenue
providers’ collective organizing and action through economic grievances
at the individual level, and that the societal distribution of power influ-
ences revenue providers’ relational and organizational capacity to translate
these grievances into collective engagement at the group level. Focusing on
a structurally marginalized revenue provider group, I argue that collective
organizing can be an important precondition to collective action. Figure 3.1
illustrates the theoretical model.

3.2.1 Does taxation serve as amotivational factor
at the micro level?

Taxation can trigger collective action among revenue providers through two
kinds of tax-related economic grievances: economic hardship and lack of
reciprocity (Knoke, 1990). First, revenue providers can experience taxation
as loss of earned income and, therefore, as a contributing factor to eco-
nomic hardship (Martin, 2013). As such, taxation can aggravate revenue
providers’ economic grievances. This may be particularly true for informal
women workers, who—as self-employed operators with low turnovers work-
ing in the extremely competitive, unequal, and uncertain environment of
the informal economy—already struggle with economic hardship (Lindell,
2010a; WIEGO, 2014). If taxation is experienced as a contributor to eco-
nomic hardship and grievance, it may motivate revenue providers to engage
in collective action to improve their economic conditions.
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Second, taxation can motivate collective action if revenue providers are
unsatisfied with what they get in return for their taxes. Assuming that rev-
enue providers want something in return for their taxes, non-satisfactory
returns will likely be perceived as an unfair lack of reciprocity (Levi, 1988;
Martin, 2013; Broms, 2015; Prichard, 2015). Such grievance can trigger dis-
content with taxation and the taxing actors, including the state, and make
revenue providers less tolerant of non-accountable state behaviour (Knoke,
1990; Fjeldstad and Semboja, 2001; Kayuza, 2006). Accordingly, if the traders
experience a lack of reciprocity or unsatisfactory return for their payments,
it may motivate them to engage in collective action, demanding lower taxes,
better public services, greater representation, or influence over public policy
in return (Knoke, 1990; Prichard, 2015).

3.2.2 Can disadvantaged revenue providers translate
motivation into action?

It is well established that revenue providers’ capacity for collective action con-
ditions whether taxation triggers collective action and, ultimately, whether
revenue bargaining emerges (Joshi and Ayee, 2008; Prichard and van den
Boogaard, 2017; Meagher, 2018). Capacity is understood from a power per-
spective implying that people’s capacity to act is embedded in their social
positions in the societal and local power structure—that is, in the distribu-
tion of power related to gender and to economic, social, and political status
(Giddens, 1984; Sewell, 1992; Fujii, 2008; Lindell, 2010b).

The informal economy is a space of unequal distribution of power, and
womenworking in the informal economy tend to bemarginalized alongmul-
tiple axes of power: economically, socially, and politically (Chen et al., 2002;
Meagher, 2010b; Clark, 2010; Lindell, 2010a). Economically, women tend
to be overrepresented in the low-skill, low-income economic activities with
little prospect of advancement (Meagher, 2010a), particularly in informal
trading (Chen and Snodgrass, 2001; Roever, 2014). Moreover, patriarchal
gender norms allocate a disproportionate share of unpaid care to women
(Joshi, 2017), which creates severe time and participatory constraints for
them. Socially, women often face a hostile working environment because the
public sphere is traditionally seen as the men’s sphere (Jagero and Kushoka,
2011) and gender-based harassment is widespread (Capraro, 2017). On a
political level, these power-related gendered constraints often limit informal
women workers’ ability to translate tax-related grievances into a collective
political voice (Brown et al., 2010; Gallien and van den Boogaard, 2020).
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At a structural level, they are not important clienteles to the ruling elites,
who in turn have very little incentive to bargain over revenue with the
women. Against this backdrop, exploring whether and how women traders
are able to overcome these power-related barriers to collective action is thus
imperative for understanding whether they can take part in any future fiscal
contracts.

In spite of the structural constraints on informal women workers’ collec-
tive action, there are multiple empirical examples hereof (Chen et al., 2007;
Lindell, 2010a) indicating that at the micro level, the capacity to act and
local pockets of collective engagement can emerge. In the face of limited
economic resources, it is the women’s organizational and relational capacity
that is likely to condition whether they manage to translate their tax-related
grievances into collective action.

Organizational capacity refers to a set of organizational capabilities,
including vocational know-how, and human resources with knowledge of
mobilization, advocacy, organizational development, access to information,
and potential channels of influence. It is thus a political resource and
source of bargaining power. This type of capacity can help the traders
overcome the time and economic barriers and potentially the political
barriers to collective action. Surely, there are women traders who, due
to the multiple constraints mentioned above, have very limited organiza-
tional capacity, and this likely hinders their collective engagement even
though they may have grievances. Such women have little or no hold-
ing power and, therefore, a weak relative bargaining position vis-à-vis
ruling elites, which makes revenue bargaining unlikely. However, surely,
there are also women traders who enjoy higher organizational capacity
based on previous training, collective engagement, or their social network.
This will enable them to engage in collective action in a time and cost-
efficient way.

Relational capacity is a social resource that can help the traders over-
come the psychological, social, and gendered barriers to collective action.
It refers to the extent of social capital and collective identity among the
women traders. Social capital—that is, social networks based on norms,
reciprocity, and trust—provides the traders with a sense of community (Put-
nam et al., 1994; Brown et al., 2010, 33; Ganz, 2010). For the individual
trader, this sense of belonging can have an empowering effect, and at a
group level, this sense of community is conducive to cultivating a collective
identity among the women—this ‘shared sense of “one-ness” or “we-ness”
anchored in real or imagined shared attributes and experiences’ (Snow and
Soule, 2010, 125; see also Polletta and Jasper, 2001). Importantly, trust-based
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networks and we-ness do not emerge just because people share living or
working conditions; both must be cultivated and sustained. Therefore, rela-
tional capacity is likely to vary across markets. In markets where no efforts
have beenmade to cultivate social capital and collective identity, the women’s
relational capacity will be limited and their collective engagement minimal.
Conversely, inmarkets where conscious efforts have beenmade to strengthen
the women’s social networks, a greater relational capacity among the
women will foster their collective action and make revenue bargaining more
likely.

Recalling the theoretical model in Figure 3.1, revenue provider motivation
and capacity play an important role in whether taxation triggers collective
action. Collective action is defined as any form of united action taken by a
group with a common objective and with the intention to pressure author-
ities to accede to its demands (Olson, 1965; Bonner, 2009). Such action
can range from one-time protests by loose, localized networks to large-
scale advocacy efforts by formal organizations. As market revenue collection
is mainly governed by local governments in Dar es Salaam, traders who
engage in collective action over taxation issues will mostly target these local
authorities.

As collective action can be a high-risk activity, especially in the absence
of legal protection and social security as is the case in the informal econ-
omy (Kabeer et al., 2013), collective organizing may be a necessary first
step towards—or even a precondition for—collective action. Collective orga-
nizing is defined as a process in which people come together to formulate
common group interests and goals, mobilize like-minded individuals, and
undertake actions that advance the group’s agendas—without the aim to
pressure authorities to accede to their demands (Lindell, 2010a). Collec-
tive organizing can provide the traders with a collective platform—a sense
of community and security, and the reassurance of ‘being in the right’—all
of which may be essential for a structurally marginalized revenue provider
group, such as informal women traders, to overcome the multiple barriers to
collective action.

In short, the theoretical expectations are that taxation can motivate dis-
advantaged revenue providers’ collective engagement through economic
grievances linked to economic hardship and an experienced lack of reci-
procity. Situated in disadvantaged positions in the social, economic, and
political power structures, it is the revenue providers’ organizational and
relational capacity that can enable them to translate these grievances into
collective organizing and, ultimately, collective action.
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3.3 Methodology

This comparative case study has been conducted in Tanzania’s largest city,
Dar es Salaam, a rapidly growing city with a sizeable informal economy and
a large share of informal women workers. By limiting the focus to Dar es
Salaam, multiple macro-level historical, social, political, cultural, and eco-
nomic factors are held constant. At the same time, the study is carried out
in seven markets across three municipalities in Dar es Salaam to exploit the
variations in taxation and capacity for collective action. Across the munic-
ipalities, taxation of market traders varies because the local government in
each municipality has the mandate to formulate regulations on market tax-
ation within the municipality. Capacity for collective action varies across
the different markets because of the markets’ diverse social composition and
organizational landscape.

The researched market sites are Mtambani, Magomeni, and Tandale
(Kinondoni Municipality); Ilala, Kisutu, and Mchikichini (Ilala Municipal-
ity); and Ferry (Kigamboni Municipality). The study is based on interviews
and participant observationswith 22womenmarket traders inDar es Salaam
in March–April 2018. Four focus group discussions (FGDs) of four people
each and seven in-depth interviews (IDs) were conducted. The interviewees
differ in age, educational level, family status, commodity traded, and work
history. The participant observations were conducted at a VICOBA (vil-
lage community bank) group meeting in Ilala and an inauguration event
for a VICOBA group in Mchikichini (O1–O2). Cases in which the women
reported to collectively having taken united action with the aim of pressur-
ing authorities to accede to their demands are denoted cases of collective
action. Cases in which the women have joined or founded an organized
group without the intent to influence authorities are denoted cases of col-
lective organizing. Cases in which neither of the above was identified are
denoted negative cases.

3.4 Findings

3.4.1 Patterns of collective action and collective organizing

Table 3.1 provides an overview of the identified cross-market patterns in
collective action and collective organizing. Of the 22 interviewed women,
12 women had never engaged in collective action or collective organizing
(marked by ‘–’ in Table 3.1). Of these 12 women, 11 worked in markets in
Kinondoni Municipality, and one worked in Ilala market. The remaining
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10 interviewed women were all engaged in collective organizing. Spread
across five markets, these women reported engaging in different market-
based organized groups. A woman in Tandale participated in a market-based
upatu group (informal self-lending group) (ID1). In Mchikichini market,
two women were members of VICOBA groups (self-loaning groups), and
one of these was also a member of cooperative society for kiosk traders
in the market (ID2–ID3, O1). Two women in Mchikichini market were
members of the National Women Traders Association (NWTA), which, at
the time of research, was in the process of registering as a formal orga-
nization (NWTA1).¹ In Ilala market, a woman was a member of both
a VICOBA group and the NWTA (ID7, NWTA2, O2). In Kisutu mar-
ket, four women were members of a VICOBA group and a market-based
women’s association accessible for all women in the market (FGD4). Lastly,
in Ferry market, two women were VICOBA group members and also partic-
ipated in a women’s platform, a women-empowerment group in the market
and surrounding neighbourhood initiated by the municipal development
department (ID4–ID5).

Table 3.1 Patterns of collective organizing and collective action

Municipality Market Collective
organizing

Collective action Data source

Kinondoni Mtambani – – FGD1
Magomeni – – FGD2
Tandale – – FGD3

Upatu – ID1

Ilala Mchikichini VICOBA – ID3
VICOBA Inauguration event ID2, O2,
NWTA∗ – NWTA1
Kiosk cooperative
society

ID3

Ilala – – ID6
VICOBA Electricity fee protest O1, ID7
NWTA – NWTA2

Kisutu VICOBA – FGD4
Women’s association –

Kigamboni Ferry VICOBA – ID4–ID5
Women’s platform –

Note: ∗NWTA is an abbreviation for the National Women Traders Association. FGD stands for focus
group discussion, ID is in-depth interview, and O is observation.

¹ As of 2022, the National Women Traders Association is formally registered as an association.
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Only two cases of collective action (related to taxation)were identified. The
first case of collective action, the electricity fee protest, refers to an event in
Ilala market in the beginning of 2018 when the electricity supply was unsta-
ble, with the traders sometimes experiencing hour-long power cuts. At this
time, the market leadership, headed by a municipal representative, decided
to raise the weekly electricity fee in Ilala market by TZS 500 (Tanzanian
shillings) for all stall traders. At first, most of the traders accepted this because
they expected it to be accompanied by electricity improvements. However, as
power cuts kept occurring, the traders became discontented with the lack of
improvement and demanded the fee be lowered to the previous level. There-
fore, several of the VICOBA groups in Ilala market jointly protested to the
market leadership. After a few weeks, the market leadership agreed to lower
the electricity fee. A woman that had headed the protest reported that, in
her opinion, it was the united front by the VICOBA groups that had forced
the market leadership to accede to the traders’ demands (ID7, O1). Interest-
ingly, this case illustrates how collective organizing (VICOBA groups) can
metamorphose into a vehicle for collective action directed towardsmunicipal
authorities.

The second collective action case, the inauguration event, was a one-time
event held by a VICOBA group in Mchikichini market (Ilala Municipal-
ity). The women wanted to showcase the potential of VICOBA groups for
women’s empowerment and to draw the local authorities’ attention to the
challenging economic conditions and gender-related issues experienced by
women traders in Mchikichini. For this purpose, the women had managed
to invite the District Commissioner of Ilala Municipality and other promi-
nent local government actors. Thewomenheld speeches and sang about their
concerns to persuade the local government to prioritize women’s economic
empowerment and to provide better security for women in the market. By
the end of event, the women had asked the local government to provide
financial support to the VICOBA group to alleviate their economic hard-
ship (O1). Later, a VICOBA member stated that the main sources of their
economic hardship were a lack of access to loans and capital, high prices
charged by middlemen (madalali), low incomes, and high levies charged by
the municipality (ID2).

3.4.2 Understanding the patterns

Most of the collective organizing and the two collective action cases are in
the markets in Ilala Municipality and in Ferry market in Kigamboni Munic-
ipality, whereas the negative cases are mainly located in the markets of
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Kinondoni Municipality. In the following, I use the women’s experiences of
taxation and level of capacity for collective action to explore whether taxation
motivated collective action and whether differences in capacity can explain
the collective engagement patterns identified above.

3.4.2.1 Motivation: Does taxation trigger collective action and
collective organizing, and if so, how?
As argued earlier, taxation canmotivate revenue providers’ collective engage-
ment if they experience that paying taxes contributes to their economic
hardship. Table 3.2 shows the market traders’ self-reported formal payments
that theymake to conduct business. Some traders pay on aweekly basis, while
others pay every day.

The most noticeable difference is between the vegetable traders in markets
in Kinondoni Municipality, who reported paying TZS 1,400–2,900 weekly,
and the vegetable traders in Ferry market in Kigamboni Municipality, whose
weekly payments amount to TZS 7,000 (FGD1–FGD3, ID4–ID5). In 2018,
TZS 1,400 corresponded to about USD 0.6, and nowTZS 7,000 is about USD
3. While this may seem a small amount—and a small difference between
the highest and lowest payment—it is worth noting that most of the women
were small-scale traders reporting to have very low incomes, which meant
that even small levy changes were felt. However, since most of the women

Table 3.2 Market tradersʼ self-reported weekly formal payments (Tanzanian shillings
(TZS))

Municipality Market Self-reported formal
payments
(weekly)

Patterns of collective
organizing (1) and
collective action (2)

Kinondoni Mtambani 1,400 –
Magomeni 2,900–5,000 –
Tandale 1,750–3,000 1: Upatu group

Ilala Mchikichini 4,200–4,600 1: VICOBA groups,
NWTA, Kiosk coop. society
2: Inauguration event

Ilala 4,900 1: VICOBA, NWTA
2: Electricity fee protest

Kisutu 4,500 1: VICOBA, women’s
association

Kigamboni Ferry 7,000 1: VICOBA, women’s
platform

Note: Data from interviews FGD1–FGD4 and ID1–ID7.
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reported not to hold accounts of purchases, sales, or levies paid, it has not
been possible to establish exactly how much these weekly payments ate away
from the traders’ income. This also meant that it was difficult to establish
whether the higher formal taxation in Ferry market put a greater economic
pressure on the Ferry traders compared to the traders in the other markets.

Women in all markets expressed being under severe economic pressure,
and across the cases of collective organizing and action, economic hardship
seemed to motivate collective engagement with the prospect of easing the
economic pressure (FGD4, ID2–5, O1–O2), among other things. Illustra-
tively, a VICOBA member in Ferry said the following about why she joined
the group:

. . . because you can save up little by little. If you have 2 million TZS [Tanzanian
shillings] in shares, you can borrow up to 6 million, and then you are in a position
to bring about development. I have been able to takemy children to school, I have
built a house, and I have bought a land while in VICOBA. (ID4)

In Kisutu market, informal taxation appeared to be a challenge, and some
women reported this to be their main reason for joining a VICOBA group.
Here, in addition to paying stall rent to Ilalamunicipal authorities, thewomen
were unlawfully charged between TZS 30,000and 50,000 a month in stall
rent by other traders who had previously occupied the stalls. The women
said they had complained to the market leadership, but only individually
as it had not occurred to them to use the VICOBA group or the women’s
association to voice their complaints (FGD4). As such, this is an example
of taxation issues triggering collective organizing but not collective action.
Generally, the women said that this economic hardship could, in part, be
ascribed to taxation because they had to pay the formal levies even on days
where they did not make any sales. However, taxation seemed to be one of
many factors rather than the paramount triggering factor for their collective
engagement.

Another way taxation couldmotivate revenue providers’ collective engage-
ment is if they experience a lack of reciprocity or unsatisfactory return for their
payments. To examine whether this motivation is present, it is first important
to understand what the women would expect in return for their tax payment.
The women themselves explained that they pay the aforementioned levies to
be allowed to conduct business in the market and to cover a range of market
services. Thewomen reported that the levieswere paid to the local authorities
or the market leadership and that the levies were collected by municipal offi-
cials, market leadership, or appointed traders. Results differed as to whether
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Table 3.3 Market tradersʼ accounts of what their weekly payments are supposed to
fund

Municipality Market Garbage
collec-
tion

Cleaning Security Electricity Stall
rent

Market
infrastruc-
ture and
repair
work

Kinondoni Mtambani X X
Magomeni X X X X
Tandale X X X X

Ilala Mchikichini X X X
Ilala X X
Kisutu X X

Kigamboni Ferry X X X

the traders were aware that the rates and purpose of the formal levies figure
inmunicipal bylaws. Table 3.3 shows the traders’ accounts of what the weekly
payments were supposed to fund.

According to the traders, the formal levies are supposed to fund differ-
ent types of market services as well as stall rent (FDG1–FDG4, ID1–ID5).
Interestingly, results differed quite a bit regarding whether the women were
satisfied with the return they got from their payments and whether they
experienced a lack of reciprocity on the part of the local government (and
sometimes the market leadership). In Mtambani and Ferry markets, the
interviewedwomenwere quite satisfiedwith their returns (ID4–ID5, FDG1).
In the other markets, the women expressed significant discontent with the
service provision. In Tandale market, the traders said that the payments
they made for ‘market infrastructure’ were supposed to fund a functioning
drainage system. However, during the interviews, the women would point
to the open sewers with stagnant water and waste surrounding us and say
that the local authorities were clearly not upholding their end of the agree-
ment (FDG3). A similar problemwas articulated by thewomen inMagomeni
market (FDG2).

Whether this experience of a lack of reciprocity motivated the women’s
collective engagement varied across the markets. In Magomeni and Tandale
markets, the dissatisfaction with the service provision did not trigger any
kind of collective engagement; here, only one woman reported to be in an
upatu group to deal with her economic challenges. Conversely, in other mar-
kets, the lack of reciprocity triggered discontent and collective engagement.
The electricity fee protest in Ilala market is one such case. Here, the traders
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were discontented that the increase in electricity feeswas not accompanied by
electricity improvements, and this made them protest to the market leader-
ship headed by amunicipal representative (ID7,O2). The inauguration party
in Mchikichini market is another case. Here, the women’s complaints to the
local government were based on dissatisfaction with the poor state of secu-
rity for women traders in the market now that they actually paid for security
(O2). In the cases of collective organizing, the issues of dire economic con-
ditions and lack of service delivery (in particular, security) contributed to
the women’s decisions to form and join groups. In these cases, the women
said they felt like they had to rely on themselves—and their own organized
groups—to handle these challenges (along with the social and gender-related
challenges). Arguably, this implicitly speaks to a lack of reciprocity. Most of
these traders connected the issues of poor service delivery, substandard mar-
ket infrastructure, and the experience of having to rely on themselves for
tackling these challenges to the issue of a lack of reciprocity on the part of
the local government. However, as evidenced, it was only in a few cases that
these organized groups metamorphosed into vehicles of collective action to
complain to the local authorities about this experienced lack of reciprocity.

Summing up, taxation can motivate collective engagement among rev-
enue providers through the two economic grievances. However, even though
almost all the traders said they experienced these grievances, there was quite
a variation in the collective engagement: over half of the traders did not par-
ticipate in any form of collective engagement, and I only identified two cases
of actual collective action around taxation. Thus, tax-related grievances do
not seem sufficient to trigger collective organizing and, particularly, collective
action.

3.4.2.2 Capacity: Preconditions for the link between taxation
and collective action?
As argued earlier, women traders’ collective level of organizational and rela-
tional capacity is likely to condition whether they manage to overcome
power-related barriers to collective action. In the following, I show how vari-
ations in organizational and relational capabilities help explain the negative
and positive cases of collective engagement across markets.

3.4.2.2.1 Organizational capacity
First, in themarkets where no collective engagement was identified, the orga-
nizational capabilities of the women were indeed very limited. For example,
in Magomeni market, the women apparently viewed collective organizing as
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a potential way to address their economic hardship and voice their discon-
tent with their conditions, but they also expressed a lack of knowledge of how
to do it in practice. One woman simply put it: ‘We do not how to deal with
that [collective engagement]’ (FGD2). Another woman added: ‘The one way,
we know, is the way you see us: coming from home to the market here and
home again . . . we end up discussing our challenges as normal conversation,
but nothing will change [because] us women in this market, we do not have
that understanding’ (FGD2). As such, the women experienced having a fun-
damental lack of know-how in organizational development. Moreover, the
women expressed having a limited understanding of their rights and a lack
of access to information and channels of advocacy. In Magomeni, a woman
said: ‘Things like groups are not here, and there is no one who can speak for
us. There should be a person who could enlighten us, telling us that we as
women need to fight for our rights by choosing one person who will speak
on our behalf ’ (FGD2). This quote also offers another interesting insight:
the woman talks of an ‘us’ and ‘we as women’ illustrating that womanhood,
even in spaces without collective engagement, may invoke a sense of commu-
nity, thus making womanhood a potentially fruitful identity around which
to mobilize. I return to the potential of the collective identity of womanhood
later.

The women participating in collective engagement had a greater organi-
zational capacity; as such, organizational capacity and engagement seem to
reinforce each other. However, from the women’s accounts it was evident that
their organizational capabilities to some extent had preceded and enabled the
emergence of their collective engagement. In Ferry market, for example, one
woman had previously participated in vocational and organizational training
facilitated by the NGO CARE International. When she started her business
in the market, she used her acquired organizational capabilities to mobi-
lize other women traders in Ferry market into forming a VICOBA group to
alleviate economic hardship: ‘I learnt [with CARE] till I understood about
leadership, and now I have the ability to teach other people, and teach them
so that they can teach other people’ (ID4). Another trader in Ferry indi-
cated that the woman trained by CARE was a decisive human organizational
resource: ‘Yes, that woman [ID5] was one of the people who influenced me
to join [VICOBA]. She gave me information, and we decided that we should
work to be like women we always [see] in the news; we should fight to have
our own group’ (ID4).

In Ilala, Mchikichini, and Kisutu markets, it was the training by a local
civil society organization (CSO) called Equality for Growth (EfG) that
sparked their organizational capacity. Thewomen in thesemarkets explained
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that EfG—a CSO established in 2008 with the aim to empower infor-
mal women workers in Tanzania—started hosting seminars for the women
traders focusing on legal and human rights, advocacy, and building capac-
ity for collective engagement. Later, EfG assisted the women in establishing
VICOBA groups, and in 2018, the women traders—primarily centred in the
markets of Ilala Municipality—took steps to establish the National Women
Traders Association (NWTA) (ID2–ID3, FGD4, ID7, O1–O2, NWTA). The
NWTA was registered as an NGO in 2021; has engaged in its first advocacy
efforts on behalf of women market traders; and is currently formulating a
constitution, building up the internal organization, and accessing funding
(Interviews with EfG and the chairperson of NWTA, March–April 2022).

In relation to overcoming barriers to collective engagement, it was evi-
dent that most of these women’s views on the costs of collective engagement
changed as their organizational capacity grew. Previously, they had viewed
collective engagement as yet another time-consuming and costly activity, but
with the organizational training, most of them said they had learned how
to organize in ways that were cost and time efficient (e.g. holding meetings
in the market on a regular basis at a time in between peak business hours).
As attested by the cases of collective action, some of the women eventually
started using their groups as channels of influence to municipal and market
authorities. This attests to the fact that organizational capacity—at least over
time—can help revenue providers overcome political barriers to collective
action and thus become a political resource that the revenue providers can
use to their advantage (O1–O2, ID4). It also substantiates that for disadvan-
taged revenue provider groups there is a certain sequencing in the collective
engagement: collective organizing can be a necessary step to overcome, over
time, the political barriers of collective action.

3.4.2.2.2 Relational capacity
Starting with Tandale and Magomeni markets where collective engagement
was almost non-existent, the women’s accounts attested to quite a limited
relational capacity. Several women described that there was a lack of social
trust in the markets. In Magomeni market, one woman said: ‘That relation-
ship of trust, to be honest, is not there. Here, we just know each other, but
whenever you encounter a challenge, you will have to deal with it yourself ’
(FGD2). Interestingly, a woman in Ilala market who did not participate in
any form of collective engagement voiced a similar experience: ‘Most people
here have groups in the streets where they live, because here, they do not trust
each other very much’ (ID6). Other accounts spoke to a lack of reciprocity.
In Tandale market, a woman who had previously been in an upatu (self-
lending) group said that she had stopped participating because ‘people will
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cheat you . . . they becomebrutal, because they only receive, butwhen it’s their
time to pay, they won’t pay’ (FDG3). In these contexts marked by a lack of
trust and reciprocity, I did not observe a strong sense of community or sense
of ‘we-ness’. Rather, the social relations seemed to be dominated by an ‘every
person for herself ’ notion. Illustratively, when I asked if the traders generally
helped each other, one woman responded: ‘No! It’s like this: If I’m experienc-
ing challenges myself, how can I support someone else who has challenges?’
(FGD3). This lack of relational capacity was decisive for the women’s lack of
collective engagement. In Magomeni market, a woman said it well: ‘In this
market, there is a lot of selfishness, so it is a bit hard to organize’ (FGD2).

Conversely, women participating in collective engagement inMchikichini,
Ilala, Kisutu, and Ferry markets displayed a much greater social capital
and often a strong collective identity. Interestingly, the women’s relational
capacity was not just a product of their collective engagement. Rather, it
was evident that their collective engagement was most often preceded and
enabled by the women’s close, trust-based, and reciprocal social relation-
ships. A woman in Ferry market recounted that it was her friendship with
another woman trader in the market that made her want to form a VICOBA
group, explaining that they were ‘like a family’ and helped each other with
capital and family-related activities (such as funerals and weddings) (ID5). A
woman inMchikichini market similarly said: ‘I was reluctant to join, because
I did not get enough information about it. But after I came here, I met other
women and they advised me to join VICOBA, so the fear went away, and
I became confident and joined’ (ID2). Friendships between women traders
thus arguably help the women overcome psychological barriers to collec-
tive engagement. For the positive cases of collective action, high relational
capacity clearly preceded the actual action, as both acts happened under the
auspices of well-functioning VICOBA groups.

3.4.2.2.3 The collective identity of womanhood: A strong source of community
Across the markets, it becomes clear that a strong source of community,
and the most prevailing and unifying collective identity, was related to the
notion ofwomanhood—that is, the perceived commonalities related to being
women. The interviews offered several insights into why this was the case. In
general, it seems that this notion of womanhood is shaped by patriarchal gen-
der norms and power hierarchies. First, the women’s perceived commonality
stemmed from their experience that they, as women, had family respon-
sibilities. A woman in Ferry market explained it like this: ‘Look, women,
like me, we have huge responsibilities . . . . We women should come for-
ward because we have families to take care of ’ (ID5). Second, the notion
of womanhood stemmed from generally being subjected to (and having to
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navigate) patriarchal gender expectations, which strained the women’s par-
ticipation and influence. In Ilala market, one woman said that if there were
both men and women in the room, only the men would discuss and make
decisions becausemen are expected to be discussing andwomen are expected
to not interfere (ID7). Another woman said that she felt more comfortable
speaking up when there were women only because experienced men would
often discredit thewomen’s perspectives (O2). Third, the sense of community
also stemmed from the women’s urgent need for physical and psychologi-
cal security and a safe space free from gender-based harassment, violence,
and a lack of respect for women’s rights—issues that were widespread
across the markets (ID–ID3, O2, FGD4). A woman in Mchikichini market
said:

Here, there has been a lot of harassment and humiliation, and there has beenmale
dominion in the past years. Women used to consider it to be normal to be touched
on their body parts. . . . I used to be timid, thinking that because I am a woman, I
canʼt ask for my rights. If someone did me wrong, I wouldnʼt speak out, because
the place you could report it: it was to the samemen [who did me wrong]. (ID3)

Another woman, in Tandale market, said: ‘In Tanzania, once a man divorces
you, you become of no value . . . women are discriminated [against] a lot
in the marketplaces; humiliated, abused, and denied of the right to leader-
ship’ (ID1). These often difficult experiences led the women to feel a strong
sense of commonality and community with other women. Lastly, a decisive
source of community and ‘we-ness’ among the women was their perception
that women, in general, possessed distinctive qualities. Illustratively, an Ilala
market trader said: ‘You know, women will listen more . . . . Women are more
compassionate’ (ID6).

When askedwhy thewomenhad chosen to participate in collective engage-
mentwith otherwomen—andnotmen—thewomenwould repeatedly return
to the commonalities of women. As evident throughout this section, the
women would often use phrases such as ‘us women’, ‘we women are the
ones . . .’, ‘as women, we . . .’, and ‘we women are like a family’. This illustrates
the prevalence and potential of the womanhood collective identity among
informal women market traders—rather than collective identities related to
other social identities such as revenue provider, worker, or self-employed.
Combined, these feelings of community, trust, reciprocity, and the collective
we-ness among the women appear to help them decisively in overcoming the
significant social, psychological, and gendered barriers to collective action
present in the Dar es Salaam market contexts.
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If womanhood is such a strong source of community, why was it much less
pronounced in themarkets where no collective engagement was identified? A
primary reason seems to be that a collective identity is socially constructed—
itmust be cultivated. Themere fact that people, women, share the same living
conditions does not seem to be sufficient to trigger this unifying notion of
womanhood. For the cases of collective organizing, it appears that a trigger
of collective identity and social capital can be a human resource within the
market or the arrival of an external actor—such as a CSO—who can facilitate
the cultivation of social trust, reciprocity, and a sense of community among
the women market traders.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has delved into the micro-level links between taxation and
collective action among urban, informal women market traders in Dar
es Salaam—an intersectionally disadvantaged group faced with multi-
ple power-related barriers to collective action (Chen et al., 2002; Clark,
2010; Lindell, 2010a; Meagher, 2010b). Investigating the role of revenue
provider motivation and capacity, the chapter contributes to understand-
ing when and how taxation triggers collective action in an informal, gen-
dered context—that is, a context where the revenue providers have limited
resources and holding power vis-à-vis the state (see Chapter 2; Meagher,
2018).

The chapter offers several important insights. First, the findings demon-
strate that tax-related grievances can serve as triggers for collective organizing
and collective action, as shown in previous research (Levi, 1988; Knoke,
1990; Fjeldstad and Semboja, 2001; Prichard, 2015). While taxation might
only be one of many components, it appears that the traders generally
experience taxation as a contributing factor to their economic hardship,
and economic hardship in turn seems to motivate the traders to engage in
collective organizing—mainly with the goal of improving their economic
conditions. Moreover, most of the traders expressed being discontented with
the market infrastructure and service delivery, both of which the traders
expected would be covered by the payments they made to the local authori-
ties. For the women experiencing this as a lack of reciprocity on the part of
local government, thiswas clearly amotivational factor for engaging in collec-
tive action. As such, taxation does seem to create economic grievances, which
in turn motivates both collective organizing and, in fewer cases, collective
action.
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Second, the study shows that even in the face of severe barriers to collective
action, relational and organizational capacity can foster the women traders’
ability to translate their grievances into collective engagement. Organiza-
tional capacity, which is a political resource, in particular helps the women
overcome time constraints and economic barriers to collective engagement.
Over time, high organizational capacity may enable the women to overcome
political barriers to collective action and to start using organized groups
as channels of influence to local authorities. Relational capacity, which is a
social resource, is important for this intersectionally disadvantaged group to
overcome psychological, social, and gendered barriers to collective action.
In this particular case, the traders’ social capital and collective identity are
based to a significant degree on the notion of ‘womanhood’; as such, the
shared experience of being women appears to provide a strong sense of
community that provides an identificational foundation for the women’s col-
lective engagement. If cultivated, this shared sense of womanhood can be
a significant social resource for the women—a group whose economic and
political resources tend to be limited on a structural level. Relatedly, the vari-
ations in the women’s collective engagement across markets indicate that
even within a bounded local context and a single revenue provider group,
capacity appears to vary. This emphasizes the importance of paying atten-
tion to micro-level differences if we want to know more about when taxation
triggers collective action. Moreover, corresponding with recent research
(Sharp et al., 2019; van den Boogaard et al., 2022), the findings suggest
that external civil society organizations, such as the women’s organization
Equality for Growth, have the potential to act as enablers of collective engage-
ment; translators of inaccessible rules and information; and trainers of legal,
social, and economic empowerment among traditionally revenue provider
groups.

Lastly, the findings indicate that for this revenue provider group, there
may be a degree of sequencing between collective organizing and collec-
tive action. Collective organizing can provide a platform for strengthening
their social relations, vocational practices, access to capital, awareness of
rights, and belief that they are entitled to get something in return for the
taxes they pay. Over time, it appears that even small-scale collective orga-
nizing can become a vehicle for collective action, where the women voice
social accountability demands to the local power-holders. Ultimately, col-
lective organizing can provide women market traders with social, economic,
and political resources, which increases their bargaining power. Compared to
non-organized women market traders, this puts them in a stronger bargain-
ing position vis-à-vis the local government, to engage in revenue bargaining
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and perhaps eventually assert themselves and their demands in contractual
fiscal relations.

These findings suggest that further theorization and exploration of tax-
payer motivation and capacity for collective action is needed. A better
understanding of when and why taxation motivates revenue providers to
engage in collective action is necessary for answering when and how revenue
bargaining emerges, evolves, and leads to fiscal contracts.
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4
Triggers and strategies of revenue
bargaining
Evidence fromMozambicanmunicipalities

Armin von Schiller

There is only one hope. If more people believe in what we are doing,
theyʼll start paying tax. That will be our budget. Then we can start to
rebuild.

Araujo, Mayor of Quelimane, in a BBC interview in 20131

4.1 Introduction

Revenue bargaining implies an explicit or implicit negotiation between a gov-
ernment and revenue providers (see Chapters 1 and 2 in this volume). When
considering revenue bargaining and fiscal contracts, there is a natural ten-
dency to focus on national governments as they control most of the public
revenue. However, revenue bargaining also happens at the international as
well as subnational levels, and, in order to better understand revenue bar-
gaining, it seems that the subnational level is a particularly promising avenue
of investigation. Most citizens feel that national and international bargaining
processes are reserved formore powerful actors.² Their own power and influ-
ence will tend to be perceived as higher at the subnational level. In addition,
incentives to engage in revenue bargainingmight also be stronger at this level
because, beyond expected influence, the links between revenue and public
services are stronger and more visible here.

Based on this idea, this chapter explores drivers of revenue bargaining
based on a comparative analysis of Mozambican municipalities. The focus is

¹ Johnson (2013).
² See discussion on dimensions of bargaining power in Chapter 2.
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on the role of factors connected to the concept of political settlements, which
has received little attention so far in understanding the tax performance of
subnational units (Kjær, 2009; Jibao and Prichard, 2015). Mozambique is
a particularly appealing case for this explorative analysis as it is a highly
polarized political environment combined with some level of political and
fiscal decentralization. As a consequence, a disputed decentralization pro-
cess over recent decades has led to the creation of 53 municipalities, with
some remarkable autonomy in decision-making around taxation coupled
with locally elected municipal governments.

In particular, the chapter aims to improve the understanding of two
aspects: what triggers municipalities to reach out to citizens and initiate
revenue-bargaining processes, and what strategies do they employ, including
explanations of the differences in intensity and use. In addition, it assesses the
degree to which these activities appear to be successful and actually influence
the content of the municipal fiscal contract as the expected final outcome of
revenue bargaining (see Chapter 2).

To answer these questions, data was collected from 101 semi-structured
interviews conducted inMozambique with representatives of municipal and
national-level government. At the municipal level, interviewees included
members of themunicipal government, themunicipal assembly, local admin-
istration, and civil society organizations (CSOs). At the national level,
academic experts, representatives of different ministries involved in the
decentralization process, and international donors were interviewed. The
sample of municipalities included 11 out of the 53 municipalities in Mozam-
bique, including diverse municipalities in terms of size, province, and intra-
municipal level of political competition as well as political alignment with
the national government.

The results indicate that two factors trigger the predisposition of munic-
ipalities to reach out to citizens and initiate revenue-bargaining processes:
perceived revenue pressure and political competition (see Chapter 2).
Prichard (2015) extensively discusses the relevance of the level of revenue
pressure facing governments on their predisposition to bargain. In essence,
a government facing stronger revenue pressure is more likely to be open to
compromise with taxpayers in order to access revenue. In this analysis, rev-
enue pressure increases for the municipalities as a result of the uncertainty
regarding the timeliness and size of intergovernmental transfers. This effect
is particularly strong in municipalities governed by parties not in power at
the national level. Hence, the results suggest that the potential politicization
of the transfer system is a main determinant of revenue pressure.³ Political

³ Evidence on politicization of the transfer system can, for instance, be found in Banful (2011) and
Brollo and Nannicini (2012).
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competition triggers revenue bargaining by increasing the pressure on local
governments to show themselves as performing well. Although this factor is
identified as relevant in all municipalities, it appears to be particularly strong
in municipalities governed by opposition parties.

In terms of strategies, the interview material indicates that among repre-
sentatives of local governments and administrations, the narrative around a
more cooperative approach with citizens is present everywhere but is some-
how stronger in municipalities characterized by political competition. This
positive perspective towards revenue bargaining does not, however, seem to
result in concrete measures. Conversations with representatives of CSOs do
not, on the whole, confirm the alleged efforts. When comparing perceptions
in municipalities with a lower and higher degree of political competition,
the differences are also minimal. Similarly, while self-reported initiatives
around revenue bargaining by the municipalities differ between low- and
high-competition environments, these seem not to be particularly successful
and do not result in substantial variation in the revenue bargaining taking
place at the local level. Also, in many cases, it seems that initiatives were
driven externally and, in particular, by donors, whichmay explain the lack of
identifiable success.

Overall, this chapter contributes to the growing effort to understand the
politics of revenue bargaining by focusing on identifying factors shaping the
predisposition of local governments to bargain. The analysis also indicates
limitations on measures in this area and the necessity of thinking carefully
about preconditions if revenue bargaining is towork. Following from this, the
results also carry relevant policy implications. Enhancing revenue mobiliza-
tion and promoting revenue bargaining is high on the agenda of international
donors. This is also based on the assumption—only partly backed up in the
literature—that revenue bargaining can have a substantial governance ‘div-
idend’ by affecting politicians’ responsiveness and citizens’ engagement in
public affairs, ultimately leading to more accountable government institu-
tions (see Chapter 1; Fjeldstad, 2014; Moore et al., 2018, chapter 8). The
results presented in this chapter call for caution and for thinking carefully
about preconditions for revenue bargaining to emerge and for it to represent
a meaningful process, able to bring the aforementioned desirable outcomes.
In particular, the analysis shows how—where CSOs are too weak to coor-
dinate and represent revenue providers—the outlook for the success of any
initiatives around revenue bargaining is slim, even if we assume the politi-
cal authorities instigated them with good intentions. This is connected to the
accepted premise that lack of capacity for collective action undermines the
potential for bargaining (Prichard, 2015).
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The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 describes the political con-
text and the decentralized system in Mozambique in order to understand
the context in which municipalities operate. Section 4.3 provides details on
the methodological approach, before the results are presented in Section 4.4.
Section 4.5 concludes.

4.2 Fiscal andpolitical decentralization system
inMozambique

Mozambique has been in an ongoing process of decentralization since the
peace accords of 1992. In fact, political and fiscal decentralization repre-
sented a crucial part of the peace negotiations (Ames et al., 2010, 103;
Maschietto, 2016). However, the decentralization process, especially in its
fiscal and political dimension, turned out to be less ambitious than initially
envisioned. It took until 1997 to establish autonomous municipal govern-
ments in Mozambique (Weimer, 2012, 4). The main reason was political in
nature. The Resistência Nacional Moçambicana (RENAMO, Mozambican
National Resistance) received unexpected electoral support in the northern
and central rural areas at the first multi-party elections in 1994. The poten-
tial loss of power in the event of decentralization led the Frente de Libertação
de Moçambique (FRELIMO, Mozambican Liberation Front) to contest the
planned ambitious decentralization model, which was then reformulated in
a new compromise with RENAMO (Forquilha, 2016, 130; Maschietto, 2016,
109).

As a result, a dual-structured system of local governance was introduced
by law number 9/96, and in Mozambique, two types of decentralization
coexist: devolution and deconcentration (Buur, 2009, 99; Maschietto, 2016,
105). Municipalities (autarquias locais) represent the devolution aspect of
the system. They have autonomous political power and control a remarkable
number of revenue instruments. At the other end of the spectrum, provinces,
districts, and localities represent the deconcentrated part of the system. At the
time this research was undertaken, deconcentrated units lacked autonomous
political power, were directly accountable to the central state, and controlled
only a limited number of revenue instruments.⁴

⁴ This was changed by a constitutional reform in 2018 (after the time of this research), by which assem-
blies at all levels are now directly elected and subsequently elect the head of the subnational executive out
of their members. How or whether this new change in political decentralization will be matched in fiscal
terms is unclear and is the subject of debate at the time of writing.
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Table 4.1 Year of establishment and types of municipalities

Year of creation Municipality Type of municipality

1997 Maputo A
Matola, Beira, Nampula B
Xai-Xai, Inhambane, Chimoio, Tete, Quelimane,
Lichinga, Nacala, Ilha de Moçambique, Pemba

C

Chokwe, Chibuto, Maxixe, Manica, Dondo,
Mocuba, Gurue, Angoche, Montepuez, Cuamba

D

Manhiça, Mandlakazi, Vilankulo, Catandica,
Marromeu, Moatize, Milange, Monapo,
Metangula, Mocimboa da Praia

Vilas

2008 Namaacha, Macia, Massinga, Gorongoza,
Gondola, Ulongue, Ribaue, Alto Molocue,
Moeda, Marupa

Vilas

2013 Boane, Praia do Bilene, Quissico, Sussundenga,
Nhamatanda, Nhamayabue, Maganja da Costa,
Malema, Chiure, Mandimba

Vilas

Source: Law no. 10/97 (República de Moçambique, 1997); Law no. 11/2013 (República de Moçambique,
2013); MAEFP, (2016)

Given the focus of this chapter on the effect of factors connected to political
settlement on shaping revenue bargaining at the local level, the empiri-
cal analysis is centred on Mozambican municipalities, as, in comparison to
deconcentrated units, they control substantial tax handles and have some
degree of freedom in setting up their strategies and priorities. As shown in
Table 4.1, 53 municipalities have been established since then in three waves
(1997, 2008, and 2013).⁵

The Ministério da Administração Estatal e Função Pública (MAEFP, Min-
istry of State Administration and Public Function) divides all municipalities
into the following five categories based on a series of vaguely defined socio-
economic and political indicators: type A, the capital city Maputo; type B,
the largest provincial capitals besidesMaputo; type C, the capitals of all other
provinces as well as two other cities; type D, cities that are particularly rele-
vant to the local development of broader regions; and vilas, towns that do not
qualify for category D (MAEFP, 2016, 28). According to the MAEFP, around
one third of the Mozambican population lives in municipalities. Moreover,

⁵ These 53 municipalities include all of the country’s 23 cities and 30 out of 68 towns (MAEFP, 2016).
In theory, the establishment of new municipalities should be based on technical arguments following the
official policy, pursued since 1997, of gradualismo (Buur, 2009). However, the decision about where to
create new municipalities has been identified to be largely driven by political reasons and FRELIMO’s
incentive to favour its own strongholds and avoid potential loss of political power (Forquilha, 2016).
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60% of Mozambique’s GDP and 85% of its fiscal revenues are generated in
municipalities (MAEFP, 2016, 26),

Law number 1/2008 (Art. 17; República de Moçambique, 2008b) and
decree number 63/2008 (República de Moçambique, 2008a) define the fis-
cal competencies of the municipalities at the time this study was under-
taken. The most prominent taxes are the municipal poll tax (Imposto
Pessoal Autárquico—IPA), the municipal property tax (Imposto Pre-
dial Autárquico—IPRA), the municipal property transaction tax (Imposto
Autárquico de SISA—IASISA), and the municipal vehicle tax (Imposto
Autárquico sobre Veículos—IAV). It is important to highlight that discre-
tionary revenue policy is limited. A significantly larger degree of discretion
can be exercised in the realm of non-tax revenue—meaning fees, service
charges, fines, and short-term loans—than when it comes to taxes, for which,
in most cases, general principles are determined according to national law
(World Bank, 2014, 109).

As is the case in many African countries (see Moore et al., 2018, 159),
although municipalities have several instruments with which to generate
their own revenue, they are highly dependent on intergovernmental trans-
fers. On average, transfers represent well above 65%of revenue. In reality, this
number is probablymuch higher as available information tends to come from
bigger cities with more capable administration and higher revenue potential.
In this sense, theweight of transfers is especially highwhen it comes tomunic-
ipalities of type D, with a level around 90% (Ilal and Weimer, 2017; Weimer
and Carrilho, 2017, 88).

Data quality and availability are poor in Mozambique, but aggregating the
evidence from individual case studies suggests thatmunicipal revenue poten-
tial is highly underexploited (Chimunuane et al., 2010b; 2010a; Boex, 2011;
Nguenha et al., 2012; 2017; Weimer, 2012; Bunk et al., 2017; Weimer and
Carrilho, 2017).

Politically, Mozambique is a highly polarized country. Its political settle-
ment can be considered to have gradually shifted over recent decades towards
more exclusion and centralization of power and resources. At the same time,
competition between factions within the ruling coalition has increased, as
well as among the opposition, which is far from united.⁶ At the national level,
FRELIMO has been in power since 1994. At the municipal level, however,
opposition parties have been able to win some municipal elections, held in

⁶ See extensive analysis of the historical development of the political settlement in Mozambique in
Macuane et al. (2018).
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1998, 2003, 2008, 2013, and 2018 (MAEFP, 2016, 7).⁷ Since 2009, the Movi-
mento Democrático de Moçambique (MDM), which evolved from within
RENAMO, has been challenging the country’s bipartisan political system.⁸
In the municipal elections of 2013, which RENAMO boycotted, MDM won
themajority of votes in fourmunicipalities located in the north and the centre
of Mozambique (Beira, Quelimane, Nampula, and Gurué), whereas FRE-
LIMOwon the remaining 49municipalities. In 2018, RENAMOparticipated
again in the local elections. MDM suffered a remarkable loss of votes and
only kept control of its stronghold Beira. RENAMO won in eight munici-
palities, including in big influential cities such as Nampula, Quelimane, and
Nacala.⁹ FRELIMO still dominates in the vast majority of municipalities. Its
power base was confirmed again in the 2019 presidential election in which
it reached a support of around 73% of the electorate, although irregularities
were denounced.¹⁰

Overall, this section has offered some background to the polarization of
the political system in Mozambique as well as the fiscal architecture within
which the municipalities operate. It also highlights that local revenue poten-
tial remains highly underused. Together, these features indicate the relevance
of exploring what leads municipalities to pursue local revenue mobilization
in general and revenue bargaining with their citizens in particular.

4.3 Methodological approach

The nature of this study is explorative. The main goal is to understand better
what factors trigger local governments to engage in revenue bargaining with
citizens and how they do it. To answer these questions, 101 semi-structured
in-depth interviews were conducted with a range of stakeholders. The list
of interviewees includes municipal government officials, municipal admin-
istrators, staff from national ministries and agencies, civil society actors,
international donors, and academic experts. The interviews were conducted
inMaputo (with national experts) and in 11municipalities betweenFebruary
and May 2017.¹¹

⁷ At the national level, the first democratic presidential and parliamentary elections took place in
1994 and are held regularly every five years (Bertelsmann Stiftung, 2016, 7). In all presidential and
parliamentary elections, FRELIMO gained the majority of the votes.

⁸ For further details concerning the emergence of theMDMparty, seeMaihack and Plagemann (2010).
⁹ Comissão Nacional de Eleições (2018).
¹⁰ For instance, by the European Union Election Observation Mission (2019).
¹¹ Interviews were conducted by all members of the project ‘The Political Economy of Local Taxation

in Mozambique’, listed in the acknowledgments.
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Table 4.2 Municipalities selected as cases for the comparative analysis

Municipality Province Type of municipality Political leadership at the
local level (as of 2017)

Matola Maputo B Aligned
Inhambane Inhambane C Aligned
Maxixe Inhambane D Aligned
Beira Sofala B Non-aligned
Dondo Sofala D Aligned
Quelimane Zambézia C Non-aligned
Nacala Nampula C Aligned
Monapo Nampula Vila Aligned
Pemba Cabo Delgado C Aligned
Xai-Xai Gaza C Aligned
Vilankulo Inhambane Vila Aligned

Note: Aligned equals ruled by FRELIMO; non-aligned equals ruled by MDM.

Themunicipalities were selected based on the diverse cases selection strat-
egy (George and Bennett, 2005, 83). Hence, in order to assure maximum
variation in the variables of interest, the sample includes municipalities
from different provinces, characterized by different levels of administra-
tive capacity, political competition, and political alignment (See Table 4.2).¹²
Administrative capacity is proxied by the type of municipality, with cities of
type B being considered to have the highest capacity, while type D munic-
ipalities and so-called vilas have the lowest (see the previous section for
information on legal basis for the different types of cities). Municipalities are
considered aligned if themunicipality is governed by the same party in power
at the national level (FRELIMO).¹³ Political competition is measured by the
margin of victory in the municipal elections to identify strongholds versus
more competitive political environments.

In 2019, local elections took place in Mozambique. As this was after
the data collection, these election results could not be considered; how-
ever, the two municipalities labelled as ‘non-aligned’ in this study remained
as such after the 2019 elections.¹⁴ Also, the level of political competi-
tion and the distribution of political power remained similar in all other

¹² It is also important to underline that practical issues, including accessibility, security concerns, and
data availability before the interview phase, also affected the case selection. We particularly rely on data
provided by GIZ (2017).

¹³ At the time of data collection, four out of a total of 53 municipalities were governed by opposition
parties. Two of them (Beira and Quelimane) are represented in the sample.

¹⁴ In Quelimane, RENAMO won with 59% of the vote, while in Beira, MDM won again with 48% of
the vote (Comissão Nacional de Eleições, 2018).
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municipalities included in the sample. Particularly noteworthy was that in
Nacala, RENAMO regained power by a small margin and that in the dis-
puted municipalities of Monapo andMatola, FRELIMOwon but with a very
narrow margin. This further reinforces the idea that these were particularly
competitive environments at the time of this data collection.

In all municipalities, interviews were held with the same set of actors.¹⁵ In
terms of politicians, the mayor and (sometimes or) the councillor for finance
were contacted. The municipal assembly, including members from differ-
ent political parties, was also approached. In the administration, the head of
finances or revenue and a member of the broader revenue team were inter-
viewed. Inmost cases, support from the donor organizationwas helpfulwhen
making contact with the interviewees. A less standardized approachwas used
to contact CSOs. In most cases, the initial contact was through donors or
research partners in Mozambique. The semi-structured interviews were run
based on guidelines developed for specific types of actors.¹⁶ Topics addressed
included perceptions about the funding situation of the municipality, chal-
lenges in exploiting revenue potential and the degree to which revenue is
an issue of public debate, and information on activities to reach out to cit-
izens and explain to them how revenue systems work and how money is
spent, aswell as the degree towhich political considerations affect the interac-
tion between local governments and citizens regarding revenue matters. All
interviewees were asked for their consent and assured confidentiality. Nor-
mally, two researchers from the team participated in the interview. In the vast
majority of the cases, a translator was involved.

4.4 Identified triggers and strategies of revenue
bargaining

4.4.1 Triggers to pursue local tax collection: Perceived
revenue pressure and political competition

The analysis of the interview material strongly indicates that there are two
major triggers that explain the predisposition of municipal governments to
engage in revenue bargaining: the unreliability of the fiscal transfer system
and political competition.

¹⁵ You can find an overview of the interview partners bymunicipality and type of actor in the Appendix
(Tables 4.A1 and 4.A2).

¹⁶ Guidelines can be provided upon request.
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4.4.1.1 Perceived revenue pressure
With regard to revenue pressure, the main problem is the uncertainty related
to the timeliness and predictability of transfer payments. Not receiving the
payments on time makes it hard for municipalities to deal with the imple-
mentation of their policies. Furthermore, the punctuality of payments affects
themunicipalities’ ability to act according to their financial plans. Fear of this
makes them more attentive to the potential of raising own revenue as this is
seen as the way out of dependence on transfers from central government.
Furthermore, it opens up more financial space for financing activities that
the municipal government values as being relevant. While aligned munic-
ipalities can rely more on the government and might have an incentive to
lower the burden on citizens in order not to antagonize them, in non-aligned
municipalities, the necessity of gaining financial independence overshadows
the risk of antagonizing citizens.

A large number of interviews revealed that although timeliness is an issue
in general, non-aligned municipalities in particular face this challenge with
regard to both discretionary and non-discretionary transfers. Since 2015,
Mozambique’s overall economic and financial situation has worsened, with
the consequence that delays of transfers generally affect all municipalities.
However, opposition municipal governments had experienced these uncer-
tainties for years prior to the start of the crisis (e.g. I6, donor employee; I77,
member of Quelimane municipal assembly).

According to the interviews, the delay differs in terms of length among
municipalities and for both discretionary and non-discretionary transfers.
For example, an interviewee indicated that transfers of the Fundo de Estradas
of 2015 and 2016 for the non-alignedmunicipality of Beira had not been fully
disbursed by the time the interview took place inMarch 2017 (I59,member of
Beira municipal government). Furthermore, transfers were paid at the end of
the year instead of regular payments every three months (I56, public admin-
istrator in Beira). Besides Beira, representatives of the municipal assembly
and public administrator in Quelimane, the other non-aligned municipal-
ity in the sample, claimed to be facing delays of transfers such as the Fundo
deCompensação Autárquica (FCA), the Fundo de Investimento de Iniciativa
Autárquica (FIIA), and especially the Fundo de Estradas (I73, I75, and I77).¹⁷
This tone was consistent among the interviews in non-alignedmunicipalities
with very diverse actors and was often linked to the appreciation and impor-
tance of own revenue mobilization. In aligned municipalities, the delay was

¹⁷ Some voices from donor employees supported this point (e.g. prominently I1).
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not perceived as a particularly salient issue, although some claimed to have
experienced it.

Several interviewees expressed explicitly that, with regard to transfers,
the non-aligned municipalities were treated differently for political reasons.
The following quote by a member of the municipal assembly of Quelimane
illustrates this point:

Delays have been the case even before the economic crisis. This has political rea-
sons.Where an opposition party rules, transfers are not channelled the same way
as compared to municipalities ruled by the party in power at the national level.
(I77, member of Quelimanemunicipal assembly).

Also a donor employee stated very clearly that: if you are in opposition, then they
will delay the disbursements (…) so that you cannot implement your programme.
They do it. It is a common sense issue. (I32, donor employee).

The degree to which the perception of unequal treatment between aligned
and non-aligned municipalities is true is difficult to assess. In fact, available
numbers do not provide strong evidence that transfers have been politically
biased. Based on a comparison of transfer data within individual types of
municipalities, provided in Ilal and Weimer (2017), the claim of an unequal
distribution of non-discretionary transfers cannot be confirmed. It is rele-
vant to underline, however, that potentially biased treatment with regard to
punctuality of payment, a key aspect for municipalities, cannot be assessed
because comprehensive data are missing. Also, data on other measures that
the government can use to supportmunicipalities—such as onmaterial dona-
tions, capacity building for municipal employees, technical support through
national-level experts, and funds for specific purposes—are not available. In
fact, it is precisely on these aspects for which we lack data that the accounts
presented in aligned and non-alignedmunicipalities differmost substantially
and about which non-aligned municipalities complain most vehemently.

While interviewees from all groups in aligned municipalities explicitly
mention that they receive support from the central government in dif-
ferent areas, in non-aligned municipalities interviewees indicate that they
receive little support from the central government. Furthermore, non-
aligned municipalities claim that the central government is not responsive
to their requests and does not provide comprehensive reasons when refus-
ing requests, a point that was confirmed by politicians, public administra-
tors, and CSOs in Quelimane and Beira (I55, I56, I58, I60, I62, I74, and
I77). Overall, it is true that the system can be labelled as opaque. Fur-
thermore, beyond transfers as such, public administrators and politicians
in non-aligned municipalities also perceive that the central government
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tries to direct donor activities and investments away from them to aligned
municipalities (I55, I56, and I62).

Beyond the factual question of whether there is unequal treatment or not,
the interviews show that non-aligned municipalities perceive themselves as
being treated unfairly and that in instances of increasing resource scarcity,
they believe that they will suffer proportionally greater cuts in budgets.
This creates uncertainty and fear that trigger activities related to revenue
bargaining as a way of generating own resources.

4.4.1.2 Political competition
The interview material also points to another trigger for municipalities to
reach out to citizens and engage in processes of revenue bargaining, namely
political competition. Non-aligned municipalities tend to emerge where
political competition is higher. While in FRELIMO strongholds electoral
victories are very clear, with the winning party achieving more than 80%
of the vote, victories in opposition party strongholds are less clear. Given
that the municipal level of government is the only one at which opposi-
tion parties have control of executive power, governments of non-aligned
municipalities have a particularly strong incentive to present themselves as a
good and high-performing political alternative.¹⁸ For that reason, it becomes
a central necessity to generate revenue to finance the implementation of their
own political initiatives and excel in their responsibilities towards their citi-
zens. Most of the transfers cannot be used on a discretionary basis (Ilal and
Weimer, 2017). Hence, own-generated revenue is not just another source of
revenue, but one that the government has the freedom to spend as its wants.
This flexibility in using own-generated revenue has also been identified else-
where as amajor incentive for local politicians (see e.g. Kjær andTherkildsen,
2013).

A large number of interviews indicated that, rather than political align-
ment, it is political competition at the municipal level that drives higher
performance in general and more efforts to collect revenue in particular.¹⁹ In
seven of the selected 11 municipalities, respondents argued that high politi-
cal competition would result in improved service delivery and/or increased
efforts to perform well in terms of revenue mobilization.²⁰ The following
statement illustrates the impact of increased political competition:

¹⁸ This result resonates with the results of, for instance, Lambright (2014), Jibao and Prichard (2015),
and Cheeseman and de Gramont (2017).

¹⁹ For instance, this pointwas raised bymembers of themunicipal government, themunicipal assembly,
public administrators, and CSOs in both aligned and non-aligned municipalities (I18, I21, I22, I25, I30,
I49, I51, I57, I59, I60, I61, I67, I71, I77, I97, and I100).

²⁰ Some interviewees occasionally referred to ‘opposition-governed’ municipalities when asked about
the impact of political competition on revenuemobilization (e.g. amember of Xai Xaimunicipal assembly
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ʻI think decentralization is important for all parties because they can feel that they
can gain more at the national level if they win the cities. . . . So they will just fight
seriously this time [at the upcoming 2018 elections] . . . . And I think it will help to
increase the management thereʼ (I97, member of Pemba local government).

In fact, municipalities governed by FRELIMO but characterized by a high
level of competition, such as in Matola and Nacala, are perceived by a large
number of interviewees, alongside non-aligned municipalities like Beira and
Quelimane, to be particularly active in trying to improve service delivery,
own-revenue collection, and citizen–local government relationships more
generally.

For instance, one representative of a donor agency stated in an interview
when referring to Beira²¹ that ‘the good example of Beira is the political com-
petition first of all. You have to deliver, you have to make sure your party is
different, is providing services to citizens. . . . Because if he [the PCM] doesn’t
do that, he may lose potentially’ (I1, donor employee).

From the insider perspective, a member of Beira local assembly responded
when asked about the reasons for a relatively high willingness to pay taxes
among Beira’s citizens that: ‘They [the citizens] see the difference in the
realization of projects here in Beira’ (I62).

In Matola, a municipality governed by FRELIMO but only by a small
and contested number of votes, a member of a local assembly responded
when asked about the potential impact of political competition on revenue
mobilization that

ʻyes, it [political competition] has an impact. Before, there was almost no opposi-
tion. But in this legislature there is actually a real opposition . . . almost 50:50. This
has a big influence on how decisions are taken and we do everything to show that
we are from the opposition.̓ (I21, member of Matola municipal assembly).

Overall, the evidence indicates that excelling as a high performer and having
funds to realize defined own projects is a major incentive for municipal gov-
ernments to exploit their revenue potential. The causal links seem to bemore
connected to political competition than alignment, although this is difficult

and a public administrator in Beira; I30 and I57). Thus, in these cases, it is difficult to disentangle the
effects of political competition and alignment.

²¹ Overall, the case of Beira has repeatedly been labelled as best practice for responsive service delivery
and successful revenue mobilization (e.g. by donor employees in I1 and I4). In many cases, this has been
explicitly attributed to the high level of political competition. See, for instance, interviews with members
of the municipal government and assembly of Beira itself (I59 and I60), but also with donor employees
(I1) as well as members of the municipal assembly and CSOs in other, even non-aligned municipalities
like Maxixe and Xai Xai (I30 and I51).
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to disentangle in the highly polarized political context ofMozambique. Theo-
retically, non-alignment can be expected to reinforce the incentive connected
to political competition more generally as it makes performance relevant not
only to re-election at the municipal level but also for politics at the national
level. However, political competition seems to have its own effect through
two mechanisms: first, by increasing pressure for the incumbent to deliver
in order to be re-elected; and second, by increasing the available tools and
power for the opposition to control local government activities.²²

4.4.2 Municipal strategies to approach taxpayers
and initiate revenue-bargaining processes

This section focuses on the strategies used to engage in revenue bargaining
and the degree to which these are sufficient to start meaningful and inclu-
sive processes. Based on the interviews, this section shows that approaching
citizens is widely perceived as a relevant issue in almost all municipalities.
However, an analysis of the nature of the measures indicates that they tend to
be unidirectional and are, inmany cases, driven by external actors rather than
the municipalities themselves. Furthermore, citizen engagement is limited
and insufficiently supported by third parties, such as CSOs, which makes it
impossible for any effort (even if well-meant) aimed at creating broad-based,
inclusive bargaining processes to be successful.

In general, representatives in almost allmunicipalities expressed that it was
important to reach out to citizens to inform about and discuss revenue issues;
this included administrative and political representatives from themunicipal
government and the municipal assembly. The rationale behind approaching
citizens is well summarized in the following statement: ‘Sensitizing [the citi-
zens] is key to increasing compliance with municipal rules’ (I61, member of
Beira municipal assembly). Still, it cannot be taken for granted that there is
a genuine interest in revenue bargaining, understood as a process in which
two or more parties engage with each other. In many cases, the discourse in
the municipalities indicated that the measures are seen as the provision of
unidirectional information to citizens that is not necessarily intended to be
followed up with any exchange or dialogue.

In terms of available tools to engage with citizens, a remarkable array of
outreachmeasures was identified. This includes formats specifically designed

²² This result resonates with the results and ideas presented in, for instance, Faguet (2014).
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to present and highlight the relevance and use of collected revenue. Often-
foundmeasures include participatory budgeting andplanning, fieldmeetings
of the municipal assembly and municipal government with citizens in the
neighbourhoods, information campaigns via themedia, and by working with
CSOs. The number of activities was higher in non-aligned municipalities
with more proactive outreach activities, and discussions with citizens were
more elaborate and consistent.

In themajority of cases, civil society actors—key actors supporting citizens
in engaging with governments—had heard about the efforts and activities
listed above, although the number of activities tended to be perceived as
being significantly lower than the ones claimed by municipal politicians and
administrators. Furthermore, CSOs reported thatmany of the outreach activ-
ities appear to reach only a few people. Closely connected to this point,
alongside representatives of CSOs, experts interviewed at the national level
also often mentioned that there were a lot of selection and self-selection
biases in municipal outreach activities. Thus, due to the polarized political
climate, tools such as consultative councils, meetings of community leaders,
and open meetings with politicians only attracted people already affiliated
with or at least close to the political parties in power, limiting the value of
these tools for broad-based, inclusive revenue-bargaining processes.²³

In addition, some interviewees— for instance prominently a public admin-
istrator and a member of the municipal assembly in Quelimane, a city that
has been particularly active in the area of public awareness campaigns —
claimed that due to the complexity of political processes, only well-educated
citizens could engage meaningfully in outreach activities (I74 and I77). In
this regard, the material shows mixed evidence on the perceptions about
citizens’ awareness and knowledge regarding the division of competences
between the municipality and other administrative levels, a prerequisite for
meaningful engagement in revenue bargaining. In general, experts at the
national level and CSOs tended to be more pessimistic in regard to this
than local actors did.²⁴ Most interviewees, however, agreed that the aware-
ness of the municipality as an actor with separate responsibilities from
those of the national government is increasing over time and is stronger
in municipalities that exist for a longer time period.²⁵ This might imply

²³ This has been strongly suggested in interviews withmembers of CSOs but also admitted bymembers
of municipal assemblies, municipal governments, and public administrators in aligned and non-aligned
municipalities (e.g. I16, I58, I59, I77, I98, and I100).

²⁴ For instance, interview partners in I1, I8, I32, I80, I87, and I88 claim strongly that citizens are unable
to differentiate competencies.

²⁵ Please note that the case studies included only municipalities founded in the first wave: 1997. Hence,
this statement is based on interviews with experts at the national level and insights provided by persons
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better preconditions for bargaining in the future. In terms of ownership
and sustainability, it is questionable whether municipal governments were,
in most cases, the main initiators of information and outreach activities.
Rather than the municipalities themselves, it seems that third parties—
donors and national-level institutions—play a crucial role in facilitating
and initiating measures.²⁶ Examples of this include the successful coordina-
tion of civil society through local committees such as SAMcoms in Pemba
(I101, CSO representative in Pemba), the introduction of a social audit in
Inhambane (I43) with the help of MASC (Fundação Mecanismo de Apoio
à Sociedade Civil—the Foundation Support Mechanism for Civil Society),
and an information campaign about the municipal poll tax (IPA) launched
in Maxixe that was conceptualized by national ministries (I53, member of
Maxixe municipal assembly). In the case of participatory budgeting in Nam-
pula and Quelimane, this reliance on donors resulted in the cancellation of
the whole programme once the municipality was supposed to use its own
funds instead of donor money to implement outreach measures (I8, donor
employee).

The effectiveness of the measures is also doubtful. Although interviewees
in all municipalities stated that outreach activities should continue, and con-
sidered them valuable, most interviewees indicate that the activities did not
have any clear measurable impact on the tax culture and level of engagement
of citizens. Only very few were confident in attributing a positive effect to
these initiatives and could name concrete examples of successes (e.g. I47, I55,
and I67; public administrators and members of the municipal assemblies in
Maxixe, Beira, and Dondo).

The limited success of the measures highlights a precondition of revenue
bargaining that is commonly ignored. The municipal government might be
open to bargaining, but if revenue providers lack a minimum organizational
power, they will not only have a weak bargaining position (see Chapter 2),
but they will also be unable to engage in revenue-bargaining processes in a
meaningful manner.

As such, there is only very little anecdotal evidence of a systematic organi-
zation of interests among citizens to discuss revenuematters at themunicipal
level. CSOs are perceived to exert only very limited influence on munic-
ipal policymaking, particularly in the revenue area, even when supported

in the municipalities when explicitly asked whether they consider that municipal identities are evolving
over the years, as well the knowledge of citizens about the division of responsibilities between levels of
government.

²⁶ In particular, this point wasmade strongly in interviews with donor employees (I2 and I8) andCSOs
(I43, I58, and I79) as well as members of municipal assemblies (I60, I75, and I82) in aligned and non-
aligned municipalities.
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by donors. Reasons cited are mostly connected to lack of organizational
strength and thematic expertise. In fact, supporting doubts about honesty
in the alleged openness to engage in revenue bargaining by some municipal-
ities, some interviewees described cases where municipalities were unwilling
to cooperate with them as soon as CSOs started to engage more intensively
in public finance topics.²⁷

All in all, municipalities implement many outreach activities that could
serve as an invitation to start the process of revenue bargaining. However, the
effectiveness in terms of providing platforms for inclusive revenue bargaining
seems to be questionable. Beyond that, even where municipalities might be
honestly willing to engage in such processes, it seems that the preconditions
are not in place for meaningful revenue bargaining to emerge since CSOs
as third parties coordinating and aggregating citizen’s demands, wishes, and
arguments lack the organizational capacity to fulfil these roles.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has explored factors that trigger revenue bargaining between
municipal governments and citizens. Furthermore, it has analysed the strate-
gies they use to approach citizens. In this regard, the greatest contribution of
this chapter is in going beyond revenue collection and performance towards
understanding what leads municipalities to engage in revenue bargaining.
This is an essential step to developing a more nuanced understanding of fac-
tors that explain differences in predisposition for revenue bargaining across
municipalities as well as preconditions required for meaningful revenue
bargaining to take place.

The results indicate that political competition and perceived unreliability
of the transfer system strongly incentivize municipalities to engage in rev-
enue bargaining. The interview material also shows that the narrative about
the relevance of revenue bargaining is present in almost all municipalities.
Concrete initiatives are more often named inmunicipalities characterized by
high political competition, although they exist in all. However, these efforts
are perceived by civil society to be significantly lower, regardless of whether
the municipality is aligned with the central government or not.

²⁷ Donor employees raised this issue repeatedly (in particular, I2 and I8). Also, CSOs themselves
claimed this in both aligned and non-aligned municipalities (e.g. I43, I58, and I79).
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These results underline that the openness of government will be insuffi-
cient to trigger meaningful revenue bargaining. Openness is a necessary, but
certainly not a sufficient condition. Bargaining implies the engagement of two
sides. Hence, either the individual revenue providers or at least the CSOs—
as the third party coordinating the voices of the revenue providers—must
be sufficiently organized to purposively interact with the local governments.
Currently, inMozambique, the civil society at themunicipal level is too weak
to fulfil this role. As a result, even if we assume that municipal governments
are honestly open to starting revenue-bargaining processes, which is doubtful
as donors seem the strongest drivers of these initiatives, the scope for rev-
enue bargaining to emerge and have major impacts on the micro-level fiscal
contract is small.

More tentatively, a question that derives from the results and would
deserve further scrutiny is the potential paradox that the efforts of national
governments to manipulate transfer systems to disadvantage municipalities
governed by opposition parties might, under certain circumstances, have the
opposite effect than the one expected. In this line, the additional fiscal pres-
sure might trigger a strengthening of the micro-level fiscal contracts between
these local governments and their citizens and, thereby, put these very same
municipal governments in a better political position in themid and long term
as well as, more generally, increase the political salience of these municipal-
ities. Wang (2017) describes how China depoliticized its public finance to
disincentivize the activity of local politically active social groups. The analy-
sis in this chapter would suggest that in a somewhat reverse logic, putting
revenue pressure on the municipalities controlled by the political opposi-
tion might encourage the interaction between society and local government,
improving their relationship and potentially leading national government
to face problems of legitimacy. From a revenue-bargaining perspective, it is
important to note that the potentially associated political polarization might
subvert any possibility for broad-based fiscal contracts between central gov-
ernment and the broader society at the national level, creating the paradox
that a stronger fiscal contract at the local level weakens the national one.

The results presented in this chapter also have relevant policy implications.
In particular, they send a clear warning. Scholars and international donors
have proposed revenue collection to have a governance dividend for state
building and government–citizen relationships (Chapter 1; see also Moore,
2015; Prichard, 2015). The analysis shows that even if governments are will-
ing to actively approach and engage with citizens, the desired outcomes
will only take place if the counterpart, the citizens, are able to meaningfully
engage in the bargaining process. This implies that donors need to approach
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this issue from amore holistic perspective. Revenue collection based onmore
inclusive revenue bargaining demands more than increasing the technical
and administrative capacity of governments and more than pushing govern-
ment to formally offer the channels. Strengthening civil society in this field,
institutionally and in terms of technical capacity around fiscal issues, is at
least equally relevant.

4.6 Appendix

Table 4.A1 Overview of interview
partners by municipality

Beira 9
Dondo 9
Inhambane 7
Matola 7
Maxixe 8
Monapo 8
Nacala 6
Pemba 7
Quelimane 9
Vilankulo 4
Xai-Xai 10

Note: 17 interviews were held with individuals
working at the national level.

Table 4.A2 Overview of interview partners by type of actor

Local administration 26
Municipal assembly 27
Municipal government 14
CSO (incl. community leaders) 16
Donors 12
National experts (incl. academics and official of ministries) 6
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5
Tax reforms in Tanzania
Where and how are compromises negotiated?

Marianne S. Ulriksen, Lucas Katera, and Jamal Msami

5.1 Introduction

The then Tanzanian Finance Minister, Dr Phillip Mpango, caused uproar in
Parliamentwhenhe proposed, during the presentation of the 2016/2017 bud-
get, ‘the amendment of the IncomeTax Act, Cap 332, with a view to removing
income tax exemptions onMPs’ gratuity in order to promote equity and fair-
ness in taxation’.¹ The Members of Parliament from both sides of the floor
‘were not ready to accept the idea’.² And they were not the only ones to get
upset that June of 2016. The government proposed a range of tax reforms
targeting a wide variety of taxpayers, thereby setting in motion protests and
attempts to revert the reform proposals. Hence, the spate of tax reforms was
a unique opportunity to study the subsequent revenue bargaining between
government anddifferent revenue providers, allowing us to explore questions
such as how and where are revenue providers engaging with the government
around tax reforms, does the government at times compromise on its initial
proposal, and what are the micro-level fiscal contract outcomes?

We selected four cases where we, based on the theoretical framework in
Chapter 2, assumed that revenue providers and government would engage in
negotiations over tax reform (see Msami et al., 2022). The cases are: the MPs
who saw taxes introduced on their retirement benefits; the security forces
whose duty-free shops were abolished; the tourism sector, which ceased to
benefit from VAT exemptions on services offered; and the transport sector,
where VATwas imposed on auxiliary services. Because the theoretical frame-
work in Chapter 2 does not theorize where and how the bargaining processes

¹ See Tanzania’s The Citizen newspaper: https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/national/mps-
gang-up-against-taxation-of-their-send-off-package-2558092 (accessed 16 June 2022).

² Ibid.
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actually unfold, we explore how targeted revenue providers and government³
engage in negotiations; that is, what strategies are used to convince/win over
the other party. Furthermore, we contribute to the taxation literature by
studying the role of institutional settings—what we term arenas—in facil-
itating bargaining. We identify three arenas where revenue providers and
government actors engage in bargaining: public, bureaucratic, and political.
Findings fromour fieldwork (seeMsami et al., 2022 for the full in-depth anal-
ysis) suggest that the public arena comprises few institutionalized spaces for
dialogue, whichmakes engagements between revenue providers and govern-
ment conflictual and compromise unlikely. Instead, in the bureaucratic and
political arenas, where more formal and informal institutions allow for struc-
tured, repeated, and trusted relationships to develop, the revenue providers
are more likely to push the government to compromise on the initial tax
proposal.Hence, fiscal outcomes of revenue bargainingmay be less than orig-
inally anticipated in policy proposals, although tax reforms also trigger better
organization of revenue providers and the building of relationships between
state and societal actors.

5.2 Arenas and strategies of revenuebargaining

The (re-)introduction of tax by government can cause initial protests and
reactions from revenue providers (see Chapter 1). However, as Moore (2007,
16) argues, ‘any realistic understanding [of the tax bargaining] processes
requires that we go beyond the initial reaction to taxation of each type of
actor and take into account the ways in which they then interact, whether
conflictingly, cooperatively, or in more complex ways’. The nature of these
interactions is informed by institutions, which the taxation literature notes
as crucial in forming revenue bargaining. Levi (1988) argues that institutions
can facilitate bargaining by reducing transaction costs and enabling less con-
frontational forms of bargaining. Prichard (2015), in his seminal contribu-
tion on contextual factors shaping tax bargaining, highlights how institutions
shape the feasibility of tax bargaining by allowing taxpayers to engage with
government in constructive ways. Essentially, institutions—such as effec-
tive parliamentary processes, forums of engagement, and informal relations
based on trust and bargaining—are spaces for dialogue where compromises

³ Although we consistently refer to the ‘government’ in this chapter, we understand the government
within the political settlement approach to consist of the inner circles around the president, that is, the
ruling elite.
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can be reached. Conversely, if there are ‘few spaces for dialogue . . . tax
bargaining is likely to be comparatively confrontational’ (Prichard, 2015, 75).

The cited contributions all emphasize how institutions can facilitate less
confrontational interactions between revenue providers and government,
and hence it is hardly surprising that taxation scholars and practitioners
explore ‘how taxpayer engagement may be strengthened by supporting safe,
secure and sincere forums of engagement’ (van den Boogard et al., 2022,
p. 10). However, even if forums of engagement could be strengthened, there
are already spaces for dialogue within which revenue-bargaining processes
are ongoing as our four cases exemplify. Consequently, we need a better the-
oretical conceptualization of the different institutional settings that facilitate
bargaining between actors.

To complement the taxation literature, we therefore draw on contri-
butions from the pluralist tradition⁴ and the organizational management
field. Within the pluralist tradition, a growing body of literature focuses
on interest groups’ access to and influence over public policy with specific
attention to institutional arenas and choice of strategies, although primar-
ily in western liberal democracies (Beyers, 2004; Binderkrantz, 2005; Kriesi,
Tresch, and Jochum, 2007; Binderkrantz, Christiansen, and Pedersen, 2015;
Binderkrantz, Pedersen, and Beyers, 2017;Halpin and Fraussen, 2017; Crow,
Albright, and Koebele, 2019; De Bruycker, 2019). The organizational man-
agement literature looks not at tax policy per se but rather at organizational
responses to institutional pressures of various kinds, with focus on the set-
tings for and strategies of negotiations (Oliver, 1991; Levy and Egan, 2003;
Demil and Bensedrine, 2005; Hargrave and van de Ven, 2006; Aaltonen and
Sivonen, 2009). As should become clear in the following, these contributions
help us distinguish between different types of institutional settings and the
variety of strategies used in influencing policy reforms, which in turn inform
our analysis of revenue-bargaining processes in Tanzania.

To influence policy decisions, interest groups—in our case revenue
providers⁵—need to gain access to key political institutional settings.
Binderkrantz et al. (2017) speak of a political arena including the parliament,
the administration, and the media. Although they are all defined as being
within a political arena, Binderkrantz and colleagues acknowledge in other
work (2015, 100) that there are important distinctions: the bureaucracy is a

⁴ Going back to scholars like Arthur F. Bentley, The Process of Government (1908), and Roald A. Dahl,
Who Governs (1961), the tradition explores how policymaking involves a plurality of actors and groups
in society.

⁵ Revenue providers may not be organizations but can be individuals such as MPs. However, in most
cases, revenue providers are, or organize themselves into, organizational structures.
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‘predominant[ly] insider arena, where political decisions are prepared and
implemented’, the parliament is an arena that is ‘more open’ and important
for ‘decision making’, whereas the media ‘is the most public arena’. These are-
nas vary from publicly visible arenas (the media) to less visible arenas (the
bureaucracy), with corresponding different sets of strategies (ibid.). From the
perspective of the political settlement approach, the concept of arena is useful
as it implies a set of institutions that facilitate bargaining while also empha-
sizing that actors in the arenas have different positions of power. The relative
bargaining power of actors, also termed holding power, is shaped by actors’
economic, organizational, or other resources (see Chapter 2).

The less visible, closed arenas require ‘access’ (Beyers, 2004) or ‘direct’
(Binderkrantz, 2005) strategies whereby interest groups engage policy- and
decision-makers in institutionalized and regular forums with opportunities
for sharing information, providing expert input, and lobbying to affect policy
formulation and revision. While gaining access is not the same as influence
(Binderkrantz, Pedersen, and Beyers, 2017; Halpin and Fraussen, 2017), the
ability to influence policy is greatly improved when interest organizations
are at the ‘negotiating table’ (Demil and Bensedrine, 2005) and have ‘rela-
tive bases of power’ vis-à-vis the decision-makers (Hargrave and van de Ven,
2006, 880). Hence, if interest organizations can access the less visible are-
nas and have the necessary resources, they may be able to pursue strategies
leading to government concessions. In the organizational management liter-
ature, it is termed a compromising strategy, which entails ‘[n]egotiating with
the stakeholders, listening to their claims . . . offering possibilities and are-
nas for dialogue, [and] making reconciliations and offering compensation’
(Oliver, 1991; Aaltonen and Sivonen, 2009).

The visible and public arena requires instead ‘voice’ (Beyers, 2004) or ‘indi-
rect’ (Binderkrantz, 2005) strategies where influence on policy is sought in
more indirect ways such as by gaining the attention and interest of policy- and
decision-makers through themedia. Themedia is not a forumof engagement
where one can go into detailed scrutiny and dialogue about technicalities and
feasibilities of policies. Instead, themedia can serve as a ‘megaphone for advo-
cacy groups’ (De Bruycker, 2019, 105), where groups can reach an audience
beyond their core constituency to signal broad sympathy that may affect the
views of policy- and decision-makers. Themedia can therefore advocate for a
cause and may be a platform to share information. However, media presence
can backfire if the coverage is negative. There is, furthermore, some indi-
cation that media attention is insufficient to influence policy (De Bruycker,
2019). If it is difficult to gain access to the closed arenas, the public arena can
be an avenue to stage protests to attract attention, although this strategy can
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also cause or expand conflict and thereby increase the costs of seeking policy
influence (Beyers, 2004; Crow et al., 2019). Additional insights from the lit-
erature are that interest groups use multiple strategies, and that access to one
arena can spill over to another arena (Kriesi et al., 2007; Binderkrantz et al.,
2015).

These theoretical insights of negotiations and policy influence across dis-
tinct arenas and following a variety of strategies can be transferred to our
context with a few amendments.We need to be cognisant that Tanzania, dur-
ing the fifth government (2015 – 2021), was characterized as a poor electoral
autocracywithweak institutions, limited political competition, and restricted
civil freedoms. Consequently, the parliament as an arena may not be as open
as suggested by the pluralist tradition, the bureaucracymay not have the same
institutional capacities as assumed in the organizational management liter-
ature, and use of the media may be viewed more as a strategy to increase
conflict than as a space for open and free exchange of opinions. Following
this, we suggest distinguishing between three arenas for revenue bargaining:
a political arena (i.e. cabinet, parliament, party committees), a bureaucratic
arena (i.e. ministries, government agencies), and a public arena (i.e. media,
rallies). The first two are considered closed arenas that are difficult to access
but with better opportunities for productive bargaining, whereas the latter
arena is open but has fewer opportunities for revenue providers to influence
policy change.⁶

This distinction follows the taxation literature that emphasizes the impor-
tance of having arenas that provide spaces for dialogue and where bargaining
is structured, manageable, and ‘mutually beneficial’ (Moore, 2004, 300). If
there are fewer spaces for actual—trustful—dialogue, the engagement is likely
to bemore conflictual, and it will be harder to reach a compromise (Prichard,
2015; van den Boogard et al., 2022). The former scenario is likely to materi-
alize if revenue providers gain access to the political and bureaucratic arenas,
which are relatively closed but also more regulated and institutionalized
forums for exchange and information sharing. In such contexts, the stake-
holders can present their arguments, have dialogue, offer (overt or covert)
compensation, build relationships, and together develop mutually beneficial
solutions. Hence, there is a potential to create an environment for struc-
tured and amicable negotiations, even if disagreements remain, and revenue
providersmay be able to convince the government to change the initial policy
proposal.

⁶ One could also expect an arena based on personalized relationships to the president. We have left this
out of the analysis, as it is difficult to study and to discern any clear findings.
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Conversely, in the public arenas, where stakeholders engage at open meet-
ings/rallies and/or through the media, there are few facilitating institutions,
and we therefore expect that the engagement will be more conflictual, based
on strategies of protesting, stating demands, and blaming the other party.
With no structures for dialogue, there is little room for fruitful engagement
in building relationships and sharing information. However, if the parties
recognize the need to reach an agreement, there may be attempts to offer
dialogue by moving the bargaining in the direction of a mutually trusted
institutional set-up, most likely in the political and/or bureaucratic arenas. If
bargaining remains in the public arena, strategies continue to be conflictual,
and the other party is openly blamed and criticized, bargaining may stall.

Furthermore, the ability of the revenue provider to act collectively will
affect the extent to which they can put sufficient pressure on government to
change the original policy proposal. If the revenue provider, as a collective,
is not organized enough to speak with one voice, the government is met
with an array of different voices, carrying different demands, often in a
public domain as each voice is struggling to be heard. This increases the
risk that the government will back off or only negotiate with the part of
the group with preferences close to itself. This may be an incentive for the
revenue provider—facing the threat of a costly policy—to become organized
in order to engage better with the government (Demil and Bensedrine,
2005). The revenue-bargaining process is therefore highly dynamic, and
the government’s push for tax reform may drive revenue providers to build
organizational capacity and create negotiating relationships where there
were none before.

To sum up, we expect stakeholders to employ strategies that range from
amicable, low-key, and closed-door negotiations in the political and bureau-
cratic arenas to conflictual, ostentatious, and open bargains in the public
arena. In the latter case, revenue bargaining is unlikely to lead to compromise.
Thus, if revenue providers want the government to give concessions, they
are best placed to pursue bargaining in the bureaucratic and political arenas
where there are more institutionalized spaces for dialogue. In cases of com-
promise, we consider this outcome to be a micro-level fiscal contract defined
as an agreement between the government and revenue providers related to
revenue provision (see Table 2.1, Chapter 2).

5.3 Incidences of revenuebargaining

In the following, we present the analysis of four micro-incidences of revenue
bargaining in Tanzania, focusing on the institutional settings of bargaining
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(arenas) and the strategies applied by the negotiating parties.⁷ The four cases
were selected among different potential revenue providers that theTanzanian
government targeted in 2016 when a range of tax reforms were introduced.
Each case study explores the different arenas in which interactions between
the government and the revenue provider take place and investigates the
strategies pursued by the stakeholders. All case studies cover the period from
shortly before the tax reforms were announced in mid 2016 through to the
end of 2017. The cases are informed by about thirty specifically targeted
interviewswith both revenue providers and government officials during 2017
and 2018. These primary data are supplemented by news information, gov-
ernment reports, other documents provided by stakeholders, as well as the
authors’ in-depth knowledge of Tanzania.

In accordance with the theoretical framework established in Chapter 2, the
selected cases are scenarios where the government and revenue providers are
assumed to have relatively equal bargaining power. The revenue provider
(be it an individual, a group of individuals, or a company) would have
strong resources due to either its economic strength (fiscal importance) or
its political position (organizational importance), but not both. Two cases—
the transport and tourism sectors—represent revenue providers that have
relatively limited ability to support the ruling elite’s position of power (orga-
nizational importance) but aremajor contributors to theTanzanian economy
(fiscal importance). The other two cases—MPs and the security forces—
represent revenue providers of high political importance to the ruling elite
(organizational importance) but with limited fiscal importance.

Table 5.1 summarizes the four cases. The tourism and transport sectors
are characterized by a mix of international and domestic companies of vary-
ing sizes, and both sectors are of relatively limited political importance to
the ruling elite. Although some actors in the two sectors have close contacts
to the ruling elite (see for instance Rizzo, 2017), the two sectors as a whole
cover a diversity of small and big companies with occasionally conflicting
interests. Both sectors are of considerable fiscal importance to the ruling
coalition as they are central for domestic production and employment and
therefore have high revenue potential. Whereas the sectors have relatively
low political weight, their fiscal importance thus ensures them a relatively
strong bargaining position vis-à-vis the government. The two sectors vary
on an important aspect, which we expected to matter for the strategies that
stakeholders choose: the nature of collective action. Whereas the tourism

⁷ For the full in-depth empirical analyses, including elaborate references to material and interviews,
see Msami et al. (2022).
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Table 5.1 Revenue-bargaining cases

Revenue
provider

Type of tax
reform

Organizational
importance

Fiscal
importance

Collective action

Tourism
sector

Removal of VAT
exemption on
tourist services

LOW: Mix of
international
and domestic
companies, with
limited political
connections

HIGH: The
largest single
contributor to
the economy.
Income from
VAT likely to be
substantial

HIGH: Relatively
well organized and
mobilized with a
main umbrella
organization

Transport
sector

VAT on
auxiliary
services at Dar
es Salaam Port

LOW: Mix of
international
and domestic
companies, with
limited political
connections

HIGH:
Backbone of the
economy.
Revenue
potential
substantial

LOW: Organized in
small associations
that each pursue
diverging interests

Members of
Parliament

Tax on gratuity
payment

HIGH: The
majority part of
the inner circle
or the broader
ruling coalition

LOW (but of
symbolic
significance)

LOW(-ish): Small
group of resourceful
individuals,
opposing political
positions

Security
forces

Abolishment of
duty-free shops

HIGH: Military
part of ruling
coalition

LOW: Small tax
base

HIGH: Clearly
defined, resourceful,
and hierarchical
collective

sector is well organized under the umbrella of the TCT (Tourism Confed-
eration of Tanzania), the transport sector has traditionally been organized
in sometimes competing subsectors. Hence, the former is able to speak with
‘one voice’, whereas the latter is not.

Our two cases of revenue providers that are of political importance to the
ruling elite are the MPs and the security forces, which were also targeted by
the tax reforms in 2016. These taxes were not expected to raise substantial
revenue relative to many other revenue sources, implying the limited fiscal
importance to the ruling elite. AlthoughMPs and the security forces are cen-
tral to supporting the ruling coalition (of high organizational importance),
they are organized differently as collectives. MPs meet in the same physi-
cal space, are easily mobilized, and have the means to create noise and put
pressure on the cabinet. However, given that the Tanzanian Parliament is
strongly divided between ruling party and opposition party members, it is
unlikely that they can find a common voice and organize as one coherent col-
lective. The security forces, on the other hand, comprise a large organization
with centrally placed, high-level officials whomay be in, or close to, the inner
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political circles. Additionally, as the force is—by its very nature—a hierarchi-
cal and secretive organization, it is expected to be well organized and have a
powerful leadership (Therkildsen and Bourgouin, 2012). Thus, from a col-
lective action perspective, the security force can speak from one common
preference position.

In sum, the four cases shared the experience of being targeted by the gov-
ernment in the 2016 tax reforms. The tourism and transport sectors faced
the introduction of VAT payments, MPs’ gratuity payment was taxed, and the
security forces’ perk of duty-free shops was abolished. The stark surprise of
being targeted for tax payments triggered immediate reactions from the rev-
enue providers (except the security forces) and set in motion a bargaining
process.

5.3.1 The tourism sector

Before the 2016 tax reform proposal, the main arenas in which discussions
took place between the government and the tourism sector were the political
and bureaucratic arenas during the national budget processes and through
the parliamentary standing committee responsible for tourism. The tourism
sector, represented by the Tanzania Private Sector Foundation (TPSF) and
TCT (Tourism Confederation of Tanzania), was able to lobby for a continu-
ous VAT exemption to the sector.

It was therefore a surprise when the Minister of Finance announced the
introduction of VAT during the budget session of 2016/17 in June 2016. After
the budget session where the VAT was introduced, the main arena of engage-
ment was in the parliamentary standing committee on tourism. During the
meetings between the TCT and the TPSF on one hand and the standing com-
mittee of the Parliament on the other, the tourism sector stakeholders sought
to revoke the decision. In the lobbying process, themembers of the TPSFmet
formally with the standing committee and informally with some members
pushing their case. Despite efforts by the TCT and other tourism stakehold-
ers, under the umbrella of the TPSF, the government went ahead with its
decision.

After the introduction of VAT and the endorsement by Parliament, the
main forum of exchange moved to the public arena, and the bargaining
became antagonistic. The tourism sector used the media to make their case
and drum up popular support (The Citizen, 2016a). It claimed that it was not
unwilling to pay taxes but argued that the introduction of VAT would have
an adverse effect on its competitiveness. The government used the media to
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tarnish the tourism sector’s reputation by saying that they did not want to pay
taxes (Daily News, 2016). The debate in the media became heated, and parts
of the tourism sector acknowledged that constantly attacking the Ministry of
Tourism in the newspapers was not constructive. The President closed the
debate by saying that the VAT would stay, even if it affected the number of
tourists visiting Tanzania negatively (The Citizen, 2016b).

Later in 2016, TCT continued to push the government to reconsider
reversing the decision. This time, the TCT wrote to the Minister of Tourism
to ask for a meeting to discuss the case and reach a mutual understanding.
While the government accepted this meeting, it never took place. However,
the tourism sector continued to reach out and sought to establish dialogue
with the budget committees and other stakeholders like Tanzania Revenue
Authorities (TRA) by travelling from Dar es Salaam to the capital, Dodoma.
In the first half of 2017, the TCT was invited to make a presentation to the
Parliament on the private-sector perspective of the tourism industry. Dur-
ing the seminar, the budget parliamentary committees learnt more about the
tourism industry and how a retainment of the VAT would affect the sector.
Persons we interviewed in the sector (see Msami et al., 2022) explained how
the presentation of material and evidence-based advocacy opened dialogue
at the formalmeeting as well asmore informal conversations with parliamen-
tarians wanting to know more. These kinds of dialogues in which different
stakeholders in the sector engaged with the government were instrumental
in the considerations to remove some of the taxes in the sector from the
financial year 2017/18.

Table 5.2 provides a schematic summary of the case of revenue bargain-
ing between the tourist sector and the government in Tanzania. Initially,
the relationships between the government and the organizations represent-
ing the tourism sector were amicable and took place in formal institutions
such as the budget and parliamentary committees. However, the govern-
ment’s announcement to introduce VAT surprised the sector, and bargaining
moved to the public arena and turned more conflictual. Despite pressure
through media stories, the government did not change its mind. Over the
following months, the tourist sector re-engaged with government officials in
the political arena, which allowed them to present their case and plea for a
reconsideration of how the VAT was implemented. The government did not
waive the VAT but offered a compromise by specifying that tax authorities
would not impose VAT on licences and fees, which they had done since the
VAT was introduced. Hence, the bargaining ended with a micro-level fiscal
contract, although the revenue outcome was lower than initially anticipated,
as the government waived some VAT payments by the sector.



Table 5.2 Summary of the tourism sector case

Sequence Arenas Strategies Policy outcome

Before announcement June
2016

Political arena: voice in budget and
parliamentary committees

Dialogue and negotiation ⇒ Agreement to postpone
introduction of VAT

Between announcement and
approval by Parliament

Political arena Lobby parliamentarians ⇒ Government unwilling
to change policy

After approval by Parliament;
second half of 2016

Public arena: use of media Non-compromising strategies: tactics of
blame and criticism in the media by both
parties
However, also some compromising
strategies: e.g. writing to minister asking for
dialogue (although meetings did not
materialize)

⇒ Government unwilling
to change policy

Late 2016 and first half of 2017 Political arena re-established somewhat:
Meetings with ministries / budget
committee
⇒ (re-)engagement in forums of
exchange

Compromise and influence:
Strategies by tourist sector:

– engage with different stakeholders in
Dodoma (build relationships)

– share information on importance of
and impact on the sector

– question legality of VAT
implementation

Strategies by ruling elite:
– listen and offer dialogue (budget

committee)
– bring in other government

stakeholders

⇒ Clarification: no VAT on
licences and fees
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5.3.2 The transport sector

The transport sector covers the provision of passenger or freight transport,
whether scheduled or not, by rail, pipeline, road, water, or air and associated
activities such as cargo handling, storage, etc. Given the various subsectors,
organizations, and companies that comprise it, the sector as a whole is not
always well organized.⁸ As in the tourism sector, the government introduced
tax reforms that affected the transport sector.⁹ In addition to the sector’s
non-participation in the decision, the timing and the expected hasty imple-
mentation of the reforms caught members by surprise. The rapid pace with
which the government moved from the proposal phase to incorporating
reforms in the 2016/17 finance bill denied the sector time and space to mobi-
lize a coalition against the tax reforms. In addition to reducing the volume
of imports and transited cargo, the reforms precipitated a price war among
transporters as the transited cargo sector struggled to remain operational.
Increased licence fees forced the closure of many small and medium-scale
transporters. Thus, while the industry continued to portray a collective and
cohesive external front, there were internal disagreements.

Upon learning of the reforms on 1 July 2016, one of the sector’s represen-
tatives, the Tanzania Association of Transporters (TAT), convened a series
of meetings with members, clients, and affiliates—including the freight for-
warders’ association (TAFFA) and the truck owners’ association (TATOA)—
to establish the scale of likely impact, a common position, and a strategy
for engaging the state to address their concerns. Of primary concern was
the maximum time an importer had to clear their goods without incurring
additional port and handling charges (wharfage and storage) that would
incrementally have an impact on the amount of VAT incurred. At the meet-
ings, members agreed to advance twomajor positions: request a moratorium
on new charges and petition for an increase in maximum allowable time to
clear goods from the revised 14 days to at least 90 days.

The establishment of a sectoral common position on the reforms provided
the TAT with a mandate to find a compromise with the authorities. However,
a supporting coalition had to be established discreetly rather than through
open channels, as senior ministry officials were wary of being seen as overtly
siding with the private sector in its agitation against the government. TAT
was forced to rely on informal approaches to present its initial case, which
involved direct but discreet personal appeals by one of its members to the

⁸ For an interesting account of the limitation of collective action in the transport sector, see Rizzo
(2017).

⁹ For details on the tax reforms see Msami et al. (2022).
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minister and his permanent secretary. It was also indicated in interviewees
that these meetings involved exchange of money for support. Thus, the TAT
was forced to co-opt theministry, which then guided it in how to engage with
the powerful budget and transport parliamentary standing committees. The
TAT also claimed that it had to furnish payments to prominent members of
these committees (as well as a few prominent opposition MPs) in exchange
for their support.

Collectively, the purchase of support allowed the TAT to establish a pow-
erful coalition of actors capable of heaping and sustaining pressure on the
treasury. One of the coalition’s first acts was large-scale awareness-building
of the adverse effects of the reforms on the transport sector. This was done in
collaboration with the TAFFA and the TPSF. Awareness-building occurred
through media briefings, interviews on national print and digital media, as
well as audio and television—with multiple appearances by the TAT’s top
officials. Through its members and networks, the TAT succeeded in influ-
encing the national media to publicize its cause adequately. A key element
in its media strategy was that ordinary Tanzanians would lose their jobs
due to loss of business and decline in import volumes. The TAT’s message
was simple: the reforms were hurting national livelihood and pride. This
did strike a chord with the authorities as they moved to reassure the pub-
lic and neighbouring landlocked countries of the viability of the port of Dar
es Salaam.

In March 2017, the TAT, along with other members of the TPSF, was
invited by the Treasury to present their case at a series of pre-budgetarymeet-
ings involving parliamentary committees and the government inDodoma. At
themeetings, only the TAT and the tourism lobbywere given substantial time
to present their cases, mainly because they—through their media engage-
ments in the public arena—were at the forefront in complaining about the
introduction of VAT, which would reduce their competitiveness and affect
the national economy due to loss of jobs and revenues. It appears that the
return to the political and bureaucratic arenas inwhich theTATcould present
details on the implications of the VAT to the sector caused the government to
waive VAT charges on ancillary services, and the 2017/18 Finance Act passed
in July 2017 confirmed the revisions of the reforms sought by the TAT.

Summing up (see Table 5.3), the introduction of VAT and other tax charges
came as a surprise to the transport sector. Initially, the sector was poorly orga-
nized and lacked a unified voice in its interactions with the government, but
the tax reform prompted the sector to organize and find a common position
through the TAT. The sector was able to gain increased access to the polit-
ical arena by buying support in the bureaucratic arena and via a successful
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Table 5.3 Summary of the transport sector case

Sequence/ timeline Arenas Strategies Policy outcome

At announcement
(July 2016)

Introduction of tax a
surprise⇒ no access
to political arena

Right after
announcement
(July–Sept 2016)

Gaining access to
bureaucratic arena

Sector establishes
internal collaboration
and buys access to
side-lined ministry

Sept 2016–Mar 2017 Public arena Awareness-building
in the media

Nov 2016–June 2017 Increased access to
political arena
(invited by treasury)

Direct negotiation in
discreet meetings

⇒ waiving VAT
charges on
ancillary services

public campaign in the news media. Thus, a micro-level fiscal contract was
reached, although the government would receive less revenue than initially
anticipated.

5.3.3 Themembers of parliament

The ruling party, CCM (Chama ChaMapinduzi—‘Party of the Revolution’),
has since the inception of multi-party elections in 1995 accounted for 71–
93% (currently about 93%) ofMPs. The opposition, comprising four political
parties, has largely presented itself as a unified block to counter its minority
position. In June 2016, as part of the government’s push to reform the tax sys-
tem, the government proposed to waive tax exemptions on MPs’ gratuities,
meaning that MPs would pay 30% in tax of their gratuity payment at the end
of their five-year term. This case study documents the revenue bargaining fol-
lowing the tax proposal, which led to a compromise: waivers of exemptions
on gratuity payments would be a 5% levy (rather than 30% tax), and it would
take effect in 2020 after the end of the current parliamentary term.

Stakeholders involved in gratuity tax reforms were adamant that the bar-
gaining outcome represented a poor compromise, with major concessions
given by the government. Apparently, the motive behind attempts to taxMPs
stemmed from the ruling party’s loss of parliamentary seats, increasing costs
of elections, and the need to weaken the financial base of opposition MPs.
However, due to multi-party representation, the government had to disguise
these attempts at weakening parliamentary democracy by imposing the tax
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on the ruling party’s own MPs. This caused cross-party mobilization against
the tax, with MPs on both sides of the political divide adopting creative
strategies to agitate against reforms.

The MPs realized that they could not easily find strong popular support
due to past public opposition to hikes in MPs’ salaries and gratuity pay-
ments, first in 2009 and then in 2014. Consequently, MPs sought to influence
public opinion more discreetly in two principal ways: CCM MPs empha-
sized that their gratuities and allowances provided out-of-pocket assistance
to their constituents, whereas oppositionMPs publicly endorsed the reforms
and challenged the government to extend them to the exempted gratuities of
other political elites, notably the President and the Prime Minister.¹⁰ While
the former strategy sought to highlight the productive uses of gratuities and
the burden facing individual MPs, the latter challenged the reach and legit-
imacy of the reforms. These measures backfired, however, as the president
revealed his earnings and indicated his willingness to be taxed. Riding on a
wave of favourable public opinion, the president appealed for public support
for reforms by highlighting the discrepancies in earnings between MPs and
ordinary Tanzanians, urgingMPs to live by their political promises of serving
ordinary Tanzanians by acquiescing to the proposed reforms.

Not be deterred, MPs enlisted the support of the powerful religious and
civil society community, keenly aware of the mobilization powers of mainly
religious bodies, owing to their contribution to social services as well as the
strong religious values of the Tanzanian society. The head of the powerful
parliamentary budget committee offered concessions to religious groups by
suggesting a revision of proposed tax rates to the groups in return for their
support in fighting the gratuity tax reforms. Facing the prospect of an unde-
sired alliance between MPs and civil society, the government swiftly moved
to placate religious groups by proposing amaintenance of exemptions for the
religious and civil society community.

This left MPs in a difficult position, unable to mobilize support from any
legitimate external constituency. Facing a lack of options, MPs threatened to
wield a collective veto by rejecting the 2016/17 finance bill. The president
Magufuli retaliated by threatening the use of constitutional powers to bypass
Parliament and/or dissolve it and call a general election.WithinCCM, senior
figures were wary of the financial and political consequences of fresh elec-
tions and appealed to the council of elders, consisting of past party chairmen
and secretary generals, who helped convey a message to the president for a

¹⁰ https://en.igihe.com/news/tanzania-leaders-gratuity-for-income-tax; https://www.ippmedia.com/
sw/makala/wabunge-ccm-walivyogeuka-mbogo-kodi-ya-kiinua-mgongo.

https://en.igihe.com/news/tanzania-leaders-gratuity-for-income-tax
https://www.ippmedia.com/sw/makala/wabunge-ccm-walivyogeuka-mbogo-kodi-ya-kiinua-mgongo
https://www.ippmedia.com/sw/makala/wabunge-ccm-walivyogeuka-mbogo-kodi-ya-kiinua-mgongo
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negotiated compromise. This was reached with a downward revision of the
tax rate from 30 to 5%, rescindment of intended tax reforms on allowances,
and postponement of application of taxes until 2020.

In sum (see also Table 5.4), MPs were not able to speak with one voice,
even though themajority was against the tax reform. Engaging with the polit-
ical leadership in the public arena, both CCM and opposition MPs were
confrontational but used different arguments to appeal to the public. How-
ever, the strategy of using media stories backfired when the President proved
unwilling to make any concessions. Moreover, an attempted alliance with
civil society organizations proved unsuccessful. In the end, it was in the
political arena that the revenue providers were able to reach a compromise
with the government. The MPs collectively threatened to veto the budget,
thereby—as with the transport sector—revealing the importance of mobi-
lizing collective action. Nevertheless, it appears that informal institutions
and relations within the CCM party’s inner circles were decisive in enabling
MPs to push the president to soften his initial stand. Once again, as with

Table 5.4 Summary of the MP case

Sequence Arena Strategies Policy outcome

Initial
proposal
(2016)

Public arena Use of media
– CCM MPs emphasize their

out-of-pocket assistance to
constituencies

– Opposition MPs challenge
for reform to be extended
to others in the ruling elite

President retaliates in media to
get public support ⇒No change

Latter half
of 2016

Public/political
arena

MPs seek alliance with civil
society, i.e. religious groups
(possibly due to strategic
political positions/knowledge)
Government makes separate
agreements with religious groups

⇒No change (but for
civil society
maintenance of
exemptions)

First half of Political arena Overt: threat to reject finance bill
2017 Covert: Key CCM members seek

to convince President to give
concessions

⇒ Government gives
concessions, although
policy remains (5%
instead of 30%, and
by 2020)
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the tourism and transport sectors, a micro-level fiscal contract was reached,
although the government compromised its initial stand.

5.3.4 The security forces

The army, police, and prison forces comprise a large share of civil servants
in Tanzania, and the forces are strong politically because their devotion to
national service and national security is considered very important (URT,
2016). The security forces had been benefitting from duty-free shops operat-
ing at the Tanzania Peoples’ Defence Force, Police and Prisons’ barracks and
selling a range of products, both durables and non-durables, at prices that
excluded both VAT and excise duty. Legally, only members of the Tanzania
Peoples’ Defence Force, Police Force, and the Prison Service had access to
the shops, butmisusewaswidespread, causing loss of government revenue. In
addition, it is claimed that senior officials sold goods from the duty-free facil-
ities in other shops at cheap prices in unfair competition with other traders
paying VAT. This behaviour created difficult business environments for those
complying with the tax laws.

There were persistent public complaints about the misuse of duty-free
shops, and the business community criticized the unfair competition.¹¹ Con-
currently, in its preparation of the 2016/17 budget, which was characterized
by VAT reforms in many sectors, the government saw an opportunity to
reform the tax exemptions of duty-free shops and announced removal of the
exemptions for the financial year 2016/17. Compensation was introduced in
the form of an additional salary payment, a flat rate of TZS 100,000/month
to all soldiers regardless of rank. This amount was expected to cover the
costs of taxes that army members now had to pay in the shops. Accord-
ing to the Minister of Finance and Planning during the budget speech of
2016/17, the government considered this the best targetingmechanismwhile
also avoiding misuse.

It is difficult to fully detect what happened, but it is probable that this case
involved a pre-emptive concession by the government to counter possible
opposition to the tax. Arguably, there was also informal bargaining between
government and top-level officials in the security forces, who may have been
more interested in a solution benefiting the forces broadly. At least, it is
interesting to note that lower-level members of the security forces were posi-
tive about the new compensation scheme, whereas mid-range senior officials

¹¹ https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/national/no-more-tax-exemptions-for-military-shops-
-2557650

http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/national/no-more-tax-exemptions-for-military-shops--2557650
http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/tanzania/news/national/no-more-tax-exemptions-for-military-shops--2557650
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Table 5.5 Summary of the security forces case

Sequence Arena Strategies Policy outcome

Before proposal Public
arena

Public outcry and complaints by
business sectors provide
legitimacy of reform of duty-free
shops

Political
arena

Although hard to observe
directly, government gives
pre-emptive concession, either in
agreement with top army officials
or on its own

⇒ pre-emptive
concession

Announcement
of proposal

Public
arena

Tax reform of disputed army
barracks announced

⇒ tax reform, but
compensatory scheme
introduced at the same
time

weremore critical (Msami et al., 2022). Perhaps this is not surprising, as a flat
payment would be proportionally more lucrative at lower salary levels.

To sum up (see also Table 5.5), the general move by the government to
reform the tax system as well as public concerns about the misuse of duty-
free shops urged the government to remove tax exemptions. However, the
security forces are clearly of such political importance that the government
pre-empted any upsets by introducing a compensatory scheme despite the
financial implications for tax mobilization. While senior officials decried the
changes as they had been benefitting disproportionately from the exemp-
tions, their influence did not counter possible agreements made between
top-level officials and the government or the general support for the new
scheme among low-level members in the security forces. In addition, the
public arena was not a place for engagement between revenue provider and
government as they had other arenas for dialogue. Instead, public debates
gave the government’s tax reforms some legitimacy as it made the govern-
ment appear proactive in dealing with a widely recognized problem. Again,
the final compromise was most likely settled in the political arena, although
we cannot prove this due to the secretive relations between the army and the
government: either the government came up with a compensation scheme
itself, or it was agreed in consultation with top-level officials.

5.4 Case comparison and conclusion

In this chapter, we contribute to the understanding of how and when rev-
enue bargaining leads to direct government concessions, and we have an
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Table 5.6 Arenas, strategies, and likelihood of government concession

Arenas Strategies Possibility for government
concession

Public arenas, e.g.
media, civil society

– Appeal to public opinion
– Seek public legitimacy
– Seek alliance with civil

society organizations

Bargain open and often
conflictual
⇒ unlikely that government
bends but can lead to access to
other arenas if case has public
legitimacy and appeal

Bureaucratic arenas,
e.g. line ministries

– Create alliance with
ministry/ department
through common interest
and/or by paying for access

Can indirectly lead to policy
change as revenue provider gains
useful knowledge and points of
access to present and argue their
case

Political arenas, e.g.
committees, task
forces, Parliament,
internally in parties

– Present case in meetings
– Negotiate directly with

decision-makers
– Build relationships over

time

If revenue providers want the
government to give concessions,
best achieved by gaining access
to the political arena

illustrating case of pre-emptive concessions (that of the security forces). Both
outcomes of revenue bargaining are under-studied in the taxation literature
(Prichard, 2015). It is worth noting that we did not select our cases on the
outcome (i.e. concession by the government) as these were not known to us
when we started our study (immediately following the introduction of taxes
in 2016). Furthermore, we explored the micro-level interactions of revenue
providers and government in the search for likely strategies pursued by the
parties, which again depended on the arena in which bargaining takes place
(see Table 5.6).

Public arenas provide for open engagement where legitimacy and alliances
with the public are sought in order to pressure the other party. However,
as there are fewer spaces for dialogue—institutionalized relations based on
trust—the engagement, and any bargaining, will often remain conflictual,
and it is unlikely that the government will compromise (e.g. in the cases of
the MPs and the tourism sector). However, at times the media is useful for
public sensitization and building of popular support (as in the transport sec-
tor case), and through such media strategy revenue providers can (re)gain
access to the bureaucratic and political arenas.

In closed institutional settings in the political and bureaucratic arenas,
revenue providers can benefit from access to key committees and other for-
mal forums. Here, direct negotiations, knowledge sharing, and relationship
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building seem to be good strategies for revenue providers opposing tax policy
changes, particularly if they are organized to speakwith one voice. Hence, the
government’s push for tax reformmay drive revenue providers to build orga-
nizational capacity¹² and create negotiating relationships where there were
none before. In addition to gaining access to formal forums, the informal
relations that the negotiating parties establish with one another are criti-
cal; at times, this exchange includes discreet even corrupt—engagements,
such as buying access to the political arena, whereas at times, informal rela-
tionsmerely imply a continued and open dialogue about the proposed policy
reforms.

In all our cases, the micro-level fiscal contracts constitute compromises
that limited the government’s revenue compared to the original policy
proposals. However, even powerful groups, such as the MPs, did not get
exemptions, which is otherwise found to be a common outcome of revenue
bargaining in Africa (see Chapter 13). Nor are the contracts examples of
‘exchange’ where revenue providers get something in return for paying tax,
which is the expectation in the traditional taxation literature (see Chapter 1).
Instead, the revenue providers’ achievement in the bargaining was a lower
level of tax than originally proposed. So, the government and the revenue
providers reached a compromise, which constitutes a micro-level fiscal con-
tract as defined in this book: ‘an explicit or implicit agreement between ruling
elites and revenue providers related to revenue provision’ (Chapter 1). How-
ever, the processes of reaching these compromises have wider implications.
The cases constitute examples of continued engagements between revenue
providers and government actors where reciprocal relations are building as
the parties become responsive to each other and engage in repeated negoti-
ations based on understandings of mutual obligations. The case studies also
show that even if ruling elites still hold power partly based on clientelistic net-
works, formal institutions such as the parliamentary committees are arenas
where policies are negotiated, debated, and made. The late President Mag-
afuli centralized decision-making during his period in power (2015–2021)
and was known as a no-nonsense leader (Cheeseman et al., 2021; Paget,
2021); but even he could not push through the proposed tax reforms in their
original form as revenue providers mobilized, organized, and bargained for
a compromise.

¹² See also Chapter 6 on how business associations created alliances to better influence the 2014 VAT
Act in Tanzania.
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6
Lobbying in taxpolicymaking
The case of VAT reform in Tanzania

Odd-Helge Fjeldstad and Lise Rakner

6.1 Introduction

Tax reforms in developing countries have long been considered the exclu-
sive domain of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), external experts,
and the countries’ ministries of finance (Tait, 1990; Bird, 1991; 2013; Goode,
1993; Barbone et al., 1999; World Bank, 2000; Bird and Zolt, 2003; Mahon,
2004; Fjeldstad and Moore, 2008). However, recent studies have found that
tax policy debates are opening up to a wider range of political actors, includ-
ing business and professional associations, civil society organizations, and
individual companies (Moore, 2013; Prichard, 2015; Moore et al., 2018).
Although the involvement varies across countries and issues, interest groups
seem to be increasingly engaged in tax reform processes, in particular in rela-
tion to tax exemptions (Van Parys and James, 2009; Fairfield, 2010; Schiller,
2016; Castañeda, 2017; Bak and Therkildsen, 2022).¹ While some schol-
ars argue that bribery is the preferred way to influence policy decisions in
developing countries (Lambsdorff, 2002; Harstad and Svensson, 2011), an
emerging literature suggests that lobbyism and interest group mediation are
more prevalent in revenue bargaining than previously assumed (Yadav, 2008;
Campos, 2009; Weymouth, 2012; Moore, 2013; Lumi, 2014; Nownes, 2017).
Yet there is little empirical evidence, especially in Africa, on what specific
interests are involved in revenue bargaining, howbargaining processes are set
inmotion and evolve, how they are organized, what activities are involved, at
what level of government the lobbying is directed, and the outcomes of lob-
byism on tax reform (see Chapters 1 and 2). This may have important policy

¹ In Chapter 7, Kjær and Arinanye conduct a detailed analysis of how interest groups in the agricultural
sector in Uganda successfully lobbied for reduced taxes and exemptions.
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implications, as the nature of the different bargaining positionsmay affect the
political–economic outcomes of micro-level fiscal contracts.

This chapter aims to advance the literature on revenue bargaining in a
developing-country context through an analysis of the role that lobbyism
by various interest groups plays in shaping tax policies. We use the process
behind a recent value-added tax (VAT) reform in Tanzania as our case. VAT
was introduced inTanzania in 1998, with support from the IMF. TheVATAct
of 1997 allowed for few exemptions and the zero-rating of only a limited range
of products (UnitedRepublic of Tanzania, 1997). It was expected that the new
taxwould broaden the revenue base, leading to increased tax revenuewithout
distorting investment decisions. Over time, however, successive legislative
amendments created more exemptions and increased the number of goods
and services that were zero-rated. Some of these amendments were framed as
incentives for investors, while others reflected private deals between individ-
ual business owners and ministers. As a result, VAT administration became
more complex, opportunities for abuse and avoidance multiplied, and VAT
collections decreased sharply (Krelove et al., 2012, 9). To address these chal-
lenges, the government, supported by the IMF, established a technical reform
team that produced a new ‘model’ VAT bill. The new bill was tabled at the
National Assembly inMay 2014, along with an explanation of the reasons for
reform.² The newbill allowed only a few exemptions and zero-ratings (mostly
food, agricultural implements, and other necessities), and removed the dis-
cretionary power of the Minister of Finance to grant and modify tax exemp-
tions. New exemptions were hence to be created or modified only through
legislation.

This could have been the end of the VAT reform story. But in contrast
to 1997, the private sector quickly mobilized to oppose the new bill, with
individual businesspeople pushing for their own special interests.³ More
significantly, the lobbying of Parliament and the Ministry of Finance was
coordinated by business associations, especially the Tanzania Private Sec-
tor Foundation (TPSF). They employed the services of tax consultants from

² The Value Added Tax (VAT) Bill 2014 is a Special Bill Supplement No. 3 of 12 May 2014. It was
gazetted in the Gazette of the United Republic of Tanzania 20(95), dated 16 May 2014 (United Republic
of Tanzania, 2014a). It is a bill for the Act that established the legal framework for the administration and
management of VAT. The Valued Added Tax Act 2014, Act Supplement no. 10, was gazetted in theGazette
of the United Republic of Tanzania 51(95), dated 19December 2014 (United Republic of Tanzania, 2014b).

³ The private sector was poorly coordinated and organized in 1997. Private-sector representatives
in the Task Force on Tax Reform acted not on behalf of business associations but for their own com-
panies. TPSF was founded in November 1998, but it took years to build the organization. To the
extent that the Big Four worked on taxation in the 1990s, it was mainly as accountants and auditors
of companies.
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the Big Four global accounting and professional services firms,⁴ as well as
a former deputy commissioner general of the Tanzania Revenue Authority.
Individual businesspeople also lobbied for their specific interests. In addition,
public-sector agencies, the Ministry of Agriculture, and the ministry respon-
sible for tourism mobilized against the bill. The lobbyists argued that the
abolition of exemptions would make the country unattractive for investors
and leave Tanzanian companies uncompetitive in domestic and regional
markets.

Working together in a concerted fashion, business associations and other
lobby groups succeeded. Even though the governing party, the CCM, holds
a majority vote in Parliament (Bunge) and the bill had been drafted by a
technical team appointed by the government, the VAT Act that the Presi-
dent signed in January 2015 reintroduced many exemptions that had been
abolished in the draft bill and restored to theMinister of Finance somediscre-
tionary power to grant further exemptions. A member of the VAT technical
team in the Ministry of Finance described the new act as ‘old wine in a new
bottle’.⁵

Analysing the process leading up to the newVATAct 2014, our studymakes
three contributions. First, it shows that tax lobbying in Tanzania has become
better organized and coordinated through the larger business associations,
sometimes under the umbrella of the Tanzania Private Sector Foundation.
Their capacity for collective action has been strengthened and contributed
to shaping the ability of business groups to make demands of the govern-
ment (Prichard, 2015). In the context of the VAT Act 2014, well-organized
associations were able to mobilize more powerfully for their demands, partly
by engaging professional tax consultants and lobbyists to promote their posi-
tion to parliamentarians and senior government officials. The enhanced role
of the international accounting and consultancy firms in revenue bargaining
in Tanzania is a reflection of the importance of lobbying and the substantial
resources spent on influencing policymakers and legislators. Professional tax
advisors with in-depth knowledge of the tax legislation target their lobby-
ing towards influential stakeholders, including parliamentarians and public
agencies who would be affected by the proposed legislation.

⁴ The Big Four are the world’s four largest international professional services networks, offering audit,
tax, consulting, advisory, actuarial, corporate finance, and legal services. Ordered by size they are Price-
waterhouseCoopers (PwC), Deloitte, Ernst & Young (EY), and KPMG. In 2012, they had a combined
turnover of USD112 billion, with 2,800 offices and over 700,000 employees worldwide. All four compa-
nies have businesses in over 150 countries (based on information published in the official global websites
of the firms PwC, Deloitte, EY, and KPMG).

⁵ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 11 March 2015.
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Second, the study adds important nuances to our understanding of leg-
islative performance in single- and dominant-party regimes. Descriptions
of African legislatures in the popular press and academic works often
depict these institutions as uniformly weak and inconsequential for political
and policy outcomes. However, recent scholarly work challenges this view
(Opalo, 2019; Collord, 2019). This research underlines how in dominant
party regimes, parliamentary institutions play a significant role, as parliament
has become an important bargaining arena between powerful political elites
and the executive; see Chapter 2 of this volume). Tanzania is considered one
of themost institutionalized dominant one-party regimes in Africa (Nyirabu,
2002; Morse, 2014; Collord, 2019). As it is an institutionalized, dominant-
party state, it could be assumed that once government is united, there is very
little room for lobbying Parliament. Arguably, as a unitary actor, we would
expect reforms approved by the executive to be approved by Parliament with
relative ease, in contrast to less institutionalized political systems character-
ized by political alternations and deinstitutionalized party systems (Rakner
and Svåsand. 2013; Opalo, 2019). However, in connection with the VAT
reform, we find that the government was not able to instruct individualmem-
bers of parliament who proved receptive when confronted by an increasingly
professional group of lobbyists. In Tanzania, during the past decade, politi-
cal elites have sought to entrench their bargaining power through legislative
reforms, creating the institutional resources needed to better extract bene-
fits from the executive. The bargaining process behind the 2014 VAT Act is
illustrative of the complexities of implementing tax reforms in contexts of
multiple interests (see also Chapter 5 on revenue-bargaining processes in
Tanzania that include a multiplicity of actors and strategies).

Third, our study challenges the argument that bribery is the preferred way
to influence policy decisions in developing countries whereas lobbyism is
more common in rich countries (Harstad and Svensson, 2011). Our study
shows that this is an oversimplification that does not reflect how policy influ-
encing actually takes place in poor, weakly regulated countries. Lobbyism
might be more prevalent than previously assumed in the literature (Fjeld-
stad and Johnsøn, 2017).When interest groups grow in influence, companies
and business associations may develop a preference for lobbyism over cor-
ruption. Our analysis of the implementation of the VAT reform in Tanzania
shows that there are numerous entry points for lobbying. Having escalated
in the period after 2000, elite bargaining around policy reform in Tanzania
now involves private-sector financiers who contest for parliamentary seats,
fundMPs’ campaigns, and lobby in an ad hoc, issue-based manner (Collord,
2019, 219).
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The analysis draws on findings from research carried out in Tanzania dur-
ing the period 2014–2016. We analyse the development of the VAT Act, from
the process started in December 2012, to the presentation of the draft bill in
Parliament in May 2014, through to its final vote in Parliament in November
2014, and its final signing by the Executive in December 2014. Our main
sources of data are: (i) careful reading of the VAT bill (draft May 2014),
the amended bill (November 2014), and the VAT Act (December 2014); (ii)
interviews with representatives of the business community, individual busi-
ness people, partners of the Big Four international accountancy and advisory
companies, domestic tax practitioners, IMF representatives, staff of theMin-
istry of Finance and the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA), and sector
interests; and (iii) reports and newspaper articles collected for the period
December 2012–June 2016. Our findings resonate with other case studies
in this book, and, as such, contribute to substantiating and elaborating the
theoretical framework.

The remainder of the chapter is divided into five sections. In the next
section, the VAT reform is presented. The third section explores the condi-
tions that triggered the VAT-reform initiative and provided entry points for
revenue bargaining. The lobbying process and its organization are examined
in the fourth section. The fifth section discusses the outcome of the revenue
bargaining as reflected in the new VAT Act. A concluding section completes
the chapter’s analysis.

6.2 The case: Background for the VAT reform

VAT was implemented in Tanzania in July 1998, advised by and with tech-
nical assistance from the IMF.⁶ The VAT was expected to broaden the tax
base, leading to substantial increase in tax revenue without distorting invest-
ment decisions. With few exemptions and zero-ratings, the original VAT
Act of 1997 was perceived by the IMF and international tax advisors as a
‘best practice model’ for VAT design in a developing-country context. Sub-
sequent developments, however, deviated from the that model.⁷ When the
new act was introduced in 1998, it was estimated that VAT would generate
revenues equivalent to 6% of GDP. However, the VAT regime was gradually
undermined by exemptions, and revenues never exceeded 4.5% of GDP.

⁶ As early as 1991, introduction of VAT was proposed by a Tax Commission appointed by the govern-
ment (United Republic of Tanzania, 1991, chapter 12). However, before 1997 little progress was made in
this area.

⁷ Interview with senior officer, Research and Policy Department, TRA HQ (member of the VAT
Technical Team), Dar es Salaam, 11 March 2015.
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Over time, amendments of the Act incorporated an expanding number
of exemptions and zero-ratings of goods and services and of persons enti-
tled to receive exempt supplies. Some of these exonerations were promoted
by the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) in order to attract investments.
Generous tax incentives granted to multinational companies, especially in
agriculture and extractive sectors such as mining, led domestic enterprises
to lobby for tax exemptions to adjust for the perceived unfairness of the tax
regime.⁸ The VAT Act provided discretion and hence a space for domestic
companies to request for exemptions. The Minister of Finance had power
to grant exemptions and could channel requests for exemptions through the
Task Force on Tax Reform (composed of representatives from the public and
private sectors), a process that made it relatively easy to add exemptions.⁹
Other ministries and government agencies were also involved in tax poli-
cymaking. Fragmented policymaking and bureaucratic competition made it
easy for interest groups and individuals to lobby for their interests.¹⁰ Accord-
ing to AliMufuruki, a leading business owner in the country, a ‘tax-incentives
industry developed to advise clients on how to legally access incentives’.¹¹ The
Big Four became a big part of this industry.

The numerous exemptions and zero-rated goods and services compli-
cated the underlying VAT structure, caused complexity in the tax system,
and added to widespread leakages through the many opportunities for abuse
and avoidance. This also had adverse effects on revenue generation. By 2012,
Tanzania ranked among the countries with lowest VAT productivity among
the Southern African Development Community (SADC) and East African
Community (EAC) countries. An IMF aide-mémoire from 2012 describes
the Tanzanian VAT regime as follows: ‘The ever-expanding list of preferences
has deteriorated VAT tax base. Tax exemptions of inputs add to tax cascading
and numerous tax relieves seriously undermine VAT revenue productivity’
(Krelove et al., 2012, 46). By 2012, seniormanagers in theMinistry of Finance
and the (Tanzania Revenue Authority) TRA recognized that the VAT regime
needed reform.¹² The Minister consulted the IMF, an IMF mission was put

⁸ By the end of 2014, 80 per cent of the strategic investors granted tax exemptions by the Tanzania
Investment Centre were domestic companies. Interview with Director of Investment Facilitation, TIC,
Dar es Salaam, 17 November 2014.

⁹ Interview with two senior officers, Research and Policy Department, TRA-HQ, Dar es Salaam, 11
March 2015.

¹⁰ Interview with IMF representative, Dar es Salaam, 25 August 2014.
¹¹ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 10 November 2014. The late Ali Mufuruki was a co-founder and chairman

of the CEO Roundtable of Tanzania, a policy-dialogue forum that brings together more than a hundred
CEOs of leading companies in Tanzania.

¹² Interviews with members of the VAT Technical Team from the Ministry of Finance and the TRA,
Dar es Salaam, 11 March 2015.
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in motion, and external VAT consultants were engaged. A technical reform
team composed of staff from the Ministry of Finance, the Tanzania Revenue
Authority, and the Office of the Attorney General was established. Accord-
ing to the IMF, the original VAT regime in Tanzania from 1997 was almost
‘textbook’, but some structural features affected its intentions negatively over
time and contributed to the low tax-to-GDP ratio. Two problemswere noted:
(i) poorly structured refunds (paid late, leaving businesses cash strapped,
legitimizing the ‘cry for exemptions’),¹³ and (ii) the stated aim of provid-
ing incentives for foreign capital (FDI). Amendments of the VAT Act of 1997
introducedmany exemptions and zero-ratings for intermediate inputs to var-
ious industries and sectors, originally intended in part to work around tax
refund problems, in part to enhance investment and protect the local mar-
ket, and in part to reduce the tax burden on consumers and some sectors,
especially agriculture (Krelove et al., 2012).

6.3 TheVAT-reform initiative and conditions that
triggered revenuebargaining

While revenue concerns played a major role in the initiation of the VAT-
reform process, the reform was also triggered by pressure from various
stakeholders demanding more tax fairness. The excessive VAT exemptions
were routinely lamented by civil society groups, Members of Parliament, as
well as theController andAuditorGeneral (CAG), who in his various reports
pointed to the increasing and escalating exemptions (IMF, 2008; Uwazi,
2010; TRA, 2011; Ndunguru, 2012; CAG, 2013; IFC, 2013).¹⁴ The extensive
discretionary power of the Minister of Finance to grant exemptions was also
noted as amajor problem by all parties. Based on recommendations from the
IMF, pressure from the international donor community as well as increasing
pressure from the main opposition party Chadema, the Parliament’s Pub-
lic Accounts Committee (PAC) in 2012 directed the Controller and Auditor
General to conduct a special audit of the exemptions to ascertain whether the
waivers were beneficial to the country.

In 2013, the government decided to develop a new VAT Act and estab-
lished a technical reform team to lead this work. The team was composed

¹³ In Tanzania, like in many other many African countries, it may take several months, and sometimes
up to a year, to process refund claims (Carter, 2013).

¹⁴ In an interview in The East African (8 February 2014), Mr Rakesh Rajani, director of the civil society
organization Twaweza East Africa, questioned the government’s commitment to review the exemptions,
saying the job should take less than six months to accomplish, but that the government had been dragging
its feet.
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of staff from the Ministry of Finance, the Tanzania Revenue Authority, and
the Office of the Attorney general, with support from an external VAT expert
recruited by the IMF. During 2013 and 2014, a new VAT bill was drafted.
According to the IMF resident representative in Tanzania, the original draft
was very ambitious, almost aiming to be a ‘perfect VAT Act with very lim-
ited number of exemptions’.¹⁵ The new bill included a few exemptions and
zero-ratings (food and basic necessities), but all special reliefs for named
bodies were abolished (URT, 2014a). The draft bill removed the discre-
tionary power of theMinister of Finance to grant andmodify tax exemptions
(ibid., 88). The bill stipulated that exemptions be approved by Parliament
and that new exemptions should be created or modified by Parliament only.
The draft VAT Bill was sent to Parliament from the Ministry of Finance
in May 2014.

The work leading up to the draft bill was run by the technical reform team
supported by the IMF. According to a member of the technical team, the
multi-stakeholder Task Force on Tax Reform ‘was not consulted since it was
seen as being part of the problem’.¹⁶ The first version of the bill was drafted
by a technical expert engaged by the IMF. Thereafter, the Tanzanian VAT
Technical Team made some ‘improvements of the draft act during first half
of 2014 to make it better fit the Tanzanian context’.¹⁷ The IMF’s resident rep-
resentative confirmed that the Tanzanian team did not take on board all
recommendations from the IMF, claiming they would not work in the Tanza-
nia context.¹⁸ In this process, the technical team also had consultations with
some Cabinet members.

According to members of the technical team, an early draft of the VAT
bill was sent to the Confederation of Tanzania Industries (CTI), the Oil and
Gas Association of Tanzania (OGAT), the Tanzania PetroleumDevelopment
Corporation (TPDC), the Tanzania Private Sector Foundation (TPSF), and
the Big Four. However, according to the TPSF, no consultations took place
prior to the bill being presented to Parliament inMay 2014.¹⁹ Conceding this
point, the IMF representative referred to the drafting of a bill as a rather
closed process, where technical assistance and outside forces are somewhat
limited in their inputs: ‘By Tanzanian standards there were some consul-
tations, but consultations could have been made better, more widely, and

¹⁵ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 27 October 2015.
¹⁶ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 11 March 2015.
¹⁷ Interview with members of the technical team, Dar es Salaam, 11 March 2015.
¹⁸ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 27 October 2015.
¹⁹ Interviews with Ali Mufuriki (CEO Roundtable Tanzania), 10. November 2014; Lathifa Sykes (CEO

Hotel Association of Tanzania), 19 March 2015; and Edward Furaha (Research and Policy Manager,
TPSF), 27 October 2015.
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involved more interest groups for example from the private sector’.²⁰ He fur-
ther reflected that: ‘IMF had expected that the Cabinet would approve the
May 2014 Bill and agree on the Bill before it was sent to the Bunge. This did
not happen. The line ministries—especially tourism and agriculture—were
not aware that the exemptions for their sectors had been removed and reacted
when they saw the bill’.²¹

It is not surprising that different stakeholders hold different views when
describing a consultation process that happened some time back, a process
with which at least one party (the private sector) was unhappy. However,
based on evidence acquired through interviews with key stakeholders, it is
evident that the process of drafting the 2014 VAT bill was neither participa-
tory nor consultative. Key stakeholders in the private sectorwere not properly
consulted, and some Cabinet members and ministries, especially Tourism
and Agriculture, had not been provided with adequate information about the
short-term consequences of the proposed changes of the VAT Act. The fact
that the Parliament’s Budget Committee sent the draft bill back to theCabinet
for a redrafting adds credence to the argument that stakeholder consultations
were limited in the first stage of drafting the VAT bill.

The above analysis illustrates that revenue bargaining can be triggered by
reforms drafted by technocratic government staff (or external actors) tasked
with how to increase revenue. The case further illustrates that such ‘tech-
nocratic reforms’ have distinct limits, as stakeholders who have not been
consulted in the initial stages of a reform may seek to influence the design
of the reform before it is finally tabled as an act.

6.4 Political settlement andarenas of revenue
bargaining

The political settlement in Tanzania is rooted in a strong institutionalized
party dominating the parliament upheld and legitimized through its ties
to the country’s business elites (Ishiyama and Quinn, 2006; Babeiya, 2011;
Gray, 2018).²² The ruling party the Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM)²³ has
governed Tanzania since independence with remarkable stability (Phillips,
2010; Coulson, 2013; Lofchie, 2014). Whereas legal reforms have officially

²⁰ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 27 October 2015.
²¹ Interview with IMF representative, Dar es Salaam, 27 October 2015.
²² The CCM’s majority position does not include Zanzibar, where the opposition is strong. The main

opposition party in mainland Tanzania, Chadema, has succeeded in winning a number of subnational
elections since 2010 in several of the major cities, including Dar es Salaam and Arusha.

²³ Chama Cha Mapinduzi means ‘Party of the Revolution’ in English.
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detached the party from the state, most state institutions are still informally
linked behaviourally to the ruling party. The lack of separation between
the state and the party (Makulilo, 2008) makes the CCM a state-party or a
party-state. The party remains the ‘party of choice’ for anyone seeking a polit-
ical career (Therkildsen and Bourgouin, 2012). As noted by one Tanzanian
describing the CCM’s likelihood of winning the 2005 elections, ‘CCM has its
roots everywhere . . . . It has taken up all the earth. There is no room for other
parties to grow’ (Phillips, 2010, 109). Signalling the ruling party’s control over
commercial business, Babeiya (2011, 95) argued that: ‘The use of threats also
continues to guarantee CCMmuch support from the business community as
businesspersons fear repression if they do not support the incumbent party’.

With economic liberalization, the CCM’s ability to retain centralized con-
trol over wealth accumulation began to unravel due to a combination of
economic decline, growing informalization, corruption, and, ultimately, eco-
nomic liberalization (Kiondo, 1994;Mmuya, 1998; Babeiya, 2011). As argued
by Collord (2019), Tanzania’s changing economy saw CCM leaders adopt
a new pattern of politicized accumulation, one characterized by ad hoc
connections between an expanded private-sector elite and various factional
networkswithin theCCMitself. Business owners of Asian originwon twoout
of four by-elections between 1992 and 1995, an unprecedented occurrence in
Tanzania (ibid., 118). Despite the CCM’s dominant position and executive
dominance, Babeiya (2011, 97) argues that individual MPs’ influence relies
heavily on private resources in their election campaigns, and their individual
resources are shaping voting behaviour: ‘The power of the purse is currently
one of the tickets to pass the nomination and election test in both party and
intra-party competitions’. Corresponding to the earlier discussion of gov-
ernment capture, arguably this culture of private wealth shaping electoral
outcomes, businesspeople are venturing into political careers, suggesting a
strong link between business and politics (see Chapter 9 of this volume).

The political settlement outlined above could be expected to have yielded
a different outcome of the VAT revenue-bargaining process. In a state where
one party dominates, holding amajority of the parliamentary seats, wewould
not expect a law endorsed by the government to be altered by lobbying or
treatment in Parliament. However, because individual MPs rely heavily on
resources and business support to finance their electoral campaigns, the VAT
bill was susceptible to changes during the vote in Parliament. During the bar-
gaining process, the draft bill was substantially reshaped. For instance, many
items that are referred to as ‘VATable’ in theMay 2014Bill are exempted in the
VATAct passed in Parliament inNovember 2014.While central actors in gov-
ernment, particularly in the Ministry of Finance and the Tanzania Revenue
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Authority, and in the parliamentary opposition, NGOs, the media, and some
donors had argued for a simplified VATAct with a drastically reduced exempt
list, Tanzania ended up almost in ‘status quo’.

Interviewswith bothmembers of the technical drafting team and represen-
tatives from the private sector established that the draft bill of May 2014 was
met with protests from the private sector.²⁴ The private sector argued that the
drastic removal of exemptions would imply severe challenges for the business
environment in Tanzania. For the private sector, the key issue was fiscal pre-
dictability. They argued, for instance, that the tourism sector needed more
time to adjust. The Parliament Budget Committee demanded more consul-
tations due to what it to be considered weaknesses and shortfalls in the draft
bill. Public hearings on the VAT bill starting in August 2014 led to exten-
sive lobbying, especially for exemptions, and amendments of the bill. The
debate that took place in the Cabinet as the bill was returned suggests that the
Cabinet had not fully grasped the implications of the removal of exemptions
for the private sector and some line ministries. The Cabinet was not united.
Some ministries, in particular those of Agriculture and of Natural Resources
and Tourism, were much in favour of tax exemptions for enterprises in their
respective sectors. The Minister responsible for tourism personally lobbied
for exemptions in Parliament.

Members of the main business associations, the IMF, the TRA, and the
Ministry of Finance all confirmed in interviews that lobbying gathered
momentum after the drafted bill was presented to Parliament in May 2014.
However, initial attempts to ensure that the new VAT Act avoided the prob-
lems of exemptions and loopholes associated with the previous act did not
succeed. IMF initially suggested that Parliament should be involved in devel-
oping the new act, in order to reduce exemptions and sensitize MPs on the
costs of exemptions. However, as Parliament only became involved late in
the process when the bill was presented for a vote, the opportunity to build
a common understanding in Parliament on the costs of exemptions was lost.
This again left Parliament open for lobbying during the period after the draft
bill was presented to the legislature. As a result, paradoxically, considering
that the debate about the new VAT Act started with opposition MPs pub-
licly shaming the VAT exemptions inherent in the amended VAT Act of 1997,
Parliament did not emerge as a constituency favouring reducing exemptions.

The claim that MPs were being lobbied individually by representatives of
the private sector was confirmed by the private sector. As Edward Furaha

²⁴ Interviews with representatives fromTPSF, 12November 2014 and 27October 2015;managers from
TRA, 14 November 2014 and 11 March 2015; and officials from the Ministry of Finance, 11 March 2015.
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of the TPSF said at the time, ‘Individual members who do not know issues
are normally made to understand issues in the process of lobbying’.²⁵ A typi-
cal strategy would be to start with general issues that touch everyone (such as
VAT imposed on funeral services) and use these as evidence of the impacts of
the draftbill ofMay 2014 if implemented. The direct lobbying ofMPswas also
confirmed by public-sector representatives. According to a senior TRAman-
ager: ‘MPs listen to too many lobby groups . . . . Allocation of responsibility
is problematic . . . . MPs are swayed by the Big Four and TPSF. . . .… Clearly,
government should have done their own explanation, as politiciansweremis-
led by lobbyists.’²⁶ While tax practitioners from KMPG claimed that KMPG
had not been involved in the lobbying of MPs, they nevertheless conceded
that extensive lobbying of individual MPs had taken place and that ‘the
exemptions are all back and the draft VAT bill has gone through a complete
overhaul’.²⁷

The VAT law changed considerably between its submission to Parliament
for debate in May 2014 and the final vote in November. Lobbying against
the VAT bill was coordinated by TPSF towards members of the Budget Com-
mittee. They also had meetings with the Ministry of Finance, presenting the
private sector’s position. Much of this lobbying was done by tax experts from
PwC engaged by the TPSF. According to Lathifa Sikes, representative of the
Hotels Association of Tanzania (HAT), PwC and the TPSF were present in
Dodoma to lobbyMPs.²⁸ She argued, however, that they did not pay bribes to
MPs: ‘We went to Dodoma and argued our case’. This observation is impor-
tant and suggests that it is too simplistic to expect that businesses will prefer
to bribe rather than lobby if both strategies can achieve the same goal. While
it is difficult to substantiate that lobbying took precedence over bribery, the
rise of large, reasonably well-organized business associations, combinedwith
stricter perceived enforcement of international legislation and conventions
against corruption, lead us to tentatively conclude that lobbying was consid-
ered a preferred strategy by the Tanzanian business sector. Arguably, ‘revenue
bargaining’ took a number of forms. The debate around the VAT Act wit-
nessed little direct bribery. Instead, bargaining was done through several
channels, including individual lobbyingwhere companies acted in their indi-
vidual capacity, by individual business associations such as the HAT, and by
coordinated efforts by the TPSF.

²⁵ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 27 October 2015.
²⁶ Interview with senior manager in TRA, 14 November 2014.
²⁷ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 18 March 2015.
²⁸ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 19 March 2015.
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The Parliament’s handling of the VATAct of 2014 illustrates the ambivalent
role the national assembly played in safeguarding elite interests. Following
the 2010 election, both Parliament and government took steps towards fiscal
reforms. The then Speaker of the National Assembly, Anne Makinda, con-
vened a special parliamentary committee, referred to simply as the Speaker’s
Committee, and tasked it with recommending changes to Tanzania’s tax
regime, including reducing the number of exemptions. The government’s
VAT bill (2014) was largely in line with recommendations made by the Par-
liament’s own Speaker’s Committee. Yet Parliament proceeded to amend the
VAT bill, rolling back many of the key changes. Many exemptions abolished
through the bill were reinstated; there was no clarity on what should happen
to exemptions granted by theTanzania InvestmentCentre (TIC); and the dis-
cretionary powers of the Minister of Finance were reduced but not removed.
According to Collord (2019, 219), this legislative activity appeared to follow
a ‘parliamentary business cycle’, shaped by MPs’ changing incentives ahead
of expensive re-election campaigns.

6.5 Outcomeof the revenuebargaining

Chapters 1 and 2 of this volume outline how the fiscal contract literature
emphasizes the circumstances under which taxation may lead to reciprocal
positive exchanges of revenue and public goods and/or accountability. How-
ever, in the case of bargaining around the VAT act in Tanzania, the outcome
of revenue bargaining is more succinctly depicted as an agreement regard-
ing tax exemptions. In January 2015, the President signed the new VAT Act,
and it took effect in July 2015. According to Rished Bade, thenCommissioner
General of the TRA, the VAT Act that was presented to and debated in Parlia-
ment in November 2014 was more ‘realistic’ than the draft bill of May 2014.
Due to the many vested interests who were likely to resist major changes to
the tax system, particularly changes related to exemptions, the original (May)
draft VAT bill was not realistic: ‘It was unrealistic to go from one extreme to
the next’.²⁹ This position is supported by the IMF’s resident representative,
arguing that ‘the Cabinet had not grasped the implications of the removal
of exemptions in the May 2014 Bill for the private sector and some sectors
under some line ministries, especially tourism and agriculture. It would have
been better if the Cabinet had represented a united front’.³⁰

²⁹ Interview, TRA HQ, Dar es Salaam (11 March 2015).
³⁰ Interview, Dar es Salaam, 27 October 2015.
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The VAT bill of May 2014 suggested removing the discretionary power
of the Minister of Finance to grant and modify tax exemptions. This would
imply that any future changes in existing exemptions had to be approved by
Parliament, and new exemptions could be created or modified only through
legislation. This provision was altered in the new Act, which now states that
the Minister of Finance can grant exemptions in cases of ‘emergencies and
calamities’ (URT, 2014b, para. 6(2)).

Although the new act removed the special relief schedule and the list of
exempted items was reduced, some of the exemptions that were removed in
the draft bill were reinstated in the new act (e.g. the exemption for tourism
services). Further, any tax incentives already granted to investors under the
Economic Processing Zones Act and the Special Investment Processes Zones
Act continued to apply. Since the VAT Act is silent on incentives granted
under the Tanzania Investment Act, it is not clear whether these incen-
tives will continue to be granted. The discretionary power of the Minister of
Finance to grant exemptionswas reduced but not entirely removed in the new
act. The Minister may grant exemptions for government imports of goods
and services intended for relief of natural calamities or disasters.

Interviewed business representatives argued that tax incentives were not
of major importance for their investment decisions.³¹ They viewed improve-
ments in the investment and business climate as a better way for Tanzania
to boost growth and, thus, increase government revenue. To do so, they
argued, the government should improve efficiency and transparency in
the public administration to reduce corruption. Rather than increasing tax
exemptions, businesspeople argued in favour of a simple and predictable
tax regime. What, then, explains the extensive lobbying for exemptions?
The short answer is that tax incentives reduce business costs, and incen-
tives granted to other companies and/or sectors in a non-transparent way
are perceived to be unfair. When ‘everyone else’ is granted tax exemptions,
one’s own competitiveness depends on exemptions. Further, tax lobbying in
Tanzania has become better organized and coordinated through the larger
business associations, sometimes under the umbrella of the Tanzania Private
Sector Foundation. The TPSF represents both domestic and multinational
companies. Although lobbying by individual businesspeople still features,
larger, organized associations are able to mobilize more powerfully for their
demands, partly by engaging professional tax consultants and lobbyists to

³¹ Interview with Ali Mufuruki, then chairman of the CEO Roundtable of Tanzania, a policy dialogue
forum that brings together more than 100 CEOs of leading companies in Tanzania, Dar es Salaam, 10
November 2014.
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promote their position to parliamentarians and senior government offi-
cials. The enhanced role of the Big Four in Tanzania is a reflection of the
importance of lobbying and the substantial resources spent on influencing
policymakers and legislators.

Professional tax advisors target their lobbying on influential stakeholders
including parliamentarians and public agencies affected by the proposed leg-
islation. For instance, the agriculture sector has benefited from a vast array of
VAT and customs duty exemptions. The lobbyists could easily mobilize the
Ministry of Agriculture against any attempt to remove these exemptions. The
same applies to the tourism sector. Removal of tax exemptions for elected offi-
cials would also easily mobilize parliamentarians against such a move, even
if this would simply imply that public leaders receive the same tax treatment
as the electorate.

Interest groups in Tanzania managed partly to reshape the VAT reform. A
member of the technical VAT team in the Ministry of Finance said that ‘The
new act is completely diluted’.³² This statement reflects a disappointment that
the new act did not go as far as anticipated in removing exemptions. Onemay
argue, however, that the VAT Act of 2014 is a move in the right direction. As
they have to be publicly debated, it will be harder to make new tax exemp-
tions; theMinister’s discretionary options have becomemore restricted. Still,
given the recent history of tax lobbying in Tanzania, wemay expect that pres-
sure will soon emerge to amend the Act to bring back more exemptions and
zero-ratings.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter has highlighted how revenue-bargaining processes shape tax
policies and tax legislation. Tracing the various stages behind the 2014 VAT
Act inTanzania, weighing the various interests, lobbyists, and political actors,
we have documented a tax reform outcome that changed significantly from
the draft stage to the final gazette stage. The analysis of the process behind the
Act illustrates how a political settlement characterized by an institutionalized
dominant party state, legitimized bymajor business interests, was vulnerable
to lobbying from interest groups and international consulting firms acting on
behalf of business interests.

It is a paradox that, after 2014’s reforms, which aimed to address the poor
performance of taxes, the VAT system in Tanzania remains riddled with

³² Interview, Dar es Salaam, 11 March 2015.
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exemptions and zero rates on imported and domestic goods and services.
These exemptions have been actively defended and expanded through lobby-
ing by the beneficiaries. Tanzania’s tax-to-GDP ratio is well below the average
of low- and lower-middle-income countries, and lower than the average for
the countries in the East African Community (UNECA, 2019). The coun-
try’s poor revenue performance is, according to the IMF, mainly driven by
the low VAT collection (IMF, 2016). Thus, Tanzania is categorized as a ‘low
tax effort’ country with respect to VAT, defined as a country collecting ‘two-
thirds or less of the revenue that [it] can be expected to raise in view of [its]
institutional and economic circumstances’ (Cnossen, 2015, 1078).

The lobbying process against the draftVATBill ofMay 2014may be consid-
ered a case of coordinated lobbying by private business associations influenc-
ing and greatly shaping a set of uncoordinated policy positions by different
government bodies. Accounting for this suboptimal equilibrium—that ini-
tially neither major private-sector interests nor the government wanted—we
have shownhow lobbying is shaped by political institutions. The tax literature
has not adequately addressed this critical dimension of revenue bargaining
in tax reform processes. Our analysis suggests that lobbyism in poorly reg-
ulated developing countries may be much more important than previously
assumed in both the academic and policy-oriented literature. Our analysis
further underscores the need for better understanding of how the rules of
the ‘lobby’ game are affected by uneven power relations between interest
groups.

The process behind theVAT reform inTanzania offers a vivid illustration of
one kind of intensified public engagement in taxmatters. This in turn suggests
one potential road to more significant reform outcomes; the empowerment
of a broader range of voices in tax debates to motivate and support political
leaders willing to drive progress. A key area of concern is the extent to which
revenue-bargaining outcomes benefitting only a few companies and wealthy
people may affect the compliance behaviour of a larger segment of taxpayers,
and ultimately the ability of governments to generate income and distribute
it fairly. In some ways, the case of the VAT reform is yet another example of
powerful interests securing special treatment. However, the political process
was very different from the process of introducing VAT in 1998. This time,
the decision was made not quietly behind closed doors but in a highly public
and contested process. This exemplifies the increasingly active participation
of business associations in tax policy debates in Africa. The revenue bargain-
ing around the VAT Act in Tanzania suggests that in addition to individual
lobbying, the business community acted as a unitary entity as members of
the umbrella organization TPSF. In order for this new trend to yield broader
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public benefits, the enhanced and coordinated business activism must be
accompanied by transparency and broader public debates in order to yield
engagement by ordinary African taxpayers in the politics of taxation.
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7
Service provisionor tax exemptions
Revenue bargaining in Ugandaʼs agricultural sector

Anne Mette Kjær and Clayton Arinanye

7.1 Introduction

The state’s provision of agricultural extension services, rural infrastructure,
and other public goods important for agricultural productivity is limited in
Uganda. Likewise, regulation of markets for agricultural inputs such as fertil-
izer and seeds has been inadequate (Wiggins, 2014; World Bank, 2018). Yet
the needs for such services are evidently pertinent. Seventy per cent of the
population live in rural areas, and an increasing number of people are experi-
encing the challenges of food insecurity, droughts, or mudslides (Kakumba,
2021). In addition, there is very little taxation of agriculture in Uganda. A
recent contribution estimates that agricultural production makes up 22%
of GDP but contributes less than 1% of total collected domestic revenues
(Stewart-Wilson and Waiswa, 2021).

So, the agricultural sector is generally very lightly taxed, and at the same
time public goods for the agricultural sector are underprovided. In fiscal
contract terms, this is a very weak basis for any revenue bargaining and a
weak starting point to demand better services. Yet we have witnessed sev-
eral attempts to introduce taxes affecting the agricultural sector, which have
been followed by intense bargaining processes. There has also been lobbying
for improved agricultural service provision. However, while farmers’ associ-
ations have often successfully lobbied for tax exemptions, they are rarely able
to push the government to deliver public goods.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine why this is the case. More specif-
ically, in line with the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 2 of this
volume, we explore whether different outcomes of revenue bargaining and
bargaining for improved services can be explained by features of the bar-
gaining process, such as the bargaining positions and the strategies applied.
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We examine four cases in which associations representing the agricultural
sector have lobbied for a reduction or exemption of tax, and dig deeper into
the dynamics of these bargaining processes. We examine what triggered the
negotiations, what the farmers’ claims were, how the farmers’ groups or agri-
cultural sector actors put their case, and whether the eventual policy decision
reflected the associations’ interests. The chapter then proceeds to examine
three mirror cases where farmers have raised issues not about tax but regard-
ing service provision. Across the seven cases, we find that there was stronger
mobilization against taxation than there was in advocating for better ser-
vices. In addition, in a situation where the government is struggling to deliver
public goods, a more viable strategy to be responsive to the demands of farm-
ers’ associations may be through tax exemptions. The agreements about tax
exemptions may help farmers’ groups remain supportive of the ruling elite
but do not help them get access to better production inputs, markets, credit,
or any of the other collective goods that could help improve agricultural pro-
ductivity or indeed create a sense of quid pro quo between the state and
farmers’ representatives.

7.2 The representationof interests inAfricanagriculture

That public policy largely disfavoured African peasants was recognizedmore
than 40 years ago in the so-called urban bias literature (Bird, 1974; Lipton,
1977; Bates, 1981). Even if peasants constituted the major part of the popu-
lation, and even if African economies would clearly benefit from increased
food production and exports of cash crops, policies did not cater to the
peasants’ interests. Agricultural production was overtaxed through monop-
sony pricing, and services were underprovided (Bates, 1981, 87–95). While
the effects of structural adjustment programmes on African agriculture are
widely debated, they did remove a number of policy distortions against rural
Africa, such as dismantling marketing boards and liberalizing prices (Ander-
son and Masters, 2009). Yet the effect on agricultural productivity remained
negligible, mainly because service provision in African agriculture remained
rudimentary (World Bank, 2018).

Important contributions in the literature emphasize that collective action
among rural smallholders is generally still weak (Booth, 2012; Poulton,
2014). Nevertheless, there is reason to think that conditions in recent years
have become more conducive to farmers coming together to advocate for
better service delivery or to react to taxation. First, there has been renewed
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focus on agriculture in the new millennium. Given that agricultural produc-
tivity remained almost stagnant on the African continent compared to other
regions, heads of government (in the Maputo agreement of 2003) pledged
to increase public allocations for agriculture to 10% of their budgets. Lead-
ers and donors realized that price liberalization had not sufficed to spur
growth in agricultural production and that public investments in rural public
goods were necessary. The debate began to revolve around how to invest in
rural roads, research, agricultural advisory services, better regulation of input
markets, whether subsidized fertilizer was a good idea, and how to support
access to credit (World Bank, 2007; Wiggins, 2014). The increased atten-
tion paid to agricultural policy should be an opportunity for organizations
representing farmers to hold leaders accountable for their pledges. Second,
international investors have becomemore interested in agricultural land. The
food price hikes occurring in the late 2000s, combined with the discovery of
availability of arable land in Africa, have increased foreign investments in the
continent’s agricultural sectors (Wiggins, 2014), which again could give farm-
ers’ organizations incentives to raise issues of the lack of, for example, rural
infrastructure.

Third, rural voters have become more important with the institutionaliza-
tion of elections. Since the third wave of democratic transition swept through
Africa in the 1990s, competitive elections, even if not always free or fair, have
increased the importance of the rural vote (Kjær and Therkildsen, 2013;
Poulton, 2014); The significance of rural factions for the ruling elites has
increased due to their ability to mobilize the rural voters (Whitfield et al.,
2015). We know from surveys that rural Africans express a need for such
things as government provision of rural infrastructure and advice and assis-
tance to reduce food insecurity (Gyimah-Boadi et al., 2017). Elections should
give farmers’ organizations a possibility to voice these needs (Poulton, 2014),
and if MPs do not deliver to local constituencies, they can be voted out.
Election campaigns often appeal to the rural electorate and promise better
primary services (Poulton, 2014). Prior to the 2001 elections in Uganda, for
instance, theNational ResistanceMovement (NRM)government led byPres-
ident Museveni launched a ‘Plan for Modernization of Agriculture’ to reach
the campaign pledge of ‘Prosperity for All’ (Joughin and Kjær, 2010). For
these reasons, we could expect agricultural sector actors to be able to mobi-
lize at least some bargaining power vis-à-vis the ruling elite and government
agencies.

There is some recent evidence that farmers’ groups have reacted to
attempts to tax them. There have been cases of protests over specific taxes—
such as sales taxes on agricultural inputs—that have occurred in several
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African countries.¹ Stewart-Wilson and Waiswa (2021) describe how the
Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) attempted to enforce a withholding tax
on agricultural suppliers, but that this was fiercely resisted.

Might it be the case that farmers’ associationsmobilizemorewhen the issue
is around taxation thanwhen it is about public goods? The literature outlined
above shows that there is reason to look closer at how and when farmers’
groups raise tax issues, what the results of these bargaining processes are, and
whether there are corresponding cases when it comes to demanding service
provision.

7.3 Methodology

In order to examine the claims of farmers’ associations and how these claims
aremade in specific instances of bargaining, we adopt amultiple-case design.
First, we examine four tax-related instances of bargaining. In the four cases,
we identify what triggered the bargaining, how it evolved, and what the out-
come was. Subsequently, we ask the same questions in three mirror cases
of bargaining where the claims were not about tax but about public goods
provision.

Uganda is a relevant country in which to study cases of bargaining in the
agricultural sector for several reasons. There is a politically recognized need
to attend to the sector. The President and government have made recent
pledges to improve agricultural productivity. They have also gone some way
in increasing budget allocations to agriculture (GoU, 2018). Farmers raise the
same concerns when asked in surveys (Kakumba, 2021); hence, there should
be good opportunities for farmers to raise their voice. Further, the cooper-
ative movement has seen something of a revival in Uganda in recent years
(Wedig and Wiegratz, 2017). In post-Independence years, cooperatives were
subjected to marketing boards and centralized price controls, and many of
them were mismanaged. Liberalization policies did away with many cooper-
atives in the 1990s, but in the newmillennium,many new cooperative unions
have seen the light of day, and the Uganda Cooperative Alliance (UCA) now
has more than 16,000 registered cooperatives (UCA, 2016). In addition, a
large number of farmers’ groups are registered with the Uganda National
Farmers Federation, who report having 15,092 groups and cooperatives in
their register, of whichmore than 2,400 are in coffee (UNFFEdata accessed in
April 2018). Finally, even if Uganda cannot be characterized as a democracy,

¹ See e.g. Times of Zambia (2004); Marete (2020).
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it has regular multi-party elections. The elections do not give voters any
alternative options for president, but they are fiercely competitive as for the
members of Parliament. Elections could, therefore, be expected to give farm-
ers an opportunity to put pressure on their local MPs to deliver (Wilkins,
2016; Chapter 9 in this volume).

When deciding on which instances of revenue bargaining to study, we
opted for an open and exploratory approach. First, we simply asked agricul-
tural experts and the farmers’ organizations themselves about instances in
which they had made a deliberate, successful or failed, attempt to influence a
policy decision affecting them, regardless of whether this concerned tax. Ask-
ing this way enabled us to see whether tax issues mattered to the sector actors
at all. We then chose the issues that most actors brought up and traced how
the bargaining processes had occurred by using a combination of picking new
interview respondents through snowballing and by reading available media
and parliamentary debates about them. We also asked farmers more broadly
about their grievances and challenges, to identify issues that it seemed are
not generally raised and therefore do not reach the political agenda.

In January 2018, we conducted 33 interviews, with specific focus on
farmers’ organizations and cooperatives. For the dairy sector cases, data col-
lection from a previous research project (2008–2013) was used in addition
to 2017/2018 interviews of dairy sector actors. For the rice and coffee cases,
additional interviews were carried out later in 2018 and in 2019. In all, over
80 interviews inform the following case narratives.

In what follows, we present four cases of successful revenue bargain-
ing (see Table 7.1). Subsequently, we present three mirror cases in which
issues of improved service provision were brought up. Finally, we discuss the
empirical and theoretical implications of our case studies.

7.4 Attempts to influence agricultural taxation

7.4.1 VAT on agricultural inputs (2014/15)

On 12 June 2014, the Minister of Finance, Planning, and Economic Devel-
opment, Maria Kiwanuka, held her annual budget speech and, to the sur-
prise of many sector actors, announced the annulment of a number of
tax exemptions on agriculture. Importantly, she announced the termina-
tion of VAT exemptions on input supply for agriculture such as machinery,
tools, seed, fertilizers, and pesticides, with effect from 1 July 2014 (CSBAG,
2014). The statement immediately led to vocal protests from a number of



Table 7.1 Cases of revenue bargaining over agricultural taxation

Case Trigger Strategy Bargaining power and process Outcome

18% VAT on
agricultural inputs
(2014/15)

A push from technocrats
in the Ministry of
Finance and triggered
when announced in the
budget speech.

Signature collection.
Petition to Speaker of
Parliament.
Discussion at President’s
round table.
Protests in the
newspapers and media.

The CSBAG and the PSFU
organized resistance on the part
of a number of associations,
including farmers’ organizations.
The alliances strengthened the
bargaining power of the groups
who would be negatively affected
by the tax.

The President
announces that the 18%
VAT is not to be
effectuated.

Waiver on tax arrears
and of corporate
income tax for SACCOs
(2017)

A push from the URA to
collect income tax
arrears, and
subsequently regular
income tax from the
SACCOs.

Various SACCOs
created alliances and
made collective protests.
Direct access to the
President.
Signatures and petition
to Speaker of
Parliament.

Farmers’ organizations weaker
than, e.g. army and Parliament
or teachers’ SACCOs. Together,
they formed a strong protest
group, but no sign that farmers’
organizations had bargaining
power on their own.

Cabinet agrees on the
President’s suggestion to
abolish any arrears.
Parliament votes to
introduce a 10-year
waiver on CET for
SACCOs.

Waiver on income tax
on fresh milk (2016)

The URA begins to
collect income tax at the
trading centres where
farmers sell their fresh
milk.

The umbrella
cooperatives union
(UCCCU) protests
vocally through the
public media and direct
access to the President.

Large dairy farmers have
bargaining power not so much as
potential revenue providers but
because they make up important
political factions of the ruling
coalition.

President intervenes
directly and demands
the Ministry of Finance
abandons the idea of the
tax.

Waiver on CET on
imported rice
(2016–2018)

One investor with links
to the President gets a
reduced tariff.

Other rice millers
protest vocally. Rice
farmers’ protests are
weak.

Some millers are also allowed
waivers, which silences them.
The millers mobilize more
bargaining power than the rice
farmers do.

Failure to uphold the
CET.
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associations and triggered a subsequent process of bargaining (interview,
Head of CSBAG, March 2019).²

The Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group (CSBAG) is an umbrella asso-
ciation for civil society organizations in Uganda and has over 60 member
organizations. Its purpose is to influence government budget decisions. Its
executive director participates in international donor meetings such as the
Public Finance Management Committee.³ Immediately after the Minister of
Finance’s statement, the CSBAG issued a press release announcing the col-
lection of signatures. It also released a longer policy paper with arguments
against the tax, such as how it could harm agricultural production (interview,
CSBAG Executive Director, March 2019).

The Uganda National Farmers Federation (UNFFE) is an organization
representing all farmers; its purpose is to organize the farmers and advocate
for their interests. The UNFFE has had different sponsors, but all making
short-term donations and with little budget support to run the office. This
means that the UNFFE is not well resourced (interview, Secretary General,
May 2019).When interviewed, theUNFFEDeputyCEOpointed to the orga-
nization’s advocacy for waiving the VAT tax as a success and referred to the
joint signature collection (interview, 8 January 2018). However, the UNFFE
joined an already existing initiative, taken by the CSBAG, and therefore can-
not be said to have had a decisive influence. The civil society petitionwith the
more than onemillion signatures was presented to the Speaker of Parliament
in September 2014.

An additional important actor was the Private Sector Foundation (PSFU).
The PSFU represents all private-sector actors (including farmers’ associa-
tions) and is funded partly through members and partly through donors
such as the UK Department for International Development. When asked
to mention cases of lobbying relevant to agricultural policy, the Director of
Policy in the PSFU brought up the VAT and said the PSFU had taken the
case to the Presidential Round Table, an exclusive circle of CEOs from dif-
ferent companies in Uganda meeting with the President annually (interview,
January 2018). Finally, traders in inputs—such as the Uganda Seeds Trade
Association or the Uganda National Agro-input Dealers Association—were
brought up as important actors as they had presented their case to the Min-
istry of Finance.Many of these dealers are said to bewell connected politically

² See also ChimpReports (2014) where it is reported how the President states that ‘some people passed
behind me and included those taxes in our budget’.

³ The present author took part in one such meeting concerning donor support to the revenue author-
ity. The CSBAG was, at the time, fieldwork funded mainly by the multi-donor Democratic Governance
Facility and by the US Agency for International Development.
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(interview with former advisor to theMinistry of Agriculture, Animal Indus-
try and Fisheries, Kampala, 17 January 2018; Kjær and Joughin, 2018).

In all, the CSBAG, with its insights and mandate to watch the budget, ini-
tiated the protest against the VAT on agricultural inputs and was joined by
the farmers’ association. In addition, the PSFU and input traders’ associa-
tion vocally resisted the tax. When the President was informed about the
measure and the protests, he called a meeting of the NRM parliamentary
caucus (which has the majority in Parliament) to convene the Cabinet and
discuss the new tax. At the meeting, the President reportedly said, ‘It is very
sad that some people passed behind me and included those taxes into our
budget. This is counterproductive and I Museveni who has been champi-
oning the growth of rural income through agriculture across the country
cannot again be the one to put those taxes’ (ChimpReports, 2014). When
the CSBAG brought the joint petition to the Speaker of Parliament, she sup-
ported it, saying she was a farmer herself, and in September 2014, Parliament
then voted to abolish the VAT on inputs (Kashaka, 2014).

‘Success has many parents, but failure is an orphan’, as the proverb goes.
Many actors were indeed behind the successful lobbying against the 18%
VAT on agricultural inputs, and all argued for their own key role when
interviewed. The alliances with many organizations clearly strengthened the
relative bargaining power of the farmers’ associations vis-à-vis the govern-
ment. The outcome was an agreement in which a VAT on agricultural inputs
was not introduced, against the will of theMinistry of Finance, Planning, and
Economic Development technocrats, and in which the President therefore
arguably gained some political capital in terms of support for being respon-
sive to the organizations’ demands, or at least in terms of making sure that
they did not vocally resist him. In this book’s terms, the outcomewas a type of
fiscal contract that was not about a return for a tax but rather about not tax-
ing, thus reducing the revenue for which better services for agriculture could,
in principle, be offered.

7.4.2 Waiver on corporate income tax for SACCOs
(2014–2017)

In 2014, the URA began to collect income tax from Savings andCredit Coop-
erative Organizations (SACCOs), which led to protests and a bargaining
process that went on with varying intensity for the next three years. It was
sometimes dormant and then was revived several times between then and
2017. A brief background on the role of SACCOs is necessary.
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It is well established that rural smallholders lack access to credit in Uganda
(World Bank, 2018). Government and donors have, over the years, taken
an abundance of initiatives to ameliorate this state of affairs, but none so
far has been very successful. Previous government-subsidized credit pro-
grammes have a reputation of being ‘political’, in that schemes have favoured
local party cadres to mobilize support (Joughin and Kjær, 2010;Makoba and
Wakoko-Studstill, 2015).

In 1998, the Rural Financial Services Programme, supported by the Inter-
national Fund for Agricultural Development, began to support rural SAC-
COs. However, after the 2006 ‘Prosperity for All’ campaign pledge, the
government increased its support for agricultural cooperatives and SAC-
COs in the Rural Financial Services Strategy. The number of rural-based
SACCOs then increased, and today there are about 700 (Nannyonjo, 2013).
During the election campaigns of 2006, the President toured the countrywith
the promise that all citizens’ incomes would increase to 20 million shillings
annually. On these so-called poverty tours, the President either delivered
cash or promised to support local development through SACCOs (Makoba
and Wakoko-Studstill, 2015). Consequently, the SACCOs were used as a
means through which to channel funds for electoral support and to prop up
lower-level NRM factions.

In 2007, the Uganda Cooperatives Act introduced government-led SAC-
COs with government subsidizing the credit facility. The Act provides for
a triangular model consisting of rural producer groups, area cooperative
enterprises, and SACCOs, the latter providing subsidized finance for the pro-
ducers while the cooperatives market the crops (Nannyonjo, 2013; Onyilo
and Adong, 2019). Existing rural credit schemes supported by donors were
transformed to fit the new government strategy. Since then, SACCOs have
been increasingly associated only with government initiatives, and not with
farmers’ own savings and credit associations. It has become more and more
evident that the SACCOs are a means to increase government control and
sustain loyalty from important factions who are able to mobilize support and
votes (Adea, 2015; Makoba and Wakoko-Studstill, 2015), and they are often
referred to as ‘political SACCOs’.

Before 2014, the SACCOshad not been aware that according to the Income
Tax Act, they were obliged to pay income tax on profits, and they had, there-
fore, been building up arrears.⁴ When the URA in 2014 began to enforce the
tax more systematically, including collecting the arrears (interviews, several

⁴ See the microcredit associations’ coverage at https://www.uccfs.co.ug/index.php/in-media/news/3-
saccos-to-start-paying-tax-on-their-profits.

https://www.uccfs.co.ug/index.php/in-media/news/3-saccos-to-start-paying-tax-on-their-profits
https://www.uccfs.co.ug/index.php/in-media/news/3-saccos-to-start-paying-tax-on-their-profits
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primary societies, January 2018; interview, ED of microcredit organization
AMFIU, March 2019), the SACCOs and cooperatives began to protest
vocally.

The trigger for the revenue bargaining was thus that the revenue officials
had begun to collect the tax across all SACCOs. The Uganda Cooperative
Alliance (UCA) pursued a strategy of linking up with various other groups,
including representatives of the Uganda People’s Defence Forces (the army)
which also has a number of SACCOs (interview, UCA Director, January
2018). Through these connections, the UCAmanaged to access the President
and argue their case. However, other SACCOs also protested. In 2015, the
Cabinet decided to waive income tax plus the arrears that the SACCOs had
been accumulating. This was emphasized as a success by theUCA. The actual
income tax came to the table in July 2015, on the International Cooperatives
Day, when the President announced that income tax on SACCOs should be
abolished (Ndushabandi, 2015). The fact that elections were approaching,
with NRM primary elections in October 2015 and general elections in early
2016, arguably played a large role in the President being responsive to the
demands.

In the 2017 Income Tax Amendment Bill, the Ministry of Finance had
not removed the tax on SACCOs. A large number of actors then mobilized.
In 2017, Parliament agreed on a proposal to introduce a 10-year waiver. In
the 2018/19 financial year, the Ministry of Finance again proposed the tax
on SACCOs. The UCA protested again. But a more important actor was
the Uganda Cooperatives Savings and Credit Union, who initiated a collec-
tion of signatures among its members (The Independent, 2018a). Then, 212
SACCOs signed a petition to Parliament (ibid.). In 2018, when debated in
Parliament, the parliamentary finance committee again insisted onmaintain-
ing the 10-year waiver on income taxation of SACCOs. The arguments were,
among others, that it is important to promote a savings culture inUganda and
that they should be given sufficient time to establish themselves. During the
debate, Speaker Kadaga emphasized that Parliament had already debated this
tax in 2017 and that she was very surprised that the tax was back. MPs voted
overwhelmingly against reintroducing the tax.⁵ So, for the second time, the
organizations succeeded in challenging the technocratic attempt to maintain
the income tax.

This outcome obviously benefits the SACCOs, who are often ‘political’
in the sense that they have become supporters of the ruling elite. Finally,

⁵ See also http://uca.co.ug/national-level-advocacy/ and https://www.parliament.go.ug/news/1503/
parliament-blocks-taxation-saccos.

http://uca.co.ug/national-level-advocacy/
https://www.parliament.go.ug/news/1503/parliament-blocks-taxation-saccos
https://www.parliament.go.ug/news/1503/parliament-blocks-taxation-saccos
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the protest’s success cannot be ascribed to the farmers’ associations alone.
As with the case on VAT on agricultural inputs, a number of actors joined
forces to avoid the tax. Since practically all professional groupings have a
SACCO—including MPs, the army, the teachers’ unions, and even the staff
of the Uganda Revenue Authority—it was not hard to join forces. The MPs’
SACCO representative was one of the many MPs who spoke up. The bar-
gaining power of the UCA alone is rather limited, as other cases where the
UCAhas tried to influence policy indicate, for example failingwhen it tried to
influence the Cooperative Societies Amendment Bill (2016) to acquire more
autonomy from the Ministry. The UCA had drafted a 10-point petition in
June 2016, commenting on parts of the proposed amendments to the bill
and asking for a ‘specialized institution to supervise and regulate the opera-
tion of cooperatives’ instead of the existing department of cooperatives under
the Ministry of Trade and Industry, which the UCA feels is understaffed and
politically biased (UCA, 2016).

7.4.3 Tax on incomes from freshmilk sales (2016)

During the Amin years and the subsequent civil war in the early 1980s, milk
production and trade plummeted, and when the NRM came to power in
1986, Uganda was relying mainly on imported milk powder. However, dur-
ing the 1990s, milk production increased tremendously and Uganda became
self-sufficient. From160,000 litres per day in 1993,milk production increased
to over 1.4 million litres in 2014 (MAAIF, 1993; Makoni et al., 2014). In the
south-western region of Uganda, a cold chain is in place with a large number
of milk-collection centres with milk coolers equipped with generators, and
two large dairy plants processing milk for export (Kjær and Joughin, 2018).

TheNRM ruling elite had actively supported the establishment of this cold
chain with grants and loans from the Food and Agriculture Organization, the
African Development Bank, and Danida (Kjær and Mwebaze, 2014; Kjær,
2015). The dairy cooperative societies began to flourish during the 1990s,
also encouraged by the President, as milk production grew in the south-west.
The cooperatives have often challenged the government on key decisions
concerning the dairy sector, but overall they remain supportive of the NRM
government (Kjær and Joughin, 2018; interviews with former and present
UCCCU members, August 2015, January 2018).

Because of the growth in the milk sector and increased incomes of the
south-western dairy farmers, the Ministry of Finance and the URA saw a
good source of revenue here, and in early 2016, they proposed to levy tax
on incomes from fresh milk sales. This would be collected by the URA at
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the collection centres. When the URA started collecting this tax, it triggered
revenue bargaining. The UCCCU immediately protested, arguing that such
a tax would discourage small dairy farmers from selling their milk to them
(interviews, January 2018). The UCCCU used several strategies. They talked
to themedia, and there were several articles about the issue (e.g.TheMonitor,
2016a). More importantly, the UCCCU members used their connections to
meet the Minister for Agriculture as well as the President in person. When
asked about these channels of influence, several respondents with knowledge
of Ugandan dairy politics would say that many of the large south-western
dairy farmers have a direct link and can access the President relatively eas-
ily. After a meeting with the dairy farmers at his own ranch in Kiruhura, at
the centre of the southern milk shed (as it is called), the President told the
Ministry of Finance to give up the idea of taxing the farmers (The Moni-
tor, 2016b). Subsequently, the idea of taxing themwas abandoned (interview,
former UCCCU Manager, January 2018).

This success can best be explained by the direct access south-western farm-
ers have to the President. The main milk shed in Uganda is situated in the
region where the President has his own dairy farm. The dairy farmers have
been able to draw on these political connections in several instances. The
milk coolers, for example, are tax exempt and so are aluminium containers
and cooling trucks. Finally, the protest against the attempt to get income tax
at the cooperatives’ collection centres happened around election time, which
perhaps made it easier for the UCCCU to avoid getting taxed since intro-
ducing a tax unpopular with a large number of dairy farmers (there are an
estimated 800,000) prior to elections would not have been desirable.

7.4.4 Waiver on CET on imported rice (2016)

In 2017 and 2018, there was intense bargaining about whether domestic rice
production should continue to be protected by a common tariff of 75%. Such
a tariff is in the domestic rice producers’ best interest, but they were not able
to successfully argue their case.

Rice production in Uganda has increased since the mid 2000s, but since
rice statistics are uncertain, precise data as to the size of the increase are not
available. There seems to be a consensus that the production of rice has more
than doubled, from about 121,000 metric tonnes in 2004 to an estimated
250,000metric tonnes in 2017 (VanCampenhout et al., 2016; Joughin, 2019).
This is in large part attributable to a common external tariff (CET) on rice,
which was put into effect by the East African Community (EAC), effective
from 1 January 2005. The tariff has worked to ensure a minimum price for
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domestic rice, which is not yet competitive. Its effects on rice production thus
consist of increased rice production but not of higher productivity. This is not
least due to the lack of supportive policies. Yields are still considerably below
those of China or Vietnam, and there is little systematic research or develop-
ment of new technologies going on, along with very low extension of existing
knowledge to small-scale farmers (Joughin, 2019).

The most recent agricultural census from 2008 estimated that there are
about 400,000 rice farmers in Uganda. Of these, 80% are small farmers with
less than two ha of land, and they are generally poorly organized. There
are some rice cooperatives, and rice producers are also represented in the
rice farmers’ association established in 2017 and by larger umbrella orga-
nizations such as the UNFFE or the UCA (interviews, UNFFE and UCA,
2018; Joughin, 2019). Though the tariff was in the interest of Ugandan farm-
ers, they were not the ones who organized and pushed for its effectuation.
Rather, one Ugandan rice producer and miller, Tilda Ltd, was instrumental
in pushing the Ugandan government to negotiate the CET under EAC nego-
tiations in Arusha (interview with Ugandan rice miller, January 2018). Since
Tilda (now Kibimba Ltd) has a large rice-producing estate and an extensive
outgrower scheme, the company was interested in having the government
protect domestic production.

Since production has started to increase, rice farmers and millers in 2015
formed a joint association to cater for the interests of the rice industry
(Joughin, 2019). This association was named the Rice Millers Council of
Uganda (RMCU). However, a series of events since then has made the
farmers break away from the RMCU and form their own association, the
Rice Association of Uganda (RAU). These events started in 2016 when a
Yemeni-basedmiller in Uganda, KingdomRice, successfully lobbied the gov-
ernment to reduce the tariff by 27.5% through a special concession only
to this company (RMCU, 2017; interview, Ugandan miller, January 2018).
The argument for the waiver was that there was a lack of sufficient domes-
tic rice supply. The waiver resulted in a situation in which untreated (brown)
rice imports fromPakistan toUganda increased, some of them apparently re-
exported after having been through themill. This thenmade the othermillers
protest. In the subsequent months, the situation remained unsolved. The
State House and President wanted to support the Yemeni company, which
had invested in a large mill, and therefore wanted to maintain the waiver,
whereas apparently the Ministry of Finance was less happy with allowing
special terms for one company. During this period, the unity of the RMCU
collapsed as more millers began to import brown rice. In other words, the
CET was not enforced.
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In April 2018, a meeting was held with the President and the millers. The
parties reached a compromise, and 11 named millers were allowed a signif-
icantly reduced import duty, thus effectually reducing the CET (Kibimba,
2018). This agreement made Tilda (now Kibimba) threaten to close all its
rice production on the grounds that it would no longer be viable without the
protection. The company did so in a letter to the Ministry of Finance, with
copies of the letter sent to the President’s Office, the URA, and other relevant
government agencies, saying that with these lower import duties, the com-
pany would have to shut down. The rice farmers were also angered by the
removal of the CET. They therefore broke away from the RMCU and formed
their own RAU. The RAU has raised the issue in the media and through let-
ters to the Ministry of Finance (The Independent, 2018b). In May 2018, they
also petitioned the Speaker of Parliament. So far, this has been to no avail—
although the government seems to be sending out mixed messages, with
Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of Finance being more favourable to
reintroducing the duty, but with the State House wanting to support the large
rice miller. The farmers’ associations such as the UCA and the UNFFE have
not been active in this case. When asked, a UNFFE representative indicated
that it would not beworth trying to influence the outcome, since ‘government
is there’, as he put it (interview, March 2019).

7.4.5 Summarizing the four cases

The four cases inform us on the triggers, processes, and outcomes of revenue
bargaining, providing a basis for exploringwhether they differ in the tax cases
from those of public goods. The four tax cases were triggered by a change in
tax administration; three when technocrats tried to increase tax collections
by enforcing an existing tax or by introducing a new tax, which then triggered
protests. The fourth case was also triggered by a change in tax administration,
but in this case, it was an individual exemption to the import tariff on rice that
made the other rice millers protest.

In two of the four tax cases, farmers’ associations were able to create
alliances with other civil society groups because the taxes affected a wider
number of stakeholders than only farmers. The VAT on agricultural inputs
would not only hit peasants but also input traders and various subsector
groupings. The income tax on SACCOs targeted not just farmer cooper-
atives, but also other professional groups including medical doctors, the
army, and teachers. By creating alliances, the protesters’ bargaining power
increased. The political significance of the collective protest was increased,
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and the potential loss of political support was too great for the President
to ignore. Hence, the political importance meant more than the potential
revenue from the taxes. In the third case on taxation of fresh milk sales,
a group of dairy farmers who made up an important faction of the rul-
ing coalition effectively fought the enforcement of the tax. In the fourth
case, an individual foreign investor was influential in having the rice tariff
waived. The processors protested and acquired the same waiver. Neverthe-
less, the rice farmers were unable to team up with other organizations or
in other ways influence the decision, so they did not have any bargaining
power.

The bargaining processes took place in several arenas, but common to all
of the cases was that the protests succeeded when the politicians, and most
often the President, intervened in the bargaining. In both of the first cases,
theMinistry of Finance was attempting to stand firm against the protests, and
theMPs and the Presidentwould subsequently step in to have the technocrats
give it up.

The findings inform us that when it comes to taxes, farmers’ associations
are indeed able to mobilize bargaining power to influence decisions in order
to prevent taxation of their sector. However, the cases indicate that this is
most likely to happen if the subsector group is of political significance or
if they are able to create alliances with other groups affected by the tax. In
the VAT on inputs case, for example, the real actor was a donor-supported
umbrella association for civil society groups, not the farmers’ associations.
In the rice tariff case, rice farmers had very little say. Rice farmers are not
of political significance; they are scattered over a large area in northern and
eastern Uganda and they have not been well represented by the Rice Millers
Council. As a result, they get a bad deal in which, despite their protests, their
produce is no longer as protected against imported rice.

The fact that the outcomes are generally successful in waiving taxes raises
the question of whether farmers’ associations are able to bargain for the
delivery of agricultural services.

7.5 Attempts to lobby for agricultural public goods

During our research, we encountered a number of attempts to lobby for
better service provision. Here, we briefly outline three. Together, they pro-
vide important mirror cases that deepen our understanding of revenue-
bargaining characteristics that may be distinct in public goods cases as
compared to tax cases.
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In the first instance of bargaining that we explored, coffee sector actors
tried to influence the government’s coffee seedling distribution programme.
An estimated 19% of export earnings come from coffee exports in Uganda
(Nsibirwa, 2012). One of the main challenges for coffee production has been
the coffee wilt disease (Baffes, 2006; Nsibirwa, 2012). The government has
tried to address this through replanting schemes in which farmers are helped
to get new coffee seedlings, free from coffee wilt. The latest scheme is a
seedling distribution programme though the NRM government’s Operation
Wealth Creation (OWC). The OWC is a programme launched in connec-
tion with the 2011 elections to promote production and wealth under the
charge of the Ugandan army. The programme has been widely criticized for
creating a parallel structure to the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Indus-
try and Fisheries and local governments. It has its own offices in Kampala,
and the programme has hired army soldiers to implement initiatives such as
input distribution that would otherwise have been carried out by agricultural
officers.

Prior to the OWC programme, there had been a growing market for good
coffee seedlings. However, this market was destroyed by the programme
(interview, Director of Coffee Academy, April 2019). The farmers’ groups
had tried to address the issue using various channels. They had contacted
the Head of the OWC, who is the President’s brother, directly, and they
had raised the issue several times in the public media to no avail. Many
interviewees posited that they might as well give it up since the govern-
ment had strong interests in the programme and used it to appease otherwise
disgruntled army factions.

In the second case, dairy farmers have tried to achieve better government
regulation of animal drugs and acaricides in order to ameliorate a growing
problem of tick resistance—with the growth of Uganda’s dairy sector, this
is a problem of rising concern especially for south-western dairy farmers.
The issue is caused by a lack of regulation and monitoring of drug use, as
well as a lack of guidance for the farmers, who experiment with different
drugs and mixtures. The result is that farmers lose many of their dairy cat-
tle, which obviously hurts milk production (Vudriko et al., 2016; Abdallah,
2019). The situation began deteriorating during 2010, and dairy farmers have
made increasingly vocal complaints about drugs that do not work,⁶ though
it is difficult to identify an exact event or date when they began. Farmers
have tried to bring forward their complaints to the MPs representing their

⁶ When this author gave a talk on agricultural policies at a local south-western university in January
2018, a number of dairy farmers brought up issues of bad acaricides and drugs during theQ and A session.
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constituencies and to the President (interviews, UCCCU chair of board,
January 2018; Kashari primary society Mbarara, 22 January 2018). They
have also been interviewed on many occasions for public media (see e.g. The
Monitor, 2017).

TheMPs from the affected areas, particularly in the south-west, have taken
the complaints further and brought them up in parliamentary debates on
agricultural strategies, where MPs have complained about a lack of facili-
tation of local government offices. In response, the designated Minister for
Agriculture admitted that the ministry does not have adequate resources to
address the issue (Hansard, 2019). Even the President, at a private function
(wedding ceremony) in Kiruhura, blamed various local officials and veteri-
nary doctors for not being able to address the problem (Kampala Post, 2018).
The issue is complex and would not be fixable by one institution alone. Fur-
ther, the most important local supporters of the regime are well off and able
to find individual solutions, such as accessing drugs from outside the country
(interviews, January 2018; Hansard, 2019). Thus, in this case, the group was
not able to influence government policy, despite normally receiving support
from the NRM government and enjoying strong bargaining power. The gov-
ernment has a strong interest in the sector, and one would assume that the
regulation of acaricides should be feasible.

Finally, the third case was an attempt by farmers’ associations to influence
input distribution programmes to have them use existing cooperatives and
farmers’ groups rather than setting up a parallel structure. The Operation
Wealth Creation (OWC) programme was not only about coffee seedlings,
but in general it is a scheme through which the government hands out agri-
cultural inputs. An advisory programme, the NAADS, which also distributed
inputs, preceded it. Both programmes were attractive to farmers’ origina-
tions. The UCA and the UNFFE tried to persuade the OWC and the NAADS
to use their groups (farmers’ groups andprimary societies)whenhanding out
inputs. Their argument was that the groups had more knowledge and better
potential to make good use of the inputs. The organizations reached out to
the heads of the respective programmes as well as communicating with the
Ministry of Agriculture, but the programmes remained with their own par-
allel structure. As described, both programmes had a political function that
overshadowed other concerns.

Compared to the cases of tax waivers, four distinct features stand out from
our cases of lobbying for service provision. First, they did not have an eas-
ily identifiable trigger, for example in the form of a public announcement
of a tax. They rather emerged from a widespread dissatisfaction with poor
services that had gradually grown. Second, they involved policies that did
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not have an immediate effect on other groups. Therefore, the farmers could
not create alliances with other civil society groups, and their bargaining
power was not strengthened during the process. Third, the arenas used by
the farmers were similar, including, for example, contacting the President
(or his brother). Yet the bargaining outcomes differed. The ruling elites would
express their sympathy for the farmers’ cause, but they took no action. Finally,
lobbying for improved services did not succeed. This was the case evenwhere
the farmers were an important support faction to the ruling elite such as the
dairy sector. However, the resourceful dairy farmers were able to find private
solutions to the problem, a fact indicated to us in several interviews.

7.6 Conclusion

By studying specific instances of bargaining around policy issues raised by
groups of farmers or organizations representing farmers’ interests, we have
shown that the most successful cases of policy influence are those in which
the farmers’ organizations seek a tax exemption. Conversely, attempts at
influencing non-tax agricultural policies were not successful. When farmers’
groups tried to influence the government to improve service provision in the
agricultural sector, they failed.

The seven detailed case studies show us that the instances of bargain-
ing where farmers’ associations tried to have a tax reduced or waived differ
in important ways from the cases where farmers lobbied for public goods.
Such differences contribute to explaining these different outcomes. First, the
instances of revenue bargaining were mostly triggered by a specific attempt
by government technocrats to increase tax collections by enforcing an exist-
ing tax or by introducing a new tax, and politicians often intervened in favour
of the farmers. In the public goods cases, no such trigger was evident. Rather,
discontent with the level of services had built up over a long time. A tax
reform appears to be a more visible trigger and a tax more easily identifi-
able as a target against which to mobilize.—Rallying resistance against it is
more straightforward and has more visible results than advocating for bet-
ter service delivery. Hence, we see much stronger mobilization and more
cross-associational alliances against taxes than we do for improved service
delivery. It is easier for ruling elites to respond to demands for tax exemp-
tions or reductions than to respond to demands for better service delivery;
the former, basically, just involves the stroke of a pen, whereas the latter is
much more demanding on state resources and capacity. The President could
express sympathy but still have no easy way to respond to the demands.
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The findings resonate with key observations of the political settlement
approach. In clientelist settlements with small national budgets, the imple-
mentation of schemes to provide rural public goods requires more resources
than are available. Instead, resources are mainly distributed through patron–
client networks. The agricultural schemes are easily subject to politicization,
which is arguably the reason why the NRM ruling elite wished to main-
tain control over input distribution programmes such as the NAADS and
the OWC, including the coffee seedlings programme. In Uganda, with com-
petition between political factions and with fierce electoral competition,
maintaining political support from rural voters is carried out through a com-
bination of divide-and-rule policies, whereby agricultural programmes are
used to buy support from powerful factions and by waiving taxes to appeal
to rural voters.

The obvious implication is that the most important policies for increas-
ing agricultural productivity and improving rural livelihoods, such as rural
infrastructure or access to credit, are not provided. Moreover, politically sen-
sitive issues, such as the politicized seedlings programme, are never even
brought to the negotiation table. Though the farmers’ organizations would
like to see changes, they do not like to interfere in what they term ‘tricky’
areas. An example is the issue of access to land. When interviewing farm-
ers in different regions of the country, land issues, such as sudden evictions,
emerged as a huge challenge for many farmers. However, farmers’ associa-
tions had never brought up the issue with the government. This indicates, as
confirmed by several interview respondents, that farmers’ associations have
been co-opted, or at least neutralized, by the ruling elite. The implications of
these findings for the possibility of strengthening the fiscal contract between
the majority of poor farmers and the state are not encouraging.
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8
Maximizing tax andother revenues for
strategic rents inUgandaʼs petroleum
sector
Dan Ngabirano

Then you hear people say ʻMuseveni should go.̓ But go and leave oil
money? They want me to go so they can come and spoil the money.

Y. K. Museveni, President of the Republic of Uganda1

8.1 Introduction

After close to a decade of petroleum exploration, Uganda struck commercial
oil in 2006. In the aftermath of this development, the country proceeded to
enact one of the most robust and comprehensive petroleum regulatory and
taxation legislative frameworks in its history.² Whereas it is too early to tell
whether this will enhance sector governance and guarantee the country and
its citizens a fair share of oil revenues, the law has had its successes, espe-
cially with taxation and revenue maximization (Hickey and Izama, 2020).
Consequently, Uganda has so far generated close to USD 1 billion mainly
from taxation of capital gains on the sale and transfer of petroleum rights and
assets by international oil companies (Bank of Uganda, 2017, 2021; Muhu-
muza, 2017). This is a remarkable achievement considering that the country
is yet to embark on commercial oil production. However, the key question is
whether the petroleum revenues realized courtesy of these recent legislative
gains will benefit citizens and catapult Uganda into the league of successful

¹ Daily Monitor (2015).
² Petroleum (Exploration, Development and Production) Act 2013, Petroleum (Refining, Conversion,

Transmission and Midstream Storage) Act, 2013 Income Tax Act cap 340 (as amended) and the Public
Finance Management Act, 2015 (as amended)
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oil-producing countries in Africa, or will merely be utilized by the ruling elite
to further their own political interests.

In attempting to answer this question, this chapter relies on the political
settlement theory to inquire into the power and interests of the different cat-
egories of groups as may be gleaned from their involvement in three distinct
petroleum-sector legislative processes. The political settlement refers to ‘the
distribution of power among groups and institutions in a society based on
which the ruling elites create coalitions of different key political factions’ (see
Chapters 1 and 2). The theory is critical to understanding the power as well
as the political and economic interests of the different categories of groups
directly and indirectly involved in the formulation and passage of Uganda’s
petroleum regulation and taxation laws. This is in turn helpful to understand
the revenue-bargaining power of each group in the context of the petroleum
sector, and whether current legislation is intended to benefit the greater cit-
izenry or just a few groups with power and influence. In this context, five
categories of groups have been identified, comprising the ruling elite, mem-
bers of the legislature, international oil companies, civil society groupings,
and foreign donors. Revenue bargaining is herein used to refer to ‘implicit or
explicit negotiations related to revenue provision between revenue providers
and ruling elites’ (see Chapter 1).

The major finding of this inquiry is that while the process of formulation
and passage of Uganda’s sector regulation and taxation laws involved diverse
political and business groups, it was dominated by the ruling elite, which
consists of the President and members of the executive arm of government
(Golooba-Mutebi and Hickey, 2013; Bukenya and Nakaiza, 2020). Conse-
quently, the ruling elite used their power and influence to insist on passage
and enforcement of robust legislation for regulation, licensing, and taxation
of international oil companies. In doing this, the ruling elite was motivated
by the prospect of maximizing revenue generation from the sector to fur-
ther its own political interests. This has yielded critical revenue gains to the
extent that the country has so far generated close to USD 1 billion from the
petroleum sector.However, the revenues generated have largely been spent in
ways that enable the ruling elite to gain politicalmileage, such as construction
of expensive infrastructure projects, campaign financing, and strengthening
of themilitary machinery—a core feature of the current regime’s 36-year rule
(Tangri and Mwenda, 2013; Kabumba et al., 2017). The ruling elite has also
used the hard stance and successful taxation of international oil companies
to make a nationalistic appeal. Stringent taxation of oil companies comple-
ments the ruling elite’s current strategy to maintain a more favourable and
less burdensome tax regime for its core political support base, which consists
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mainly of peasants, the informal sector, and influential businessmen (Good-
fellow andTiteca, 2012; Private Sector FoundationUganda, 2009; Kjaer et al.,
2021). This, it is argued, signals that deals are struck between the ruling elite
and the different categories of influential groups that it sets out to appease to
the detriment of broader fiscal contracts with citizens by which public goods
are delivered for the petroleum income. Overall, the actions of the ruling elite
point to its determination to dominate the petroleum sector for the purpose
of revenue maximization, which is critical for its political survival and hold
on power.

The chapter aims to contribute to the revenue-bargaining literature in
the context of Uganda’s petroleum sector regulation and taxation legislation.
Current literature on Uganda’s oil sector is heavily focused on institutional
and industry best assessments. A great deal of emphasis is also placed on sec-
tor governance and management of public expectations (Kiiza et al., 2011;
Shepherd, 2013), environmentalmanagement and sustainability (Kasimbazi,
2012), human rights and freedoms in the context of oil (Wass and Musiime,
2013), and corporate governance standards in the sector (Kyepa, 2012).How-
ever, while it is possible for the final text of the law to meet, and even in some
cases surpass, each of these standards, it is no guarantee that the gains from
Uganda’s petroleum sector will benefit the greater citizenry and not just the
interests of a specific group with higher bargaining power—an aspect that is
addressed in this chapter. Moreover, the limited literature is heavily focused
on bargaining processes in the context of negotiation of resource contracts,
as opposed to those employed in the formulation of petroleum legislation,
which I explore in this chapter (Hickey and Izama, 2017). Parts of the litera-
ture that presently look at the role of certain influential groups in tax-revenue
bargaining are very general and do not specifically focus on petroleum leg-
islation in the way this chapter does (Kangave and Katusiimeh, 2015). More
broadly, the influence of powerful political and business groups on the design
and formulation (including quality) of petroleum legislation has not received
much attention in the literature.

The chapter takes a qualitative approach, with references to relevant
primary and secondary sources of literature. These include petroleum reg-
ulation and taxation laws, official government reports, official statistics,
and scholarly and newspaper articles. Further reference is made to inter-
views conducted with key informants drawn from government, parliament,
industry, civil society, and the public. The chapter is organized into four
main sections. Section 8.1 is the introduction. Section 8.2 looks at the
revenue-bargaining power of different actors in the negotiation of early
resource agreements and the formulation and passage of the 2013 petroleum
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legislation. Section 8.3 focuses on revenue bargaining in the context of
petroleum taxation legislation. It shows that after the discovery of commer-
cial oil in 2006, the ruling elite has gained even more confidence to insist on
robust taxation of the activities of international oil companies. Section 8.4
concludes.

8.2 Bargaining in the context ofUgandaʼs petroleum
sector regulation legislation

This section looks at revenue bargaining in the negotiation of initial resource
agreements (these are critical components of the petroleum sector regulation
framework) and in the formulation of sector regulation legislation. It is shown
that initially, international oil companies enjoyed great leverage in the nego-
tiation of petroleum contracts. However, this began to change following the
confirmation of the existence of commercial petroleum in 2006. This devel-
opment emboldened the ruling elite to engage in tough negotiations with
the companies and strengthened their resolve to gain monopoly over sector
regulation and control despite protests from civil society and donors.

8.2.1 Early production-sharing agreements and the 1985
petroleum law

Early production-sharing agreements (PSAs) between the government of
Uganda and international oil companies were negotiated and signed under
the framework of the 1985 petroleum law.³ The law vested the power to nego-
tiate and sign PSAs in theMinister of Energy.⁴ Pursuant to this arrangement,
the first PSA was signed with Petrofina Petroleum in 1991 (Directorate of
Petroleum, 2013). The second PSA was concluded with Heritage Oil and
Gas Ltd in 1997 and gave the company exploration rights over the entire
Semiliki basin. In 2001, the government signed another PSA with Hard-
man Petroleum regarding the Lake Albert Basin. In the period between 2001
and 2005, the two companies (Heritage and Hardman) signed additional
PSAs with the government of Uganda in relation to different exploration
areas. In 2005 and 2007 respectively, there were two new entrants: Nep-
tune Petroleum andDominion Petroleum. In 2010, the UK-based TullowOil
Company acquired all of Heritage Oil’s assets in Uganda, and in 2012, the

³ Long Title, Petroleum (Exploration and Development) Act, cap. 150, Laws of Uganda, 2000.
⁴ Section 3 of the repealed Petroleum Act 1985.
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company executed several additional PSAs with the government of Uganda.
The PSAs define the contractual relationship between the parties as well as
the benefits, duties, and obligations of both the government of Uganda and
the international oil companies (these include payment of different forms of
taxes, fees, and royalties). In this way, the signed PSAs constitute an integral
part of Uganda’s petroleum regulatory framework.

From a revenue-bargaining perspective, early PSAs largely favoured the
business interests of international oil companies, for several reasons. First, the
agreements were signed under the broad framework of the 1985 petroleum
law, which focused on attracting foreign investment into the sector rather
than on stringent regulation imposing difficult obligations on the compa-
nies. Second, the PSAs were signed with international oil companies at a
time when Uganda did not have sufficient technical or financial capacity to
undertake capital-intensive petroleumexploration and development projects
by itself. Therefore, the country turned to international oil companies since
they had both the capital and the technical capacity to undertake the projects.
This gave the companies leverage in the negotiation of the PSAs and enabled
them to secure a favourable deal from the government of Uganda. Third, the
companies’ long experience of negotiating similar agreements in other coun-
tries gave them an advantage over the relatively inexperienced technocrats
from the government of Uganda. Ultimately, the deals Uganda struck in the
early PSAs could have been better (Global Witness, 2014).

According to Platform, the PSA entered into between the government
of Uganda and Heritage Oil and Gas Ltd in 2004 in respect to Block 3A
gave the oil company better and more favourable terms compared to sim-
ilar agreements the company entered into with other countries around the
same time (Lay and Minio-Paluello, 2010). It is observed that Kurdistan,
whose government was embroiled in a legitimacy crisis at the time, was able
to secure a better deal fromHeritage. Uganda receivedUSD 300,000 in signa-
ture bonuses from Heritage Oil under its PSA, which was significantly lower
than the USD 3.5 million paid to the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
for a comparable oil block in 2008. Moreover, the terms of the PSA with
Heritage exposed Uganda to the risk of oil companies benefiting from unrea-
sonable and fraudulent claims in the form of recovery costs. For example,
Heritage Oil was reported to have inflated its costs by USD 586,511 in the
period between September 2004 and October 2006. Since the details of the
PSA and other agreements signedwith the rest of the oil companies are secret
and unavailable for public scrutiny, it is difficult to tell whether other mis-
takes with a bearing on revenues were made (Kagenda, 2009; Ssekika, 2017).
It has been said that the hard cash that was expected to be paid up front
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distracted the government of Uganda from bargaining for a better signature
bonus (Lay and Minio-Paluello, 2010). This suggests that the ruling elite’s
interest at the time was to secure as quickly as possible what Heritage was
able to pay in cash.

It is difficult to reconcile this view with the track record and long-term
strategy of Uganda’s ruling elite regarding development and management of
the oil sector. It has been observed elsewhere that from the time the NRM
government came into power in 1986, it was careful not to rush into devel-
opment of the oil resource until it had built sufficient capacity to manage the
sector. Instead, it invested in building the capacity of institutions and their
staff, mainly through training. The NRM also established a dedicated unit,
the Department of Petroleum, for regulation of the sector in the Ministry of
Energy andMineral Development, where the staff trained abroad were even-
tually deployed. In light of this and NRM’s subsequent behaviour, which is
explored later in this chapter, the concessions made in the negotiations of
early PSAs are not sufficiently explained by mere pursuit of early revenues
(Hickey and Izama, 2017).

It is argued that the initial timid approach of the NRM government in the
negotiation of PSAs, and more specifically the one signed with Heritage Oil,
was attributable to inadequate state capacity and experience in the sector,
which affected its bargaining power at the time. The international oil com-
pany leveraged its capital abilities, technical capacity, and vast experience
to negotiate favourable terms. However, the balance of power between the
government of Uganda and international oil companies changed with the
discovery of commercial oil in 2006, to which I now turn.

8.2.2 Commercial oil discovery and themomentum
for petroleum legislative reforms (2006–2013)

The discovery of commercial petroleum at a time when there was a global
surge in commodity prices greatly altered the balance of revenue-bargaining
power in the sector. More critically, it emboldened the ruling elite to push
for a hard deal while negotiating subsequent PSAs, and to initiate revisions
in the sector-regulation framework. In 2008, the Cabinet (an integral part
of the ruling elite) passed a policy for regulation and management of the
sector (Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, 2008). By implica-
tion, the executive arm of government was required to urgently formulate
and pass a law to facilitate the implementation of the policy objectives. This
notwithstanding, it took more than five years for the law to be enacted. Even
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then, it took the intervention of Parliament, donors, and civil society for the
law to be passed.⁵ Parliament’s intervention in the petroleum legislative pro-
cess was sparked by allegations that some members of the ruling elite—that
is, the Minister of Energy and other prominent personalities in cabinet—
had received bribes from international oil companies (Biryabarema, 2010;
Imaka, 2012a). In response to the allegations, Parliament took two major
steps. First, it appointed an ad hoc committee to investigate the conduct of
each accused minister. The implicated individuals were urged to step down
pending the conclusion of investigations.

Most significantly, Parliament imposed a moratorium on all petroleum
activities until a comprehensive law had been debated and passed as required
by the National Oil and Gas Policy (Parliament, 2011). This was a rare move
considering that it is normally the executive’s role to introduce a draft bill
to Parliament at its own timing. Parliament rarely initiates a law, and then
it is usually through an individual private member’s bill, which requires a
certificate of financial implication from the executive. The collective action
of Parliament and the decisiveness with which it acted in this case stamped
its authority over the petroleum legislative process and built pressure on the
executive to enact an appropriate law. The executive hastily formulated a
draft bill of the petroleum law, which was debated and passed by Parliament
in 2013.

The law as passed is fairly progressive and comprehensive. It makes provi-
sion for robust regulation of the sector, competitive licensing, and protection
of property rights, and puts in place environmental and health and safety
measures and controls (Oloka, 2019). From a revenue-bargaining perspec-
tive, the law and the regulations passed require international oil companies
to pay different forms of taxes, royalties, bonuses, rents, and institutional fees.
However, there are two challenges with the law as is. First, the mandate to
negotiate and set specific fees paid by international oil companies has been
left to the minister, a member of the ruling elite.⁶ As the contents of PSAs
(including fees payable) negotiated with various companies have not been
disclosed, the ruling elitemay use this gap to apply the realized revenueswith-
out accountability. The second challenge is that the law gives the minister
overwhelming discretion in the award of licences to international oil compa-
nies.⁷ All these powers increase the risk of corruption and revenue loss, most
recently manifested with respect to the PSA for Exploration Area 2 when the
Minister of Finance was purported to have exempted Tullow Oil Company

⁵ Interview with member of the Parliamentary Advocacy Forum on Oil, Kampala.
⁶ Section 8, Petroleum (Exploration, Development and Production) Act 2013.
⁷ Ibid.
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from payment of capital gains taxes. On the strength of this provision, Tullow
Oil claimed exemption from payment of taxes on gains realized from the sale
of its assets to Total and theChinaNational Offshore ConstructionCompany
(CNOOC). The claim was denied by the Uganda Revenue Authority (URA),
which prompted Tullow Oil to challenge the tax assessment before the Tax
Appeals Tribunal (TAT), albeit unsuccessfully. In its ruling, the TAT found
that the minister did not have the mandate to give the tax exemption.⁸ The
TAT’s finding was based on Article 152 of the Ugandan Constitution, which
states that only the legislature can impose taxes. This was interpreted by the
TAT to include the power to grant tax exemptions.⁹

By vesting in the minister overwhelming discretion in sector regulation
and licensing, the law as passed contradicts the Oil and Gas Policy of 2008.
The policy stipulates that licensing and negotiation of all petroleum agree-
ments shall be vested in the Directorate of Petroleum under the Ministry of
Energy. In addition, all aspects of sector regulation must be handled by the
Petroleum Authority of Uganda. The third institution envisaged by the pol-
icy is theNational Oil Company, whosemandate is tomanage all commercial
aspects of oil. It should be noted that these policy suggestions were borrowed
from the highly acclaimed Norwegian tripartite model (Kyepa, 2012; Kjaer,
2013).

The risks associated with giving the minister this overwhelming man-
date were raised by different actors during the debate and passage of the
law by Parliament, but they were ignored and, in some cases, vigorously
opposed by members of the ruling elite. Prominent among the critical voices
were opposition-leaning members of parliament and a small number of
outspoken members of the ruling party. Together they formed a pressure
group known as the Parliamentary Forum on Oil and Gas (PFOG). They
acted collectively to vigorously challenge the provisions of the draft law that
gave the Minister of Energy broad discretion in negotiation of PSAs and
licensing of international oil companies on the grounds that this would facil-
itate executive interference and encourage corruption in the sector (Lumu,
2012; Imaka, 2012b). In its quest the PFOG was supported by a coali-
tion of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) under the umbrella of the
Civil Society Coalition on Oil and Gas (CSCO) in Uganda.¹⁰ The efforts
of the PFOG were further backed by donor groups who supported several

⁸ Tullow Uganda Ltd & Tullow Operational Pty Ltd v. Uganda Revenue Authority TAT Application No.
4 of 2011.

⁹ Ibid.
¹⁰ Interview with Coordinator of the Civil Society Coalition on Oil and Gas, Kampala.
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capacity-building sessions for itsmembers.¹¹ As a result of these engagements,
members of the PFOG emerged as an outspoken group of parliamentar-
ians who opposed the Bill. This made the PFOG and civil society and
donors that supported it key players in the petroleum sector legislative
process.

However, this was short-lived, as the ruling elite was determined to pass
the law for its own benefit. At the height of the parliamentary debate and
opposition to the Bill, the NRM summoned its members to party caucuses
where they were urged to vote for passage of the Bill. The President, who
is the party chairman, is reported to have made personal phone calls to
NRM party-leaning members of parliament to persuade them to pass the
Bill (Lumu and Kakaire, 2012). The ruling party thus used its numerical
strength in Parliament to pass the problematic Bill into law inDecember 2012
(Biryabarema, 2012; Imaka, 2012c). The politics of the day and the desire for
the executive to control the resource ensured that the minister enjoyed pow-
ers that were initially reserved for the Petroleum Authority. The result has
been increased personalization and micromanagement of oil by the execu-
tive. It is thus unsurprising that the President has been quoted on several
occasions referring to the resource as ‘my oil’ and its discovery as ‘an NRM
achievement’ (Salama, 2014; Patey, 2015).

From a revenue-bargaining perspective, the vesting of huge discretionary
powers in the minister has strengthened the ruling elite’s leverage in negoti-
ations with international oil companies. It is in a better position to influence
many aspects of licensing and regulation compared to, for example, Parlia-
ment and the established petroleum institutions. The ruling elite is also able
to influence the size of fees and other revenues paid by international oil com-
panies. This approach has been extended to the taxation of the sector, which
is discussed next.

8.3 Bargaining in the context of petroleumsector
taxation legislation

8.3.1 Robust taxation of petroleum income

At the time of the commercial oil discovery, Uganda did not have a dedi-
cated framework for taxation of sector activities, and income from petroleum

¹¹ Interview with member of Parliamentary Forum on Oil and Gas, Kampala.
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operations was taxed in the same manner as that from other businesses.¹²
Companies involved in petroleum operations were entitled to almost the
same tax allowances in the form of deductions of business expenses as those
accruing to taxpayers in other sectors.¹³ However, following the confirmation
of the existence of commercial oil, the position of the law began to change.

In 2008, the Ministry of Finance introduced an amendment to the Income
Tax Act with an objective of establishing a specialized regime for the taxa-
tion of petroleumactivities.¹⁴ Stringent restrictionswere imposed on business
expenses (allowable deductions), so that oil companies could only recover
expenses incurred in the contract area from which the income subject to
tax was derived.¹⁵ This meant that expenses incurred by the same company
in a less profitable contract area could not be offset from income realized
from a more profitable contract area. Although this approach is a common
industry practice known as ringfencing, the timing of its introduction in the
law illustrates the enhanced bargaining power of the ruling elite as well as
its determination to maximize sector revenues at the earliest opportunity. It
should be noted that the provisions were introduced very early in the explo-
ration phase and before the companies could realize tangible profits. While
thismove could ordinarily have discouraged investment in the sector, the rul-
ing elite was muchmore confident in taking this approach after the existence
of commercial reserves had been confirmed.

New amendments to the law on taxation of petroleum income in 2015
and 2016¹⁶ only clarified the extent of allowed business expenses and did
not result in substantial changes.¹⁷ Nonetheless, they expanded the scope of
allowed deductions to include exploration and development expenditure as
well as decommissioning costs. While these benefited international oil com-
panies, they are common in the industry and cannot be said to reflect entirely
enhanced company bargaining power.

Further amendments to the Income Tax Code in 2017 limited the total
amount of deductible expenses recoverable by international oil companies
to the amount of cost oil (the amount of oil companies are entitled to
keep as part of cost recovery) realized from a specific contract area.¹⁸ Total
business expenses and other allowable deductions that exceed value of the

¹² Section 18, Income Tax Act cap. 340. Business income includes gains made from the disposal of
capital assets, proceeds of trading stock, interest, consideration received in return of trade restriction, and
the value of any gift derived in the course of business.

¹³ Ibid., Section 22.
¹⁴ Income Tax (Amendment) Act, no. 2 of 2008.
¹⁵ Ibid.
¹⁶ Income Tax (Amendment) Act, no. 11 of 2015.
¹⁷ Ibid. See also Income Tax (Amendment) Act, no. 20 of 2016.
¹⁸ Income Tax (Amendment) Act, no. 10 of 2017.
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cost oil were not allowed but could be carried forward.¹⁹ This presents a
differential approach to taxation of the oil sector. Other businesses out-
side the petroleum sector may deduct all business expenses without similar
restrictions (Kakembo, 2017).

Overall, the amendments to the income tax code show that the approach of
the government of Uganda has been to tax the petroleum sector in a rigorous
manner compared to other sectors. Arguably, this is a result of the enhanced
bargaining power of the ruling elite following the discovery of commercial oil
in 2006, and it is done with the objective of maximizing tax revenues from
the sector for the elite’s own benefit.

8.3.2 Stringent administration and enforcement of taxation
in the petroleum sector

In 2014, a separate tax procedural law was enacted,²⁰ among other things
to regulate tax administration and enforcement processes.²¹ However, the
timing and the potential impact of its provisions point towards another delib-
erate strategy to aggressively tax revenues in the hands of international oil
companies.

It is quite clear that the passing of the new procedural law was partly
informed by informed by the difficulty encountered by the Uganda Rev-
enue Authority in collecting capital gains taxes from a transaction involving
two major international oil companies.²² In 2010, Heritage Oil and Gas Ltd
(Heritage Oil) sold its stake in petroleum exploration areas 1 and 3A to Tul-
low Uganda Limited (Tullow Oil). Under the sale and purchase agreement
signed by the two companies, Heritage was responsible for payment of all
non-transfer taxes, and Tullow for transfer taxes.²³ With full knowledge of
the transaction, the Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) issued two separate
assessments totalling USD 404,925,000 in capital gains taxes. The assess-
ments were issued to Tullow Oil since it had not yet made the payment, and
Heritage, which was responsible for payment of the tax, was in the process of
exiting the country. In issuing the assessments, theURA relied on Section 108
of the IncomeTaxCode, which gave theCommissioner powers to require any
person in possession of assets (includingmoney) belonging to a non-resident
taxpayer to pay tax due on behalf of such taxpayer.

¹⁹ Ibid.
²⁰ Tax Procedure Code Act, 2014 (as amended).
²¹ Ibid. Long Title to the Act.
²² Interview with Prof. David Bakibinga, Kampala, 5 November 2018.
²³ Ibid.
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The assessments were fiercely contested by bothHeritage and Tullow. Her-
itage Oil challenged the assessment before the TAT because it contravened
the stabilization clause contained in the PSA signed with the government of
Uganda. It was argued that under that PSA, the government was not permit-
ted to change the terms of the agreement to the detriment of the company.
Heritage further argued that the PSA dictated that all disputes (including tax
disputes) be determined through arbitration, and that the assessments could
not be enforced unless the arbitration process was complete. However, these
arguments did not find merit before the TAT, and the tax assessments were
upheld.²⁴ The TAT’s decision was confirmed by the High Court of Uganda
following an appeal by Heritage.²⁵ Heritage initiated arbitration proceedings
against the government of Uganda in London, which they lost, as is discussed
in the following paragraphs.

Tullow took a different approach, with the objective of delaying the immi-
nent tax collection until all disputes had been resolved. They sent delegations
to meet and lobby officials at the tax body as well as high-level politicians
including the President. All these efforts were futile, and the government of
Uganda put further pressure on the company to remit the assessed tax to the
URA.TheMinistry of Energy also declined to renewTullow’s licence until the
taxwas fully settled. In the end, Tullowopted to honour the agency notice and
sue Heritage for recovery of taxes paid on its behalf before the High Court
of England and Wales.²⁶ After full consideration of the evidence presented
by both parties, the High Court entered judgment in favour of Tullow Oil
on grounds that the URA assessment was valid under Ugandan law and that
Tullow oil was justified to act on it.²⁷

The ruling of the High Court of England and Wales, as well as the tedious
experience of the URA in collecting the taxes due on the transaction, greatly
inspired the enactment of the Tax Procedures Code Act, 2014. The law, which
was passed a year after the court decision, clarified the power of the Commis-
sioner of the URA to recover full taxes due through third parties.²⁸ Under the
law, it is immaterial whether the tax is already due at the time of recovery
or whether it will fall due later.²⁹ In this respect, the Tax Procedures Code
Act is much more rigorous than Section 108 of the Income Tax Act on which
the URA had relied in issuing the assessment on the Tullow/Heritage trans-
action. The new law thus gave the Commissioner of the URA the power to

²⁴ Heritage Oil and Gas v. Uganda Revenue Authority, TAT Application No. 26 of 2010.
²⁵ Heritage Oil and Gas v. Uganda Revenue Authority, High Court Civil Appeal No. 14 of 2011.
²⁶ Tullow Oil Uganda Ltd v. Heritage Oil and Gas Ltd & Heritage Oil Plc [2013] EWHC 1656 (Comm).
²⁷ Ibid.
²⁸ Ibid. See Section 31.
²⁹ Ibid.
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initiate collection of the full tax payable solely based on their belief that the
taxpayers will incur tax liability in the future.

It is important to note that the power of the Commissioner to issue third-
party agency notices was one of themost contentious issues raised in the case
filed by Tullow againstHeritage before theHighCourt of England andWales.
It was argued on behalf of Heritage that the assessment notice was invalid (in
which case Tullow should not have complied) since it had been issued prema-
turely (before the transaction could be completed), and that the tax assessed
was not final since it was disputed by Heritage. In response, Tullow argued
that it was required by law to effect full settlement of the tax assessed onbehalf
of Heritage, and that it had taken all steps to avoid effecting payments to the
URA in vain. To determine whether full settlement of the tax was required
the moment the notice was received, the court examined the difference in
the terms ‘due’ and ‘due and payable’ as used in the income tax code at the
time. After careful consideration of the evidence and the term ‘due’ as used in
Section 108 of the law, the court found that Tullow was justified to remit the
full tax assessed by the URA themoment the assessment was raised, irrespec-
tive of whether the URA’s actions were premature or not. In effect, Section
108 of the Income Tax Act made full payment of the assessed tax mandatory
regardless of any outstanding disputes and objections filed by the taxpayer
(in this case Heritage). For this reason, Tullow was entitled to recover the
full amount paid to the URA on behalf of Heritage.³⁰ With the enactment of
the Tax Procedures Code, the URA can now compel third parties, including
international oil companies, to make tax payments on behalf of taxpayers to
whom they owe money. This can be done on the sole basis of the Commis-
sioner’s belief that such taxpayers are likely not to pay the tax on the date it
falls due.

From a revenue-bargaining perspective, there are several points to high-
light. First and notably, in most cases, tax-related legislative amendments
with implications for the petroleum sectorwere initiated by the executive arm
of government, andParliament’s rolewas to debate and enact laws. Even then,
parliamentary debates about tax-related bills were not as heated or intense
as those about the enactment of petroleum-sector regulatory legislation. It
is not clear why this was the case, but some have attributed it to the capac-
ity limitations of majority members of parliament to debate taxation matters
since they are considered too technical.³¹ This same reasoning has been
applied to explain the absence of civil-society groups in legislative processes

³⁰ Ibid.
³¹ Interviews with members of Parliament and officials from civil society, Kampala.
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for enactment of taxation legislation with implications for the petroleum
sector.³² In the end, the process of formulation of taxation laws was initi-
ated and dominated by the executive arm of government based on advice
from technocrats from mainly the Ministry of Finance and the URA.³³ This
strengthened the ability of the ruling elite to introduce reforms for the strin-
gent enforcement of tax laws against international oil companies. Secondly,
the elite, led by the President, declined to interfere with tax assessments
issued by the URA notwithstanding intensive lobbying by international oil
companies. Due to this strict approach, Uganda has to date been able to col-
lect close toUSD1 billion (most of it in capital gains taxes) from international
oil companies.

The strict taxation of international oil companies raises other points of
interest. First, it contradicts the executive’s long-known practice of grant-
ing tax concessions to foreign investors and businesspeople with political
connections and influence (Tangri and Mwenda, 2013; Ladu, 2016; Kafeero,
2018; SEATINI, 2019). The varying tax treatment accorded to international
oil companies shows that, unlike other businesses that have benefited in
the past from tax concessions, they have not gained much. This has been
attributed to the fact that the political cost of strict enforcement of taxation
against international oil companies is minimal compared to the cost where
more influential taxpayers are involved (Kjaer et al., 2021). More critically,
the strict taxation of international oil companies has ensured that the ruling
elite has raised additional revenues necessary to protect its power.

In 2011, the government of Uganda almost depleted its foreign exchange
reserves, in a hurried decision to purchase fighter jets and other military
equipment from Russia at an estimated cost of USD 744 million (Bariyo,
2011). The procurement was not sanctioned by Parliament, nor was it urgent
since the country was not facing threat of war. The purchase was thus purely
intended to enhance the strength of the military—an establishment that was
critical in the NRM’s annexation of power in 1986, and one that has been
relied on to crack down on political dissent and maintain political power
(Kabumba et al., 2017). According to the Governor of the Central Bank, the
decision to utilize the funds for the purchase was reached following President
Museveni’s personal assurances that his government would allow the bank to
utilize early oil revenues to replenish the reserves (Imaka, 2011; Mwesigwa,
2017). Using this strategy, the ruling elite succeeded in spending oil revenues
to enhance the military without parliamentary approval.

³² Interview with a member of the Civil Society Coalition on Oil and Gas, Kampala.
³³ Interview with Officials from the Ministry of Finance and the Uganda Revenue Authority, Kampala.
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Moreover, the ruling elite has been accused of utilizing oil revenues to
fund its electoral campaign activities. During the 2011 general election cam-
paigns, the NRM-dominated Parliament passed a supplementary budget of
UGX 602 billion of which UGX 85 billion were allocated to the presidency.
The ruling elite insisted that the funds were necessary to cover budgetary
shortfalls, but there was no sufficient linkage between the expenditure and
public services provided under the budget. Reports emerged to support the
view that a significant share of the funds could have been deployed to further
the political interests of the ruling NRM during the campaigns (European
Union Election Observation, 2011). It is also imperative to note that the sup-
plementary budget was passed at a time when the government of Uganda
had succeeded in collecting large revenues in the form of capital gains taxes
from international oil companies. The realized taxes were deposited in the
oil revenue account (the petroleum fund had not been established at the
time), which was controlled by the ruling elite. Since it is not clear what
the funds were spent on, there is a very high likelihood that they were
spent as part of the 2011 supplementary budget and for the benefit of the
ruling elite.

Finally, it is observable that following the discovery of commercial oil, the
ruling elite has used the country’s improved revenue prospects to borrow
massively in order to undertake expensive infrastructure projects (Looney,
2015; StateHouse, 2016;Muhumuza, 2017). In launching such projects using
oil revenue-backed loans, the ruling elite has succeeded in delivering on key
election campaign promises and appeasing its core political support base
without having to increase their tax burden. Parliament and civil-society
groups had little influence on these decisions about spending and borrowing.

Lastly, the successful taxation ofmultinational oil companies has been used
by the ruling NRM to claim political mileage and to align its strict approach
with national interests. Consequently, during election campaigns, the Presi-
dent and other members of the ruling elite attribute the successes registered
in the sector so far to the ruling NRM party.

8.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have used the political settlements theory to untangle the
power and interests of different categories of groups involved in the formu-
lation and passage of Uganda’s petroleum regulatory and taxation laws. I
have shown that international oil companies initially leveraged their finan-
cial muscle, technical capacity, and experience to negotiate favourable terms
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in the PSAs signed with the government of Uganda. However, this began to
change with the discovery of commercial oil in 2006, at a time when the pre-
vailing commodity prices were high. In the aftermath of this development,
the ruling elite gained confidence to push a hard deal against the compa-
nies and to initiate far-reaching sector regulatory and taxation legislative
reforms for its own benefit. Although other actors like members of parlia-
ment, foreign donors, and civil society were critical of some of the proposed
legislative reforms because they gave the executive unfettered powers over the
sector and increased the risk of corruption, the ruling elite used its numerical
strength in Parliament to ensure that the law passed. The implication is that
the ruling elite has enhanced its control over sector regulation and licensing
processes, and has used its enhanced bargaining power to introduce provi-
sions for robust taxation of international oil companies. As a result of all these
efforts, the government of Uganda has realized close to USD 1 billion from
the sector, even before the commencement of commercial oil production. Of
this, close to USD 777.4 million has been spent on activities that give the
ruling elite political mileage and enhance its military machinery—a critical
feature in its more than 30-year period in power. The strict enforcement of
taxation laws on the less politically significant international oil companies
has also ensured that the ruling elite maintains a low tax burden on politi-
cally influential groups and is able to provide critical goods and services and
undertake expensive infrastructure projects.
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Campaign financing and revenue
bargaining in Tanzania andUganda
Moses Khisa, Jamal Msami, and Ole Therkildsen

9.1 Introduction

‘Is there clear evidence—as distinct from surmise—that political donations
have significant effects on public policy?’ This pertinent question was posed
by Pinto-Duschinsky (2012, xiii). Surprisingly, research on the influence
of campaign financing on sector-specific policymaking and rent-seeking in
Africa is limited. ‘Money in politics’ research mainly focuses on the influ-
ence of money on the quality of democratic governance (Arriola, 2013;
Weghorst, 2015; Bleck and van de Walle, 2019; Collord, 2019). Inspired by
Pinto-Duschinsky’s question, and with a focus on Tanzania and Uganda, we
therefore ask the following questions: Do campaign finance contributions
strengthen the revenue-bargaining power of campaign finance donors more
than paying tax? Is there a link between campaign finance donations and
revenue bargaining?

Tanzania and Uganda provide interesting country contexts for analysing
the impact of campaign funding on revenue policies. Like many other coun-
tries in Africa, the two are not beacons of democracy but rather competitive
authoritarian regimes (Kjær and Therkildsen, 2012), with elections becom-
ing more competitive during the 2000s (Khisa et al., 2022) as their ruling
coalitions have grown more fragmented—more so in Uganda than in Tan-
zania (Whitfield et al., 2015). Absent oppression and election fraud, these
trends amplify the need for funds to win elections and build coalitions.

In line with the analytical framework for this book (as outlined in
Chapter 2), we define revenue bargaining as the direct and indirect negotia-
tions between ruling elites and revenue providers about revenue payments.
We define campaign financing as money and other resources used by par-
ties and candidates during elections, which relates directly to winning an
electoral contest (Khisa et al., 2022, 7). Our main focus is on the possible
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revenue-bargaining power of major private donors who contribute to the
presidential election campaigns, the (often indirect and opaque) bargaining
processes involved, and the outcomes of such bargaining. However, cam-
paign financing for the elections of the president andmembers of parliament
(MPs) are often intertwined. Where relevant, MP campaign financing is,
therefore, included in the analysis.

The information in this chapter is based on original fieldwork done
between 2017 and 2019. It covers the 2010 and 2015 general elections in Tan-
zania, and the 2011 and 2016 elections in Uganda. Among the major sources
of information are official party documents, newspaper material, and inter-
views with active and retired politicians as well as people in academia, the
media, and civil society—especially those engaged in election monitoring.
However, due to the sensitive nature of campaign financing, we also rely on
informal sources, circumstantial evidence, and deductions in seeking to trace
the revenue-bargaining processes (for details on methods, see Khisa et al.,
2022).

The Tanzanian case study focuses on Vodacom’s successful revenue bar-
gaining. The company is one of Tanzania’s largest and has developed very
close relationswith the ruling-party elite. TheUgandan case analyses the quid
pro quo relations between the ruling party and two prominent businessmen
who fund the former and are beneficiaries of a range of government rents.

We do not focus on the impact of campaign financing on election results,
nor on the use of soft power, ideational resources, group organization, or
group links to the ruling elite—all of which may also be important bases of
power and influence during election campaigns (see Golooba-Mutebi and
Hickey, 2016; Khisa, 2016; Bleck and van de Walle, 2019). Our main argu-
ment is that campaign financing, especially to the incumbent presidential
campaigns, provides more bargaining power for campaign donors than tax
paying does, for three reasons. First, increased electoral competition (absent
oppression of the opposition) makes the ruling party more dependent on
private campaign funding and on the use of the government budget to run
effective campaigns.

Second, such dependency relations between recipient and campaign
finance donors enhance the bargaining power of the latter. Moreover, unlike
tax payment, campaign funding can be targeted on those ruling party
politicians—especially the presidential candidate—that are able to influence
the allocation of government rents due to their position in the party or
in parliamentary committees. Finally, campaign costs are—relative to the
government budget—much smaller, so that a private donation to a presiden-
tial election campaign makes a relatively bigger addition (and hence, buys
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relatively more influence) than an equivalent tax payment to the govern-
ment’s general budget does.

Among the main findings that support these arguments are that: (a) presi-
dential campaign costs in Uganda, where elite fragmentation is considerable
and where presidential elections are muchmore personalized than in Tanza-
nia, increased significantly in the election cycles of the 2010s, but remained
stable in Tanzania; (b) the expenditures in both countries are higher for the
incumbents than for the opposition candidates; (c) the government budget
is a much more important source of funding for the presidential elections in
Uganda than in Tanzania; and (d) private sources of campaign financing for
the ruling party are mainly individuals and domestic companies with links
to the ruling party, and these have—as the case studies from both countries
indicate—clearly bargained for reduced taxation with some success.

The next section provides an analytical framework for the subsequent
empirical analyses. Methodology, estimates of campaign costs, and find-
ings on the sources of funding are explained in section 9.3. Case studies
of bargaining processes involving major campaign donors are presented
in section 9.4, while some broad theoretical implications are given in
section 9.5.

9.2 Framework for analysing campaign finance
bargaining

Quid pro quo is a common theme in research on campaign financing in both
poor and rich countries.Major private donations to a party or a candidate are
often exchanged for expected access to rents (e.g. import licences, tax exemp-
tions, and land titles), changes in (specific) government policies, or simply
to maintain the ruling party in power. This can result in undue influence,
back-door cronyism, and favours for sale, which distort democratic gover-
nance (see e.g. Butler, 2010; Mendilow, 2012; Norris et al., 2015). For poor
countries, this exchange is often taken for granted rather than substantiated
theoretically and empirically. An attempt to do so is presented in this chapter.

Campaign contributions—especially to the incumbent party and its
candidates—can be strategically important for both the recipient and the
donor. For the recipient ruling elite, this directly targeted and often covert
money can be used to legitimize and build ruling coalitions among compet-
ing factions that are important for winning elections. Such money can also
be used to run individuals’ election campaigns. For the private donor, money
contributions can provide some bargaining power vis-à-vis the recipient
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parliamentary candidates or the party/president, thereby helping to estab-
lish a basis for quid pro quo bargaining and exchanges (see Chapter 2).
Elements of the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter 2 are useful for
analysing campaign finance-induced bargaining in Tanzania and Uganda.
Consequently, the following case studies focus on holding power, triggers,
processes, and outcomes.

However, some differences in the political economy of paying taxes and
contributing campaign finances are important and will be worth highlight-
ing here. First, the trigger for campaign finance contributions is, obviously,
parliamentary and presidential elections. Although candidates may often
seek to amass ‘war chests’ in advance, it is during the run-up to elec-
tions that their search for money intensifies. Such efforts, which some-
times include state/ruling party coercion and extortion (Morse, 2018), may
increase donors’ inclinations to contribute. Second, holding power, a key con-
cept in political settlement analyses (Khan, 2010) and in this book’s frame-
work, assumes that donors who contribute significant amounts of ‘strategic’
money to the party/candidate and are better organized havemore bargaining
power than poorly organized minor contributors.

Given the magnitude of money involved in running campaigns (see
section 9.3), some of the private donors must be found among the richest
individuals and firms in the country. Foreign individuals and companies are
less likely to be among major party donors because multinationals (MNCs)
have higher capabilities and better access to capital than local firms do. Rela-
tions of foreign capitalists to host country ruling political elites are typically
also less ‘embedded’ compared to those of domestic capitalists (Amsden,
2009). The latter are typically much more dependent on state rents to thrive
thanMNCs are. Hence, campaign funds in exchange for such rents are based
on mutual interests between domestic capitalists and ruling elites (Whitfield
et al., 2015).

The bargaining processes induced by major private campaign financing
contributions have some common characteristics that differ from bargain-
ing induced by paying taxes. The provision of campaign financing is—in
principle—voluntary (absent coercion),¹ while it is compulsory to pay statu-
tory taxes. Tax-based bargaining may take the form of lobbyism, understood
as concerted efforts to affect government policy through legal, rule-based
means (see Chapter 6). Some MPs may be important in getting such tax
exemptions passed in parliament, but so may the ruling party/president.

¹ Many minor private donations to the ruling party (or its candidates) are typically given to avoid
harassment by the tax authorities according to some of our interviewees.
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Campaign finance-based bargaining typically takes place outside the pub-
lic arena. Each donor negotiates rents and influence independently of others.
Bargaining in this regard is implicit and indirect (Prichard, 2015, 29). It
is individualistic and depends on personal contacts and networks. Under
such circumstances—unlike tax-based bargaining—neither collective action
among campaign finance providers nor a fiscal contract with respect to cam-
paign financing is likely to emerge.² Obviously, tax-based and campaign
finance-based bargaining may be intertwined and occur simultaneously—
especially when a company is a major contributor to both (as our case study
on Tanzania illustrates). However, the relative bargaining power of campaign
finance donors is typically larger.

Outcomes of campaign finance bargaining obviously depend on the
donors and recipients involved and on the types of rents negotiated.
Bargaining—whatMoore (2008, 37–38) calls ‘a sort of reciprocal haggling’—
may also result in no outcome (see also Chapter 2). The case studies on
Tanzania and Uganda presented here illustrate some of such variation. From
a campaign financing perspective, the interesting question is this: Does polit-
ical financing of especially the ruling party and its candidate give donor(s) a
stronger (or different) bargaining position on rent access and policy influ-
ences than paying taxes to the state? There are three main reasons why the
answer to that question is affirmative.

First, a growing need for campaign finance money weakens politicians’
bargaining power vis-à-vis financiers. The realignment of holding power
relations is likely in the context of increasing demand and supply of cam-
paign financing. The growing demand for campaign financing reflects the
fact that the dominant (ruling) party in both Tanzania and Uganda has
become more fragmented and more clientelist over time (Whitfield et al.,
2015). As the opposition has gained seats in recent elections (Collord, 2019),
life as a politician has become more uncertain and precarious. Competition
for political power has increased both within and between parties. There
is very high turnover of parliamentarians—more than 60% in the case of
Uganda in the two election cycles considered here.³What ismore, lower-level
factions in particular have gained strength in both Tanzania’s and Uganda’s
ruling coalitions since political liberalization (Hickey and Golooba-Mutebi,
2013; Kjær, 2015; Whitfield et al., 2015). Consequently, ruling elites have

² Ulriksen, Bak, and Kjær (Chapter 2) define a fiscal contract as ‘agreements between ruling elites and
revenue providers related to revenue provision’.

³ The margin of victory for both parliamentary and presidential elections in Tanzania declined signifi-
cantly in the last two electoral cycles prior to 2020, despite enjoying a comparatively lower parliamentary
turnover rate of 8% between 2010 and 2015.
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become more vulnerable over time, and this increases the need for politi-
cal financing to keep the Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM) and the National
Resistance Movement (NRM) in power in the respective countries.

Second, campaign finance donations can be targeted directly to specific
parliamentary or presidential candidates. This improves the funder’s bar-
gaining power vis-à-vis the recipient for specific rent and/or policy outcomes.
Direct financing also makes it easier for the funder to ascertain whether the
recipient is complying with a bargaining deal. In the presidential systems that
are the predominant feature of African states, a key target is the president and
the presidency who, as the head of state,⁴ singularly wields enormous policy
power. In contrast, almost all tax payments are used to finance the general
government budget. Revenues are not earmarked for specific purposes.

Nonetheless, revenues are relevant for winning elections as they help the
government to finance a range of public or club goods (including pork-barrel
spending) appreciated by voters, such as law and order, social services, and
infrastructure (Kjær andTherkildsen, 2012). In addition, the ruling party can
mobilize voters by using state resources in election campaigns, such as civil
servants, government vehicles, and the police. However, these routes to gain
votes and reward major taxpayers require the cooperation of many govern-
ment agencies to allocate bargained rents and implement policy changes to
specific (typically larger) tax-paying individuals and firms.

Finally, buying influence through campaign financing is likely to be more
cost effective from the financier’s point of view than buying influence through
tax payments. Party/candidate campaign budgets are simply much smaller
than government budgets. Recipients of campaign funding therefore become
more dependent on donors for lesser amounts of money than politicians are
on large taxpayers for their contributions to the government budget. This
meansmore direct reciprocity and quid pro quo in a campaign finance-based
relationship than in a tax-payment relationship—simply ‘a bigger bang for
the buck’.

Summarizing, the cost of electioneering is growing in many African coun-
tries. Tomeet this need, large domestic firms and rich individuals are becom-
ing very important. Incumbent politicians in particular are increasingly
dependent on private capitalists for running election campaigns. Contribut-
ing campaign funds gives donors stronger bargaining power vis-à-vis incum-
bents than paying the equivalent sum of money in tax. In the next section,
we provide estimates of the magnitudes and sources of money involved in
electioneering in Tanzania and Uganda.

⁴ In hybrid systems like Tanzania, the winning candidate has also gone on to be the party chair, further
consolidating political power in the party and beyond.
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9.3 Themagnitudes andmain sources of campaign
financing in Tanzania andUganda

We define campaign financing as money and other resources used by
parties and candidates during a period of five months prior to the gen-
eral/presidential elections, which relates directly to winning the electoral
contest.⁵ This money is a part of political financing—income generated by
parties and politicians for political purposes including campaign financing
(Nassmacher, 2003, 34). Separating ‘money for electioneering’ from routine
party organization expenses is difficult. Moreover, the ruling party’s use of
state resources, as well asmoney spent by, for example, legally distinctNGOs,
foreign aid agencies, media, lobbyists, and other organizations to support
specific parties or candidates are part of political-cum-campaign financing
too but are difficult to quantify (Pinto-Duschinsky, 2002, 70).

Non-compliance with the country-level rules and regulations of campaign
financing is a major obstacle for accurate mapping of the size and sources
of campaign finances. Major campaign finance contributions in countries
like Tanzania and Uganda are typically not officially recorded because of
poor compliance with campaign financing regulations. On the Perceptions
of Electoral Integrity Index, Tanzania ranks as number 23 out of 46 African
countries (excluding North African). Uganda ranks as number 37 (Norris
and Grömping, 2019, fig. 2).⁶ Campaign finance is part of the ranking. Tan-
zania scores 23 on the integrity index. Uganda’s score is 14. This indicates
that official⁷ sources of information on campaign finances are not reliable.⁸
In what follows, we provide some estimates and order of magnitude of cam-
paign costs as well as the major sources, drawing from a combination of our
own primary fieldwork and a range of secondary sources.

9.3.1 Election campaign costs and sources

The incumbent CCMpresidential candidate in Tanzania spent slightly less in
2015 compared to 2010, measured in constant dollars and purchasing power

⁵ Methodology and additional results are available in Khisa et al. (2022). See also https://www.idea.int/
data-tools/data/political-finance-database.

⁶ The index scores on 11 elements covering the entire cycle for elections held during the 2012–2018
period (see Norris and Grömping, 2019, table A3).

⁷ By ‘official’ we refer to information filed by individual political candidates and parties to bodies tasked
with overseeing election expenses. This definition can also be extended to refer to subjective responses
collected from candidates who may feel compelled to ensure a tallying of filed and surveyed figures.

⁸ See also http://www.idea.int/data-tools/data/political-finance-database.

https://www.idea.int/data-tools/data/political-finance-database
https://www.idea.int/data-tools/data/political-finance-database
http://www.idea.int/data-tools/data/political-finance-database
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parity according to estimates we obtained (Table 9.1). There are two explana-
tions for this. First, the former Prime Minister, Lowassa, who defected to the
opposition, decamped with his campaign donors and electoral machinery
(key party officials including regional chairs), which meant the CCM had to
look elsewhere and even requested more money from the donors with which
it was left. Second, the timing and unexpectedness of Lowassa’s defection,
occurring three months before the election date, left the CCM scrambling
to mobilize resources and votes. It is also worth noting that in 2015, the
main opposition presidential candidate spent only around half as much on
campaigns as the CCM candidate did.

Muchmoremoney is spent in the Ugandan presidential campaigns than in
the Tanzanian ones. There are several reasons for this. First, it is possible that
the figures for Uganda overstate how much was actually spent. In the past,
other analysts like Tangri and Mwenda (2013) have come up with figures
for the 2011 elections that ranged from USD 30 and 50 million to USD 100
million, the latter dismissed by NRM officials as inaccurate. By contrast, it is
also possible that the figures for Tanzania somewhat underestimate the actual
expenses incurred by especially the incumbent presidential candidate, owing
to the difficulties of quantifying non-monetary state support and the absence
of audited party expenses.

Second, the Alliance for Campaign Finance Monitoring (ACFIM), whose
figures we rely on for the Ugandan case, claims to have tracked campaign
expenditure in real time for the six months preceding the 2016 elections.
Much of the focus and tracking was on expenditures out of the national bud-
get, which the incumbent president leveraged for campaign purposes, as well
as direct expenditures by the NRM and its presidential candidate. On the
other hand, figures for Tanzania come fromdata collected fromparty officials
who may not have taken into consideration campaign expenses using official
government budgets, and only correspond to spending in the three months
leading up to the elections. In other words, it is possible that Tanzania’s
presidential campaign estimates do not capture the full breadth of money
expended forCCM’s campaign purposes, except for that borne directly by the
party, its candidate, or the array of financiers footing specific costs of the cam-
paign process.⁹ Third, Uganda’s higher presidential campaign expenditure is

⁹ For example, the budgets for state security organs and local governments do increase during electoral
cycles. There have been documented instances of these very same organs supporting the party by, among
others, the provision of vehicles, offices, and stationery, and even state officials pursuing partisan politics
while in office. It is difficult to accurately quantify the extent of such support.



Table 9.1 Estimated costs of presidential campaigns

Campaign costs per main candidate Tanzania Uganda
2010 2015 2011 2016
Total Total Incumbent Opposition Total Total Incumbent Opposition

Cost in local currency (million) 14.629 33.135 21.175 11.960 75.000 857.000 790.000 67.000
Cost in USD (million) 10 17 11 6 30 251 231 20
Cost in constant 2010 local currency (million) 14.629 20.972 13.402 7.570 65.147 549.691 506.716 42.975
Cost in constant 2010 USD (million) 10. 15 14. 55 9. 30 5. 25 29.92 25.245 23.271 19.74
Cost in PPP dollars (million) 29 41 26 15 88 707 652 55
Cost per capita USD 0.24 0. 32 0. 21 0.12 0. 84 6.26 5.82 0.49
Cost per capita PPP dollars 0.66 0.79 0.51 0.29 2. 49 17.68 16.42 1.39
(Cost/capita)/(GDP/capita) in PPP dollars (%) 0.03% 0.03% 0.02% 0.01% 0.12% 0.85% 0.79% 0.07%
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in part due to the competitive clientelist and personalist nature of Ugandan
politics under Museveni, rife with factional contestations and needing more
patronage resources to buy continued stay in power. The longerMuseveni has
stayed in power, the more resources he needs to oil his patronage machinery
andmeet campaign time pledges andmoney handouts on the campaign trail.

The average campaign expenditure per candidate for the general parlia-
mentary elections for 2016 in Uganda was some USD 56,100 (USD 51,060 in
constant 2010 dollars, as shown in Table 9.2). Compared to 2011, this is an
increase of 60% measured in constant 2010 dollars. Extrapolated, the total
estimated expenditure in 2016 for all the 427 MPs was some USD 24 mil-
lion in 2016 dollars. These figures are comparable to what the consortium of
election-observation NGOs, the Alliance for Campaign Finance Monitoring
(ACFIM), found in a survey of 113MPs during the 2016 elections, namely an
average of 9% higher than the figure in Table 9.2. These figures are, however,
lower than those of Golooba-Mutebi (2016), which ranged fromUSD 43,000
to 143,000, and Wilkins (2016, 630) who, from ‘six knowledgeable sources’,
gave estimates averaging USD 162,000.

ForTanzania, the average campaign expenditure per candidate for the 2015
general elections was USD 40,600 (some USD 37,300 measured in constant
2010 dollars as indicated in Table 9.2). Compared to the 2010 elections, this is
an increase on some 24% (a much smaller growth than in Uganda). Extrap-
olated for all the 264 MPs in 2015, it amounts to some USD 10.7 million in
2015 dollars, far exceeding the parliamentary expenditure ceiling defined by
the 2015 revisions of Tanzania’s Electoral Expenses Act.¹⁰ The figures under-
score the ineffectiveness of electoral expense laws in contexts with limited

Table 9.2 Average campaign finance costs per elected candidate for
parliamentarya elections

Tanzania Uganda
2010 2015 2011 2016

All elected MPs, constant 2010 USD 30,007 37,325 32,009 51,063
USD PPP 84,248 100,645 96,290 158,432

a The campaign costs of primaries in Tanzania were around 5 to 6% of parliamentary
campaign costs during the 2010 elections. In Uganda, they amounted to some 8% in 2011
and 12% in 2016.
Source: Khisa et al., 2022.

¹⁰ Tanzania’s Election Expenses Act defines an expenses cap that ranged from TZS 33 to 88 million (i.e.
USD 16,600–44,200) as a result of Tanzania’s vast geography. The low end of the expenses range caters for
some 60 constituencies, while only 12 constituencies fall under the higher end of the scale.
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enforcement capacity (TEMCO, 2016). They demonstrate the costly nature
of competitive and clientelistic elections in two poor countries whose Gross
National Income per capita (at PPP) in 2016 was USD 1,800 for Uganda and
USD 2,740 for Tanzania.¹¹

9.3.2 Campaign finance sources

Interviews with well-informed Tanzanian observers indicate that local busi-
nesses funded around 60% of the ruling party’s presidential campaign in
2015. Other local supporters contributed around 30%, some 5% comes from
the government budget, and another 5% from MNCs.¹² No official infor-
mation about the identity of the private donors exists. However, given the
volume of money involved, some of the larger domestic companies must be
important sources of campaign funds. Interviews confirm that this is indeed
the case. They also confirm that some of the large firms have close ties to
CCM. Yet, these large domestic companies are not on the list of Tanza-
nia’s 15 largest corporate taxpayers. This was already noted by Parliament
in 2011 when parliamentarians asked for explanations but did not get them
(Hoffman, 2013).

Taxation of the telecom sector is a case in point. Airtel, with 28% of the
mobilemarket, was the eighth-largest taxpayer during the 2005–2011 period,
while Vodacom, with a market share of 43%, was not on the list at all. Air-
tel had no significant local ownership, but Vodacom did (Hoffman, 2013).
Vodacom is, therefore, selected here as a case study to gain insights into the
campaign finance–revenue bargaining relationship.

In Uganda, likewise, public information about the relative importance
of the main sources of incumbent presidential campaign financing is not
available. However, based on field interviews and secondary materials, it
is possible to identify two key sources of funding for the NRM and Pres-
ident Museveni: official budget allocations and funding from the business
community (with minor amounts coming from foreign companies and local
supporters). Thus, analyses of budget cycles show spikes in the total national
budget during or preceding the election year. The most revealing aspect of

¹¹ A detailed comprehensive and comparative analysis of these parliamentary campaign costs and their
sources is in Khisa et al. (2022). Here, we have provided only a simplified picture to underscore the fact
that parliamentary and presidential elections in Tanzania and Uganda are intertwined and that bargains
on revenue collection and expenditure involve both the legislature and the executive.

¹² Local supporters include overt and anonymous contributions by local individuals who directly con-
tribute to individual parties and their candidates. These also include friends, colleagues, and families. They
are distinguishable from local businesses by virtue of not directly owning legally registered trading entities
or identifying as trading entities when contributing.
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this is the supplementary budgets passed on the eve of general elections
(ACFIM, 2016, 8–9; Flynn et al., 2017). For example, with only few weeks
to go until the 2011 general elections, Parliament retrospectively passed a
staggering 30% supplementary budget, ten times the legal threshold of 3%.
Among themain beneficiaries were State House and the defence and security
dockets, all with classified expenditures (Helle and Rakner, 2014, 164; Khisa,
2015, 183).

In 2015—one year prior to elections—Uganda’s budget dramatically
increased from UGX 14 trillion in the previous fiscal year to almost 24 tril-
lion for the electioneering year. Curiously, while government did not allocate
money to domestic debt payment in 2014, it assigned an unprecedented
20% of the budget for this purpose in 2015, the year leading up to the
2016 elections, a move interpreted as meaning that domestic creditors were
one channel through which the NRM 2015/2016 secured campaign funds
(ACFIM, 2016, 7). What is more, since the early 2000s, the budget for State
House has growly exponentially and tends to take a huge chunk of supple-
mentary budgets passed closer to election time. The bulk of the State House
budget goes towards meeting presidential pledges and donations.

The other major source of campaign funding is large domestic companies.
Like in Tanzania, most of these are absent among Uganda’s large taxpayers.
Between 2006 and 2016, the list of the top taxpayers is dominated by for-
eign corporations. There was no wholly Ugandan-owned company among
the top ten taxpayers in 2006, and there was only one in 2016. Missing from
the top ten, and even the top 20, are indigenousUgandan andAsian-Ugandan
businesses such as the Madhvani Group, the Imperial Group, the Ruparelia
Group, theMukwanoGroup, theHabaGroup, and others owned by individ-
uals who are known—as our own interviews and other sources show—to be
the leading donors to Museveni and the NRM.

In sum, the nature of the ruling coalition has implications for competitive
politics both intra- and inter-party. Uganda’s ruling coalition is more frag-
mented than Tanzania’s. Consequently, rent allocation is more decentralized
in Uganda than it is in Tanzania. This helps to explain the higher campaign
costs in the former than the latter. However, Tanzania too has lately experi-
enced factional struggles with the ruling CCM and the fight for control over
access to rents. The trend is likely to continue as elections continue to serve
as avenues for patronage distribution and elite haggling over rent allocation.

Getting accurate and reliable campaign finance estimates is difficult.
Through primary and secondary sources, we were able to compile compre-
hensive enough aggregates of individual campaign-related activities, which,
in the final analysis, suggest that the ruling parties in both Tanzania and
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Uganda rely heavily on private funders and official government budgets to
finance their election-related expenses. In that regard, the respective ruling
parties engage in bargaining at the level of revenue —bargaining between
political and economic elites on one hand and intra-political elite bargaining
at the level of revenue expenditure on the other. The next section takes up
this aspect.

9.4 Bargaining for rents and influence in Tanzania
andUganda

The central claim we advance is that donors that contribute cam-
paign finances to the ruling party candidates—especially the presidential
candidate—gain more bargaining power with respect to policy decisions and
rent-seeking (tax reductions, tax avoidance, land, licences, etc.) than individ-
uals/firms that pay the same amount ofmoney in taxes. In both countries, the
combined effect of competitive elections, decentralized rent management,
and the need to distribute increased levels of patronage in order to main-
tain the ruling CCM or NRM coalition increased the amount of political
financing required (Whitfield et al., 2015). We now discuss a few cases and
individuals that illustrate the relationship between campaign finance sup-
ply and revenue-related outcomes. We focus on specific individuals, given
the personalist nature of political bargaining and patronage-based political
processes in both countries.

9.4.1 Micro-level evidence: Party, kingmaker, taxpayer,
and taxingmobile financial services in Tanzania

Despite being one of the oldest and longest-governing independence parties,
Tanzania’s ruling CCM has remained largely dependent on contributions
and other handouts from private donors to run the party. In recent years,
private contributions have accounted for two-thirds and three-quarters of
the party’s revenue in non-election and election years, respectively (Lugongo,
2017).¹³ Such dependence has left the party (and by implication, executive
decisions) vulnerable to influence by private donors, particularly in election

¹³ Macro-evidence from Tanzania shows that both tax exemptions and smuggling of sugar (which gen-
erate substantial rents to major domestic traders) are cyclical and peak in election years (Andreoni and
Tasciotti, 2019; Therkildsen and Bak, 2019).
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cycles. The party’s inability to self-finance has seen it entangled with promi-
nent local businesses, members of whom have proceeded to assume party,
parliamentary, and cabinet positions in recent years.

Despite links with many of the country’s wealthiest business elites, the
CCMprivate capital links have beenmost pronounced in its association with
Rostam Aziz. Aziz served as the CCM National Treasurer (and financier of
elections) from 2005 to 2007, an MP for the Igunga constituency in Western
Tanzania (1994–2011), and member of the Central Committee of the CCM
from 2006 to 2011. He was once considered the most powerful business and
non-cabinet individual in Tanzania, generally referred to as the ‘kingmaker’
by supporters and opponents alike (Cooksey, 2011).

Prior to September 2019, Aziz was also a minority shareholder in Tan-
zania’s largest telecom provider, Vodacom.¹⁴ Along with long-time associate
Peter Noni,¹⁵ Aziz owned 35% of Vodacom (Ubwani, 1999; Nsehe 2018;
2019). Fieldwork suggests that both Aziz and Noni made substantial contri-
butions and channelled contributions from other members of the business
elite to the CCM between 2004 and 2015, until the decamping of their long-
time ally, Edward Lowassa, in August 2015. Certainly, Aziz’s shareholding in
Vodacom shows an important case of revenue bargaining involving the CCM
and private business centred on the government’s attempted taxation of one
of Vodacom’s core businesses: mobile financial services (MFS).¹⁶

MFS began in Tanzania in 2008 and currently boast over 22 million regis-
tered users (TCRA, 2019), who constitute a substantial tax base. On average,
some 242 million transactions worth TZS 7.8 trillion (USD 3.4 billion)
a month are conducted using MFS in Tanzania (ibid.). Of the six mobile
telecoms providing MFS, none is bigger than Vodacom Tanzania, whose M-
PESA platform accounts for 41% of the market share (ibid.). Currently, MFS
account for approximately 30% of Vodacom’s annual revenues. In 2016, an
effective tax rate of 28%, comprising 18% VAT and a 10% excise duty on
money transfers, was levied on the sector (GSMA, 2017).

However, rather than targeting the telecoms, the Government allowed the
telecoms to pass the tax burden onto users ofMFS in amove seen as concilia-
tory to the politically powerful telecoms lobby, especially as the Government
had initially promised not to burden users of MFS (Wainaina, 2016). The

¹⁴ With an annual turnover of USD 458 million, Vodacom was ranked as the 283rd largest company in
Africa. It had a 33 per cent share of the domestic telecom’s voice market as of June 2019 (TCRA, 2019)
and has been among the top ten largest taxpayers in Tanzania since 2013.

¹⁵ Noni was a high-ranking official with the central bank between 1995 and 2006, and later the head of
the Tanzania Investment Bank from 2008 (Cooksey, 2011).

¹⁶ That is, the use of a mobile phone to access financial services and execute financial transactions.
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telecoms responded through their Mobile Operators’ Association of Tanza-
nia (MOAT), which successfully lobbied the CCM to impose a whip on its
parliamentarians to water down tax regulations. With a third of the domes-
tic market share (TCRA, 2019), Vodacom wields considerable power within
the MOAT and has long been known to leverage its political connections in
protection or advancement of commercial interests, including through the
appointment of a then speaker of Parliament as a chairperson of its board of
directors (Brümmer, 2007).

MOAT embarked on a combination of intense lobbying of key party and
Government officials and a public information campaign to secure the back-
ing of the chairs of all parliamentary select committees and the Executive.
MOAT appealed to CCM elders, many of whom had directly benefitted
through the telecoms’ financing of past electoral campaigns (Sambaiga et al.,
2018). The tactic soon paid off, when some party stalwarts began to voice
fears that the taxes could harm the ruling party’s unity in the immediate
aftermath of what had been a bruising election.

The 2016 MFS tax reforms and associated revenue bargaining mirror
many of the dynamics that have historically defined the taxation of the sec-
tor.¹⁷ Though Aziz was able to deflect the tax burden, analysts argue that
a reduction, suspension, or complete withdrawal of the taxes might have
been possible had he overtly backed the Magufuli campaign in 2015 or had
Lowassa not defected in anger. Despite limited consultations between the
Government and telecomoperators overMFS tax, the lobby group’s past con-
tributions to the CCM ultimately assisted in it receiving tip-offs from party
sources. These historical connections are also evident in how the Tanzania
Revenue Authority (TRA) has contrived to create deliberate ambiguities in
the MFS regulations that have aided the transfer of the tax burden onto MFS
consumers. For example, the 2016/2017 Finance Act levies a 10% excise
duty on mobile transfers and mobile payments without offering explicit
definitions of what these services are or what they entail.

Similar to his business partner, Noni is known to have played a key role in
financing the CCM’s campaigns prior to a falling out believed to have been
precipitated in part by an equally generous contribution to the campaign of
the opposition’s Edward Lowassa in 2015, who had also been a friend and
business associate. While both Noni and Aziz exacted economic rents from
their political contributions through tax exemptions enjoyed by Vodacom,
the former also enjoyed promotion within the civil service.

¹⁷ Multiple interviews.
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The case of Noni is instructive as his wealth and prominence in ruling cir-
cles both rose with his progress, from civil servant, to senior director with
the central bank, and later to being the head of the Tanzania Investment
Bank.Noni had also served as a prosecutionwitness to the infamous External
Payments Arrears (EPA) affair that involved improper payments worth some
USD 131 million to 22 local firms, some with close ties to the ruling CCM
(Gray, 2015). Nine of the implicated firms had received some USD 42 mil-
lion without lodging a single document (The East African, 2009). A reversal
in political fortunes suffered by both Aziz and Noni in the post-2015 elec-
tion period gives credence to insider reports of severed political ties following
their covert support for the opposition.

9.4.2 Micro-evidence, Uganda: NRM/Museveni business ties

Several media reports underscored that some of the indigenous Ugandan
entrepreneurs like Charles Mbire, Patrick Bitature, and Hassan Basajjabal-
aba, with strong ties to the first family, are among the leading funders of
the NRM and the campaign activities of its candidates (Mufumba, 2010;
Muhwezi, 2012; Matsiko, 2016). On the eve of the 2016 elections, in a
long public statement that included appeals for campaign funds, incumbent
Yoweri Museveni lauded the ‘big contributors’, noting that they have ‘solely
carried the burden’ (Daily Monitor, 2016). Some of these are from West-
ern Uganda, Museveni’s home area, which has the highest regional average
campaign expenditure for MPs from our survey data.

The NRM-allied businesspeople use their resources to campaign for
Museveni in presidential elections and for individual NRM candidates in
parliamentary races (ACFIM, 2016; Tangri and Mwenda, 2019). These same
individuals and their companies form the bulk of a select group of busi-
nesses that have consistently benefited from tax waivers and other forms of
rent reward from the government (ACFIM, 2016, 13; Tangri and Mwenda,
2019). The owners of the companies in question are known to be close to
the President and have provided financial support during campaign times.
Two individuals (and their respective companies) stand out and are worth
detailed analysis: Sudhir Ruparelia and Hassan Basajjabalaba.

Sudhir Ruparelia emerged in a relatively short period as arguably Uganda’s
richest man, with a chain of businesses across sectors, from hotels and
horticulture to banking, education, and real estate. He previously owned
Crane Bank, which in 2016 officially ranked as the third-largest commer-
cial bank. Despite this, it was ranked 28th taxpayer, while the top-ranked
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bank Stanbic (foreign owned) was the fifth-largest taxpayer. In what appears
to have been a political falling out, shortly after the 2016 elections, the cen-
tral bank went after Crane Bank, declaring the bank insolvent. Crane Bank’s
closure remained shrouded in mystery. It is somewhat bewildering that a
bank with a clean bill of health before the 2016 elections would suddenly
become distressed soon after. Informal interviews with political actors and
media sources suggested that Sudhir hedged his bets in the 2016 elections by
funding both the NRM and the opposition.

Given his many businesses, Sudhir would ordinarily be a leading taxpayer
but for his connections to the ruling party and especially direct access to the
President. Thus, as of 2008, Sudhir’sMeera Investments Limited had accumu-
lated tax arrears to the tune of USD 12 million, which were cancelled on the
directives of PresidentMuseveni, and earlier, theGovernment had sunkUSD
32 million into Sudhir’s Munyonyo Commonwealth Resort, a deal fraught
with controversy (Tangri and Mwenda, 2019, 6). Earlier, in 2006, the Pres-
ident ordered the Uganda Revenue Authority to stop collecting tax arrears
and investigating his financial affairs (Tangri and Mwenda, 2013, 111). As
part of the evidence for payback, in 2015, on the eve of the 2016 election,
Sudhir was among a long list of business actors involved in a fundraiser for
the ruling party and contributed UGX 3 billion (approximately USD 1 mil-
lion at the time) ostensibly towards building the headquarters for the ruling
party (Kaaya, 2015).

Like Sudhir, Basajjabalaba has been a major beneficiary of rents at the
same time as being a long-standing financier of the NRM and party can-
didates, especially in his home district of Bushenyi in Western Uganda. He
was the Chairman of the Entrepreneurs’ League in the NRM (a group of
businesspeople allied to the ruling party) and was responsible for mobilizing
funds from businesspeople to finance the NRMduring elections (Tangri and
Mwenda, 2019, 12). From the other end of the equation, Basajjabalaba has
been the recipient of many questionable payments and compensations from
the Government. One such payment caused the forced resignation of two
cabinet ministers, Syda Bumba and Khiddu Makubuya, in 2012 following a
parliamentary probe into a USD 60 million payment scandal (BBC, 2012).

In 2005, the President instructed the Ministry of Finance to waive taxes
(estimated worth USD 6.8 million) on building materials for the construc-
tion of the Ishaka Teaching Hospital in Bushenyi, Western Uganda, part of
Kampala International University owned by Basajjabalaba. He also received
a controversial UGX 20 billion grant from the central bank, again on the
instruction of the President, to pay debts and taxes and to subsidize his
Kampala International University. As payback, Bassajabala donated to the
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NRM’s 2011 election coffers and also funded the campaigns of at least two
dozen MPs (Tangri and Mwenda, 2013, 113; 2019, 11).

While Basajjabalaba and other indigenous business actors have been key
funders of the NRM, anecdotal evidence suggests that the biggest source
of funds from the business community is from the Asian-Ugandans, who
exchange donations for preferential treatment. Resident Asian business
tycoons like Karim Hirji, Sudhir Ruparelia, and Nitin Madhvani are among
the individuals known to give large sums to Museveni’s campaigns (Tangri
andMwenda, 2019, 6). In return for financial and other transfers for his elec-
tion campaigns, President Museveni rewards Asian firms after the elections
in various ways.

According to Tangri and Mwenda (2013, 110), State House (which is in
essence the President) has, over the years, instructed the Uganda Revenue
Authority not to pursue and penalize substantial tax evasions and tax arrears
by Asian-Ugandan-owned business. Other rents granted to this group have
included Museveni’s unilateral giveaway to the Madhvani Group, a licence
for sugar farming in the Butamira Forest Reserve, and the decision to direct
the Ministry of Lands to give the Mehta Group one-third of Mabira Forest
Reserve for sugar cultivation (Tangri and Mwenda, 2019, 6). However, the
latter move did not materialize in the face of violent protests in Kampala that
led to death of an Indian national. This may point to the fact that it is becom-
ing more difficult for the NRM and Museveni to provide land to favoured
businesspeople, resulting in a possible switch towards less visible rents such
as tax breaks and import privileges.

9.4.3 The campaign finance–revenue bargaining nexus

The case studies illustrate the role and holding power of private-sector actors
as sources of campaign financing and their influence on electioneering in
Tanzania and Uganda. Local tycoons and domestically owned business have
acquired leverage in their close relations with the political class, particularly
as power monopolies in the two countries have increasingly been challenged
within and beyond party lines. Factional fights contribute to the realign-
ment of relations between campaign finance donors and the political elites, as
happened in Tanzania during the 2015 elections. These weaken the revenue-
bargaining positions of ruling parties while strengthening the holding power
of local elites.

Overall, the higher the cost of campaigns, the more the bargaining powers
of campaign finance providers grow as does the dependence of the political
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class on the providers. In practice, some notable contributors of campaign
finance in Tanzania andUganda have been beneficiaries of a range of revenue
concessions from the Government, both directly and indirectly, in quid pro
quo relations. In the final section, we summarize these findings and draw out
some implications.

9.5 Conclusion

‘The future of democracy in Africa will mean more money in politics, more
patronage and clientelistic offers thrown around, and for a while increas-
ing use of violence as a strategy to influence the [election] outcome’ (Ham
and Lindberg, 2015, 26). For Tanzania andUganda, this statement is perhaps
too sweeping, although the tendencies outlined in the quote certainly exist.
The competitive nature of elections in both countries, under conditions of
clientelism and weak institutions, triggers the need for mobilizing campaign
funds. Electoral competition and the demand for campaign financing shape
bargaining-power relations between political elites and business actors. One
key area in which these relations play out is in the realm of revenue collection
and expenditure and in the allocation of state rents more generally.

We have shown in this chapter that: (a) campaign costs increased in the
election cycles of the 2010s in both Uganda and, to a lesser extent, Tanzania;
(b) these expenditures are higher in Uganda than Tanzania for both parlia-
mentary and presidential elections, and they are higher for the incumbents
than for the opposition; (c) the volume of tax exemptions is higher—and
the total revenue as a percentage of GDP lower—around election years,
indicating a clear causal relationship between taxation and elections (such
evidence is only available for Tanzania at present); and (d) sources of cam-
paign financing for the ruling party are mainly domestic private individuals
and companies, and these have—as the case studies suggest—engaged in
bargaining for reduced taxation, with some success.

We argue that campaign financing is likely to provide more bargain-
ing power for donors (arguably than tax-paying does), for three reasons.
Increased electoral competition (absent oppression of the opposition)makes
the ruling party more dependent on private campaign funding to run effec-
tive campaigns. Moreover, unlike tax payment, campaign funding can be
targeted to those politicians—especially the presidential candidate—that are
able to influence the allocation of government rents due to their position
in the party or in parliamentary committees. Finally, campaign costs are—
relative to the government budget—much smaller so that a private donation
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to a campaign makes a relatively bigger addition (and hence, buys relatively
more influence) than an equivalent taxpayment to the government’s general
budget.

More specifically, the Tanzanian case shows the influence of a key CCM
campaign finance donor, Rostam Aziz, on the taxation of the major com-
pany in which he had a considerable share. Thus, while the tax on mobile
phones was not reduced, the Aziz–CCM links enabled the telecom compa-
nies (including Vodacom in which Aziz had major shares) to transfer the
tax burden onto end users of MFS, contrary to the Government’s earlier
promises of not taxing end users. Further, these links have allowed the status
quo to remain unchanged since then, despite MFS users feeling the pinch.
This case suggests that revenue bargaining need not result in reductions or
waivers of revenue decisions. Governments can respond to pressures from
non-state power-holders by transferring the burden of policy change through
concealment of target groups.

The Ugandan case shows continuity in the ruling NRM party’s reliance on
opaque sources of campaign financing, it having no knownfinance sources of
its own that are legal and transparent yet increasingly needing more finances
to pay for a vast patronage network and material handouts to buy support.
The fact that leading local businesspeople, allied with the ruling party, tend
to benefit from generous tax exemptions and are not among the top taxpayers
suggests a possible quid pro quo and bargaining over revenue and rents.

By many accounts, including from our own field interviews as well as sec-
ondary sources, running for Parliament in Uganda has become very costly,
while the campaign expenses for president are astronomical compared to
Tanzania. This is in part due to the weakness of Uganda’s ruling party and
the fragmentation of the ruling coalition, necessitating more resources to oil
the patronage machinery, especially during election campaign time. In both
countries, the ruling party far outspends the combined opposition, pointing
to a hugely skewed campaign finance landscape. This has grave implications
for the struggle for democracy, the quality of elections, and the state of good
governance among African countries.
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10
A third party at the table
How donors and chiefs influence revenue bargaining
in Togo

Rachel Beach

10.1 Introduction

Much of the fiscal sociology literature focuses on macro-level revenue bar-
gaining, which tends to see two parties at the table: state and societal actors.
Examining cases more closely, however, allows us to see other actors engaged
in the bargaining process. For example, international donors, traditional
authorities, or other societal intermediaries can influence bargaining over
taxes between a state and its citizens. Understanding the potential avenues
through which these parties influence outcomes is an important element to
examine in the politics of taxation.

This chapter analyses two separate attempts at increasing tax takes in the
context of Togo: one in the capital city of Lomé, the other in the remote
outpost of Cinkassé. The two cases demonstrate two very different ways in
which third parties were involved in the negotiations between Togolese tax
officials and revenue providers. In the first case, a new semi-autonomous rev-
enue authority and municipality fail in attempts to collect a residence tax,
despite financial backing and commitments with development partners. In
the second case, bureaucrats struggle to collect taxes on Togo’s northern bor-
der with Burkina Faso. They concede to implicit measures of tax leniency
for a local power broker in exchange for his support in their wider efforts.
Both cases involve narrow revenue bargaining—with development partners
in the former and a chieftain in the latter—and episodes of bargaining with
the wider citizenry. The conditions and expectations arrived at within the
narrow (micro-level) fiscal contracts affected the state’s bargaining positions
and outcomes in the broader spheres of negotiation. These important actors
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became, in effect, third parties to the bargaining table between a poor state
and its citizens.

Political economy literature on developing countries frequently observes
the relevance of customary power brokers to governance, tax effort, and the
political settlement in a poor state. Mamdani, Boone, and others have writ-
ten at length on the complex relationships between the administration of
power and traditional authorities on the African continent (e.g. Nieuwaal,
1981; Mamdani, 1996; Boone, 2003b; Lund, 2007; Logan, 2008; Gardini,
2012; Balan et al., 2020). In addition, much has been written about the role of
donors as development partners who support struggling regimes but never
fail to hold firm to their own agendas (e.g. Fjeldstad, 2001; Sacks, 2012; Kjær
andUlriksen, 2014; Brett, 2016;Mascagni, 2016; Cruz and Schneider, 2017).
What is less explored is the role of such actors in the theatre of revenue bar-
gaining. This chapter adds to our understanding of this role by asking: How
do third parties influence revenue bargaining between states and citizens?

Togo is a low-income country that offers an interesting setting in which
to study micro-instances of revenue bargaining. In 2014, Togo’s govern-
ment established a semi-autonomous revenue authority with the mandate
to increase revenue mobilization. This provided an opportunity for observ-
ing a shift in the tax authority’s strategic approaches to revenuemobilization.
Historically, the country sustained a volatile relationship with develop-
ment partners, and, at present, is highly dependent on aid (Kohnert, 2007;
Nikabou, 2013; IMF, 2016). It is also a state in which traditional authority
figures have held varying degrees of influence in the evolving political set-
tlement since the early German colonial era (Knoll, 1978; Nieuwaal, 1981;
Gardini, 2012). Given the strong presence and importance of donors and
intermediaries in Togo, as is the case in many African countries, the coun-
try offers ample opportunity for studying the presence and influence of such
third parties in revenue bargaining.

The two cases are examples of episodes of revenue bargaining in which
a third party was determinant for how the negotiation processes evolved
and for their outcomes. They were observed during five months of embed-
ded fieldwork with the Togolese revenue authorities. The cases studies are
informed by extensive semi-structured interviews and participatory observa-
tion of the work of revenue authorities, as well as interviews with other actors
related to each identified includingmunicipal authorities, traditional author-
ities, local residents, businesses, and presidential appointees. The interview
data were complemented by analysis of the Togolese fiscal code, donor
project agreements, and local media related to the cases in question. This
chapter’s contribution is two-fold. First, it is a close examination of revenue
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bargaining during implementation of the tax law rather than during policy
formulation. The involved parties are therefore government administrators¹
and citizens, as opposed to politicians and constituencies. The case stud-
ies underscore the importance of revenue bargaining that takes place in the
de facto implementation of a fiscal contract. Second, this chapter identifies
micro-level conditions that affect revenue bargaining in the two cases. In the
first case, a trigger is evident: a shift in the state’s capacity for tax enforcement.
With donor financing and technical support, government agencies initiate
a plan of action for upgrading capacity to collect a neglected residence tax,
triggering strong reactions from residents in the City of Lomé. In the second
case, a mechanism of leveraged organizational power is employed. The state’s
revenue authorities leverage the authority of a local chief to strengthen their
hand in revenue bargaining with the citizens of Cinkassé.

10.2 Introducing a third party to the revenue-
bargaining table

Revenue bargaining is most often seen as a bilateral negotiation between
two parties, namely the state and the revenue provider, at a metaphorical
bargaining table. However, these two parties rarely sit alone at the table.
Rather, they are often joined by other actors who arguably condition revenue
bargaining and its potential outcomes. These actors might facilitate the nego-
tiations, support or constrain either of the parties, or even have a direct stake
in revenue bargaining and outcomes. In Togo, two kinds of actors played a
determinant, albeit very different, role in revenue bargaining between state
and citizens, namely donors and customary authorities. In this section, I
briefly present them in turn.

In low-income states, governments continue to be highly dependent on aid
from development partners and external actors (Collier, 2006; Brett, 2016).
And as is widely understood, aid is generally accompanied by corresponding
stipulations and conditionalities, such as China seeking privileged access to
natural resources in exchange for highways and airports (Alves, 2013), or
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) stipulating debt ceilings and fiscal
consolidation as conditions for credit disbursements (IMF, 2018). Where aid
comes in the form of grants and credits, these agreements fall within our
understanding of micro-level fiscal contracts (see definition in Chapter 2),
in this instance between the state and external donors as revenue providers.

¹ For example tax-collecting agencies and local authorities.
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While development partners could be perceived as revenue providers in
their own right, this chapter focuses on their presence and influence as third
parties in revenue bargaining between a state and its citizens. External part-
ners’ support of a state can serve many broad purposes—from underwriting
government policy objectives to legitimizing the authority of the state regard-
less of its ability to control territory (Herbst, 2000; Bierschenk, 2006). This
backing can buttress the state’s position vis-à-vis other revenue providers,
while simultaneously weakening the state’s negotiating power with donors
that finance them.

Though the literature on this issue is fairly limited, there are two important
studies of the role of donors in revenue bargaining. Lim et al. (2015) found
empirical evidence to support a ‘revenue substitution hypothesis’, suggest-
ing that governments are less sensitive to trade stipulations when foreign aid
inflows are higher, with aid serving to moderate the leverage of a country’s
trade partner in bilateral negotiations. The presence of donor aid displaced
the urgency of generating revenues from trade partners and weakened their
counterparts’ bargaining power. While this case centred on trade rather than
fiscal affairs, it provides evidence that development partners’ financial aid
often affects the government’s power and position in negotiating over rev-
enue contributions. Kelsall’s (2000) study of donors’ (limited) role in the
advent of a tax revolt in rural Tanzania points to a risk of overestimating
the influence of donors. What might have been superficially attributed to the
fruits of a donor ‘governance agenda’ in an episode of seemingly popular tax
resistance was in fact largely the result of co-optation of local politics by elites.
To gauge the different and potentially diverging influences, this chapter care-
fully traces and contextualizes donors’ influence in one specific instance of
revenue bargaining.

Another third party in revenue bargaining (as well as in governance more
generally) is customary authorities. In many low-income states, particularly
in Africa, we find synergistic relationships between traditional authorities
and the state (Mamdani, 1996; Boone, 2003a). As Boone and Kwame Duku
(2012) found in Ghana, political regimes have often intentionally reinforced
the position and autonomy of chiefly and customary authorities in their rural
domains, in exchange for allegiance. Customary authorities and poor states
lean on each other for legitimation, votewhipping, taxmobilization, and con-
trol in local political arenas (e.g. Nieuwaal and Dijk, 1999; Labonte, 2012).
Chiefs have oftenplayed an important role in tax-collection efforts given their
authority and organizational power. They are therefore well-placed to play
an intermediary role in revenue bargaining between a state and its citizens.
As the second case study will show, this puts chiefs in an exclusive position,
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allowing them to include their own narrow interests as revenue providers in
the broader revenue bargaining with the state.²

10.2.1 Case 1: Residence revenue bargaining in the City
of Lomé

This first case examines an episode of revenue bargaining surrounding a res-
idence tax (known in French as the taxe d’habitation) in an urban setting:
Togo’s capital city of Lomé. Theoretically, the tax base included all residents,
whether renters or property owners, citizens and foreigners living in Togo.
It was a tax intended to finance local governments’ public service provision.³
The case offers a rare glimpse of an explicit public debate over fiscal reci-
procity. Donors underwrote both the efforts undertaken to mobilize this tax
and the enhancement of the public services the tax was eventually intended
to finance. The government ultimately failed to impose the residence tax,
following a public outcry. Ironically, there is some evidence to suggest that
the development partner’s support may have undermined the government’s
bargaining position in this broad-based bargaining arena.

The government agencies of relevance include the semi-autonomous
Office Togolais des Recettes (OTR) and the City of Lomé municipal author-
ities. These local authorities, referred to as the ‘Special Delegation’, were not
elected officials but rather appointed by President Gnassingbé (Kohnert,
2017).⁴ Taxpayers relevant to this case are the residents of Lomé (the resi-
dence tax of interest is imposable upon all residents regardless of ownership
status and excludes only ‘indigent persons’⁵). The capital city is inhabited
by the politically disenfranchised Ewé people. The Ewé have maintained a
persistent but weak opposition throughout the fifty years of brutal rule by
this Kabiyé patriarchy from the North (Seely, 2006; Tobolka, 2014). These
facets together characterized a dynamic in which local residents had very
limited power or political avenues to ensure that their local government was
responsive and accountable to them.

The third party of relevance in this case is the development partners—
the French Development Agency (AFD) (together with the European Union
(EU), AfricanDevelopment Bank (AfDB), IMF, andWorld Bank).While the

² This argument is similar to the one elaborated in Chapter 12 on brokers in the informal economy in
Senegal.

³ See Arts 1440–1448 of the Code Général des Impôts, Edition 2016 du République Togolaise.
⁴ Officer from KaraMunicipality, President’s appointee; manager fromMayor’s office, financial affairs;

Prefect (Presidential Appointee) in northern Togo.
⁵ Code Général des Impôts, Edition 2016 du République Togolaise, 2016, Art. 1444
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partners did not explicitly engage in debates and the public exchange between
citizens and the public authorities, donor agreements with the government
(i.e. the City of Lomé and the OTR) played a key role in the City and the
OTR’s actions in this episode of revenue bargaining.

In 2011, the Togolese Republic signed the Urban Environment Project
of Lomé II (PEUL II) with the AFD.⁶ The AFD had agreed to provide
financing to the city for two related components: urban development and
local resource mobilization. The funds were transferred from the Ministry
of Finance to the City of Lomé. The first component centred on infrastruc-
ture improvements including a new landfill site and the rehabilitation of
sewage, waste, and drainage systems, which posed significant problems in
the rapidly urbanizing capital. The second componentwas intended as a pilot
project to augment municipal capacity and serve as a model for supporting
eventual decentralization and devolvement of state fiscal capacity and func-
tions across Togo. For the City of Lomé, it would support the development
of a ‘fiscal’ cadastre and address system to identify city residents, updat-
ing government records on renters and property owners. This data would
facilitate the imposition of the residence tax (together with property and
business taxes). A specific objective within the revenue agreement with the
AFD was an improvement in local resource mobilization. This arrangement
suggested a three-way affair in which the City’s obligation to one (narrow)
revenue provider, its development partner, was the collection of revenue
from another (broad-based) revenue provider, the city’s inhabitants.

A convention was signed between the City of Lomé and theGeneral Direc-
torate of Taxes (DGI, the antecessor to the OTR).⁷ The convention and two
related protocols focused on fiscal capacity-building and supporting local
resource-mobilization efforts, in particular in carrying out a fiscal census and
collecting residence taxes⁸ on behalf of the city. This agreement was intended
to facilitate the city’s fulfilment of its (revenue) agreement with the AFD.
However, little demonstrable progress was evident in efforts to impose the
residence tax under this collaboration.⁹

The revenues the residence tax could generate would theoretically finance
local service provisions such as rubbish collection, water, electricity, and road

⁶ Convention No. CTG 1124 01T.
⁷ Direction Générale des Impôts, the former revenue agency in Togo.
⁸ The local government collects other types of fees independently.
⁹ Official at headquarters, OTR, Lomé, Togo, 16 August 2016; senior official at headquarters, OTR,

Lomé, Togo, 31 August 2016; senior official at headquarters, OTR, Lomé, Togo, 20 September 20 2016;
interviews with field staff from OTR, Badou, Togo, 27 September 2016, and Pagouda, Togo, 4 October
2016. Also: observation memo from discussions with residents of Lomé re. their observations at customs
and tax authorities, Togo, 14 August 2016
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maintenance. This aspect is important, as it provides a clear link between
a tax and public service delivery provision, which the tax is intended to
finance—as evidence of a fiscal contract. Given the need formajor infrastruc-
ture rehabilitation, both the EU and France had contributed significantly to
improving these same local public service provisions since 2006.¹⁰ Roughly
USD44 million had been poured into the city for lagoon dredging, road
rehabilitation, and overhauling the city’s outdated sewage and drainage sys-
tems. In a sense, one narrow, important group of revenue contributors—the
development partners—were underwriting the achievement of obligations
the city would be expected to deliver to its residents, if the residence tax were
imposed.

With the creation of the OTR, a third protocol was signed in relation to
PEUL II, this time between the head of the new semi-autonomous revenue
agency and the City of Lomé.¹¹ The convention between the OTR and the
city would remain in place as long as necessary to allow for ‘experimenta-
tions’ in trying to augment local tax collections. The OTR was also directly
financed by donors, including the IMF, World Bank, and African Devel-
opment Bank (2016; Beach, 2018). The OTR had been established under
a five-year contract as an experiment in improving revenue mobilization
in Togo and thus faced considerable pressure in delivering on its mandate.
Perhaps emboldened by its own pressure from donors to improve revenue
performance, coupled with increasing revenue pressure facing the Govern-
ment of Togo that year, the OTR began to send out letters in early 2016 to the
city’s main employers requesting specific residence information about their
employees. (Neither the OTR nor the City of Lomé had yet made any formal
announcement regarding the plan to impose the residence tax.)

The evident trigger in this case was the fact-finding mission by the tax
authority, which was not legally mandated to enforce collections of the res-
ident tax. Moreover, the local authorities collaborating in the effort did not
represent the interests of local inhabitants. Legally, this tax was to be col-
lected by the municipality itself, but municipal elections had failed to take
place for two decades. As letters went out to business establishments through-
out Lomé, inquiring as to the residence details of company employees, the
government encountered significant backlash from the city’s residents and
opposition leaders—writ large in local newspapers. Rumours and specula-
tion spread through local media and social media platforms citing the letters

¹⁰ From France: PEUL, an urban renewal project for the city of Lomé and Maritime region, 2011, 5
million EUR; from the EU: PAUT, rehabilitation of the city, initiated in 2013, 39 million EUR.

¹¹ Convention de Partenariat entre La Ville de Lomé et L’Office Togolais des Recettes Pour La
Mobilisation des Ressources Fiscales de la Commune de Lomé.
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received by firms in the city, and suggesting that the OTR was intending to
impose a ‘new’ residence tax—despite its legal existence for over 15 years
(e.g. K.B., 2016; Lawson, 2016; Veille Economique, 2016). A former presiden-
tial candidate (an opposition politician) denounced the rumoured plan in an
interviewwith a local newspaper as an ‘aberration’ of themandate of theOTR
(Telli, n.d.). Local radio stations such as the Press Club hosted by Kanal FM
and newspapers decried the tax as ‘one tax too many’ for an economically
disenfranchised citizenry already facing a heavy tax burden (A.G., 2016a;
Faria, 2016; Mensah, 2016a; K.B., 2016; Lawson, 2016; Mensah, 2015). A
civil society organization (CSO), Veille Economique (2016) (English: Busi-
ness Intelligence), released a white paper analysing both the nature of the
residence tax and the current economic and fiscal position of Togo. It then
organized a public forum to debate the legality and public reception to this
tax (A.G., 2016b).

Newspapers, radio stations, individual citizens (referenced above), and
civil society organizations such as the Togo Workers’ Synergy (STT)
protested against the imposition of this new tax, on several counts. First, the
tax was legally intended as a tax to be imposed by municipalities. However,
there had been no elections of municipal authorities since 1987, and the city
was run by the presidential appointees. The opposition leader, Gerry Tamaa,
and local newspaper op-eds protested against the imposition of the tax by
authorities who were not legitimately elected local authorities as well as the
involvement of the central government’s revenue authority (OTR) in the tax-
collection plan (M. K., 2016b; Telli, n.d.). The Ewé had little say in how their
own city was ruled. These factors affected the relative bargaining positions
of each party, including the fact that the state’s political appointees were run-
ning a city inhabited by the Ewé (opposition) ethnic group, and the regime
had been perpetually delaying promised elections. These factors reinforced
the citizens’ bargaining position and weakened the state’s claims.

Second, the OTR, with major financial backing from the IMF, AfDB, and
World Bank, had replaced the former Direction Générale des Impôts (DGI)
and brought the customs authority under its direction. The two former agen-
cies were reputed to be among the most corrupt within the Gnassingbé
regime’s government.¹² The OTR had been working purposively to establish
a new, positive, and constructive rapport with the citizens, to correct for the
reputation and behaviour of the former agency, build good will, and improve

¹² Author interviews, August–December, 2016: multiple interviews with mid-level and senior officials
atOTRheadquarters, OTR;OTRfield staff. Author’s participatory observationmemos inTogo andBenin,
August–December, 2016: two meetings between the OTR’s Fiscal Control Unit and a field office in rural
Togo, OTR; memo from discussions at social gathering with prominent figures in Bénin.
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tax compliance.¹³ However, the sincerity in their new approach, including
more stringent and broad-based imposition of existing taxes, came as a sur-
prise and concern to citizens who were coming under the scrutiny of the
tax-collection agency, but were now unable negotiate their way out of tax
liabilities with a bribe.¹⁴ In such an environment, this new tax was depicted
by local media as the latest instrument in the hands of a newly empowered
mafia (i.e. the OTR, who now enjoyed larger salaries thanks to donor sup-
port and a semi-autonomous status) to further impoverish the residents of
the capital (Faria, 2016; Lawson, 2016; Mensah, 2016b; Beach, 2018, 244).

Third, the costs of living in the capital were rising, urbanization rates
increasing, and the housing deficit had reached 100,000 by 2016 (Atcha, 2016;
Kohnert, 2017). In contrast, jobs and incomes had remained stagnant over
the preceding decade: a third of the city’s residents lacked stable employment,
over half lived in poverty, and 14% in absolute poverty. More than half of all
the capital’s residents still lacked sufficient (if any) running water, and many
areas lacked paved roads, electricity, and suffered from flooding in the advent
of rains due to dysfunctional drainage and sewage systems (whichwere in the
process of being rehabilitated). Accordingly, citizens, CSOs, and newspaper
editors resented the imposition of a tax which, from their perspective, was
intended as a fiscal exchange for the provision of these non-existent or under-
supplied public services. TheVeille Economique’s (2016)white paper declared
that the OTR’s plan failed on three counts: fiscal ethics, fiscal justice, and fis-
cal reciprocity. They decried the government’s lack of fiscal transparency; its
high indebtedness and consequential high levels of pressure from develop-
ment partners to repay debt (which consumed 24% of the state’s budget);
its overdependence on citizen’s taxes and under-dependence on revenues
from mineral resources; and the lack of a social housing plan and sufficient
available, affordable housing for the city’s residents.

The onus was now on the state and its locally appointed representatives to
legitimate their claims and deliver on their part of the fiscal contract. Where
electricity, water, drainage, and other services were still lacking in quality
and extension to large portions of the city, they found these new tax claims
unjustified.

Following the public outcry, the OTR and the City of Lomé halted any
forward movement on the fiscal census activities to update the local cadastre

¹³ Field staff from Togolese Revenue Authority (OTR); follow-up discussion with fiscal control official
after observing meeting with a field office, OTR; participatory observation memo of meeting between
fiscal control unit and a field office in northern Togo, OTR.

¹⁴ Informal discussions with citizens during fieldwork, including neighbourhood residents, guests at
local social events, taxi drivers, etc.
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and residential records.¹⁵ According to media outlets, a spokesperson for the
OTR stated that there was a misinterpretation of the immatriculation oper-
ation underway, and that there was ‘no question’ of the OTR imposing this
residence tax (A.G., 2016; Telli, 2016; Lawson, 2016).

The OTR and the City of Lomé regrouped to develop a new strategy. To
gain credibility and improve the legitimacy of their negotiating position,
they proposed imposing the tax first on officials implicated in the collec-
tion of the tax.¹⁶ This strategy was a non-starter, however, among the staff
of the OTR. As a mid-level OTR official explained to me, they themselves,
even with improved salaries, still often lacked electricity and running water,
paved roads, and internet access from the state-run agency, and endured
the frequent flooding of their streets. They were frustrated with the gov-
ernment’s persistent lack of service delivery (despite significant inputs from
development partners) and, like their fellow citizens in Lomé, did not find
the imposition of the residence tax justified. The OTR and city were left with
limited options for proceeding.

The city and OTR embarked upon another strategy of engaging local
community leaders in sensitization and an overall campaign citywide to
articulate the OTR’s approach and citizens’ fiscal civic duties in paying
taxes. However, this manoeuvre was undermined by a lack of government
movement on action points demanded by Lomé’s citizens. No local elec-
tions had been organized. Urban renewal projects financed by the AFD, EU,
and AfDB advanced, but slowly, with insufficient improvements in public-
service delivery. Electricity and adequate drainage systems were still absent
across wide swathes of the city. As of late 2017, the entire affair remained
at a standstill, and the government had yet to find effective bargaining
leverage.¹⁷

In the City of Lomé, the trigger for this round of protests and haggling
over revenue contributions was the evidenced shift in the state’s enforcement
capacity and intentions and engagement by actors whom Lomé residents
felt did not have legitimate claims to impose the residence tax. The PEUL
II project agreement with the AFD and related protocol between the City of
Lomé and the OTR outlined financial and technical capacity-building efforts
to enhance the municipality’s revenue-mobilization efforts. (The residence
tax would be collected by the OTR on behalf of the city, with support pro-
vided by development partners to facilitate necessary information-gathering

¹⁵ Manager of financial affairs, Mayor’s office; Director of Togolese Revenue Authority, OTR; OTR
official, Lomé, Togo; OTR official (dates retained for confidentiality).

¹⁶ Customs official, Port de Lomé, OTR, 2016
¹⁷ Observation memo from follow-up interview, OTR official, date retained for confidentiality.
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activities such as the rollout of a fiscal census, address-creation programme,
and residence registry for the city.) Though as mentioned the tax had legally
existed for more than 15 years, when city residents and opposition leaders
recognized the state’s manoeuvres to augment the city’s ability to effectively
impose the tax, they reacted with fear and alarm. It was not the creation of
the fiscal policy that elicited a political reaction and resistance. The fiscal pol-
icy was largely ignored until development partners’ revenue contributions
galvanized government efforts to impose the tax. Even the initial protocols
between the DGI and the City of Lomé, intended to enhance the city’s capac-
ity to collect these taxes, did not create such an impetus. It was not until
a new, semi-autonomous agency—also underwritten by donors and con-
tractually obligated on revenue performance—signed a protocol with the
City of Lomé and began the actual process of fiscal data-collection efforts,
that residents of the capital city pronounced their fears of yet another tax
and claims of illegitimacy of the tax imposition. Backed by donor financ-
ing, contractual objectives, and concrete efforts towards enhancing local
resourcemobilization, the two agencies’ actions together presented a credible
‘threat’ of enforcement—enforcement, moreover, perceived to be illegitimate
given the lack of local elections and the central agency collecting a locally
mandated tax.

The government’s bargaining strategies ultimately failed tomove the nego-
tiations towards a productive agreement. In the end, the tax-collection plan
was halted. The conclusion of this round of revenue bargaining was to the
advantage of an important group of revenue contributors—theCity of Lomé’s
residents.

The City of Lomé case illustrates a scenario where the outcome of this
three-way revenue-bargaining process was no change in revenue contribu-
tions from the residents of the City of Lomé. In other words, no revision of
the residents’ contributions under the existing fiscal contract between the
city and its residents. It is an excellent example of a broad-based tax effort
improving the accountability of the state—in that citizens were not willing
to contribute to a tax (for which the state had already received development
partners’ revenue contributions) until there was demonstrable improvement
in the delivery of public services. That said, this outcome did weaken soci-
ety’s obligations to the state, as well as the state’s authority and legitimacy
of its claims on citizen’s assets. The case also likely reinforced the notion
that citizens’ contributions to the state for this public service provision had
been displaced by development partners’ revenue contributions to finance
this same public service, despite the state’s claims. This case illuminates the
complex state–society dynamics that can arise in securing donor support to
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underwrite both public service delivery and the tax-enforcement capacity
that is intended to finance this public service delivery.

10.2.2 Case 2: Power and rural revenue bargaining
in Cinkassé

The second case of revenue bargaining concerns the residents and custom-
ary chief of Cinkassé, a small city crowning Togo’s northernmost tip, on the
border with Burkina Faso. Many of the residents of Cinkassé are Burkinabé.
Moreover, the Chef du Canton of Cinkassé, Chief Nagnango Abdoulaye, is
himself of the lineage and customary power hierarchy of the ancient Mossi
people.¹⁸ The Mossi are largely based in Burkina Faso and enjoyed a resur-
gence in their politically dominant position after the fall of Thomas Sankara,
the former Burkinabese dictator (McKenzie, 1998; Konkobo, 2015). A small
finger of this Mossi people group stretches into Cinkassé.

This case examines two intersecting spheres of revenue-bargaining and
tax-collection efforts in Cinkassé. While the previous revenue-bargaining
arena was the state’s broader efforts of taxation among the town’s general
population carried out by the agents of the newly established OTR, this sec-
ond bargaining arena involved the tacit negotiating and explicit engagement
between Chief Nagnango himself and these sameOTR field agents—a classic
example of a narrow sphere of revenue bargaining.

The OTR’s agents assigned to this remote outpost self-described as
‘strangers’¹⁹ in a region dominated by Burkinabé. Their agency had only
recently established these administrative bureaus. Prior to this time, 98%
of Togo’s taxes were collected in the capital city. However, in its hunt
for revenues, the OTR challenged the notion that taxing ‘the interior’ was
not fruitful and established field offices in 2015–2016.²⁰ This new push
proved difficult. The agents’ lack of local social capital and ‘foreignness’
weakened their bargaining position vis-à-vis local inhabitants. They faced
many challenges in efforts to impose taxes across the district, with vil-
lagers frequently running away, refusing to comply, or even attacking tax
collectors.

¹⁸ Prefect (Presidential Appointee) in northern Togo; Chef du Quartier, city in northern Togo.
¹⁹ Author’s participatory observation of meeting between fiscal control unit and field office agents in

Cinkassé, Togo, 6 October 2016; and interviews with OTR field officer, Cinkassé, Togo, 7 October 2016;
OTR officer from fiscal control unit, Cinkassé, Togo, 6 October 2016; observationmemo, 6 October 2016.

²⁰ Official from OTR headquarters, 31 August 2016. Lomé, Togo; OTR official, Daopong, Togo, 10
October 2016.
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Understanding the authority Chief Nagnango commanded in a largely
Burkinabé-dominated rural district, the OTR field agents sought his assis-
tance and soon began to witness striking changes in the behaviour of the
villagers. The state’s agents would arrive at ostensibly empty villages, only to
find the entire village gathered in a communal space and Chief Nagnango,
who was also the administratively appointed Chef du Canton, standing there
at the head of the gathering, inviting the OTR’s agents to his side. He would
then turn to his people and command them to pay the taxes owed to the cen-
tral regime. According to the OTR agents, the villagers complied. The agents
explained that their work in the region would be all but futile without the
backing of Chief Nagnango. In addition to reinforcing their direct efforts
to press for tax compliance, he would at times provide them with material
resources, such as vehicles, as needed, to carry out their work. With his sup-
port, the new agents were able to make some gains in revenue contributions
from the town of Cinkassé.

Conversely, when it came to the Chef du Canton’s own tax assessments, it
emerged that his revenue contributions were much lower than the amounts
formally owed.²¹ The chef would fill out tax declaration forms, sometimes
even in collaboration with the tax agents, and there would be a cordial agree-
ment on how much was officially owed. However, no sincere efforts were
made to assure that his taxes were actually paid. The field agents were very
reluctant to press for his compliance, as they were dependent on his authority
to reinforce and effectuate broader compliance. He, himself, while explicitly
acknowledging the formal tax obligations, was less than forthcoming in pay-
ing taxes owed on a business operation worth roughly a quarter of a million
dollars in revenues annually. There appeared to be a form of tacit agreement
that the field agents would refrain from coercive enforcement of his tax obli-
gations in exchange for his continued backing of their wider efforts of tax
collection and enforcement across his district.²²

When representatives from the OTR’s fiscal control unit (FCU) toured the
Cinkassé field office’s operations and held meetings with the locally posted
OTR team to understand the local situation and field agents’ achievements
in implementing the fiscal code, they pressed the local field agents to rec-
tify the situation with the chief.²³ The field agents, however, explained to the
FCU how critical Chief Nagnango was to the success of their mission in this
region. Regardless of pressure from the headquarters, the revenue negoti-
ations between the OTR’s agents and the Chief would likely continue in a

²¹ Ibid.
²² Ibid.
²³ Ibid.
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diplomatic and lenient fashion to ensure his continued reinforcement of the
agents’ efforts.

These arrangements between the state’s tax-collection agents and the Chef
du Canton reflected macro-level dynamics between President Faure himself
andChiefNagnango.²⁴ The president, according to at least one source, greatly
depended on the chief for vote whipping. In exchange, or in passive recogni-
tion of his political dominance in the region, Chief Nagnango was apparently
left to manage the affairs of Cinkassé and its surrounding district largely as
he pleased. This power dynamic closely parallels the relationships described
in the works of Nieuwaal, Mamdani, and Boone, between states and custom-
ary authorities (Nieuwaal, 1981; Mamdani, 1996; Boone and Duku, 2012).
Chief Nagnango’s nephew, who held him in great esteem, was appointed as
the regional prefect.²⁵

Officials from the revenue authority’s headquarters engaged in evasive
actions to avoid a personal encounter with the chief (and made efforts, in
vain, to prevent the author’s visiting him) (Beach, 2018, 256). From the
author’s observations and the statements of the OTR officials from the Lomé
headquarters, it was apparent that they were wary of Chief Nagnango’s dom-
inating power in the region, feeling uneasy and wanting little to do with
him. This dynamic reinforces the notion that the chief ’s power eclipsed the
state’s in this region, and that any interactions with such a figure would be
conducted on his terms, not the OTR’s.

In summary, there was strong evidence that the chief enjoyed the bal-
ance of organizational power in the region—with the implication that the
wealthier canton chief paid little in the way of taxes, while (generally poorer)
citizens were compelled into tax compliance. Citizens of this rural outpost
were antagonistic in their relations with the OTR’s field agents but acqui-
escent to their Chief. It was evident that the OTR’s agents would need to
leverage this power to succeed in revenue-mobilization efforts in the region.
The state’s weaker position vis-à-vis this chief allowed him to obtain indi-
vidual exemptions in exchange for the OTR’s greater success in its broader
bargaining position. Through the mechanism of leveraged organizational
power, Chief Nagnango strengthened the state’s position by directly calling
on his subjects to comply with the demands of the field agents, that is, to pay
their taxes. Failure to comply would mean that residents of Cinkassé would
be answerable to their Chief (whom they greatly feared and revered). This
suggests that it is not only the revenue contributors’ organizational power

²⁴ OTR customs official, Lomé, Togo, 25 October 2016.
²⁵ Prefect (Presidential Appointee), Cinkassé, Togo, 7 October 2016.
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that is important to consider in the analysis of revenue-bargaining positions,
but also that of the state. Due to theChief ’s intervention, the state’s bargaining
position among the inhabitants of Cinkassé shifted from a weaker position
to an enforced one.

This case also speaks to the particular dynamics of revenue bargain-
ing between the state and customary authorities. It appears that traditional
authorities are not necessarily treated as a special class en masse. Instead,
we find a state calibrating the power balance between itself and each local
customary figure, a perspective that resonates with Boone’s analysis of the
political topographies of the African state (Boone, 2003b). The OTR’s agents
certainly did not always lean on customary authorities in other field offices,
but the case was not isolated. In instances where they relied on support from
other (less powerful) traditional leaders, the corresponding negotiations sur-
rounding that chieftain’s own taxes never matched the fairly substantial
disregard for the chieftain’s tax obligations as witnessed in this case. From
this behaviour, we can understand that where greater political legitimacy
and influence lie with a customary figure, on balance, one might expect the
state to place greater value on the backing of a chieftain in broader spheres
of bargaining than on compliance with their own tax obligations. Where
the balance of legitimacy and power sways in the other direction, we would
expect lower degrees of leniency as the traditional authority figure commands
weaker organizational capacity, and the state finds diminished usefulness in
leveraging a chief ’s authority.

10.3 Conclusion

This chapter’s case studies of revenue bargaining in rural and urban settings
in Togo provide fruitful terrain for exploration of the conditions under which
such bargaining emerges, evolves, and leads to fiscal contracts—that is, con-
ditions where third parties are present. First, we find evidence to support the
proposition that revenue bargaining is often a three-way affair in the poorest
states. States are rarely sitting alone at themetaphorical negotiating table. The
development partners’ agreement with and revenue contributions to the City
of Lomé and the OTR impacted on citizens’ perceptions at the outset of the
residence tax episode and the state’s bargaining position. The OTR’s agents
in Cinkassé found that they could not operate in this local arena without
engaging a local power broker in the bargaining process.

Second, the process of revenue bargaining at the level of implementation
is likely to be just as important as (perhaps more relevant than) fiscal policy
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negotiations, to actual outcomes regardingwho contributes revenue in a poor
state. From a rule-of-law perspective, the tax-collection efforts presented in
Lomé and Cinkassé had little to do with the formal arenas of fiscal policy
negotiations between various tax groups and the state. But in the context of
Togo in 2016, as in many low-income states on the African continent, the
full enforcement of that fiscal mandate was far from a given. In Lomé, the
residence tax in question had been passed into law sixteen years prior to
the episode in question. However, the legal mandate was seemingly irrel-
evant to taxpayers until the revenue agency and the city demonstrated a
credible ‘threat’ of imposing the tax with augmented enforcement capacity.
In Cinkassé, taxpayers often physically exited the bargaining arena, hiding
or running from the OTR’s field agents, refusing to entertain discussions of
contributing to the state coffers from their earnings. The bureaucrats had
to develop a bargaining strategy to achieve even a limited portion of their
tax-collection mandate in Cinkassé.

Third, as we see in both cases, the terms of a third party’s intervention in
episodes of revenue bargaining can invert both the bargaining power and
position of the state. In the first case, in the City of Lomé, the development
partners’ role shifted both components of the state’s position in the bar-
gaining arena. Their support enhanced the OTR and the city’s enforcement
capacities, which presented a credible threat of enforcement and triggered
protests. Their financial aid, however, likely played a role in weakening the
legitimacy of the city’s claims on citizens’ tax contributions, where the city
(1) had not been able to achieve demonstrable, consistent improvements in
public service delivery (despite revenue support from donors) and (2) could
not credibly deny the substitution of residence tax revenues with donor
funding.

These findings nuance Sacks’ analysis of Afrobarometer data, which sug-
gested that donor and non-state actors’ provision of public services tends
to reinforce the relationship between the state and citizens (Sacks, 2012)
as well as Beach and van den Boogaard’s argument (2022) that a ‘services-
first’ approach could be part of the solution to low-tax, low-capacity traps.
In this case, the act of donors underwriting public-service provision does
not appear to reinforce the state’s claims on tax revenues intended to finance
these services in the medium term, nor strengthen positive state–society
engagement around relevant taxes, but it did put pressure on the state for
accountability and addressing issues of legitimacy—which was ultimately
constructive. It also challenges Fjeldstad’s (2001) finding that the presence
of donors is likely to swing the balance of power in favour of local gov-
ernments in the revenue-bargaining arena. In the case of Lomé, despite
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donor funding to support improvements in public-service delivery, citi-
zens were ultimately successful in making their case—claiming that the state
had failed to deliver on local elections and public-service provision—and
blocking the imposition of the residence tax. The lack of a fiscal con-
tract emerging from this bargaining episode strengthened the accountability
challenge to the government but weakened citizens’ sense of obligation
to the state.

These outcomes reinforce the central tenet of this book—the importance
of looking into the micro-dynamics of revenue-bargaining processes. They
also offer some nuance to the conventional wisdomon tax governance, which
would suggest that outcomes in broader arenas of revenue bargaining are
likely to lead to stronger state–society relations, building accountability and
improved governance (Prichard, 2015). In the case of Cinkassé, it was the
narrow agreement with a powerful local broker that strengthened the state’s
bargaining position among local residents at large. These negotiations did
not strengthen the accountability of the state to its citizens in this northern
region. Nor did they offer the townspeople a platform to challenge the legiti-
macy of the state’s claims. The mechanism of leveraged organizational power
rendered inhabitants weaker but compliant in tax negotiations, as they could
not escape their local chief.

In summary, third parties can alter the outcomes of broad-based revenue
bargaining—in specific, sometimes counterintuitive, ways.
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Whoshouldpay?
Government and donor bargaining over social protection
funding in Tanzania

Marianne S. Ulriksen, Flora Myamba, and Constantine George

Every year the government has been budgeting for the PSSN . . .
however, disbursement is another thing.

Government official

11.1 Introduction

As in many other lower- to middle-income countries in Africa, the World
Bank along with other donors initiated and funded a social protection pro-
gramme in Tanzania, called the Productive Social Safety Net (PSSN).¹ The
donor agencies envisaged that, in time, the Tanzanian government would
fund the programme. However, the government has contributed only a small
share of the required budget, and the question of who should finance the
PSSN has been a recurring issue of bargaining between the international
donor agencies and the Tanzanian government.

As is the focus in this volume, we explore the micro-level revenue-
bargaining process between a specific group of revenue providers (here, the
international aid agencies—the current revenue providers of the PSSN) and
the Tanzanian government. We complement other theoretical and empirical
contributions in this volume by paying specific attention to the preferences of
negotiating parties and how the parties seek to maximize their own interests
in the negotiations. Specifically, we ask how policy design and funding are
negotiated in a setting of diverging preferences and what the outcomes are.

¹ See Ulriksen (2019) and Porisky (2022) on the development of the PSSN. The programme is imple-
mented on both the Tanzania mainland and Zanzibar. For more information on social protection in
Zanzibar, see Seekings (2016).
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We show how the policy preferences of the donors and the Tanzanian gov-
ernment, with respect to the PSSN, are clearly conflicting: the international
donors want to continue the PSSN although with increasing budgetary com-
mitment by the Tanzanian government, whereas the government is sceptical
of the programme and does not consider it a clear priority area. We find that,
throughout the negotiations, each party seeks to push through their agenda.
In talks over the design of the programme, the Tanzanian government tries
to downscale the cash transfer element, which is, however, a key element for
the donors. In negotiations over disbursements, the government tries to limit
payments even if it has agreed with donors to contribute. The fiscal contract
outcome remains unresolved, as the donors continue to pay the lion’s share of
the programme. Our findings speak to a general conclusion of this volume:
that even revenue providers with substantial financial muscle have limited
revenue-bargaining power vis-à-vis the ruling elite (see Chapter 13 in this
volume).

Our analysis focuses on the years 2016–2018, as during this time, there
were negotiations over the continuation and funding of the PSSN. We inter-
viewed and have had continued conversations with at least 20 persons close
to the process, who we label in three general and neutral categories: govern-
ment officials, which covers bureaucrats working at implementation as well as
decision-making levels in the government; donor representatives, being offi-
cials working for donor agencies; and experts, who represent people working
for other organizations and research institutions in or outside government
that are particularly knowledgeable about social protection and politics in
Tanzania. None of the interviews were recorded. Instead, to ensure reliability,
two of us strived to be present at the interviews, and we transcribed the inter-
views immediately afterwards. The quotes included are based on our notes
from the interviews.

11.2 Bargaining over funding responsibility

In this chapter, we explore negotiations around who should take responsi-
bility for funding a social programme. The revenue providers in this case
study are international donor agencies who have initiated and are funding
the PSSN in Tanzania. The international donors would like the govern-
ment to take over the funding of the programme to ensure its long-term
sustainability. The government, for its part, can be seen as a revenue max-
imizer—seeking to ensure the best utility of its resources and prioritizing
policies that best achieve its political and developmental goals. Through
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this lens, the government may not jump at the opportunity to fund the
PSSN. Consequently, the parties bargain over whose revenue to use for the
continued funding of a social programme supporting poor and vulnerable
Tanzanians. In the following, we elaborate on the rise of social protection
and why it is an interesting case of bargaining between governments and
international aid agencies in Africa. We draw from recent aid literature and
the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 2 to hypothesize the possi-
ble policy and funding preferences of the government and international aid
agencies that inform our subsequent case analysis.

Few would question that there has been a ‘global rise of social cash
transfers’ (Leisering, 2019) since the ‘quiet revolution’ of social protection
expansion started in middle-income Latin American countries around the
new millennium (Hanlon et al., 2010). Social protection programmes—
conditional or unconditional cash transfers, public works, feeding schemes,
or combinations of these—have spread across the Global South. Even in
low-income countries, there has been a rapid expansion: in the past decade,
social protection spending in low-income countries has increased from one
to about three per cent of GDP (Klugman et al., 2017).

In many of the lower-income countries in Africa, the ‘primary and most
consistent advocates of social protection appear to be global actors’ (Rudra,
2015, 468). It is the international donor agencies—multilateral agencies like
theWorld Bank and the UN, as well as bilateral ones such as the Department
for International Development (DFID)—who have been themost enthusias-
tic about the poverty-reducing potentials of social protection, and it is largely
through their encouragement that national governments have adopted social
protection programmes (Deacon, 2007;McCord, 2009;Hickey andSeekings,
2017; Hickey et al., 2019). In low-income African countries, the World Bank
has been particularly instrumental in the rise of conditional cash-transfer
programmes (Simpson, 2017).

While many poorer African countries have, in time, committed them-
selves to the adoption of social protection programmes, many governments
have been rather unenthusiastic about programmes they perceive to have the
potential of creating dependency and which they deem to fit poorly with
their ‘productivist development ideology’ (Hickey and Seekings, 2017, 23).
International aid agencies have not necessarily been deterred by such reluc-
tance as it has been suggested that such hesitation can be overcome by the
‘consistent engagement by progressive social policy advocates . . . to seize
opportunities, and ensure continued investment in . . . social protection sys-
tems’ (Koehler and Mathers, 2017, 351). Advice of this nature illustrates
the continued unequal power relations that come with giving and receiving
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development aid, as donors tend to push through their agenda with limited
regard for, or understanding of, the political dynamics and policy preferences
of recipient countries (Aubert et al., 2018). In fact, the disregard for recipi-
ent countries’ ideas and policy preferences is also a problem in the scholarly
literature where ‘[a]cademic studies of aid to Africa have typically asked how
“we” in the West can get “them” in Africa to adopt [specific] economic and
political systems’ (Whitfield and Fraser, 2010, 342).

The theoretical framework of this volume (see Chapter 2) highlights how
fiscal and organizational resources shape the relative bargaining positions
of governments and revenue providers. International aid agencies have sub-
stantial fiscal clout but may be of less value for the ruling elite in ensuring
its legitimacy and maintaining its ruling coalition. There are thus good rea-
sons to question the actual strength of international aid agencies in shaping
domestic public policy in recipient countries, and recent studies from Africa
suggest that the influence of donors in pushing for social protection has been
overrated (Cherrier, 2020). Donors can support programme design, imple-
mentation, and evaluation, and have the means to transfer knowledge and
expertise, but domestic decision-makers need to gain an interest in social
protection to be willing to support its long-term implementation (Hickey
et al., 2019; Lavers and Hickey, 2021). For instance, in Zambia, international
aid agencies played a critical role in developing and promoting social protec-
tion, but the programme operated as a pilot for ten years before the national
government was willing to expand it. Although there was an ideational shift
towards a pro-poor agenda in Zambia, it is argued that the main impetus
came due to changes in the political settlement, with new political stake-
holders seeing a value in social transfers for rent-allocation purposes (Pruce
and Hickey, 2019). Similarly, the Livelihood Empowerment against Poverty
programme in Ghana was largely pushed by donors, and only when the pro-
gramme aligned with the interests of the political elite was it expanded and
institutionalized (Abdulai, 2021). In Ethiopia, the government was only will-
ing to reform the emergency relief systemand introduce theProductive Safety
Net Programme when the government faced a political crisis; at this point,
social protection became useful as an element in the national development
plans and as a mechanism to retain political power (Lavers, 2019).

Consequently, there are good reasons to open the ‘black box’ of policy
bargaining between governments and international donor agencies (Bour-
guignon and Sundberg, 2007). There are several useful studies that acknowl-
edge the bargaining power of recipient governments and explore how nego-
tiations unfold, but they generally focus on the macro level. Whitfield (2009)
and Whitfield and Fraser (2010) study aid negotiations across a range of
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African countries on a structural level, focusing on the macro-level resources
of national governments vis-à-vis the donor agencies. Feyissa (2011) explores
how the Ethiopian governing party EPRDF effectively used its negotiating
capital to ensure a consistent flow of development aid despite conflicting
interests between the government and the international aid agencies. Aubert
et al. (2018) include in their analysis of aid negotiation in Ethiopia both
structural and actor-level analyses, but the latter analysis centres primarily
on changes in the institutional settings of negotiations rather than the direct
policy negotiation between government and development partners. We are,
however, interested in exploring the micro-level bargaining between inter-
national aid agencies and the Tanzanian government over the funding of the
PSSN. To understand how this bargaining unfolds, we need to focus on the
possible divergent preferences of the negotiating parties, as we explain the
following.

Swedlund and Lierl (2020) come closer to the actual bargaining processes
in their case studies of Rwanda and Tanzania, where they highlight the differ-
ent preferences with which each party enters the negotiations. International
aid agencies want to determine how their own money is spent, but they also
want influence on broader matters given that aid is fungible. Recipient gov-
ernments, for their part, value donor support and expertise but also want
to maintain political autonomy. Following this, they argue that ‘differences
in preferences between donor agencies and recipient countries mean that
aid policy is always negotiated’ (Swedlund and Lierl, 2020, 54). Whereas
Swedlund and Lierl (2020) focus on negotiations over budget support with
implications for a broader spectrum of policies and development plans, we
are interested in micro-level negotiations around the financing of a specific
social protection programme. Nevertheless, to study revenue bargaining, we
take as a starting point the possible divergent preferences of international aid
agencies and recipient governments.

Although international aid agencies also pursue less altruistic objectives
(Lancaster, 2007), their raison d’etre is to promote development. Poverty
reduction is a central objective on the development agenda with this being
the first of the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals. In fact, one of the
reasons for the donor enthusiasm for social protection is precisely because of
its proven ability to reduce poverty (von Gliszczynski and Leisering, 2016).
Consequently, we expect poverty reduction to be an important preference
of the international aid agencies and hence this to be their argument for pro-
moting social protection. At the same time, theywouldwant social protection
to become a sustainable part of a recipient country’s policy framework and
therefore would want the recipient government to take over the funding.
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Following the insights from the social protection literature, we expect that
the recipient government will only be interested in (partly) financing a social
protection programme if the programme fits the government’s development
priorities. At the same time, one could expect the recipient governments to
be revenue maximizing in the sense that they will seek to maintain donor
commitment to programmes that donor agencies value and instead prioritize
government funding of policy areas that the government values and/orwhere
donor funding is less likely.

In our analysis of revenue bargaining between the Tanzanian government
and international aid agencies over the funding of social protection, we start
by investigating the preferences of the negotiating parties, whichwe find to be
divergent. Next, we explore how this conflictual standpoint caused substan-
tial bargaining over programme design and funding. Before this, however,
we present the social protection programme in Tanzania and how it has been
funded.

11.3 The case: Productive Social SafetyNet Programme
inTanzania

Tanzania represents a lower- to middle-income African country where the
national government ambivalently committed to implement a nationwide
social protection programme, the PSSN (Ulriksen, 2019). In the early 2000s,
social protection was not a key priority of the national government in Tan-
zania. However, the government agreed in 2012 to roll out the PSSN Phase
I following intense advocacy by the World Bank and the TASAF (the Tanza-
nia Social Action Fund, an implementing government agency placed within
the President’s Office).While the programmewas initially funded by interna-
tional aid agencies (primarily theWorld Bank), it was agreed in 2015 that the
government would gradually take over the funding of the programme. In the
following, we briefly explain the background to the PSSN and the main fea-
tures of the programme aswell as its funding. Table 11.1 presents an overview
of the events.

Prior to the PSSN, the World Bank funded and the TASAF implemented
the pilot project CB CCT (Community-Based Conditional Cash Transfers)
starting in 2009. Based on positive evaluations of achievements, emphasiz-
ing the project’s poverty-reducing effects as well as increases in educational
attainment and health outcomes, the World Bank and the TASAF argued
for the project to become nationwide as the PSSN. To convince govern-
ment to implement the PSSN, the World Bank and the TASAF highlighted
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Table 11.1 Timeline of events

2000 TASAF (Tanzania Social Action Fund) created as a social fund for
poverty alleviation

2009 CB CCT (Community-Based Conditional Cash Transfers)—pilot
programme initiated

August 2012 PSSN Phase I launcheda

2012–2017 Envisaged implementation period for PSSN Ib

2015 The fourth government commits to gradually take over funding, with
full government financing envisaged for 2020c

2015 After elections in October, President Magufuli becomes the fifth
president of Tanzania

2016–2018 Discussions on PSSN Phase II (as analysed in this chapter)
September 2018 TASAF presents programme design document for PSSN IId

December 2019 End of implementation of PSSN Ie

February 2020 Start of PSSN IIe (with the aim of reaching 1.4 million households)
2023 Official end of PSSN IIe (with possibility of extension beyond 2023)

a TASAF (2015).
b project document shared by the World Bank (for official use only).
c as informed to authors by TASAF in 2016.
d URT (2018).
e TASAF (2021).

the ‘productive’ aspects of the programme to be in line with the devel-
opment ideology of the government. By presenting the programme as a
means of raising ‘productivity’, ‘community development’, ‘self-reliance’, and
‘co-responsibility’, the social protection advocates spoke to concepts preva-
lent in the government’s Development Vision and Five-Year Development
Plans, and this way, the PSSN was made more acceptable to the government
(Ulriksen, 2019).

The government’s commitment was probably also eased by the fact that
it had a clear champion in the Ministry of Finance (Klugman et al., 2017).
Hence, while social protection in Tanzania was initially driven by the World
Bank and the TASAF (Jacob and Pedersen, 2018; Ulriksen, 2019; Porisky,
2022), the fourth Tanzanian government (2010–2015) took an increasing
interest in the programme. In one account, the government’s relationship
with the TASAF improved over time, and they took ownership of the PSSN
as the domestic elite saw it as fitting domestic political priorities (Porisky,
2022). In another account, Jacob and Pedersen (2018) argue that the political
elites also used the programme for electoral purposes. They make this claim
because, as they observe, the speed and scale of programme implementation
accelerated tremendously in 2015, which was also an election year—and had
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the most competitive election in Tanzanian political history. In 2015 the
fourth Tanzanian government committed to gradually take over the fund-
ing of the PSSN so that the programme would be fully government funded
by 2020. As will be discussed later, the subsequent fifth government has been
reluctant to live up to its financial commitments.

The PSSN programme is administered by the TASAF.² The programme
targets the extremely poor, which is calculated to be about 10% of the pop-
ulation. The aim was to reach 1.3 million extremely poor households by
the end of the initial phase closing in 2019. The PSSN programme has
four main components: cash transfer, public works, livelihood enhance-
ment, and targeted infrastructure. The cash-transfer component has both
unconditional and conditional elements. All programme households receive
a basic (unconditional) transfer, while certain qualifying members, such as
pregnant women and children, in addition become eligible for conditional
cash transfers on meeting educational and health requirements. Able-bodied
members of the targeted households qualify and are encouraged to partic-
ipate in the public works programme, although it is not mandatory. The
livelihood-enhancement programme is aimed to improve livelihoods and
graduate beneficiaries out of extreme poverty by encouraging beneficiary
households to make regular savings as members of community savings
groups. The fourth component of the PSSN is targeted infrastructure devel-
opment, which is geared to support livelihood-related activities by facilitating
good infrastructure for the smooth provision of health, agricultural inputs,
micro-finance, and similar activities. The conditional cash transfer (CCT)
component is by far the largest in terms of funding and targeted beneficiaries,
covering about 80% of the programme costs, although, as will be discussed
later, this is also the component receiving the most criticism from the fifth
government.

11.3.1 Funding of the PSSN programme

While the PSSN started off by being largely funded by the World Bank,
other donors subsequently came on board, most strongly the DFID and
the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), the aid
agencies of the United Kingdom and Sweden respectively (see Figure 11.1).
UN agencies have been actively involved in social protection in Tanzania
for years, but most of their support is in kind rather than financial, such as

² This information about the PSSN was provided by the TASAF and a social protection expert
in July 2017.
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Figure 11.1 PSSN financing trends by donors.
Source: TASAF.

expertise, technical assistance, and facilitation. Finally, the funding by the
World Bank (IDA³ in the figure) is largely through loans (Ulriksen 2019).

As mentioned, although the PSSN and the precedent pilot programmes
were donor funded from the beginning, it was decided that the PSSN should
be fully government financed by 2020 when a new phase of the programme
(PSSN II) would be implemented. In the meantime, it was agreed in 2015
that the government should cover around a third of the budget per year—the
financial requirements were estimated at USD 300 million per year, with the
obligations divided between the government (USD 100 million), develop-
ment partners (USD 100million), and credit from theWorld Bank (USD 100
million).⁴ In practice, the financial requirements as well as the government’s
actual contribution were downscaled. For instance, the estimated amount
required for the operation of the PSSN between July 2015 and June 2016
was set to approximately USD 170.7 million. Of this, the government ini-
tially committed to pay out USD 44 million (TZS 70 billion) to the PSSN
from the 2015/2016 national budget, thereby covering 25.7% of the esti-
mated programme costs for that period.However, in the end, the government
only contributed USD 7 million, which represents only 4.1% of the overall
programme costs and only 15.9% of the government’s initial commitment
(URT et al., 2016). Thus, in 2016, the government’s contributions were lower
than anticipated. Moreover, at the time, there was much uncertainty about
the government’s long-term financial commitments as the government did

³ IDA, short for the International Development Association, is part of the World Bank and has the
objective of fighting extreme poverty.

⁴ As informed by TASAF in 2016.
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Table 11.2 PSSN—funding requirements and available funds 2016–2020.

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

FUNDING REQUIREMENTS
CCT costs 126,720,000 126,720,000 126,720,000 126,720,000
PW costs 26,285,714 26,285,714 26,285,714 26,285,714
Livelihoods 660,000 713,000 713,000 713,000
Inst. strengthening and
op. costs

12,503,000 12,503,000 12,503,000 12,503,000

TOTAL 166,168,714 166,221,714 166,221,714 166,221,714

AVAILABLE FUNDS
Balance from previous
year

12,156,607

IDA-Additional
financing

100,263,388 99,736,612

DFID 28,000,000 26,000,000 18,000,000 17,000,000
Government of
Tanzania

7,000,000

Sida 17,200,000 17,500,000 17,500,000 17,500,000
Gates Foundation 893,720 1,966,620 908,860
UN Agencies 655,000
USAID 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000
TOTAL 166,168,714 150,203,232 41,408,860 39,500,000
Financing Gap (16,018,482) (124,812,854) (126,721,714)

Source: URT et al. (2016, 10–11)—joint review conducted by the United Republic of Tanzania (URT),
World Bank, UNDP, UNICEF, ILO, DFID, and Sida.

not provide its implementing body (TASAF) with any clear indication of
its financial support of the PSSN programme (see Table 11.2), other than
committing to 2016/2017 the same (low) funds as for the previous budget
year.

During our fieldwork, it was notoriously difficult to get a clear picture of
the financing of the PSSN programme. This was in part because there were
several new donors contributing in a variety of ways. However, in 2017, the
estimates received suggested that the government’s own financial contribu-
tion still amounted to about only 4% of the full programme costs.⁵ Thus,
around 2017, the Tanzanian government had not lived up to its financial

⁵ According to TASAF officials, the end of 2017 (predicted) financing for the full PSSN programme
implementation stands at USD749.3million. The government of Tanzania will contributeUSD30million
(= 4%). The rest of the funding will come from the following sources: IDA: USD 420 million (original
credit USD 220 million, additional financing USD 200 million); DFID: USD 170 million; SIDA: USD
85 million; Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC): USD 16.5 million; USAID: USD
10.0 million; Irish Aid: USD 10 million; Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation: USD 4.01 million; and UN
Agencies: USD 3.6 million.
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commitments, and there were good reasons to doubt that it would do so in
the future. As an anonymous government official informed us:

The government was expected to gradually take over the funding by 100% in 2020.
I do not see that happening. Every year the government has been budgeting for
PSSN . . . however, disbursement is another thing.

The donors continued to push the government to increase its financial com-
mitments, and the negotiations became particularly heated around 2017 and
2018 when the new phase (PSSN II) was on the table. Negotiations were dif-
ficult, in part due to the conflicting preferences of the Tanzanian government
and the development partners, as we explain in the following section.

11.4 Conflictingpreferences

In 2015, the Tanzanian government agreed to gradually take over funding of
the PSSN, partly because key politicians and bureaucrats in government were
persuaded that the programme could reduce poverty (Ulriksen, 2019). That
was also the year that a new president (still for the ruling party, CCM) was
elected. Late⁶ President John Magufuli became known for his productivist
ethos and centralization of decision-making (Cheeseman et al., 2021), which
changed the government’s position on the social protection programme. The
new President emphasized hard work and had a strong dislike for ‘handouts’
(Paget, 2021). In addition, with the President’s centralization of power, the
policy coalition of domestic technocrats and development partners that had
initially driven the introduction of the PSSN (Ulriksen, 2019) became less
influential. Instead, the discourse in the government at large swung in favour
of those sceptical of cash transfers and away from the proponents of the pro-
gramme (Jacob and Pedersen, 2018). These developments make our case
study even more interesting and relevant. During the period in focus, 2016–
2018, the contrasting position of the government vis-à-vis the donor agencies
became even more pronounced, the negotiations consequently more diffi-
cult, and the ability to find a compromise even more remarkable. However,
as presented in the following, the two parties’ preferences differed at the
outset. The Tanzanian government did not regard the PSSN as a priority,
whereas the donors were, unsurprisingly, supportive of it. These contrasting
preferences played into the negotiations of the new phase of the programme
(PSSN II) as explored in section 11.5.

⁶ President Magufuli died in March 2021, after our period of analysis.
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11.4.1 The preferences of the Tanzanian government

Although the Tanzanian government had agreed to the PSSN programme,
there was a feeling that the programme fitted poorly with the fifth gov-
ernment’s development priorities. The CCT component in particular was
criticized, and the condemnation becamemore pronounced under President
Magufuli, who came to power in November 2015. As one source explains:

TheCCTdoes notmatchwith the ideology of the ruling party and the philosophy of
economic development. Providing freemoney to themarket economymust create
friction, and the majority did not agree it was the right way to go. This [the pro-
gramme] raises the question of sustainability and dependency. This project design
was not from inside but driven by the thinking of the funder [the World Bank].

(Government official)

The hesitation towards the CCT came largely from a general belief that cash
transfers will not help people out of poverty. There had been complaints that
even beneficiaries of the public works component found it hard to improve
their situation because the daily wages are very low. Many did not feel they
saw tangible results.

The feeling is that there is so much money given with little or no impact. This
creates resistance. I know of a Regional Commissioner who said very openly that
he doesnʼt want TASAF people at his office. But I also think such people are less
informed about the programme.

(Expert)

There was also scepticism towards handing out ‘free money’, and negative
stories on the misuse of cash transfers flourished. The media revelations of
‘ghost beneficiaries’—that some PSSN beneficiaries were not poor (enough)
to be part of the programme—raised even more public misgivings about the
PSSN.⁷ Although the numbers of ‘ghost beneficiaries’ were determined to be
small (around 55,000 out of 5.4 million), the public attention magnified this
scepticism among politicians. President Magufuli, who came to power on
an anti-corruption stance (Paget, 2021), was particularly vocal regarding his
reservations about the PSSN programme.

Cash transfers fitted poorly with the President’s slogan ‘hapa kazi tu’, which
roughly translates to ‘here is only work’. The President was concerned with
poverty, but in achieving development, he emphasized the importance of

⁷ Kennedy (2016); Makene (2016); The Guardian (2017b).
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productivity and infrastructure where people must lift themselves out of
poverty through entrepreneurship and hard work. As one source explains:

I donʼt think the government will take over the World Bank support for the PSSN
given the hapa kazi tu ideology. To support this [claim], one may recall the recent
drought scenario whereby the current government refused to support [give free
food to] people who were starving.

(Expert)

Furthermore, asmay be remembered, when the government committed itself
to the PSSN programme, there were champions in the government that suc-
cessfully advocated for the programme despite some scepticism about cash
transfers and long-term sustainability (Ulriksen, 2019). With the adminis-
tration under President Magufuli, these champions were either no longer in
government or silenced:

To a large extent, the Presidentʼs stance is likely to influence other government
leaders. When a president like Magufuli says no to putting money into the PSSN
programme, who are you to say yes or vice versa? It is obvious his interest
is more on construction. He is, therefore, limiting any champions, particularly
within the government, who would have raised their voices on behalf of the poor
beneficiaries.

(Expert)

Thus, although there had been reservations towards cash-transfer pro-
grammes in Tanzania in the past, the scepticism increased and becomemore
vocal. This may, in part, explain the government’s limited financial commit-
ment. Another issue is the general constraint of financial resources, which
caused the government to afford the programme low priority in terms of
financial disbursements.

Being a lower-middle-income country, Tanzania has limited financial
resources and many urgent needs and policy areas that require attention.
Consequently, it is not surprising that all stakeholders we interviewed men-
tioned resource constraints as a general challenge facing all sectors. This
is also supported in government documents; for example, in the Five-Year
Development Plan 2016/17–2020/21 (URT, 2016, 15) it is stated that inade-
quate financing (underfunding anddelay of disbursements) is a key challenge
impacting negatively on the implementation of development plans in the
country. However, the Tanzanian government also spends less on social
protection compared to other countries in the region (Ajwad et al., 2018). The
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resource envelope was further tightened by loan repayments and high recur-
rent costs. Thus, some interview sources explained that Tanzania was obliged
to repay severalWorld Bank/IMF loans that were taken around 2012/13, and
that about one third of government revenue was for repaying loans. Another
priority named through interviews was to pay salaries to public servants (at
both central and local levels, as well as within the social services, e.g. to teach-
ers), which absorbs a large bulk of the budget. Nevertheless, even within the
existing funds available, other areas took priority. For instance, one inter-
viewee argued that the government was particularly resource constrained
because the country had to fully fund the general elections in 2015 (donors
have, in the past, funded large parts of the election costs), which impacted
directly on the PSSN programme:

There was a time where the budget for PSSN was taken off due to election
expenses. Nevertheless, this has not largely impacted the programme because
PSSN components were not rolled out at one time but rather gradually.

(Government official)

The government, even more so with the new President, also prioritized
infrastructure and construction, and if World Bank loans were to be taken,
it should be for such areas and not for the PSSN where the World Bank had
already committed funds. As a source explained:

The government is still in a high need of soft loans to be taken for the construction,
infrastructure, and other productive and economic activities. If the World Bank
is willing to give loans for investment in infrastructure, then we will take [them].
Those are the loans we are looking for.

(Government official)

Within the social sector, the recently introduced provisions of free education
to ensure that children from poor families get an education, and free health
provision for children under five and the elderly above 70 years, were priority
areas for the President. Some sources argued that this made the PSSN even
less relevant than before:

Evidence from the TASAF [pilot cash-transfer programme] showed increased
school enrolment, but thegovernment is nowadvocating that there is fee-freeedu-
cation and says this is a more effective way to improve education than the TASAF
programme.

(Government official)
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The new government has come with the policy of free education and [is] pushing
for free mandatory health insurance especially for the poor and aged, which were
the main arguments for the creation of the TASAF. Now, what is the separation
between the two [PSSN and education and health services]?

(Government official)

In fact, the previously mentioned scepticism towards cash transfers clearly
played a role, not just in terms of giving the PSSN lower priority than other
policy areas but also in arguing that other programmes would be more effec-
tive in addressing poverty. A centrally placed government official within the
Ministry of Finance’s Poverty Eradication Department went to great lengths
to explain to us the advantages of savings and investment schemes that could
encourage poor citizens to do ‘productive’ activities:

I wish I could promote the savings programmes. I think the CCT is not sustain-
able; I donʼt think it is the right way to go. If we get more money from donors, we
can continue with the CCT but minimize it while puttingmore focus on productive
programmes.

(Government official)

In sum, theTanzanian governmentwas sceptical of the PSSN, particularly the
cash-transfer component, and found other social programmes more fitting
to their development plans. This contrasted with the donors’ prioritizing the
PSSN and desiring for the government take ownership.

11.4.2 The preferences of the donors

The donor community in Tanzania, as in many other low-income African
countries, had high regard for social protection programmes such as the
PSSN:

PSSN is one of the most effective and largest social protection programmes in
Africa. It is well managed and is making a huge impact. The programme is also
strong in that it is implemented through the government system rather than
through a parallel donor system.

(Donor representative)

Whereas the World Bank initiated the PSSN, other donors started to sup-
port the programme due to its poverty-reducing potential. In a written
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communication, a donor representative provided this explanation, following
this question from the authors:

Authors: Is your rationale for supporting the PSSN due to its ability to reduce
poverty or (/and) as part of [your countryʼs] strategy to expand social protec-
tion/social security/social rights?

Donor representative: It is mainly the first rationale, that is to reduce poverty
and also that we believe it will contribute to better learning outcomes for chil-
dren, not least girls (as you may know, the programme has conditions related to
school attendance), and also that it will contribute to employment and income
among the poorest (through the public works component)—these are results that
are emphasized in our country strategy.

While aid agencies see the value of the PSSN, they wanted the government to
take ownership to ensure its long-term sustainability. It was also argued that
the PSSN would be affordable:

The financial commitment shouldbe for the long term, andwebelieve that domes-
tic financing ispossible in the long run. Theycanafford it butneed tomake the right
decision and over time gradually take over from the donors.

(Donor representative)

However, as explained, the Tanzanian government was hesitant to prioritize
funds to the PSSN, and this put the donor agencies in a tricky position.While
wanting to ensure that the programme was not donor dependent, and there-
fore wanting the government to take over the programme, the aid agencies
were also aware that it would be difficult to (threaten to) pull out, given the
support that poor and vulnerable households receive:

We have continued with the support even if we donʼt see much coming from
the governmentʼs side, because we understand that pulling out our financing
has a direct effect on the poor and vulnerable people who benefit from the
programme.

(Donor representative)

Thus, the government and aid agencies had conflicting preferences with
respect to the PSSN, which caused difficult negotiations. As one donor rep-
resentative put it: ‘The relationship is not always easy. Both sides have their
own vision, mission, and priorities for social protection’. Given the govern-
ment’s limited interest in the PSSN as compared to other issues, one might
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ask why it then committed to the programme in the first place. One source
offered an explanation:

It is a tradition for the government to commit when donors ask it to do so. The
government says yes, and they just default; this goes across all sectors. The gov-
ernment doesnʼt feel any liability to that.

(Expert)

Whatever the reasons, the status in the period of our study (2016–2018) was
that the Tanzanian government was unsteadily to live up to its financial com-
mitments to the PSSN programme. In the following, we explore how the
government and donor community sought to push through their preferences.
This engagement became especially heated during 2018where the design and
future financing of the PSSN II were negotiated.

11.5 Revenuebargaining:Who shouldpay?

The following analysis explores the bargaining between the Tanzanian gov-
ernment and international aid agencies over the programme design of the
PSSN II and the disbursement of funds. We show how the Tanzanian gov-
ernment sought to influence the design of the programme to better fit
its priorities, particularly by reducing the importance of the cash-transfer
element. While the international donors were able to maintain a strong cash-
transfer element in the PSSN II, they were unable to hold the government to
its earlier commitments regarding disbursement of funds.

11.5.1 Programme design

The first phase of the PSSN programmewas set to run through to 2019. Thus,
for our period of analysis, bargaining increasingly revolved around the con-
tinuation of the programme (i.e. PSSN II). Asmentioned, PresidentMagufuli
had been highly sceptical about the cash-transfer element of the PSSN, and
his strong public reactions affected the relationship between the government
and the development partners.

For instance, in July 2017, the President harshly criticized cash trans-
fers, and he went so far as to order an immediate stop to the provision of
cash transfers to refugees in Tanzania.⁸ Although, he did not mention any

⁸ The Guardian (2017a).
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specific names, his criticism seemed to be pointed at organizations offer-
ing humanitarian aid to refugees in Tanzania, including the World Food
Programme and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.⁹ In
another incident, towards the end of 2017, the government refused at the
eleventh hour to sign a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Irish
Aid that would otherwise have secured additional funds for the PSSN. The
reason given was that the government preferred finances to be directed to
the new PSSN II, with more ‘productive’ components, than to the existing
programme dominated by the CCT (interview with government officials).
The turn-around caused confusion in the donor community and left sev-
eral Tanzanian government officials embarrassed as they were involved in
the lengthy process of developing the MoU and keenly aware of donor fund-
ing cycles that encouraged disbursements to be made within the calendar
year.

The President subsequently directed the TASAF to review the PSSN and
to consider some revisions to the design of the PSSN II (interview with gov-
ernment officials). Consequently, in August 2018, an alternative programme
design document for the PSSN II was circulated. In the alternative design,
the cash-transfer component was almost entirely removed and the focus was
instead predominantly on public works and productive inclusion (i.e. train-
ing and coaching to enhance participants’ savings andproductive activities).¹⁰
In government discourse, the alternative designwas not a change of the entire
PSSN but merely a change in priorities of the different programme compo-
nents so that the focus was less on the ‘wasteful’ cash transfers and more
on the other ‘productive’ components (interview with government officials).
This was, however, in strong contrast to the development partners’ views of
the PSSN II in which they regarded cash transfers as essential:

In case there will be huge changes within the PSSN, we will need to reassess the
programme and our commitment to financing it. Our interest is to keep the per-
centage ratios [of the programme components] as they are currently. . . . Donors
would resistmoney going away from the cash transfer as it is essential for the other
components, at least as a start-up.

(Donor representative)

At this point, in August 2018, a possible compromise between the govern-
ment and development partners seemed unlikely. However, in the months
that followed, the government slowly came around and seemed to accept

⁹ Ibid.
¹⁰ As we have been informed through conversations with stakeholders.
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that cash transfers should be included. What exactly changed is hard to state
firmly, but it seems that key government officials had a change of heart:

We know that a select number of Parliament Members made deliberate visits to
beneficiariesʼ households in several districts. The TASAF may have played a key
role in this move. The report and the positive evidence from the visits reached
key persons in government . . . and it made a huge change in the attitude, which
[had been] based on wrong assumptions. The field visits and evidence made a big
turning point. We are only glad that PSSN did not die prematurely.

(Donor representative)

As observed in earlier studies (Ulriksen, 2019; Porisky, 2022), it seems evi-
dent that technocrats can influence domestic decision-makers through field
visits and the presentation of evidence. However, international aid agen-
cies also on their side accepted some revisions to the programme design.
The cash-transfer component remains but has been modified to only cover
specific groups such as children, people with disabilities, and the elderly.
Households with so-called productive capacity will receive a ‘productive
transfer’ but only until the public works programme has been rolled out.

Thus, despite a difficult environment for negotiations, a compromise was
reached in the programme design. Still, the future financing of the PSSN II
remained uncertain, and there was little to indicate that the government had
increased its financial commitment.

11.5.2 Disbursements

Several informants suggested that the government was keenly aware of the
donors’ enthusiasm for the programme and that this was taken into con-
sideration when making budget priorities in that the PSSN already had an
alternative financial source, whereas other projects and policies were solely
dependent on domestic sources:

The government knows there are already donor funds, and the PSSN programme
is therefore an easy targetwhen priorities need to bemade. The governmentʼs lack
of disbursements should not be linked to lack of commitment or the PSSN [being]
of less priority but rather general budget challenges and opportunities across all
programmes.

(Government official)
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Others doubted whether the government was really committed. According
to some informants, the PSSN might have been recognized as a ‘good pro-
gramme’, but the priority for some government officials was to run the CCT
programme until its current (PSSN I) period came to an end and then find
the best way to exit it and build more productive assets.

I don’t see the future of government giving money to CCT, and there is
no sustainability. The government can continue up to 2022 if they get money
from donors. (Government official)

In part, this criticism was subsequently met in the design of the new pro-
gramme, where the cash-transfer component was modified, as discussed.
Nevertheless, although the government had agreed to make some disburse-
ments, it had largely failed to do so, and on the donor side there was some
frustration with the government’s unwillingness to prioritize the PSSN:

You wish the government could take pride in how big and reputable the PSSN is.
Others outside of Tanzania are taking notice of this programme. All assessments
have been positive thus far, but on the other hand, for how long can the donor
keep this going without contribution from government?

(Donor representative)

Donors tried in various ways to pin down the government to make the
agreed contributions, for instance by asking the government to come up
with financial disbursement plans and by threatening to provide less funding
themselves. However, as the following two quotes exemplified, this was to no
avail:

By that time [start of PSSN Phase I], it was agreed that a financial sustainability
strategy plan should be developed in 2016 to ensure the financial sustainability of
the programme in the long term; but it didnʼt happen.

(Donor representative)

We signed an agreement with the government that committed more contribu-
tions for PSSN. This additional amountwason [the] condition that the government
would contribute what it had committed. We have received no formal feedback
from the government yet, but we have had some informal feedback, not on the
condition but on the nature of the cash transfer where the President has a prob-
lem with transferring cash to adults that can work. As yet, the additional amount
has not been paid as the government has not contributed with its share.

(Donor representative)
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In the interviews with government officials, they argued that the government
was already contributing to the programme as the PSSN has largely been
funded through loans from the World Bank, which must be repaid. Conse-
quently, as the argument follows, the Tanzanian government was excused for
not providing (additional) funds. In this, the development partners seemed
to have accepted a broader concept of what may constitute government
contributions to the programme:

We have now agreed that the government can contribute in many other ways,
including in-kind contribution, particularly made through the local government
authorities that are the primary implementing units, and through the World Bank
contribution which is coming as a loan to the government.

(Donor representative)

Certain compromises in the programme design and in the understanding
of what constitutes government contributions have been made. However, in
terms of financing, the donor community continues to fund the lion’s share
of PSSN II. The latest mid-term review of the programme (TASAF, 2021)
indicates that of the actual funds received, the Tanzanian government has
financed less than three per cent. The World Bank continues to be the main
contributor, its financial input amounting to 75% and the rest being paid
by several different donor agencies. In terms of committed funds, there is a
financing gap of 26.5%. Hence, it seems, bargaining over who should pay will
continue.

11.6 Conclusion

Social protection has spread across Africa, and evenmany low-income coun-
tries have introduced programmes, often (at least partly) due to strong
advocacy by international donor agencies (Hickey et al., 2019). As many
social protection programmes in Africa continue to be funded by external
donors, the long-term sustainability of the programmes is a concern to those
who advocate for social protection expansion. It is, therefore, surprising that
little attention has been paid to how donors are (un)able to shift the financial
responsibility of social protection to the national governments of developing
countries. This chapter contributes to filling this gap.

We explore the bargaining between the Tanzanian government and inter-
national aid agencies over the design and funding of the Productive Social
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Safety Nets (PSSN) programme. To understand the dynamics of the negotia-
tions, we pay particular attention to the diverging preferences of government
and donors. Donors were strongly in favour of the programme, whereas the
Tanzanian government wasmore sceptical and prioritized other policy areas.
In this context, the government tried to limit its own contributions with tacti-
cal delays based on the knowledge that the donor community has high regard
for the programme andwouldwant its continuation, andwith the supporting
arguments that the government is a primary contributor to the PSSN anyway
given that it is financed in large part through World Bank loans. Concur-
rently, the government tried to modify the new programme to have stronger
‘productivist’ elements, which they perceive as more fitting to the govern-
ment’s development vision. While a compromise was reached with respect
to the design of PSSN II, the bargaining over funding continues.

By studying revenue bargaining between the ruling elite and a revenue
provider with substantial financial means, we make important findings that
speak to the overall arguments of this volume. We show that although the
international aid agencies are of financial importance to the government,
they cannot push the government to take over funding responsibility of
just any programme—probably because the PSSN is not seen as critical in
maintaining political legitimacy among Tanzanians. Thus, in our case study,
the government may concede in terms of programme design, but the gov-
ernment induces the international aid agencies to remain the main revenue
providers.
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Brokered fiscal contracts
Shifting bargaining positions of Senegalʼs informal
commercial sector

Ane Karoline Bak

12.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I trace three decades of revenue bargaining in Senegal’s infor-
mal commercial sector. Drawing on the literature on the integral role of
brokers in Senegal (e.g. Boone, 1992; Blundo, 2006; Beck, 2008; Gottlieb,
2017, 2022), I focus on brokers’ influence on revenue-bargaining processes
and specifically their outcomes. I find that what essentially become brokered
fiscal contracts¹ can be explained by shifts in the relative bargaining positions
of the ruling elites vis-à-vis the informal commercial sector and their bro-
kers, in particularUnionNationale des Commercants et Industriels du Sénégal
(UNACOIS).²

During the 1990s, recurring attempts at taxing the informal sector
were resisted by actors in the informal commercial sector, organized by
UNACOIS, and aided by a fragmented ruling coalition and weak ruling
elites. In the 2000s, support of the informal commercial sector was politically
important for President AbdoulayeWade’s effort to (re)consolidate the ruling
coalition.While an informal sector tax was installed, it largely remained a tax
on paper and not in practice. However, an organizational fragmentation of
the informal commercial sector in the 2000s weakened its bargaining posi-
tion vis-à-vis the ruling elites in the 2010s, and therefore, in the past decade,
informal commercial actors’ fiscal burden has increased with several new tax
instruments and tentative expansions in tax collection.

¹ That is, fiscal contracts where an intermediary is sine qua non in the negotiation and upholding of the
contract terms.

² UNACOIS changed its name in 2007 to UNACOIS-JAPPO. I refer to the organization as UNACOIS
in the beginning of the chapter and to UNACOIS-JAPPO when discussing the later period.

Ane Karoline Bak, Brokered fiscal contracts. In: The Politics of Revenue Bargaining in Africa. Edited by: Anne Mette Kjær,
Marianne S. Ulriksen, and Ane Karoline Bak, Oxford University Press. © Oxford University Press (2024).
DOI: 10.1093/oso/9780192868787.003.0012
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I show that to understand the relative bargaining positions of the ruling
elite and revenue providers (as theorized in the theoretical framework in
Chapter 2), we should study their changing bargaining powers in parallel.
In Senegal, fluctuations in the ruling coalition shape the resources and bar-
gaining power of the ruling elites. On the other side, the bargaining power
of UNACOIS as a broker is conditioned on its ability to organize and repre-
sent both small and large traders in the informal commercial sector, but its
political influence is also conditioned by ruling coalition fluctuations creat-
ing political openings. The chapter demonstrates the instrumental value of
a long-term historical approach and the importance of recognizing the dis-
tinct role of brokers when studying revenue bargaining in clientelist political
settlements, in Senegal and beyond.³

The analysis is based on data collected from several field research stays
between 2017 and 2022, including a survey of informal street vendors,
tax-collection data, newspaper articles, interviews with former and current
employees in the tax administration and representatives from the formal and
informal economy, and reports and analyses of Senegal’s informal commer-
cial sector.

12.2 Senegalʼs informal commercial sector

After the agricultural sector, the commercial sector is perhaps Senegal’s most
important economic sector. Including both formal and informal businesses,
it accounts for 40.3% of the economic turnover and employs 32.8% of all
workers (ANSD, 2017, 33, 42). Focusing on the informal (non-agricultural)
sector, trade and commerce provide primary employment to more than
one million Senegalese across urban and rural areas (ANSD, 2019, 121).
The informal commercial sector provides 66% of the informal economy’s
turnover (ANSD, 2017, 24, 34), but the tax contributions of the informal
commercial economy are limited. Between 2004 and 2007, the informal com-
mercial sector contributed on average 16.4% of total direct business income
taxes (Benjamin and Mbaye, 2012, 60). More recently, a report stated that
Senegal’s entire informal economy contributes around 3% of tax revenues
(DPEE, 2018).

Informal businesses are defined by the absence of formal account-keeping
due to lack of either skill or will. While economic actors are not regis-
tered under the dominant central government tax schemes such as company

³ Brokers here is arguably comparable to the third parties that Beach (Chapter 10) describes to be
involved in revenue bargaining in Togo.
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income tax, value-added taxation (VAT), orwithholding taxes for employees,
even the smallest vendors pay a range of taxes, fees, and levies (Bak,
2019; ILO, 2020) as elsewhere in Africa (Moore, Prichard, and Fjeldstad,
2018, ch. 7).

Senegal’s informal commercial sector is incredibly diverse, comprising
street-level vendors and trade business owners (in French, respectively
marchands ambulants and commercants), all with some sort of fixed struc-
ture (Mbaye et al., 2014). Some have a table on the side of the road, some
have a proper shop (in a structured market or in a building), and some large
informal traders import and sell to smaller informal retailers. The former
mostly function on a day-to-day basis, the latter group is registered and each
has a business identification number (Numéro d’Identification Nationale
des Entreprises et Associations, henceforth NINEA) which gives access to
administrative procedures, banking, and, not least, import and export.

There are vast overlaps between Senegal’s formal and informal economies.
Most formal businesses engage in some informal activities (Marfaing and
Sow, 1999; Greven, 2017; Mbaye, Benjamin, and Gueye, 2017; Ekomié
et al., 2020), which is made possible by poor coordination and limited
cross-referencing between the NINEA database, Senegal’s tax authorities
(Directorate Générale des Impôts et Domaines, henceforth DGID), and Cus-
toms (ILO, 2020, 30). For a long time, Customs did not differentiate between
formal and informal business (Benjamin and Mbaye, 2012, 59), making it
possible to be a registered business without paying taxes, and to import
goods, pay customs, and sell the goods in large retail networks while remain-
ing effectively informal, that is, not registering as taxpayers or declaring
profits to the DGID. This is a key reason why large, rich traders can reside
outside the tax net.

It is thus difficult, and not very useful, to apply a narrow definition to the
informal sector, nor to draw ahard conceptual distinction between the formal
and the informal economies. Instead, it is imperative to unpack and under-
stand the sector’s dynamics empirically and, especially, the role and influence
of brokers in revenue bargaining.

12.2.1 Informal sector brokers and the implications
for fiscal contracts in Senegal

Senegal’s informal commercial sector includes small and large revenue
providers with diverse trades and often diverging interests. Therefore,
unionization and membership of business associations are vital sources of
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organizational and fiscal bargaining power. When unions and business asso-
ciations, or effectively their leaders, sit down at the imaginary negotiation
table, they bring the organizational bargaining power given by the poten-
tial mobilization of the revenue providers they represent, as well as political
and social capital that many of their members often do not enjoy. The orga-
nizations and their leaders negotiate or broker on behalf of their members
regarding issues such as tax. As shown in this chapter, one business asso-
ciation, UNACOIS, has been central in revenue bargaining on behalf of
Senegal’s informal commercial sector (see also Thioub, Diop, and Boone,
1998). Conceptualizing UNACOIS’s role as broker helps us understand its
varying influence on revenue-bargaining outcomes over the years, which,
I argue, is a central explanatory factor of the evolution in informal sector
taxation.

Brokers are defined as third-party intermediaries who utilize their power,
often given by a large network and good connections, to facilitate an exchange
between two other parties. Some scholars see brokers as central actors in
vote buying who provide exclusive access to goods and services in countries
where citizen–politician linkages aremore clientelist than programmatic (see
e.g. Kitschelt andWilkinson, 2007; Stokes et al., 2013; Gottlieb, 2017; Beren-
schot, 2019). Others see brokers as significant actors positioned at the fault
lines between state and citizens, aiding in needs translation and policy imple-
mentation in weak states (Mosse and Lewis, 2006; Blundo and Le Meur,
2008; Bierschenk and Olivier de Sardan, 2014). I focus on so-called organi-
zational brokers (Holland and Palmer-Rubin, 2015), which are comparable
to interest groups but differ in their control over what is exchanged between
members and state actors (Scott, 1972, 95; Blundo and Le Meur, 2008).

Brokers balance interests in what is essentially a three-way relationship
and negotiation. First, they have to consider state actors’ interests; respond-
ing to and accommodating them is imperative for brokers to maintain their
privileged access and potential influence. Second, organizational brokers in
particular have to care for their members’ social, collective, and organiza-
tional interests (Holland and Palmer-Rubin, 2015). Brokers may represent
collective interests for altruistic reasons or to keep members satisfied, and
if they fail to do this, members could sanction them, for example by strip-
ping them of their power or by leaving the organization. Third, brokers have
interests and can exploit their exclusive position to gain rents, patronage,
or other goods (Stokes et al., 2013). For business associations, leaders are
often successful businesspeople and are likely to bring their personal busi-
ness interests to the negotiation table, which could conflict with those of their
members.
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The act of balancing these interests implies that brokered fiscal contracts,
which sometimes result from revenue bargaining, might serve diverse sets of,
sometimes conflicting, interests. Brokers may exploit their exclusive position
to profit more than their members, who may receive limited information.
However, there is a strong element of interdependence between brokers
and the revenue providers they represent. While brokers can provide large
groups of revenue providers with organizational power and political voice,
the strength of brokers’ bargaining position vis-à-vis ruling elites is largely
dependent on the extent of their network and the ability to mobilize it. If
brokers fail in balancing interests and leave their members dissatisfied, their
organizational bargaining power and their bargaining position can be under-
mined. The following sections describeUNACOIS’s balancing act in revenue
bargaining regarding taxation of Senegal’s informal commercial sector, how
it changed over time, the consequences for UNACOIS and the broader group
of revenue providers, and the outcomes of revenue bargaining.

12.3 Threedecades of revenuebargaining

The following analysis includes case studies of the attempts in the 1990s to
generalize VAT to the informal sector; the adoption of the informal sector tax,
contribution globale unique (CGU) in 2004 and its reforms in 2006, 2012, and
2019; and the adoption of advance payments on imported goods in 2012 and
2019 targeting large informal importers. These cases represent initiatives that
were implemented with the key objective to increase taxation of the informal
commercial sector.

12.4 The 1990s: Attempts at generalizing taxation

Economic changes in the 1970s and 1980s caused an informalization of Sene-
gal’s economy.⁴ First, there was a strong move towards a Senegalization of
commerce to compete with long-established, foreign-owned firms, while the
formerly fairly well-functioning productive formal sectors suffered under
poor and increasingly centralized political management (Thioub, Diop, and
Boone, 1998, 70–71). The mid ’80s were characterized by economic reces-
sion, which only worsened as the international financial institutions (IFIs)

⁴ I rely here on Thioub et al. (1998), who traced changes in Senegal’s political economy in the wake
of economic liberalization, including how it manifested in instances of revenue bargaining (though not
conceptualizing as such).
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pushed through structural adjustment programs (SAPs). As economic liber-
alization provided new rent opportunities, and capital in the informal sector
grew competitive, a new group of self-made capitalists emerged, and the
business class broadened (Thioub, Diop, and Boone, 1998). Combined, the
informalization and liberalization of the economynarrowed the tax base con-
siderably. The IFIs pressured the Senegalese government led by President
Abdou Diouf to expand taxation of the informal economy, which became a
key reason for the government’s continuous attempts at generalizing VAT to
the informal sectors.

The government’s first attempt was in late 1989, when VAT and custom
duty rates together increased by 5–6%. In reaction, traders in Dakar closed
their shops and stopped all business activity in the capital (Boone, 1994;
Thioub, Diop, and Boone, 1998). In the wake of this successful action, UNA-
COIS formed with the purpose of representing this new, largely informal
business class to protect informal economy interests, and UNACOIS came
to lead the organized opposition against the government’s following attempts
to increase taxation of the informal economy. The second attempt, in 1991,
to apply VAT to the informal commercial sector met similar opposition. In
1993, UNACOIS reacted to negotiations regarding VAT and distribution
monopolies by threatening, among other things, to stop import and export.
In response to the final attempt in 1995–1996, UNACOIS called for the
well-known operation villes mortes (operation dead cities). The shut-down
of commerce in all major cities failed, but the operation demonstrated the
potential organizational power of UNACOIS, its capacity of collective action,
and its geographical reach. Ultimately, the traders succeeded in countering
the regime’s attempts at taxing the informal economy.

12.4.1 A fragmented ruling coalition and the creation
of a strong broker

The instances of revenue bargaining in the 1990s did not end in a brokered
fiscal contract: they did not establish a positive exchange of informal sec-
tor taxation for public services, nor did they seem to end in a devil’s deal
where non-taxation was exchanged for political support (Tendler, 2002; see
also Chapter 2). If anything, non-taxation was exchanged for maintenance
of commerce, economic activity, and social order. As elaborated in what fol-
lows, two conditions arguably explain this outcome: a poor and increasingly
fragmented ruling coalition, and the making of UNACOIS as broker for an
organized informal commercial sector.
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The Parti Socialiste de Sénégal (PS) had been in power since indepen-
dence in 1960 based on a ruling coalition built around close relations between
the political and economic elites. The ruling coalition was characterized by
a domestic business class that was deeply dependent on rent opportunities
given by the ruling elites and awide-reaching politicalmachine securing elec-
tion victories (Boone, 1992; Thioub, Diop, and Boone, 1998). This domestic
business class remains largely tied to the structures of religious brotherhoods,
especially theMourides, whose wealth and capitalist strength were built dur-
ing colonial times (Cruise O’Brien, 1971; Diop and Diouf, 1990; Boone,
1992; Villalón, 1995; Golub and Hansen-Lewis, 2012; Koter, 2021). The
SAPs and economic liberalization coupled with poor political management
diminished the economic resources of the ruling elites. Though President
Diouf had made strides to centralize and consolidate his power during the
1980s and 1990s (Diop and Diouf, 1990), the structural economic changes
limited the resources available to distribute patronage and maintain the reli-
gious groups’ function in the political machine (Boone, 1990; Young and
Kanté, 1991; Schaffer, 1998; Koter, 2021). Hence, the foundation of the rul-
ing coalition withered, and the coalition became fragmented as elsewhere in
Africa during these years (Whitfield et al., 2015).

Among revenue providers in the informal commercial sector, the instances
of revenue bargaining prompted mobilization and organization. Under the
conditions of an increasingly fragmented ruling coalition, potential revenue
providers in the informal commercial sector became an important support
group. Moreover, UNACOIS was able to utilize its organizational power to
position itself as a broker between the two and increase its political influ-
ence. This established a relatively strong bargaining position of the revenue
providers vis-à-vis the ruling elites (see Table 2.1, Chapter 2). Therefore,
when protests and strikes paralyzed Senegal’s economy, theDiouf regimewas
pressured to accommodate the potential revenue providers and abandon its
attempts at expanding its tax effort.

12.5 The 2000s: Installation and reformof the informal
sector tax

In 2004, a tax reform was passed, which included the installation of the
contribution globale unique (CGU), an annual tax on informal economy
activities applied to traders with a turnover below 50 million XOF (approx.
€76,000), and service providers with a turnover below 25 million XOF
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(approx. €38,000).⁵ The CGU substituted and synthesized several taxes,
including income tax on industrial and commercial profits, VAT, and the
business tax, patente. The CGU was calculated based on estimated turnover
with fixed amounts for payments according to 20 turnover brackets. The tax
brackets varied between the trade and service sectors. For traders, the effec-
tive tax rates varied between 1.5 and 9% and increased progressively with the
level of turnover (UNACOIS, 2012).⁶

The motivation for the unified tax scheme was to ease the act of paying
taxes, create a first fiscal acquaintance between informal economic actors
and tax authorities, and promote tax compliance.⁷ The CGU is an informal
economy tax because, although declarative, it does not require provision of
financial statements. Business owners need to register, make yearly declara-
tions, and pay accordingly. It is primarily declarative in theory, though. For
the most part, the tax is collected by a group of officials who tour the markets
once a year (tax inspector 3, Dakar, 26 February 2018; municipal employee,
Dakar, 1 March 2018). They assess turnovers based on vendors’ goods and
collect the relevant amount of tax. Hence, the CGU is effectively as much a
presumptive as a declarative regime.

The CGU represents a first brokered fiscal contract between the infor-
mal commercial sector and the ruling elites, facilitated by UNACOIS, who,
according to the narrative of the CGU, proposed it. This has been stated
publicly by the DGID (APS, 2013) and in interviews with a UNACOIS rep-
resentative (Dakar, 23 February 2018) and a DGID representative (Dakar,
20 February 2018). Although fighting generalization of VAT in the early ’90s,
UNACOIS had proposed an instrument that promotes informal sector tax-
ation, at least on paper. However, in the wake of the adoption of the CGU
in 2004, UNACOIS criticized the tax brackets for being out of sync with
the traders’ means (Sud Quotidien, 2004; Barry, 2004) and claimed that it
had not been consulted in the formulation of the final tax brackets (ibid.).
Nothing came of these protests in 2004, but the tax brackets became the
focal point of subsequent revenue bargaining and several reforms of the
CGU. In 2006, following consultation with UNACOIS (UNACOIS, 2012),
the fixed amounts were lowered for the 15 highest brackets but increased
for the fourth- and fifth-lowest.⁸ For the highest bracket, the reduction was
notable: from 4,200,000 XOF (approx. €6,407) to 1,500,000 XOF (approx.

⁵ Loi no. 2004-12 du 6 février 2004 modifiant certaines dispositions du Code Général des Impôts.
⁶ See Appendix, Table 12.A1 for overview of the CGU calculus and its reforms.
⁷ Expose des motifs, Loi no. 2004-12 du 6 février 2004.
⁸ See Appendix, Table 12.A1 for overview of CGU reforms.
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€2,290). Furthermore, the tax scale was split in two: one for traders dealing
in food products and cement, and one with markedly lower taxation for all
other traders. Further reforms of the CGU in 2013 and 2018 will be discussed
later.

12.5.1 The balancing act

During its first decade, the CGU was but a contract on paper, and very few
businesses were enrolled. In 2004, 2,663 firms were effectively subject to the
CGU, and in 2007, the number was 4,970 (Benjamin and Mbaye, 2012, 60f )
compared to 281,000 informal economic entities in 2003 in Dakar alone
(DPS, 2003) and an estimated 774,000 (non-agricultural) entities across
Senegal (ANSD, 2013, 16). While the total revenue collected from the CGU
doubled between 2004 and 2007, the average tax collection per firm fell, and
revenue from the CGU did not exceed 1.5 billion XOF (approx. €2.3 mil-
lion), which equals less than 1% of total direct taxes collected (Benjamin and
Mbaye, 2012, 60). By 2012, revenue collections had fallen to 0.7 billion XOF
(approx. €1.1 million) (Sy, 2016). Based on its limited reach into the infor-
mal sector, the fiscal outcome of the CGU was negligible in terms of revenue
collection and experienced tax burden. In addition, street-level vendors will,
when asked, most likely say that they never have heard of the CGU, and that
they pay the patente (even though their payment receipts actually say CGU).⁹

The installation and poor implementation of the CGU can be explained,
at least in part, by the interests of then President Abdoulaye Wade and UNA-
COIS’s balancing act. The fragmentation of the ruling coalition in the 1990s
increased political competition leading up to Senegal’s presidential election
in 2000. Therewas real uncertainty about election results (Beck, 2008, 7), and
in the country’s first transfer of power, the Parti Démocratique Sénégalais
(PDS) and its leader, Abdoulaye Wade, took over from PS. In the wake of
his election, President Wade sustained his presidential power by catering
to religious leaders and (re)creating avenues for patronage financed in part
by large-scale corruption, for example around public tenders (Beck, 2008,
223ff; Mbow, 2008; Kelly, 2012). He reconsolidated the ruling coalition and
ensured centralized power and control of central state institutions (Dumont
and Kanté, 2019). Moreover, he openly wooed people whose basic livelihood
was secured by working in or relying on the informal economy (Dankoco

⁹ In a survey by Gottlieb (2022), only 6% of firms had heard about the CGU. Author’s interviews
and focus groups with informal actors corroborated this (e.g. focus group with presidents from five
associations representing informal commercial professions, Dakar, 30 March 2022).
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and Brown, 2017). Seeking to implement informal sector taxation effectively
would have countered this political courtship and affected large parts of the
population negatively, which might jeopardize social stability. Furthermore,
administrative and state capacity suffered under Wade’s use of state positions
as patronage (Gellar, 2013, 125), which challenged effective implementation
of the tax.

On the other side of the bargaining, it might seem curious why UNACOIS
would promote taxation of the informal economy and, hence, theirmembers.
However, the CGU can be interpreted as a balancing act between the three
sets of interests that UNACOIS as a broker needed to accommodate. First,
UNACOIS helped the ruling elites signal a willingness to tax the informal
economy towards IFIs, who had pushed for this and a general simplification
of tax regimes since the 1980s (Moore and Fjeldstad, 2008). Second, in line
with the interests of both small and large revenue providers among UNA-
COIS’s members, the CGU legitimized the presence of the informal sector
and, at least on paper, constrained the grounds for arbitrary or coercive taxa-
tion by reducing the number of taxes and encounters between taxpayers and
state actors. Lastly, it served UNACOIS’s interests well to manifest its role as
representative for the informal sector while also, in principle, promoting tax-
ation and fertilizing the grounds for long-term financing for development.
The larger informal traders probably saw a benefit in the CGU’s installation
as a tax regime, which would be more forbearing, and hence attractive, than
one taxing profit directly.¹⁰ In turn, the process of adopting, implementing,
and reforming the CGU could delay future initiatives to include these traders
in the formal tax net.

Consequently, the ruling elites and UNACOIS as broker had an interest
in adopting a tax regime for informal economic actors; however, neither the
ruling elites, the revenue providers, norUNACOIShad an interest in expand-
ing tax collection. At the same time, the 2006 reform changed the terms of the
brokered fiscal contract to the benefit of the larger informal traders among
UNACOIS’s members. It effectively decreased tax progressivity by reducing
taxation for the highest turnover brackets by almost two-thirds in absolute
terms; and the separate tax bracket for trade of food products lowered tax-
ation on the type of products that some of UNACOIS’s most influential
members import and sell. Hence, UNACOIS seemed to utilize its exclu-
sive position as broker to promote interests of the more influential members
comprising its leadership and, hence, those sitting at the bargaining table.

¹⁰ I thank Jessica Gottlieb for making this point.
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12.5.2 A shift in UNACOISʼs position as broker

Since its establishment in the late 1990s, UNACOIS has developed and
demonstrated high organizational power. It progressed from being activist
to entering alliances with the patronats, the employers’ organizations, and
becoming a prominent member of the Dakar Chamber of Commerce
(Thioub, Diop, and Boone, 1998; Scheld, 2010). This enabled UNACOIS
to promote its causes in political decision-making arenas and in meetings
with members of the ruling elite, with whom UNACOIS and its influential
importers grew close ties and still enjoy direct access (tax consultant, Dakar,
23 March 2022).

Nevertheless, there has always been an inherent tension within UNA-
COIS due to the diversity of the informal commercial sector. In the late
1990s, this tension caused a division of UNACOIS, which lasted until 2007
when a reconciliation led to the formation of UNACOIS-JAPPO.¹¹ Tension
also emerged on several occasions during the 2000s, bringing to light the
diverging interests between UNACOIS as a broker and the broader group of
revenue providers in the informal commercial sector. First, it became clear
that UNACOIS had been using its position to promote the interests of its
leading wealthy members. In addition to the 2006 reform of the CGU, spe-
cial deals and exemptions were negotiated for some of the most important
importers of rice, sugar, and oil (Mbaye, Golub, and English, 2015; Mbaye,
Golub, and Gueye, 2020). Second, the diverging interests showed in debates
in 2007 about the presence of Chinese traders. UNACOIS deplored explicitly
their presence, while Senegalese petty traders enjoyed easy and cheap mar-
ket access provided by the Chinese (Marfaing and Thiel, 2013). Third, street
vendors broke into violent protest in November 2007 over a sudden bout
of evictions from central Dakar (Dankoco and Brown, 2017). Though UNA-
COIS had been informed about the imminent evictions, it had not passed the
information on and failed to support the vendors. These protests led to a rup-
ture in the organization of the informal sector (focus group, Dakar 30March
2022), which culminated in 2009 with the formation of several new ven-
dors’ associations, organizedmostly by profession, in umbrella organizations
and occasional strategic platforms in response to specific challenges.¹² In this
period, the UNACOIS-JAPPO membership dropped from around 100,000
in 2007 (Brown, Lyons, and Dankoco, 2010, 673) to around (self-reported)
70,000 in 2012 (UNACOIS, 2012).

¹¹ Jappo means ‘togetherness’ in Wolof (Scheld, 2010).
¹² Field notes, Dakar 28 and 30 March 2022.
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Overall, this created a shift. UNACOIS’s role as representative of the
broader informal commercial sector was impaired, its position as broker
weakened, and its relative bargaining position vis-à-vis the ruling elites
changed. This arguably helps explain the evolution of informal sector tax-
ation in the decade that followed.

12.6 The 2010s: Expanding theportfolio of tax
instruments

The 2010s saw a continuous stream of tax reforms in Senegal in line with
the global tax-reform agenda (Moore and Fjeldstad, 2008): from a complete
restructuring of Senegal’s tax legislation in 2012 into one Code Générale des
Impôts, to subsequent adaptations of tax policies and the tax administration.¹³
I focus on the taxes and tax instruments that target directly the informal
commercial sector: the reforms of the CGU and the adoption of advance
payments on imported goods.

The CGUwas reformed twice in this period. The 2012 reform reduced the
number of tax brackets and increased the threshold for service providers,
aligning it with that of the traders, and the fixed payment amounts were
substituted for tax rates as proposed by UNACOIS-JAPPO (2012).¹⁴ How-
ever, effective tax payments did not really change until 2019 when the CGU
was reformed again. At this point, the progressivity of the tax was removed
completely, and the two categories of traders were abolished (see Appendix,
Table 12.A1), which left two sector-based tax rates: traders and producers
now pay 2% on their turnovers, and the service sector pays 5%.¹⁵ The official
motivation to remove the progressivity was to simplify the tax even more to
aid the smallest taxpayers (Diaw, 2019); however, the reform is regressive on
paper.

Besides the CGU reforms, two new tax instruments were adopted to cap-
ture traders who import and distribute goods for retail but manage to escape
taxation. The first was a 3% advance payment on profits in the commercial
and industrial sectors (in French, and henceforth, the Acompte BIC) adopted
in 2012. The Acompte BIC is applicable to all importers who are not regis-
tered at the Large Taxpayers Office at the DGID and is to be paid at entry
point with Customs.¹⁶ It is not a tax per se but a payment to be deducted from

¹³ Most recently, patente, the business tax, which still applied to formal business, was modernized into
Contribution Economique Locale (tax consultant, Dakar, 16 March 2022).

¹⁴ Loi no. 2012-31 du 31 décembre 2012. See Appendix, Table 12.A1.
¹⁵ Loi no. 2019-17 du 20 décembre 2019. See Appendix, Table 12.A1.
¹⁶ Loi no. 2012-31 du 31 décembre 2012.
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tax liabilities when taxes have been declared with the DGID. As stated in the
law’s explanatory memorandum, the objective was to collect revenue from
importers and incentivize them to register at the DGID to avoid paying up
front. To be clear, the Acompte BIC follows closely a UEMOA directive from
2001;¹⁷ however, the decision to target commercial and industrial sectors was
not prescribed by the directive but came from the Senegalese state.

In 2019, the DGID announced another similar tax instrument, a 12% tax
compliance levy (Prélèvement de Conformité Fiscale, henceforth PCF) on
all imports by natural and legal persons (i.e. individuals or businesses) who
do not regularly declare and/or pay taxes.¹⁸ Levied in conjunction with the
Acompte BIC, the PCF is an advance payment to be deducted from later
tax liabilities, assuming the taxpayer declares their taxes later. The PCF was
announced with the proposed finance law for 2020 (Republic of Senegal,
2019) and put into effect in September 2021 (tax inspectors 2 and 4, Dakar,
18 and 21 March 2022). While the DGID took the initiative to the PCF (tax
inspector 2, Dakar, 18 March 2022), pressure from the IMF to expand rev-
enuemobilizationwas important for its actual implementation (tax inspector
4, Dakar, 21 March 2022). The importance of securing revenue is empha-
sized in the law’s explanatory memorandum, together with equity concerns
and an expectation that the PCF will help expand the number of registered,
formalized business.

UNACOIS-JAPPO reacted in similar ways to the announcements of the
two tax instruments. In 2013, they described the Acompte BIC as an extra
tax and proclaimed that it would lead to price increases (Malou, 2013).
DGID officials called for dialogue by inviting UNACOIS-JAPPO to a pub-
lic meeting to clarify, but they did not attend, arguing that they wanted to
talk to the relevant minister or, alternatively, the Director General of the
DGID. Reacting to UNACOIS-JAPPO’s absence, representatives from the
DGID interestingly referred to the fact that they had followed UNACOIS-
JAPPO’s suggestions regarding the CGU (Malou, 2013), probably as a way to
emphasize the DGID’s willingness to enter dialogue and follow propositions
from the private sector. When the PCF was announced in 2020, UNACOIS-
JAPPOsimilarly argued that it was yet another tax hike thatwould raise prices
(APANEWS, 2020; Balde, 2020). This argument is curious; while the PCF is
likely to influence liquidity (as also argued by a UNACOIS-JAPPO represen-
tative, Dakar, 1 April 2022), it is not an actual (new) tax, unless of course one
has not paid due taxes before.

¹⁷ Directive no. 07/2001/CM/UEMOA du 26 novembre 2001.
¹⁸ Loi no. 2019-17 du 20 décembre 2019.
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12.6.1 A weakened bargaining position of revenue
providers

The reforms of the CGU can be seen as a renegotiation of the brokered fiscal
contract. The DGID continued to accommodate the demands of UNACOIS-
JAPPO a bit at a time, making the tax regime more regressive. However, the
Acompte BIC and the PCF seem to have been implemented with limited dia-
logue or bargaining and are at odds with the interests of UNACOIS-JAPPO
and the large importing traders. This mix of outcomes can be explained
by changes in the bargaining resources on both sides of the table, which
significantly influenced the relative bargaining positions of the two parties.

On one side, the political and administrative resources¹⁹ of the ruling elites
have increased. First, the administrative resources of the DGID appear to
be improving. Besides the simplification of the tax code in 2012, attempts
have beenmade tomodernize the administration over the last decade, includ-
ing organizational restructuring, simplification of administrative procedures,
and, most recently, implementation of performance contracts for eachDGID
directorate (tax inspector 2, Dakar, 18 March 2022). Much has been done
to integrate taxpayer data from Customs and the DGID (Ndiaye, 2017)
(tax inspector 1, Dakar, 26 February 2018) and, very recently, with NINEA
as well (tax inspector 2, Dakar, 21 March 2022). The changes have been
supported by international collaboration and technical assistance (tax con-
sultant, Dakar, 16 March 2022). Of course, it can be questioned whether
administrative capacity has really increased, but the adopted tax instruments
signal innovative thinking and a commitment to expanding the tax base.

Second, the ruling elites’ political resources have grown in yet another bout
of reconsolidation and centralization of the ruling coalition under Senegal’s
current presidentMacky Sall. Sall came to power in 2012, when a large popu-
lar movement countered AbdoulayeWade’s bid for a third (unconstitutional)
presidential term. Since the turnover, he has consolidated his power through
the now well-known instruments of Senegal’s ruling elites: nursing relations
with religious leaders, maintaining the patronage opportunities that he had
promised to remove, centralizing power by co-opting important opposition
figures and parties, and clamping down on other key opponents (Dumont
and Kanté, 2019; Kohnert and Marfaing, 2019; Kelly, 2020).

More recently, Sall has taken actions to narrow the ruling coalition. He
has centralized control by limiting the ruling elites’ access to resources and
power (Riedl and Sylla, 2019) and excluding formerly close allies (social

¹⁹ As defined in Chapter 2.
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activist, Dakar, 31 March 2022). The increase in administrative and political
resources and, perhaps most importantly, Sall’s effort to narrow the ruling
coalition have strengthened the bargaining position of the ruling elites vis-à-
vis revenue providers in the informal commercial sector. The Acompte BIC
and PCF could be taken as evidence, as both were developed in cooperation
with the Ministry of Finance (tax inspector 2, Dakar, 18 March 2022) and
required the president’s approval.

On the other side of the bargaining table, the internal fragmentation in
UNACOIS-JAPPO weakened its relative bargaining position. When smaller
informal traders left UNACOIS-JAPPO for other organizations in the late
2000s, it reduced the broker’s organizational power and its obligations to
represent the interests of that group. The effort to abolish CGU’s progres-
sivity can be seen as proof that UNACOIS-JAPPO represents the interests of
smaller informal traders even less than before.

Adding to the internal fragmentation, UNACOIS-JAPPO experienced yet
another division in 2017 when a group of members created UNACOIS-
YEESSAL²⁰ due to dissatisfaction with the governance of the UNACOIS-
JAPPO (representative from UNACOIS-YEESSAL, Dakar, 24 March 2022).
According to an interviewee within UNACOIS-JAPPO, some politicians
have used the strife to weaken the organization’s ability to mobilize and
influence politics.²¹ Moreover, the organization was not invited to the latest
relevant negotiations about the reform of the patente (UNACOIS repre-
sentative, Dakar, 1 April 2022). All these things combined suggest a shift
in UNACOIS-JAPPO’s formerly exclusive political position. This can help
explain the implementation of theAcompte BIC and thePCF in that theweak-
ened organizational power of UNACOIS-JAPPO as broker for the broader
informal commercial sector has spilled over into the bargaining position of
the larger informal traders and importers. Of course, it is likely that some
influential traders with very close ties to the ruling elites are still be able to
negotiate exemptions from these tax instruments.

12.6.2 Recent fiscal outcomes

The expansion of the portfolio of tax instruments can be explained at least
partly by the weakening of UNACOIS-JAPPO’s relative bargaining position
vis-à-vis the ruling elites. In the following, I present data on tax collection
from the last five years that suggest an, admittedly tentative, increase in the
effective fiscal burden of informal commercial actors.

²⁰ Though the same acronym, the name is L’Union nationale des associations de commerçants,
opérateurs et investisseurs du Sénégal. Yeessal translates into ‘renewal’.

²¹ Written communication, 15 April 2022.
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For the CGU, the number of taxpayers registered and declarations
increased between 2012 and 2022. In 2013, there were 2,035 CGU declara-
tions (Gottlieb, 2022), which almost doubled between 2012 and 2019, and
then rose by more than 50% in the two following years. Between 2012 and
2019, the revenue collected from CGU likewise rose from 0.72 (Sy, 2016) to
0.89 billion XOF (approx. €1.5 billion) (Table 12.1). As shown in Table 12.1,
collections rose equally within the much shorter period between 2019 and
2021 to 1.15 billion XOF (approx. €1.75 million).

The data in Table 12.1 should be complemented with data on revenue col-
lected by teams that visit market areas once a year. In 2021, 29,372 taxpayers
were reached, paying in total 1,531,197,361 XOF (approx. €2.3 million),²²
which means that many more taxpayers are reached than those registered. In
fact, these tours collect more revenue than is collected through declarations,
even though an average taxpayer pays 52,131 XOF (approx. €80), which is
lower than the average tax payments made by registered taxpayers.²³ Still, the
sum of presumptive and declarative taxpayers comprises only a small share
of the informal commercial sector.

Despite an increase in taxpayers and tax revenue under the CGU, they
remain low in absolute terms. The 2.68 trillion XOF (approx. €4.1 mil-
lion) equals 0.1% of the projected tax collections for 2021 of 2.56 trillion
XOF (approx. €3.9 billion), and in real terms, the current revenue does not
exceed that of 2008 (Gottlieb, 2022). However, interviews with representa-
tives from the informal and formal economies conducted in March 2022
suggest that both smaller and larger commercial businesses have experienced
a significant increase in fiscal burden. This wasmentioned, also unprompted,
by several interviewees (e.g. representative CNES, Dakar, 29 March 2022;
representative from UNACOIS-JAPPO, 1 April 2022).

For the Acompte BIC, it was only possible to obtain data for themost recent
years, even though it has been in place since 2012. As shown in Table 12.2,

Table 12.1 CGU, 2019–2021

Registered
taxpayers

Declarations Revenue collected (XOF)

2019 3,991 889,093,121
2020 5,889 1,024,570,010
2021 18,206 6,487 1,149,220,868

Source: DGID (Dakar, March 2022).

²² Called Paiements par Anticipation, which means advance payments but is in practice a lump-sum
payment. Data provided by the DGID (Dakar, March 2022).

²³ This can be ascribed to the legal stipulation of a maximum lump-sum payment of 100,000 FCFA.
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Table 12.2 Acompte sur
lʼimportation (XOF)

2018 7.7 billion
2019 8.4 billion
2020 9.0 billion

Source: DGID (Dakar, March 2022).

the revenue collected by this instrument increased between 2018 and 2020.
As the PCF has only been in place since September 2021, it is still too early to
obtain data for at the time of writing this chapter. One interviewee in the
DGID called PCF ‘a step’ towards regulating the fiscal problem posed by
the informal sector (tax inspector 4, Dakar, 22 March 2022); another said
that the preliminary data suggest that the PCF is securing new revenue (tax
inspector 2, Dakar, 18 March 2022), while a representative of UNACOIS
argued that this was not the case (Dakar, 1 April 2022).

12.7 Conclusion

As elsewhere, taxation of the informal economy has received much politi-
cal attention in Senegal. From a revenue-bargaining perspective, informal
economy taxation is quite peculiar: It applies to large parts of the popula-
tion but generates relatively limited tax revenues; taxed informal actors often
experience a high fiscal burden compared to their means, and most often,
receive a limited return of public or semi-public goods compared to actors in
the formal sector (Pimhidzai and Fox, 2012; Rogan, 2022). A critical strand
in the tax and governance literature questions the global effort to expand
informal economy taxation by highlighting equity issues (Prichard, 2018;
Dube and Casale, 2019; Rogan, 2019), questioning the potential economic
gains (Moore, Prichard, and Fjeldstad, 2018; Moore, 2022), and emphasiz-
ing the complexity of historical experiences, social institutions, and power
relations that such taxation plays into (Tendler, 2002; Kjær, 2009; Meagher
and Lindell, 2013; Prichard and van den Boogaard, 2017; Meagher, 2018).

This chapter contributes to this strandof research in twoways. First, it illus-
trates how tounpack the dynamics andpolitics of informal economy taxation.
The informal economy comprises many sectors each with their economic
structures, each their organizational and political dynamic, and each their
kinds and levels of taxation.²⁴ As theorized in Chapter 2, economic actors

²⁴ See e.g. Chapter 3 in this volume.
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from different sectors might be of more or less fiscal and political importance
to the ruling coalition. To deepen the analysis, this chapter focuses on one of
Senegal’smost economically important sectors: the informal commercial sec-
tor. Tracing three decades of revenue bargaining with this sector, the chapter
demonstrates the explanatory power of this volume’s theoretical framework:
from strong and successful resistance against taxation to a brokered fiscal
contract with little effective taxation, and, recently, to an expansion in the tax
portfolio and an increased fiscal burden felt by the sector. The evolution is
linked to the changing bargaining power and, in particular, shifts in the rel-
ative bargaining positions of the ruling elites vis-à-vis the revenue providers
and, in particular, their broker, UNACOIS. To my knowledge, this chapter is
the first long-term study of politics of taxation in Senegal, both in relation to
the informal economy and broadly.

The second major contribution of this chapter is that it highlights the
consequences of the brokered nature of fiscal contracts between informal
economic actors and ruling elites. In clientelist settings, as with all five case
countries in this volume, it is imperative to consider the influence of brokers
in revenue bargaining, especially when researching taxation of the informal
economy that includes a large group of small, often politically marginalized,
economic actors.Here, brokersmust balance the diverse andoften conflicting
sets of interests. Furthermore, as an inherent feature of clientelism, competi-
tion for access to rents and side deals, also internally in organizations, creates
tensions and frequent organizational fragmentation, such as was the case
for UNACOIS.²⁵ These conditions became determinant for their bargain-
ing power, which, in turn, had consequences for the brokered fiscal contract
between the ruling elites and Senegal’s informal commercial sector.

²⁵ Thanks for Catherine Boone for pointing this out.
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Conclusion
The politics of revenue bargaining in Africa

Ane Karoline Bak, Anne Mette Kjær, and Marianne S. Ulriksen

Since the turn of the millennium, domestic revenue mobilization in Africa
has expanded, and as a result taxation has become more politicized. Extant
research has found few signs of the emergence of society-wide macro-level
fiscal social contracts, whereby accountability and public goods and services
are provided in return for tax payments. To understand why and to deepen
our knowledge of the political effects of taxation in Africa, we emphasize the
importance of examining the political dynamics of revenue bargaining at the
micro level. While recent research in the fiscal contract literature has offered
illustrative empirical evidence of connections between taxation, responsive-
ness, and accountability, there is nonetheless a consensus that research has
remained somewhat fragmented and insufficiently theorized (see Chapter
1 for further discussion). Furthermore, the literature has lacked a system-
atic approach to understanding the politics of revenue bargaining, including
taking seriously the influence of revenue providers’ political and fiscal impor-
tance. This volume has addressed these gaps in the literature by exploring
howandunderwhat conditions revenue bargaining emerges, evolves, and leads
to fiscal contracts. Based on a shared theoretical framework, we have explored
the politics of revenue bargaining in case studies of micro-level processes of
revenue bargaining across five African countries. Hence, this volume offers
two major contributions to the literature: first, it broadens the empirical
knowledge of how revenue bargaining emerges and evolves, and second, it
deepens the theoretical foundation for understanding the politics of revenue
bargaining in Africa.

We have drawn on and contribute to fiscal contract theory and the political
settlement approach to build a theoretical framework (in Chapter 2), which
allows us to study the triggers, processes, and outcomes of revenue bargain-
ing. We disaggregate state actors and revenue providers and theorize how
the distribution of holding power and the relative bargaining positions shape
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negotiations around tax policy and revenuemobilization. Relative bargaining
positions denote the intersection of the state and societal actors’ respective
organizational and fiscal importance.

Based on this shared theoretical framework, the empirical chapters
(Chapters 3–12) explore, in different ways, micro-level instances of revenue
bargaining—that is, bargaining between individual or groups of revenue
providers and representatives of the government or the ruling elites. Our
actor-centred approach, cognizant of the economic and political structures
that underpin actors’ power and interests, allows us to draw important
findings at both the micro and macro levels.

At the micro level, we observe that revenue pressure is not enough to
trigger revenue bargaining, but that instead the impetus often comes from
either politicians (the government) or the tax administration. This finding
highlights the importance of disaggregating the state to identify the prefer-
ences of politicians and tax administrators, which are sometimes diverging
and sometimes conflicting, and to analyse the implications for revenue
mobilization. Across the chapters, we find that revenue providers’ bargain-
ing power is important for how processes of revenue bargaining evolve.
Analysing the sources of bargaining power, we can conclude that organi-
zational importance is more decisive for revenue bargaining than revenue
providers’ importance in terms of their potential fiscal contributions. More-
over, as we disaggregate the group of revenue providers, we study how
informal market vendors, big businesses, and international aid agencies
engage in revenue bargaining. We show that alliance-making can increase
bargaining power and allow usually less resourceful revenue providers to
mobilize and promote their interests more effectively. Finally, with respect
to outcomes, we find that revenue providers who engage in bargaining can
succeed in getting the government to make concessions, although these con-
cessions tend to be tax exemptions or reductions in tax payments rather than
better public services or promises of increased accountability. Although the
fiscal contracts often entail suboptimal fiscal outcomes, our micro-level find-
ings of repeated interactions between ruling elites and revenue providers
do suggest that state–society reciprocity could be emerging at the macro
level.

We derive such macro-level conclusions from our micro-level case stud-
ies of revenue bargaining based on our theoretical framework. As detailed in
Chapter 2, ruling elites’ and revenue providers’ preferences, holding power,
and relative bargaining positions are shaped by the political and economic
contexts within which they interact. On one hand, then, processes and out-
comes of revenue bargaining are products of thesemacro-level structures and
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institutions. From this perspective, our findings indicate that revenue bar-
gaining tends to preserve the political status quo: the more organizationally
and economically resourceful are more often able to negotiate good deals of
tax exemptions or favours. On the other hand, when instances of revenue bar-
gaining contribute to new alliances or change bargaining positions, this has
macro-level implications. We see several cases of revenue bargaining where
the ruling elite are responsive to the wishes of revenue providers. Several
of these engagements develop into repeated negotiations in formal settings
(such as in parliamentary committees) based on shared understandings of
mutual obligations. These instances suggest state–society reciprocity, which
is likely to move policymaking further into formal, structured, and respon-
sive settings that may build accountability in time.We elaborate on these and
other findings in this chapter.

13.1 Revenuebargaining at themicro level

The empirical chapters in this book deepen our knowledge and understand-
ing of the politics of revenue bargaining in Africa, as they unpack revenue
bargaining at the micro level. They identify, theorize, and analyse what trig-
gers revenue bargaining between state actors and revenue providers, how
bargaining processes unfold, and what the outcomes of revenue bargaining
are. The following pages summarize the book’s findings on each of these three
aspects.

13.1.1 Findings on triggers

Most African states will experience continuous and to some extent increas-
ing revenue pressure. Limited economic diversification keeps the tax base
limited, constrains the budget, and renders states vulnerable to the global
economy. Governments need resources to provide public services andmain-
tain political stability. Staying in power has only become more expensive
as the competitiveness of elections has increased. Politicians require addi-
tional resources for campaign financing and maintain the ruling coalition
(Bleck and van de Walle, 2018; Bak and Therkildsen, 2022). Accordingly,
African states have expanded domestic revenue mobilization over the past
two decades. Research on revenue bargaining has explored the circum-
stances under which such increases in tax efforts lead to revenue bargaining,
with a focus primarily on the institutional conditions that might facilitate
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it, including for example representative institutions and accessible political
channels for state–society engagement as well as meaningful transparency in
tax-related information (Bräutigam, 2008; Prichard, 2015; van den Boogaard
et al., 2021). These institutional conditions aremainly static and are therefore
not sufficient to explain instances of revenue bargaining that occur outside
governments’ initiatives to reform taxes. Neither can they explain why some
tax reforms lead to revenue bargaining while others do not. In this volume,
we explore the wider set of immediate factors that trigger revenue bargain-
ing. These triggers include actions and non-actions, events, or changes in
circumstances that prompt state actors or the revenue providers to initiate
bargaining or which cause the other side to react (see also Chapter 2).

In this book, there are many examples of revenue bargaining beginning
when initiatives to increase taxation cause reactions from revenue providers.
However, there are also several what one could call ‘negative’ cases, where
revenue providers try to initiate revenue bargaining, but the government does
not respond; or conversely, where governments implement a new tax with-
out negotiation. The empirical chapters offer rich contextualized analyses of
triggers. Here, we focus on findings across the chapters that highlight that
revenue bargaining can be caused by three types of triggers: (1) the govern-
ment who decides to introduce a new tax or to reform an existing tax regime,
usually as a push to improve revenue mobilization; (2) the tax administra-
tion who, under pressure from the government or external partners to meet
revenue targets, seeks to expand taxation within the existing tax legislation;
and (3) revenue providers who take actions, for example to mobilize protests
against certain legislations or conditions.

13.1.1.1 Trigger 1: The government introduces a new tax policy
measure
Many cases of revenue bargaining start with a government’s initiative to intro-
duce or reform tax policies which then prompts reactions and opposition
from revenue providers. Most often, the stated motivation is economic, that
is, to expand revenue mobilization. For example, for the revenue bargaining
with the transport and tourism sectors in Tanzania, a key economic con-
sideration was the expressed intention of the then newly elected President
Magufuli to raise government revenue by increasing taxation of numerous
revenue providers (Chapter 5). This move was at least in part driven by the
(now late) president’s ‘no nonsense’ political style and hard-line attitude to
taxpayer resistance. As a part of the same reform package, the government
also removed exemptions linked to the security forces’ duty-free shops, a
move which was in fact largely motivated by consistent complaints about
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equity voiced by the public and business sectors. Tanzania’s reform of VAT
was pushed for, conversely, by external donors. Specifically, IMF experts
formulated the VAT reform in collaboration with Tanzania’s Ministry of
Finance with the purpose of gathering and streamlining legislation on VAT
and, in turn, improving revenuemobilization (Chapter 6). Similarly, in Sene-
gal, the government’s attempts to increase taxation of the informal sector
in the 1990s were partly driven by pressure from external actors and partly
by the need to address equity concerns raised by formal sector businesses
(Chapter 12).

These examples show that even when tax reforms are initiated by officials
within the Ministry of Finance, their initial formulations are often done in
collaboration with revenue authorities, or international finance institutions,
whereafter it is discussed, negotiated, and enacted by parliament. Whether
revenue providers react to tax reforms already in the formulation phases, in
parliament or parliamentary committees, or in other more closed-off nego-
tiations, varies across the cases. This is discussed in detail in section 13.1.2.
regarding the key findings on the processes.

13.1.1.2 Trigger 2: The tax administration begins to enforce tax
The second frequent trigger of revenue bargaining in our case studies is
an increased effort by tax administration to expand taxation within the
scope of existing legislation. In Uganda, several cases of revenue bargaining
around agricultural taxation were triggered as technocrats discovered a lack
of enforcement of a tax, such as the income tax on freshmilk sales (Chapter 7).
This tax was already within the regulatory framework of the Income Tax Act,
but URA officials initiated its more systematic enforcement.

The two cases inTogowere of this same kind (Chapter 10). Beach describes
how, in northern Togo, tax agents engaged with local traditional authorities
to make tax-collection efforts possible, demonstrating how TRA officials try-
ing to raise taxes in the rural hinterlands found innovative ways to do so. In
Lomé, the residence tax was sought implemented in part by increasing the
administrative capacity of the Togo Revenue Authority.

There are of course also cases where the tax administration takes the ini-
tiative to change the tax legislation. In Uganda, an annulment of a VAT
exemption on agricultural inputs was tabled by tax officials as a part of the
Minister’s budget speech (Chapter 7). The tax officials considered taxation of
the previously lightly taxed agricultural sector a good way to increase rev-
enues. The speech set in motion a case of revenue bargaining that might
never have happened had it not been for the technocrats who developed the
analysis of the situation and put the annulment on the political agenda. In
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Senegal, the tax administration formulated new instruments during the 2010s
to reach large informal importing traders who had otherwise been able to
avoid taxation (Chapter 12).

13.1.1.3 Trigger3:Revenueprovidersareempowered toprotestagainst
existing taxes
In a third group of cases, the triggers constitute changes in either the motiva-
tion or the ability of revenue providerswho thenmove to react negatively to an
existing tax policy. It is generally a necessary condition of revenue bargaining
that revenue providers are able to react to changes in taxation or to protest
against poor public services. Large companies or powerful individuals may
protest independently, but most revenue providers need to have capacity for
collective action in order for revenue bargaining to occur (Prichard, 2015).

Across the instances of revenue bargaining, we find that most of the rev-
enue providers involved in bargaining are organized in unions or business
associations. These organizations may not always represent all members
equally; nevertheless, in many of our cases, they do manage to mobilize
protest against a perceived unfairness in taxation. We find examples where
the intervention of a trade union orNGOprompts the organization of an oth-
erwise dispersed group of revenue providers, which in turn leads to revenue
bargaining. Chapter 3 shows how Tanzanian women traders continuously
experienced obstacles to working in informal markets. Their grievances were
latent, and it was only with the presence of an NGO or a union that the
women were able to claim better conditions or fairer taxation at the market.
In Senegal, the business association UNACOIS was for many years a bro-
ker that mobilized, organized, and represented informal commercial actors
vis-à-vis state actors (Chapter 12).

We see few cases in which citizens react to or mobilize against existing tax-
ation, for instance motivated by a perceived lack of reciprocity or fairness.
Some chapter contributions find that revenue providers might be dissat-
isfied with government services, but as they do not expect state actors to
even respond to expressions of dissatisfaction, they refrain from trying (e.g.
Chapter 7).

In sum, we find that in our cases, revenue bargaining occurs when new
taxes are suggested or adopted, when existing taxes are reformed, when
existing taxes are enforced, or when changing circumstances enable revenue
providers to react where they could not before. Common for all three trig-
gers is that they disturb the status quo, either in terms of revenue providers’
(potential) tax burden or in their relative bargaining position vis-à-vis the
ruling elites.
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13.1.2 Findings on processes

Once revenue bargaining is set in motion, how do cases of revenue bar-
gaining evolve? We make the following four findings that highlight how
bargaining positions can change, how bargaining processes evolve, and the
outcomes at which they eventually arrive: (1) organizational importance
matters more than potential revenue contributions; (2) revenue bargaining
can build cross-sector alliances and bargaining power; (3) elections shift
the relative bargaining positions of revenue providers and ruling elites; and
(4) arenas of bargaining matter for strategies and fiscal contract outcomes.

13.1.2.1 Organizational importancematters more than potential
revenue contributions
In this book, we examine in tandem the influence of revenue providers’ orga-
nizational and fiscal importance for their bargaining positions vis-à-vis the
ruling elites. Organizational importance is tightly associated with the con-
cept of holding power in the political settlement theory, and research has
demonstrated how ruling elites’ need for political support explains variations
in policy outcomes across countries and within countries across sectors. The
power that actors can gain based on their fiscal importance to the ruling elites
has received less attention in this literature. We argue that it is necessary to
add a revenue dimension to the concept of holding power and emphasize
fiscal importance as an important source of bargaining power for revenue
providers. This allows us to examine the importance that ruling elites ascribe
to fiscal concerns in comparison with the need for political support.

What we find is that a revenue provider’s potential fiscal contribution to
the revenue base, even when potentially large, matters less than the revenue
provider’s political importance. Across the cases of revenue bargaining, rul-
ing elites prove to be keenly aware of the role of groups of revenue providers
as supporting factions in the ruling coalition. For example, the ruling par-
ties in Tanzania and Uganda very clearly prioritized the party’s own political
campaigns over government revenue when they allowed big businesses tax
exemptions (Chapter 9). In Tanzania, the government also avoided protests
from the security forces, an important faction, by pre-emptively introduc-
ing a compensatory payout at the time when the VAT exemptions of army
shops were removed (Chapter 5). While the removal of the duty-free shops’
exemptions hardly improved revenuemobilization, the government was able
to change an unpopular andmisused benefit without upsetting the politically
important security forces. In Togo, the government compromised on its rev-
enue potential by involving the local Chief in improving tax collection in his
area (Chapter 10). That the Chief assisted tax collectors from the far-away
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capital, considered as foreigners in the area, in taxing the citizens was an apt
solution to improve tax revenue; however, in return for the permission to
collect revenue, tax benefits were given to the Chief, a political actor well
worth being on good terms with. Furthermore, the case study from Mozam-
bique is an interesting, though not uncommon, example of how the fiscal
base can be manipulated politically to favour municipalities led by the ruling
party; thoughwith the unintended consequence of storing up revenue efforts
in municipalities led by opposition parties with potential positive effects on
local governance downstream (Chapter 4).

Reinforcing the point that political clout ismore important thanfiscalmus-
cle, two divergent and negative cases of fiscal contracts demonstrate what
happens in a counter-scenario where revenue providers could provide large
fiscal contributions but enjoy little organizational importance to the rul-
ing coalition. In Uganda, the government stood firm against multinational
oil companies (MNCs) (Chapter 8). This was possible because oil MNCs
are not part of important domestic factions whose support the ruling elites
depend on, while at the same time, themoney retrieved fromMNCs’ windfall
taxes could be used to maintain the ruling coalition. In Tanzania, a year-
long revenue-bargaining process between international aid agencies and the
government over financing the continuation of a cash-transfer programme
endedwith the government still not funding themain part of the programme,
despite its earlier commitments to do so (Chapter 11). These findings are
significant because of the tendency to assume that big financial contribu-
tors such as donors or MNCs also enjoy considerable political influence.
These case studies imply that this is not necessarily the case and demon-
strate the need for further research on the nexus and relative importance of
international versus domestic factors in revenue bargaining.

While our observation that politics matters may appear self-evident, the
finding is relevant because of the analytical basis from which it is derived.
As we disaggregate actors and pay attention to the variety of political, eco-
nomic, and organizational sources of revenue providers’ bargaining power,
we are able to analyse the comparative significance of these different sources
of power. We can show not only that holding power matters for revenue bar-
gaining, but also how it can change during the process, as we elaborate in the
following section.

13.1.2.2 Revenue bargaining can build cross-sector alliances
and bargaining power
In Chapter 2, we theorize that the relative bargaining positions of revenue
providers vis-à-vis ruling elites influence revenue bargaining, but stress that
the bargaining positions should not be assumed static. While it is necessary
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to assess the initial bargaining positions to understand the conditions under
which revenue bargaining emerges, we suggest that bargaining power, and
with it the relative bargaining positions, is likely to shift as bargaining pro-
cesses evolve. This proposition is confirmed by the case studies in this book.
The empirical chapters show that revenue providers’ bargaining power is
often strengthened as revenue bargaining progresses.

In some cases, bargaining power changed when a government’s initiative
to increase taxation pushed a group of revenue providers to cooperate better
in order to gain a foothold in the negotiations. For instance, the actors in
Tanzania’s transport sector have diverse needs and demands and have often
been in competition with each other, but in response to the government’s
push to reform taxes, they unified (Chapter 5). In the case of the 2014VATAct
in Tanzania, business associations and other lobby groups created alliances
and worked towards reshaping the VAT Act in accordance with their own
interests (Chapter 6).

In other cases, bargaining power was strengthened when a targeted group
of revenue providers was able to create alliances with non-sector stakehold-
ers or got assistance from external or third parties. This happened in cases
where the revenue providers proved themselves unable to mobilize suffi-
ciently to counter or put pressure on the government. In the case of Ugandan
agricultural taxes, farmers’ associations initially were against the announced
annulment of VAT exemptions on agricultural inputs but withoutmuch noise
(Chapter 7). However, when aligning with other associations such as a larger
umbrella association for civil society groups, their bargaining power was
strengthened. In Tanzania, informal women traders had long held grievances
but were only able to enter into dialoguewith local government officials when
assisted by civil society organizations (Chapter 3).

In these cases, the revenue providers are actually organized inmarket asso-
ciations, trade unions, or other associations, which in theory bolsters capacity
for collective action. However, often these organizations suffer from poor
funding due to lack of paying members or low membership fees and rely
heavily on funding fromvarious domestic or external sponsors. Furthermore,
it can happen that such organizations are torn by conflicts among members
aiming to pursue their individual business interests. In Senegal, UNACOIS
was initially a facilitator of the informal commercial sector to organize and
resist taxation (Chapter 12). However, the diverging interests between, on
one hand, the richest and most influential members, and on the other, street
vendors led to organizational fragmentation. Eventually, this weakened the
bargaining position of UNACOIS as well as the broad group of revenue
providers vis-à-vis the ruling elites. This case is representative of a more
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general point: in competitive clientelism, the constant contest for access to
rents and special deals is likely to continuously stir divisions and challenge
broad sector alliances, such as those in the above-mentioned example of the
Tanzanian transport sector.

13.1.2.3 Elections shift the relative bargaining positions of revenue
providers and ruling elites
Elections are by now regular and institutionalized events across Africa, even
in non-democratic countries. In several of our case studies, the holding
of elections explicitly or implicitly affected the revenue-bargaining process.
Most notably, we find that elections can shape the course of the revenue-
bargaining process by shifting the relative bargaining positions of revenue
providers vis-à-vis the ruling elite. For instance, elections are costly to the
ruling elites, as they require revenue to run campaigns as well as to mobi-
lize support and to deliver promised public goods (as elaborated in Chapter
2). At the same time, elections are political windows that may give disgrun-
tled groups of citizens an opportunity to raise their grievances (as noted in
Chapter 1; Bleck and van de Walle, 2018). This implies that during election
times, the bargaining position of ruling elites is weakened, whichmay prompt
them to be more willing to give in to demands raised in revenue-bargaining
processes. In Uganda, for example, elections increased the relative bargain-
ing power of agricultural revenue providers who had the capacity tomobilize
votes, which meant that farmers were able to bring up grievances during
election campaigns, where they were more likely to be heard (Chapter 7).
In both Uganda and Tanzania, political candidates are dependent on private
donations to finance their electoral campaigns, which weakens the bargain-
ing positions of candidates vis-à-vis the revenue providers donating money.
These shifting bargaining positions are likely to enable revenue providers to
negotiate favourable tax deals after elections (Chapter 9).

Our findings resonatewith research arguing that elections enhance the bar-
gaining power of voters and can thus drive the suspension of taxes (Tendler,
2002; Kjær and Therkildsen, 2012; Prichard, 2018; Bak and Therkildsen,
2022).We add the important aspect that revenue bargaining around elections
stirs not only voters at large, but also specific groups of revenue providerswho
have the means to directly profit from competitive elections.

13.1.2.4 Arenas of bargainingmatter for strategies and bargaining
outcomes
In this book we have sought to move away from the imaginary bargaining
table by paying particular attention to the spaces inwhich revenue bargaining
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actually takes place. Revenue bargaining takes place mainly in three arenas:
the political, the bureaucratic, and the public. In the following, we describe in
detail what these three arenas look like, how they shape revenue-bargaining
processes, and the strategies that the negotiating parties pursue to navigate
them.

When we talk about the political arena, we refer to formal and informal
spaces alike. The formal political arena includes parliament, parliamentary
committees, and cabinet ministers. The informal political arena refers to
more exclusive meetings (or sometimes phone calls) with politicians or with
powerful individuals who may or may not have an official post. They can
be members of the presidential inner circle or presidential advisors. This
understanding closely follows the premise that politics in clientelist politi-
cal settlements is not limited to either of the two spaces. In fact, the case
studies show that revenue bargaining occurs in the two arenas in parallel,
and/or moves between them. Likely because the political arena is where
decision-making power lies, this is where revenue providers tend to be the
most successful in promoting their demands in revenue bargaining.

In most cases, revenue bargaining occurs in the formal political arena. In
the case of the 2014 VAT reform in Tanzania, the business sectors made a
concerted effort to lobby MPs to maintain VAT exemptions, and succeeded
to a large extent in watering down the reform by these means (Chapter 6).
Another example comes from the transport and tourism sectors in Tanzania,
who were only able to get government concessions once they had (re-)gained
access to key political committees and task forces where they could present
their case and their demands (Chapter 5). In the Tanzanian example, access
to the political arena was partly ensured by building contacts in the line
ministries. Hence, one way to break into the political arena was through the
bureaucratic one.

Though using these official channels, revenue providers also seek to build
and utilize their personal connections to powerful individuals, often in par-
allel. The closer to the inner circles of the ruling elite revenue providers
get, the more successful they will be in promoting their interests. Many rev-
enue providers, whether protesting against tax efforts or seeking to obtain tax
exemptions, try to access the president directly. This is a priority expressed
by interviewees engaged in bargaining across the cases. Often, they draw on
whatever connections they have to get the president’s attention, either infor-
mally or formally through forums such as the presidential round table in
Uganda (Chapter 7). In the case where the Senegalese business association
UNACOIS was protesting against a new tax instrument, a representative is
quoted in a news article as stating that they were not interested in meeting
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tax inspectors (Chapter 12). Instead, UNACOIS wanted to talk to relevant
ministers or, alternatively, the head of Senegal’s tax administration.

As a temporary yet regular political arena, elections prove to be an
important condition for revenue bargaining. First, in the tangible sense
that campaign rallies and meetings give voters opportunities to access and
directly confront politicians with concerns or dissatisfactions over taxation
(Chapter 7). Second, in the more nebulous sense that political candidates’
and the ruling elites’ need for campaign funding combined with under-
regulation of campaign financing provides a somewhat legitimate space for
narrow, exclusive bargaining between candidates and potential campaign
donors (Chapter 9).

Besides serving as a channel through which to access the political arena,
as mentioned above, the bureaucratic arena is also a space where revenue
bargaining takes place. The bureaucratic arena refers to line ministries or
other state agencies. In this arena, revenue providers seek to influence their
tax liabilities or to protest a certain tax. They, for example, write letters to
the minister in question, or contact the authority charged with collecting a
tax or fee or with the legal mandate to give individual exemptions. This was
the case when Ugandan dairy farmers protested against a tax on milk sales
(Chapter 7). Several of the reforms of the informal sector tax in Senegal hap-
pened through continuous consultations between the tax administration and
UNACOIS, who for a time was the main representative of the informal com-
mercial sector. It is important to note that sometimes, outcomes of bargaining
that takes place in the bureaucratic arena risk being challenged and subverted
as they enter the political arena. The eventual dilution of the 2014VAT reform
in Tanzania is a case in point (Chapter 6).

When revenue bargaining takes place in the public arena, revenue
providers and state actors communicate in themedia and/or at public events.
This arena is the furthest away from the ruling elite. Our case studies show
that such bargaining often proves unsuccessful and can quickly turn con-
flictual, with opposing parties hardening their standpoint in their efforts to
gain public support. PresidentMagufuli and his government’s reaction to the
MPs’ outcry in the Tanzanian media is a clear example of this; the conflict
escalated as the president took a harder line (Chapter 5). In Senegal, infor-
mal traders went on strike and ‘killed the economy’, first for three days and
then later for an additional day, as a response to the perceived lack of state
responsiveness. This was a strategic move to implicate the wider population
in the revenue-bargaining process (Chapter 12). Thus, despite enhancing
the distance between the bargaining parties, the public arena can be instru-
mental for revenue providers and state actors alike in building bargaining
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positions and (re)gaining a foothold in negotiations, precisely because the
public arena is an avenue for influencing public opinion and gaining legit-
imacy. Hence, in Tanzania, the tourism and transport sectors were able to
build some public support and legitimacy, not least given the size of their
employee groups, while in Senegal, taking to the streets and shutting down
commerce was a means of demonstrating power and thereby proving the
organizational importance of this group of informal economic actors.

Besides the three main arenas, bargaining also takes place elsewhere.
Chapter 8 describes how bargaining can take place in and around the courts.
In this case, the Ugandan government was the actor bringing the matter
to court. However, the opposite scenario, where large companies with the
means and connections take a tax case to court if they feel they are being
unlawfully taxed, is just as likely. The role of the judicial arena in revenue
bargaining is greatly under-studied and constitutes a highly relevant future
research agenda.

The case studies show that revenue providers learn from their own and
others’ bargaining experiences including which arenas are effective for which
objectives, and this knowledge often informs their applied strategies. In other
words, the choice of arena is strategic. However, this choice is also shaped by
the strength of revenue providers’ initial bargaining position. If it is strong,
they are able to access and promote their interests in the political arena. If
weak, revenue providers can attempt to adopt strategies to increase their bar-
gaining power by building access paths to the desired arena. They can take
the informal route, building contacts to networks that already enjoy access to
the political arena, preferably to the president or a minister. If access is eas-
ier through such personal networks, trying to access the media may be less
useful, though one strategy does not necessarily exclude the other: an actor
could team up with others to arrange a common protest in the public arena,
which could consequently improve their access to the political arena.

Summing up, the case studies show that revenue bargaining takes place
across political, bureaucratic, and public arenas. Here, the parties pursue
strategies ranging from the amicable (i.e. seeking to build relationships) to
the more conflictual (i.e. mobilizing protests). While many instances of bar-
gaining are informal and at times clientelistic in nature, we seemuch evidence
of bargaining taking place within the established political and bureaucratic
state structures. This suggests that policymaking around taxes has to an extent
become institutionalized, a trend which could be explored further. Themore
politically resourceful and organized tend to stand in a better bargaining
position vis-à-vis the ruling elite compared to the less well organized. How-
ever, the close study of the processes shows that actors’ relative power and
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position can shift during the bargaining process. Specifically, this implies
that even revenue providers with initially limited fiscal and organizational
importance could eventually succeed in being heard by the ruling elites.

13.1.3 Findings on outcome

An important question in this volume is whether and under what condi-
tions revenue bargaining leads to agreements that constitute micro-level
fiscal contracts, which we define as explicit or implicit agreements between
the individual and groups of revenue providers and the ruling elite (or
representatives hereof ) related to revenue provision (see Chapter 1).

Across our case studies, we find that most cases of revenue bargaining led
to some kind of agreement between the involved parties. The cases of rev-
enue bargaining that followed a spate of tax reforms in Tanzania in 2016
led the government to make concessions, in one case even pre-emptively
(Chapter 5). After several unsuccessful attempts at increasing informal sec-
tor taxation in Senegal in the ’90s, the business association UNACOIS and
the Senegalese government together developed a unified tax regime target-
ing the informal sector in 2004 and, hence, entered what Bak calls a brokered
fiscal contract (Chapter 12). InMozambique, local governmentsmade efforts
to develop contractual relations with citizens to incentivize tax compliance
(Chapter 4). In northern Togo, tax agents were able to expand broad-based
taxation after negotiatingwith the local Chief (Chapter 10). Conversely, there
were also examples of revenue bargaining that did not lead to fiscal contracts.
In Lomé (capital of Togo), the government’s effort to increase residence tax
failed because of popular opposition (Chapter 10). In Tanzania, the gov-
ernment and international donor agencies have been unable to reach an
agreement as to the funding responsibilities of the cash-transfers programme
(Chapter 11).

Turning to the kinds of micro-level fiscal contracts, the case studies found
that revenue bargaining often led to what we could term non-fiscal exchanges
between the ruling elite and the revenue providers. They are non-fiscal in
the sense that the agreements manifest in the absence of a fiscal exchange
yet still significantly influence revenue provision. As noted in Chapter 2,
the fiscal contract literature has been preoccupied with the circumstances
under which taxation may lead to reciprocal positive exchanges of revenue
and public goods and/or accountability between the two parties. However,
the cases studied in this book show that the more common outcomes of rev-
enue bargaining are agreements around tax exemptions. To name a few, big
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businesses received tax exemptions in exchange for supporting ruling par-
ties’ political campaigns in Tanzania and Uganda (Chapter 9); tax collectors
in northern Togo gained access to taxpayers by making special deals with
the local Chief that reduced his personal tax liabilities (Chapter 10); and
in Uganda, the president appeased several groups of agricultural farmers,
who in exchange ceased cross-sectoral protests, by cancelling an 18% VAT
on agricultural inputs and waiving corporate income tax for cooperatives
(SACCOs) (Chapter 7). Suchnon-fiscal exchangesmanifest agreements of an
exchange related to revenue provision and, hence, denote micro-level fiscal
contracts even if negative in the sense that they lead to less effective revenue
mobilization.

Of course, it can be difficult to determine whether revenue bargaining ends
because of the establishment of an agreement or because either or both of
the parties simply back down. It is quite impossible to develop generaliz-
able, observable implications of a settled micro-level fiscal contract, not least
given the variation in revenue bargaining; from open debates to discrete lob-
bying in relation to tax reforms, to private bargaining related to campaign
financing, or institutionalized revenue bargaining around cash-transfer pro-
grammes. It is all the more difficult to do so when agreements rarely manifest
in positive exchanges, which would at least be easier to observe than non-
fiscal exchanges and non-actions. Ultimately, it can be difficult to draw this
line. In the case of campaign financing in Uganda and Tanzania (Chapter 9),
Khisa et al. found evidence that campaign donors were revenue providers
who seemed to deem a private exchange of donations for political influ-
ence more effective than the public fiscal exchange around taxes (Chapter 9).
However, it is difficult if not impossible to determine whether campaign
donors and the electoral candidates enter a sort of contractual agreement
in which the respective parties can hold each other accountable. Similarly,
in the case of Tanzania’s VAT reform, whether revenue providers lobbying
individual MPs in fact (implicitly) enter quid pro quo agreements is diffi-
cult to determine (Chapter 6). In both cases, though, we can conclude that
these micro-level instances of revenue bargaining bolster relations between
privileged groups of revenue providers and segments of the ruling elites and,
eventually, constrain public revenue and the public budget.

In cases where government does concede to revenue providers without
giving tax exemptions, the agreements may entail a reduction in the pro-
posed tax payments, constraining public revenue. This occurred for example
in Tanzania, where the government agreed to set lower tax rates forMPs than
those originally proposed (Chapter 5). Curiously, in none of the cases stud-
ied did revenue providers connect their contributions to demands for service
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delivery. Their reactionwas instead to protest against the tax itself rather than
to demand better services for it. For instance, in Uganda, even farmers with a
relatively strong bargaining position failed to achieve their demands of agri-
cultural public goods (Chapter 7), and their demands for improved services
were not linked to tax payment.

Overall, most cases studied in this volume show that revenue bargaining
does lead to micro-level fiscal contracts. Ruling elites are willing to give con-
cessions to maintain their support base. Not surprisingly, revenue providers
who are important for the ruling elites’ political survival are able to negotiate
revenue deals preferable to them,most often in the formof tax exemptions. At
the same time, ruling elites are also responsive to groups of revenue providers
who are able to mobilize to negotiate their case. The fiscal contracts reflect
the kind of demands that revenue providers resort to, namely reductions in
tax payments rather than a return for their taxes in the form of better public
service provision or increased governmental accountability.

13.2 Macro-level implications of revenuebargaining

From our many case studies we identify two overall, macro-level implica-
tions that contribute to our understanding of politics and policymaking in
African countries characterized as hybrid regimes, where formal democratic
institutions coexist with authoritarian features such as concentration of exec-
utive power and an infringement of rights (Diamond, 2002). First, politics
matters also when it comes to revenue mobilization, and those within and
close to the ruling elite can negotiate better deals than those who are less
favourably placed. Second, we see signs of state–society reciprocity develop-
ing, which opens the political space and holds promises for more inclusive
and formalized settings for policymaking.

13.2.1 How politics matters

Considering the ‘politics matters’ argument, our findings manifest two cen-
tral characteristics of the politics of taxation. First, as argued above, ensuring
ruling coalition stability weighs heavily on ruling elites’ agenda and, con-
sequently, the immediate outcomes of efforts to expand domestic revenue
mobilization tend to reproduce the existing structures of power in our
case countries. Political settlement theory has highlighted that there can
be growth–stability trade-offs when creating growth-enhancing institutions
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(Khan, 2010). Our findings indicate that revenue–stability trade-offs also
exist: those who already enjoy political clout and are organizationally impor-
tant are able to assert influence over their tax liabilities. Therefore, as also
suggested by critical strands of the fiscal contract literature (e.g. Meagher,
2018), the politics of taxation by no means disrupts existing power struc-
tures or the political settlement. On the contrary, the implicationwill often be
higher tax burdens on those without political influence. To better understand
the potential implications for economic inequality and tax equity, there is a
need formore empirical research on the effects of elites’ incentives to promote
the stability of tax systems in general, and the tax burden ofmarginalized and
resourceless groups of taxpayers in particular.

The second characteristic of the politics of revenue bargaining is that it
generally serves to reduce tax revenue compared to the revenue initially pro-
jected. Paradoxically, efforts to expand domestic revenue mobilization and
the consequent politicization of taxation seem in many cases not to lead to
effective increases in tax revenue. The contributions to this volume show a
few examples of tax reforms leading to increased revenue, though often in a
compromised form whereby less tax is collected than initially anticipated.
In some cases, revenue bargaining ended with a return to the status quo
and taxes left unimplemented; in others, existing tax legislation was changed
but implementation and expansions in actual tax collection remained lim-
ited; and finally, some efforts to effectuate existing tax regimes in fact led
to formalization of waivers or tax exemptions. In all these cases, the need
for political support from revenue providers overruled the potential revenue
gains.

This politics of revenue bargaining is costly in two ways. First, the rev-
enue providers who are not able to mobilize resistance end up being dis-
proportionately highly taxed. Among these revenue providers are often
economically vulnerable actors including, for example, those working in
the informal economy for whom taxation can create individual grievances.
Second, smaller taxpayers including informal economic actors are fairly
expensive to tax, and therefore tax efforts tend to cost more than they earn
(Moore, Prichard, and Fjeldstad, 2018, ch. 7). Though reducing the political
costs of taxation, the politics of revenue bargaining creates suboptimal fiscal
outcomes as well as, potentially, additional administrative costs.

Yet, even if the ruling elites had an incentive to respond positively to rev-
enue providers’ demands for public services, they might not be able to do
so. Under latent revenue pressure and limited state capacity, the short-term
administrative costs outlined above are less than those created by political
instability. For the ruling elite, tax concessions are a possible way in which to
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be responsive to the demands of powerful groups and to maintain the ruling
coalition.On the other hand, improving services is costly and requires a long-
term political and administrative effort. We know from recent contributions
to the literature on universal primary schooling that it is one thing to promise
better education in election campaigns, but quite another to deliver on these
promises. While increasing enrolment may be easily achieved, it is consid-
erably harder to make sure that pupils receive quality learning (Hickey and
Hossain, 2018). In turn, these political concerns exhibited by ruling elites in
revenue bargaining shape citizens’ political strategies. Past failed demands
for public services will reasonably discourage citizens from making such
demands in the future. Citizens may perceive it as easier to protest against
taxes than to demand improved services. In this way, the status quo is also
upheld by citizens with fewer political resources.

Two findings tentatively suggest the conditions under which this status quo
might be disrupted. First, in our case studies, revenue bargaining did create
a basis for otherwise less resourceful revenue providers to mobilize, create
alliances, and negotiate with state actors. This speaks to the potential of rev-
enue bargaining to prompt capacity for collective action (Prichard, 2015).
However, in this book we have not been able to follow such alliances over
time; more research is needed to evaluate the sustainability of such alliances
and how they shape politics in the longer term.

Second, we find that revenue bargaining aroundVAT reforms ismore com-
mon thanmight be expected. Thismight be surprising to those expecting that
direct taxes, such as personal income tax, are the key to stimulating ‘healthy’
conflicts between states and citizens. Direct taxes are assumed to be rela-
tively more visible and felt than indirect taxes such as VAT. However, inmany
African countries, personal income taxes are not broad-based and hence not
felt. Conversely, most citizens pay VAT on consumer goods and changes in
VATon staples and basic necessities such as petrol are strongly felt.Moreover,
extensive issues with VAT refunds in many African countries imply that VAT
is felt not only by consumers but also by companies. Indeed, we found indi-
cations that VAT reforms might actually be central in prompting the types of
broad-based alliances discussed above, because these reforms often hit rev-
enue providers sector-wide or even across sectors. This finding indicates that
it is worth exploring more how different types of taxes or tax policies trigger
and shape processes of revenue bargaining.

It may appear paradoxical that our case studies highlight suboptimal tax
collections, when, as we outlined in Chapter 1, there has been an increase
in domestic revenue collection across our case countries. In part, this is
explained by new tax reforms that broaden the tax base and taxed sectors,
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even if the compromise is less tax than originally proposed. In part, improved
revenue mobilization may also be explained as a result of a general improved
in tax capacity: the revenue authorities are generally better equipped and
have newer tax handles in 2020 than in 2010 (Moore, Prichard, and Fjeldstad,
2018). Future research could provide a more systematic review to assess the
level of revenue foregone, for instance by comparing estimates of revenue-
collection increases between bills that are tabled and bills that are eventually
adopted. Of course, a deeper layer of analysis would be needed to iden-
tify the changes between a reform proposal and the bill itself, to determine
who benefits from the outcomes, and to examine which policies end up
unimplemented.

13.2.2 State–society reciprocity

In Chapter 1, we discussed how an older literature on state–society relations
in Africa had pointed to tendencies for citizens to exit or ‘disengage’ from
the state as they did not experience a reciprocal relationship. Citizens would
see taxation more as a foreign imposition than as a potential future benefit
to them. However, since the 1980s, elections have become institutionalized
and civil society organizations have grown in strength. Disengagement is no
longer the default option. Our five case countries are characterized as stable
African economies with some electoral competition. Politically, the countries
can be classified as hybrid regimes (Diamond, 2002) where (some level of )
competitive elections exist in conjunction with the need to use repression
and/or co-optation to maintain stability and power (e.g. Svolik, 2012; Ger-
schewski, 2013). Ruling elites need to win elections convincingly and at the
same time maintain the ruling coalition (Whitfield et al., 2015).

The extent to which citizen demands matter to the ruling elite is therefore
usually driven by electoral competition, and there are plenty of examples in
the literature of party leaders making promises of (and sometimes deliver-
ing) social services during election times (see e.g. Stasavage, 2005; Kjær and
Therkildsen, 2012; Seeberg, 2014). In line with this research, our case stud-
ies demonstrate that elections matter for revenue bargaining by prompting
changes in the relative bargaining power of ruling elites vis-à-vis revenue
providers. Elections force the ruling elite to be responsive to taxpayers as
voters, and election campaigns may, as we have seen, offer arenas to raise
tax-related concerns. However, competitive elections—even if not free and
fair—also drive up the costs of staying in power, which has negative implica-
tions for revenue bargaining.
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The presence of informal, clientelistic institutions and ruling elites more
concerned with maintaining the ruling coalition than winning the favour
of the broad masses (Svolik, 2012) may lead to the assumption that ruling
elites are only responsive to citizen demands at elections, if at all. Never-
theless, across the case studies, we find that ruling elites also respond to
citizens between elections. Our analyses of the revenue-bargaining processes
show that state actors do engage in negotiations with groups of revenue
providers, spreading from informal sector workers to bigger private busi-
nesses. We observed ruling elites making concessions in their tax efforts in
bargaining with MPs or big businesses, and we also observed them bargain-
ing with and eventually giving concessions to smaller businesses, informal
stakeholders, and other groups of citizens of lesser organizational and eco-
nomic importance. Ruling elites also acknowledge these revenue providers’
demands, enter into dialogue with them, and at times make concessions or
compromises. Revenue providers on their part do engage with ruling elites
too; they not only rely on protests in the streets, public outcry, or passive
resistance, but also mobilize, and enter into dialogue and build relations
with key state actors, where they present their case based on evidence and
knowledge-sharing using official bureaucratic and political channels.

We see that state and societal actors are not only responsive to each other,
but also repeat their engagements based on understandings of interdepen-
dence and mutual obligations. This demonstrates state–society reciprocity.
State–society relations are reciprocal when bargaining takes place in for-
mal democratic settings (such as parliamentary committees) which serves
to institutionalize state–society relations. Consequently, and as suggested in
fiscal contract theory, we should continue to think of taxation as a driver of
state–society reciprocity, but we should look beyond macro-level relations.
If we see a broad variety of reciprocal engagements evolving and institution-
alizing during and between elections, such interactions may in time increase
accountability and induce a society-wide fiscal social contract.
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